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Jubilee Week
HIS week of Silver Jubilee celebrations will provide a memorable and
inspiring climax to the splendid economic and social achievements
standing to the credit of Great Britain after anxious periods magniflccritly surmounted. Had the same set of circumstances occurred some
twenty or even fewer years ago the nation would have been thrilled.
But
the complete absorption of the whole of the people into one united family
surrounding the Throne would not ha vc been possible then, in the absence
of broadcasting; as it is to-day.
To-clay, thanks to the universal use of wireless, and thanks also to the
British Broadcasting Corporation for having established not only a complete
broadcasting service throughout the mother country, but also a short-wave
broadcast distribution, the whole Empire is simultaneously informed of all
that is happening this week in the heart of the British commonwealth
of nations.
No matter \vhere Britons may be found, Buckingham Palace, St. Paul's
and the great thoroughfares of the Metropolis will be brought before them
by the agency of broadcasting. Throughout the far-flung Empire, in the
Yery remotest parts of the earth, the subjects of the King will be able to
take an intimate part in the P<~geant of the Silver Jubilee as it unfolds itself
before those who can be actual eye-witnesses of it.
Nothing could provide a more striking demonstration than this of the
value of an invention, that it should have done so much to weld the
British peoples into one closely knit bmily.
His Majesty, whose twenty-five years of beneficent sovereignty we acclaim
this week, i:> himself a broadcaster. By means of wireless King Gcorge's voice
has reached the cars of millions of his subjects, and it is but bare truth to
say that no broadcast is ever awaited with such eagerness and expectancy as
His Majesty's annual greeting to his peoples on Christmas Day.
1\lay he long be spared to repeat again and again that heartening bond
made possible by wireless bei\veen the H.oyal House and the homes of his subjects.

T

Programmes

J

UST i'l.S Jubilee Week is an outstanding event in the lives of every one
of ns so is it a week of great undertakings anu responsibility for the
B.B.C.
The task which the Corporation has set itself to do in order
to enable this country, the Empire, and the world to participate in these
ceiebrations will cx:1.ct a l!igh degree of efficiency e\·cn from so well organised
a system alrc:1.cl y accustomed to big achievemcn ts in broadcasting topical
events. The Outside Broadcast Department of the D.B.C. in London will
have one of the busiest \reeks on record. No less than eighty-four microphones will be in use and eighteen control units. The B.B.C. estimates that
5,2(>0 yards of cable will be used for connecting up the microphones and there
will be a thousand terminal connections to make.
Elsewhere in this issue
we devote special pages to giving our readers a general guide to what is being
provided in the way of special programme items.
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Wireless and the Atmosphere

I.-The Nature and Cause of
Atmospheric Electricity
By R. T. BEATTY, 1\I.A., B.E., D.Sc.
purpose of this
T HE
which affect our

series of Mticles is to explain zn a simple u·ay the ·carious factors
Chief among these factors is the atmosphere,
whose many layers, sensztzve as they are to the influence of solar radiation and to invaders such
as meteors, cosmic rays, and electrified particles of all kinds, control reception at medium and
long distances. Indeed, our knozdedge of the upper atmosphere, in those rarefied regions which
man can scarcely hope to reach, is chiefly due to wireless wwoes, which, as they return bent and
twisted to earth, re'Deal the story of their adventures in the high sky a hundred miles abm·e us.
re~et:tion of wireless signals.

T is now well known that the successful
transmission of wireless waves over
long distances is due to a strange
series of events which takes place in
the upper reaches of the great ocean of air
which is flung around the earth.
The air which we breathe and explore
in balloons and aeroplanes has no influence
on wireless waves. It is transparent to
them just as it is transparent to the light
of the sun or to the cosmic rays which
stream in from outer space and pass
through unhindered. Save for transient
disturbances due to lightning and to the
effects of electrified drops of rain falling
upon aerials, our reception of wireless programmes is unaffected by the atmosphere
at these low levels.
But high in the sky, far above the
highest level to which a balloon has ever
carried a human being, lie the regions
which have a profound influence on the
path of wireless waves. From fifty to a
hundred miles above our heads, where the
air is so thin that the most delicate barometer would fail to detect its pressure, and
where molecules of gas are so few that on'2
of them may trawl for a mile before
colliding with another, there are layers of
intense electrification which serve to prevent the escape of all except the \·ery
shortest waves.
Two of these regions are more permanent than the others. The lower one is
the Heaviside layer, and fifty miles farther
up lies the Appleton layer. Though permanent in the sense that they never fade

I

away completely, we must not think of
them as rigid and burnished mirrors set
in the sky. We may with greater truth
regard them as tides in the high atmosphere, waxing and waning as the earth
turns between day and night, varying
with the phases of the moon, sensitive to
those gigantic solar convulsions which
appear as sunspots, and appreciably disturbed by the showers of meteors which
from time to time invade the upper air.
The behaviour of these layers is, as we
shall sho·w, largely dependent on events
which take place far below in the lower
regions of the atmosphere, and since the
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The title illustration .~ives a pictorial representation of the troposphere, the lowest of the
layers of the atmosphere. In it are generated
practically all the atmospherics which trouble
wireless reception, for it is only in this re,gion
that air is dense enough and winds strong
enough to cause intense electrical discharges.
A typical summer thundercloud is shown
with its accompaniment of li_ghtning aizd
electrified rain.
On tlze .!fround we must
imagine the wireless station as competing with
the noises from zmsilenced electrical machines
of all kinds. This re!fion is filled with wireless
waves pouring alon_g the smjace of the earth
and formin,g a wireless atmosphere whiclz is
densest in the troposphere.
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lower regions arc also the seat of disturbances which are of great importance to
radio workers it seems \YOrth while to
begin at the surface of the earth and try
to explain, as we travel farther and farther

upwards, the somewhat surprising discoveries which haYe been made of late
years in the domain of meteorology regarded from a radio point of \·iew.

The Troposphere
The lowest layer, the troposphere (the
word means a region of movement), is the
domain of wind and rain, and of clouds
and thunderstorms. It extends upwards
to a height of about six miles and so surmounts the tops of the highest mountaiu
peaks. In this region the air become~
steadily coldcr with increasing altitude,
the fall in temperature amounting to about
9 deg. C. per mile, so that at the upper
boundary of the troposphere the thermometer may read -55 deg. C., a degree of
cold as intense as is e\·er reached in Polar
regions on the earth's surface. At this
temperature all known liquids are frozen,
mercury included. This coldness is at first
thought surprising, for at an altitude of six
miles the sun's rays haw an intensity
greater than at the earth's surface, since
they have not yet suffered absorption by
the clouds which lie below, and, indeed,
Piccard in his balloon ascent to a height of
ten miles found that the sealed metal car
in which he was enclosed became uncomfortably hot.
But air differs from metal in being practically transparent to solar radiations except for the small fraction which extends
into the far intra-red spectrum, and since
a body can only grow hot by absorbing
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clown fails, even on the equator, to warm
the air through which it passes. Hence it
is the surface of the earth and not the air
\Yhich is heateu by the direct rays of the
sun.
It is from this heated surface that the
layer of air just above receives warmth,
both by direct contact and from the longwaved heat rays emitted by the earth,
which, unlike the shorter waves comprised
in sunlight, arc readily absorbed by air.

The Invisible Man
\\'hile on this subject we might make a
scientific predictiou concerning the Invisible .Man described by Mr. H. G. WelL;.
Since this unfortunate creature was perfectly transparent he could never enjoy
the \Varmth of sunlight but must bav.:
relied on transmission of heat by contact
to his body from the surrounding air and
the ground on which he trod.
The warmed air expands and rises owin.~
to its increased buoyancy. As it ascends
into more rarel!cd regions it cools both on
account of its continuing expansion and
because it radiates away its heat; this loss
cannot be made good by absorption, at
least, not until its temperature falls to
about- 55 cleg. C., for, as \Ye ha \·e already
pointed out, the absorl?ti~·c
power is small. And so w1thm
the limit of the shell of gas
called the troposphere there ic;
a steady fall of temperature
\Yith increase in elevation.
The radio worker has good
reason to consider the troposphere as the home of unwanted radio signals, which are
<luc largely to lightning and to
a smaller extent to electrified
rain.
H.ain, fortunately, is
strictly local in its effects, and
is only electrified if it has fallen
tlnout;h a turbulent atn:osphere, but the atmosphcncs
which plague us nighlly reach
our aerials from thunderstorms
up to distances of a thousand
miles a\Yav. Let us consider
the cracklings and mutterings
which at times disturb our enJoyment of the gentle music of
Scbubert as faint echoes from
gigantic and brutal Wagneri?-n
compositions roaring O\'cr mtclEvents
Europc or far out in the
Atlantic, and we may then regard them
more tolerantly.

Thunderstorms and Wireless
Few people realise ho\v enormous is the
power emitted in a thunderstorm or the
reasons for the production of the considerable charge of electricity accumulated
prior to its discharge as': ftas~ of lightning.
It is not easy to electnfy ramdrops. Dr.
Simpson, in his attempts to produce a
thundercloud in the laboratory, found that
no electrification was produced by freezin:5
drops of water or by thawing the result-
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ing hailstones, or by friction of falling
drops against still air. But when air wa:;
blown upwards against the drops so that
the relatiYe speed exceeded twenty miles
an hour, spray was torn off and the upward-carried spray was charged negatively, \\bile the drops were left behind
\Yith a positi\'C charge. Thus, an upward
blast of air of sufficient intensity acts as
a kind of Wimshurst machine, generating
electricity as long as rain is falling. Now,
upward air currents of this kind obviously
occur in cumulus clouds, those white, massi\·e, towering structures which are thunderclouds par excellence. For the summi:
of the cloud is often observed to be in
violent motion and to be blown n11t like
the head of a cauliflower. MorW\'Cr, th'c
hailstones v:hich frequently occur in
thunderstorms must originate as rainclrop5
which, after their formation, are carried
up to higher and coldcr altitudes where
they freeze, and to carry an a\'erage hailstone up\vards o.n air blast at t\\·cnty miles
an hour is required.
So far, then, the explanation of the
\mrking of the great electric generator is
acceptable. The next question is, Whence
co111es the Ycrtical draught?
Imagine a hot, still afternoon when the
warmed surface air is drifting gently upwards. Over a moist region the air :s
more hea ,·ily charged \Yith water vapour

cloud. For the heated air becomes more
buoyant than air at the same level outside the cloud, and wind begins to rush
into the cloud from the regions outsidt~
and from below. Here, then, is the origin
of the updraught which, like air ascending in a heated chimney, blows up along
the core of the cumulus, and attains
enough speed to disrupt and electrify the
falling rain.

The Thundercloud Dynamo

The numerical figures relating to thundercloudsareofstartling magnitmle. In five
seconds a charge of 20 coulombs (equivalent to 4 amperes flowing for five seconds)
may be carried. up by the ascending.
spray, thus formmg an electric condenser
with an upper negatively charged plate
and a lower positive plate formed by the
positively charged raindrops or by the
earth below. In thirty seconds the potential difference may amount to fiye thousand
million volts, whereupon a flash occurs.
The thundercloud machine keeps on
generating electricity at this high pressure,
and if we reckon on a flash every thirty
seconds we arrive at a figure of the ·average
horse power of the stupendous \'alue ef
fo~tr million horse power. Compare with
thts the performance of the great Battersea
power station which (if its third steam turbine has been installed at the
elate of writing) is capable of
300,000 horse power.
One
thunclercloucl equals thirteen
Battersea stations ! Or consider that one H.P. =the power
of six men, but, since a man
can only work at this rate for
six ~ours per day, while a
machine works con tin uousl y,
one H.P. =twenty-four men,
and since including women
and children only one individual out of four is capable c_•f
this work, one H.P. =ninetysix individuals. Accordingly,
one thunclercloucl machine=
4 x g6 million individuals, so
that the total man power of tht~
2,ooo million inbabitauts of
our globe is equalled by the
power emitted by five working
th umlerclouds.
So, if on a night in which
atmospherics tend to drown
the wireless programme any
in a thundercloud, the most potent source of atmJspherics.
reader should feel resentment
mounting within him, I would
than over the surrounding drier surface,
recommend him to read again this article
but in any case the air as it rises enters and ponder over the remarkable events
colcler and colder altitudes. At a height and gigantic forces of which he has the
of, say, a mile, the moist air becomes privilege to be an auditor.
Tout camcooled to a point where its water vapour prendre, c' est tout pardonner.
reaches saturation and begins to condense
Further articles in this series will deal
as a fine rain. Now, as steam engineers
know well, \Yhen vapour condenses heat i'> with the following subjects :2. The Stratosphere. the world of fatr
given out-the latent heat of steam-to
weather and intense sunshine.
such an amount that for every pound of
3·
The Ozone Layer, and its protective
water formed enough heat is produced t>J
action.
raise ftve pounds of water to boiling point.
4· The Ionosphere, the home of the HeaviThis heat, produced by condensation,
side and Appleton Layers.
has a profound effect on the behaviour of
5· Absorption of wireless waves, and wirethe column of moist air-the cumulus
less echoes.
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The Tone-control

Tran~sformer

Principles of Operation and Design
By L. E. C. IIUGHES, Ph.D.
LTHOUGH tone-correcting LF transformers, of which the
frequency characteristics may be adjusted through an external
control to suit varying needs, have been in use for some time, little
technical information has hitherto been published on their design.

A

ANY readers of this journal are
well acquainted with methods
of tone correction and control as
applied to radio reception.
Tone control is, briefly, the art of adjusting frequency-response curves of apparatus to specified shapes. This can be done
with exactness when a:ll the apparatus and
suitable measuring gear are available. In
broadcasting, it is not possible to get at
both ends of the system at the same time
and measure the overall response ; indeed,
there is some difficulty in deciding the
definition of such a response, including, as
it does, the acoustic conditions of and surrounding the microphone and loud
speaker.
Supposing that the response curves
under. the control of the broadcasting
authorities are adjusted to an acceptable
shape up to the radiation, there remain
variabilities in the receiver, such as in
the selective circuits and in the po'sition
of the reproducer, which make empirical

transformer of turns ratio N, that is, one
with infinitely great primary and secondary impedances and no leakage inductances.
M is the mutual inductance of the transformer when the ratio is reduced to I/ I,
instead of N, by dividing all the secondary impedances by N". The primary and
secondary leakages and effective resistances are represented by LI, L2, RI and
R2 respectively. C is the self-capacity of
the secondary winding, depending only
on the shape of the winding and which
end of the windings or the core is earthed,
and indepencient of the actual number of
turns.
The larger is N in an actual
transformer of fixed size secondary, the
greater is C in the equivalent circuit, since
it becomes multiplied by N 2 •
The terminations of a transformer are
most important.
The primary is connected to a source of electro-motive force,
E, in series with an internal impedance
R, generally resistive, as in a thermionic
valve. In the latter,
E is the product of the
applied voltage to the
grid and the amplification factor.
R
The response of the
c
transformer is defined
as the ratio of the
secondary voltage V,
(b)
(a)
since this is applied to
the grid and determines the power outFig. 1.-A normal LF transformer and its equivalent circuit.
put of the succeeding
valve, toE, not to the
tone-control an asset, so that the opti- voltage applied to the primary of the
mum overall response can be attained in transformer. The response is plotted for
each frequency as
a variety of conditions.
The tone-control transformer is a device
20 log 1 " (V/ E)
decibels,
providing for continuous adjustment of in conformity with all other response
frequency response; and no doubt many curves which determine ultimately the
of its users desire to know its principle of overall response curve of an acoustic system. To this is added
operation.
20 log 10 N
decibels,
indicating the gain obtained by virtue of
Normal Transformer Action
the fact that the device transforms.
Its circuit is based on an ingenious comIn practice, the network of Figure I (b)
bination of properties of transformers. is not on open circuit, but operates into
The tone-control transformer is more a grid-capacity, which is determined by
simply explained, therefore, from a con- the constants of the valve and the load in
sideration of the equivalent circuit of the its anode circuit. The circuit is simpliconventional double-wound transformer.
fied by adding this grid input-capacity in
:Referring to Figure I, a transformer parallel with the self-capacity of the
with tl)rns ratio N in (a) is equivalent to secondary of the transformer.
the network (b) in series with an ideal
At medium frequencies the impedance

M

The tone-control transformer in practical
use. A Multitone component incorporated
in The Wireless World Universal AC-DC Ill.

of l\I and C are high and do not appreciably shunt the transmission line. Also
the leakage impedances are small in cornparison with M, the leakage impedances
being normally less than I per cent. of l\1.
Hence V= E; there is no gain or loss,
apart from the step-up, centre of curve A,
Fig. 2.
At low frequencies M becomes an appreciable shunt, due to its fall in impedance ;
there is a voltage drop in R, V is less than
E, and there is a progressive loss in the
bass.
With increasing frequency the seriesleakage impedance rises and thus provides
an increasing drop for the greater current taken by C. At some frequency,
when the reactance of C equals the leakage reactances, the current through C may
be a maximum; hence the response may
be a maximum. At very high frequencies
C becomes a short-circmt and the response
tends to zero. The magnitude of the resonant current, for a given E, depends on
the series effective resistance, that is, the

~~+I
~6

13~

~

or---,-.- ....,--....=d-.q.-4
BI A
C
:
FREQUENCY

Fig. 2.-Response curves of normal
transformers.

losses in the transformer windings, both
copper and iron, and the impedance of
the source R.
If the latter is low, the
resonant current may result in V being
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The Tone-control Transformerconsiderably greater than E, as in curve
B. At the same time, the response is held
up in the bass because at a given frequency M takes a larger voltage drop. If
the source impedance R is high, then the
resonant current is small and V may be
less than E, as in curve C. If the grid is
shunted by a resistance, such a load re·
duces the top response also.
The art of designing a transformer with
a level response over a wide frequency
range is, therefore, the adjustment of the
mutual M, the leakages, and the selfcapacity C, so that the resonant current at
the upper end of the response curve has
the right value to make the ratio V/ E the
same as at a medium frequency.

There are subsidiary effects due to capacities between the windings which modify
the response curve slightly in practice, but
they do not modify the preceding argument.
Turning now to the tone-control transformer, Fig. 3, it consists of a normal
primary P, suited to the source impedance,
a main secondary S, and a further
secondary T connected by an external
high-resistance potentiometer Rand a con-
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viously explained.
It is not possible to
have both high gain due to step-up and
great band-width of response. Moreover,
to get the range of control in response it
is necessary to adjust the leakage of T,
which means, in practice, the permeability
of the core material, within close limits.
The tone-control transformer gives,
therefore, a considerable margin of response tilt in both directions, a property
which has been found of considerable use
not only in radio-receivers, where it is
most used, but also in deaf-aids, for which
it was devised, and in public-address
systems ; in fact, in all reproducing systems which ha\·e to work in adverse
acoustic conditions and which require adjustment of their overall response.

~

High-permeability Cores.
Now M depends on the number of
turns placed on a given sized core, and
the percentage leakage inductances on the
permeability of that core.
The use of
nickel-iron alloys of high differential permeability results in a smaller core for a
given M ; the smaller core also results in
a smaller C, since this diminishes with the
dimensions of the winding.
Thus improved core material helps in two ways in
obtaining a level response over a wide
range for a given step-up, because increases of the leakage inductance or effective self-capacity of the secondary winding both reduce the secondary resonant
frequency.
In a given transformer, information for
further design is easily obtained. M is
substantially the primary inductance an<I
is measured at low frequency, say 50 c/s,
on a bridge with a vibration galvano-

Fig. 3.-Connections of a tone-control
transformer.

meter, or simply with a thermocouple or
rectifying instrument to measure series
current and a valve voltmeter to measure
voltage drop. The leakages, which cannot
be distinguished practically, are measured
by taking the primary impedance with the
secondary shorted.
The self-capacity of the secondary is
found from the leakage reactances by
ascertaining at what high frequency the
primary impedance is a minimum and resistive; the value of this resistance is
clearly the series effective resistances. As
a check, M and C resonate and the primary impedance becomes a maximum and
resistive at some middle frequency, which
is readily obtained with a suitable bridge.

z

<
0

Marconiphone Model223
FREQUENCY

Fig. 4.-Various types of response curve
obtainable from a tone-correcting transformer.

denser C, which is conveniently formed
from a bifilar winding on the primary.
Remembering the action of a normal
transformer, the modified transformer acts
as follows. With the slider at its lower
extremity S and T resonate with C. The
latter is adjusted so that the resonant
frequency is about go c/s. above which
the response, as measured by the ratio of
the voltage applied to the second grid to
the voltage applied to the first grid, falls
off rapidly, as indicated in Fig. 4,
curve A.
With the slider of R at the upper end,
T is shorted on the core and the comparatively heavy short-circuit ampere-turn ..;
are balanced by primary ampere-turns,
with the result that the apparent primary
impedance falls to a low value. I~emem
bering that the valve has a fixed differential anode resistance, loss in primary
impedance means that there is a larger
voltage drop in the valve, less voltage is
applied to the primary, less voltage trans·
formed by S, and so the response is low.
The short-circuit current is a maximum
at the lowest frequencies.
As the frequency rises, so dols the reactance of the
leakage of T, with consequent drop in
short-circuit current, rise in primary impedance, increase of voltage applied to
primary, and increase in overall response,
as indicated by curve B.
The response continues to rise until the
resonant frequency of the winding S is
passed, after which the response drops
sharply, as is normal.
For intermediate positions of the slider
of R, there is a combination of the resonant current in S and the short-circuit current in T, and response curves intermediate between A and B are obtained,
the change from one response curve to
another being continuous with rotation of
the potentiometer R.
The range of frequency response is
determined by the step-up ratio as pre-

THE latest addition to the "Jubilee"
series of Marconiphone receivers is an
AC /DC superheterodyne which has been
introduced to meet the demands of those
who anticipate a change in the nature of
their supply mains.
An unusually interC'sting three-valve circuit has been adopted in which the middle
valve, a double-diode-pentode, performs the
functions of IF amplifier, second detector,
AVC, and LF amplifier.
This versatile
valve is preceded by a heptode frcquencychangcr, and is followed by a separate pentode output Yalye.

Marconiphone Model 223 ACjDC Superheterodyne

Special attention has been given to the
question of heat dissipation, which is of
necessity a very real problem in table sets
employing universal valves, and deflecting
cowls have been included to maintain
steady convection currents.
The price of the Mo,del 223 is II! guineas.

Jubilee Issues
THE principal motoring happenings during
the King's reign are described in a
beautifully produced Jubilee issue of our
sister journal, The Autocar, dated May 3rd,
which also includes an authoritative description of His Majesty's garage and cars at
Buckingham Palace.
An article on " Snapshotting Royalty "
appears in the special Jubilee issue of The
Amateur Photographer (May 1st), together
with details of a Jubilee competition. The
Yachting World (May 3rd) gives a vivid
record of the King's activities on the famous
Royal cutter, Britanma.

Wireless World,

HINTS

AND

Practical Aids
to Better Reception
CRITICISM sometimes directed
against all-wave receivers is that the
ratio of the tuning drive fitted is too low
for the very fine adjustments needed on
short waves. Actually, this is not due to
short-sighted manufacturing policy, but to
the fact that a reducA Dualtion gear really high
enough for the short
Purpose
waves would make
Tuning Knob
tedious an exploration
of the medium and long waves. Another
possible disadvantage of a high ratio is
that it can give a quite false impression of
poor selectivity, particularly on long

A

TIPS

pass from one end of the scale to the
other in far less time than by the usual
"twiddling" method; while for the relatively slow and careful process of tuning
in a station, the large size and knurled rim
of the disc enables one to make the finest
adjustments with the greatest accuracy.
W"ITH the object of obtaining the
maximum amount of undistortecl
volume from an output valve, every effort
should be made to apply to its anode the
highest possible voltage up to the limit
imposed by the manufacturer.
The reason for this
HT Voltage
advice is that the decline in AC output is
and Power
not merely proporOutput
tional to reductions in
HT voltage; it is much worse than that,
amounting in practice to the square of the
voltage.
As· an example, by halving the anode
voltage, the power output is reduced, not
by ha:lf, but to a fourth of the figure corresponding to maximum rated voltage.
fluctuations in signal strength
W HEN
and changes in quality of repro-

On the principle of the dial telephone ; an
easily made two-speed drive.

waves. Consequently, failing a suitable
two-ratio drive, the ultimate choice is a
compromise between the two requirements, with a bias in favour of the higher
wavelengths, which are likely to be the
most used by the average listener.
Conversely, with sets designed primarily
for short waves, the slow-motion ratio is
someti!lleS so high that the user is irritated by the tedious operation of repeatedly turning the knob; a strong desire
is felt for some way of speeding up the
tuning process when skipping from one
waveband to another.
Those who use this type of set may be
interested in a simple device which permits both fast and slow control to be obtained with a standard tuning drive. It
is suggested that the usual tuning knob
should be replaced by a large flat disc-a
convenient form being the type used for
vernier thumb-controlled
condensers ;
near the periphery a hole (or several symmetrical holes) is drilled, suitably countersunk so that it fits the tip of a forefinger
comfortably.
Now, by placing a finger-tip in the hole
and rotating it from the knuckle joint,
thereby spinning the " dial " as when
using an automatic telephone, one can

duction take place during the hours of
daylight (true fading should not then
occur on the normal broadcast bands) we
have a fairly certain indication, if the
receiver IS a superInconstant
heterodyne, that the
Oscillator
oscillator frequency is
Frequency
"wandering." It may
be, of course, that
the source of the trouble is external, but
this is hardly likely nowadays.
In any case, the point can be determined quite easily with the help of an
extemporised oscillator consisting of
the reacting detector circuit of a borrowed
receiver. The procedure is to tune the
suspected receiYer to a signal which is
subject to variation, and then to heterodyne it from the local oscillator, when a

.~fay
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whistle of pitch dependent upon the
setting of the oscillator condenser will
occur. If the pitch of this whistle is
observed to vary when the volume
varies, it may be concluded, with some
confidence, that the trouble is clue wholly
to wandering of the oscillator frequency.
JN a recent issue it was pointed out that
the small mass-plate type of accumulator is hardly suitable for the filamentcurrent demands of five- or six-Yalve sets.
The truth of this assertion can often be
proved by checking the voltage of one
such on'nYorked cell
Accumulators
after
a
prolonged
for
period of listening,
Superhets
and it is a fact that
many rases of poor
performance and erratic beha\·ionr can be
traced to inadequate low-tension supply,
particularly amongst last season's superheterodynes, which, generally speaking,
contain a minimum of fiyc Yaln's.
For example, in a set of this type it
sometimes happens that the detectoroscillator valve suddenly stops oscillating,
or fails to oscillate over the whole waverange. This is most likely to occur with
screened-grid " cathode-injection" frequency changers, \Yhere the oscillator
coupling coil is inserted in the filament
leads; with this arrangement there may be
insufficient reaction coupling to maintain
oscillation when emission falls through
even a slight decline in filament yoJtage.

GERM~NY WAGES WAR ON INTERFERENCE.-A fleet of 65 cars are being put into service
for tracmg and suppressing electrical disturbances. Above is shown the portable kit of tools
and instruments with which each of the investigating engineers is provided.
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Keeping It Dark
HERE is to be no public
T
radio show in America during 1935. Such is the decision
of the U.S. Radio Manufacturers' Association, which meets
in Chicago on June nth and
I 2th for a secret session on set
designs for 1935-6.

Medium Waves Span
Atlantic
TESTS conducted by the new
Rennes- Bretagne Regional
station,
working
on
288.5
metres between 4 and 6 a.m.,
havu rPvealed that this I20lcilowatt medium- wave transmitter is easily heard 111
America.

Paying the Postman

Mexico Tells the Universe

ADIO licence fees in Italy
R
have hitherto been collected
by postmen, but there are certain objections to this arrangement, 'including possible nondelivery of letters to delinquents.
In future Italian listeners must
pay at the post office.

STATION XECR has been
opened by the Mexican
Ministry of Foreign Affairs '' to
carry out active propaganda of
news on behalf of Mexico's good
name abroad." In an official
notice we read that "XECR
will serve lofty aims, as in addition to broadcasting all over the
universe the truth in regard to
the situation in Mexico, it will
do its share towards drawing
closer the bonds of international
friendship and rectifying by
actual facts distorted world
opinions in regard to the Republic of Mexico, originated by
malevolent
and
misleading
reports."
XECR worlc·s on 40.6 metres

" Free Shows " Battle
in U.S.
AMERICAN theatrical producers and actors' organisations are complaining against
the prevalence of '' free shows ''
provided by the broadcasting
networks. It is estimated that
about 5,000 persons attend
\Yeeldy in the studios of the two
main n<'tworks, while large

Sir Ambrose Fleming
IR Ai\IBROSE FLEMING,
S
inventor of the thermionic
valve, has been awarded the
Franklin Medal for 1935 by the
Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia, for his work in the field of
wireless research. The name of
Sir Ambrose is coupled with
that of Professor Einstein, who
receives a similar medal for his
n·st·ardws into relativity.

The Listener's Chance
that the only
B ELIEVING
bar to the complete enjoyment of broadcast programmr•s
is the listener's inability tn
reply, the Stuttgart station
authorities arc introducing a
Listeners' Programme once a
fortnight. During these twohour sessions, representative
listeners are led to the microphone and permitted to catechise the station director on
matters pertaining to the arrangenwnt of programmes.

French Television Claim
ONE other than M. Mandel,
the French P.M.G., is responsible for the statement that
the Eiffel Tower will soon be
transmitting television '' better
and more up to date than anything !~ Great Britain or Gern1anv.
A smaller edition of the apparatus, which is all-French, is
about to begin broadcasts from
Paris P.T.T. parallel with the
ordinary
sound
broadcasts.
These will be on 175 metres,
with Go-line scanning at 25
framPs per second.
The Eiffel Tower tests three
months hence will employ 240linc- scanning.

N

0

that his son had met the van on
the road prior to its visit a·nd
had told the Post Office men
where the licence was to be
found.

Alternative Programmes
THE first serious attempt to
introduce alternative broadcast programmes m France,
with a contrasting appeal, will
be made at the end of this
month.
\Vhen Radio-Paris is
broadcasting
dramatic
and
literary material, the Eiffel
Tower will offt>r light music,
and vice versa.
The principle
will ultimately be extended to
include the whole of the French
Regional scheme.

"Ultra-Shorts" in Central
London
DIRECTiONAL and omnidirectional 5-metre transmissions will be carried out on
Sunday, May 19th, by the International Short Wave Club on
th~ roof o_f The Daily Telegraph
btuldmg m Fleet Street, London, and a special appeal is
made for listeners to report on
the tests. It is hoped to secure
reports from listeners located
ov<'r 200 miles away.
A complete schedule of the
tf·sts, which will run from 1 r
a.m. to 4.30 p.m., will be published in next week's vVireless
Wo1'ld.
The "Ultra
Short
\Vave Two,'' which was described in the isstie of this jourIlal dat<'d June r6th, 1933, is a
very suitable receiver for those
who wish to take part, being of
simple construction and capable
of reception up to two or three
hundred miles. A limited numbf'r of copies of the issue can
still be obtained from the Publisher, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, S.E. r.

N.R.E.A.
A CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH is used by the engineers as a
visual check on quality in this control cabinet in the Columbia
Broadcasting system's Radio Playhouse near Times Square, New York.
Non-paying audiences of 750 persons can attend the performances,
and the theatrical profession is complaining bitterly.

numbers occupy complimentary
seats at the minor broadcasting
stations.
The largest attendaNces are
in the large and small studio
theatrtls at Radio Citv, New
York.
.
The broadcasters' contention
is that radio artists demand a
visible audience as a stimulus
to better performance, but it
seems doubtful whether theatre
organisations
appreciate
the
stncngth of this argument.
Probably they would prefer
that the standard of broadcast
performance was not too high.

Listening in France
FRENCH registered listeners
numbered 1,882,607 at the
beginning of March, 843,789 belonging to the Paris district.

(3.780 k jc) every Sunday from
23.oo to 24.oo G.M.T.

Wonders of the Detector
Van
AN amusing tale is told in the
Post Office Magazine of a
visit of the P.O. "detector"
van to the elderly landlord of
a \Velsh inn. \Vhen the licensee
explained to the engineers that
his son had taken the wireless
licence out with him, he was informed that he would find it in
~he pocket of his son's blue coat.
Suw enough the licence was
there, and the old man's astonishment was wonderful to behold
when, asking how the engineers
knew, he was informed, "This
is the licence detector van
you'\·e been reading about."
K ot till evening did he learn

THE suggestion that a printed
hst should be prepared
showing the usual charges for
ordinary radio repair jobs is being considered by the Nation..tl
H.adio Engineers' Association.
Since the recent formation of
the Association successful meetings have been held in Leicester
Nottingham, Plymouth, Bristol:
~ardiff and Newcastle. OrganIsers have been appointed for
Norwich, ManchPster and Barnslev.
ORaclio engineers are invited to
apply for full particulars of the
Association's activities to th~
Secretary at 48, High Road,
London, N.2.

Components Famine
RESTRICTION of imports has
placed Roumania in the
sorry position of not having
enough radio parts, writes a
cot"' 'Ondent. As a result the
rat
1ctories arc working only
three davs a week, while
amateur c~nstruction work is at
a standstill.
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The Royal week-Listeners
THE JUBILEE AND THE
LISTENER

HIS MAJESTY'S JUBILEE

AccESSION DAY, May 6th,
will be notable for the fact
that, thanks to broadcasting.
more subjects of His Majesty
will be participating in a great
national thanksgiving than
ever before.
The relay of the "Thanksgiving Service for the Protection afforded to the King's
Majesty dming the Twenty-

IN all national events broadcasting now elbows its way to
the front, and the freedom of
the microphone vies with the
freedom of the Press. Almost it
might be said that the "mike"
rushes in where angels fear to
tread; certainly there will be
no important feature of next
week's Jubilee celebrations in
which listeners will not be able
to have some share.
YORK MINSTER

THE first item in the Jubilee
Week broadcasts is the Military Service from York Minster
at IO o'clock on Sunday morning next, in which the bands
of the I6/ 5th Lancers, the znd
Battalion the Northumberland
Fusiliers, and the znd Battalion Manchester Regiment
will take part. The ArchbishDp of York will preach the
sermon.
"HENRY V"

IT would be difficult to
choose a more fitting play than
"King Henry V" for the
Shakespearean broadcast on
Sunday afternoon at 5.30.
Howard Rose is the producer
of a studio version in which
Leslie Banks takes the part of
Henry V, A. Scott-Gatty that
of Charles VI of France,
and Celia J ohnson that of
Katherine, Henry V's Queen.
There are some '' purple
patches" in "Henry V" which
will always bring a thrill to
Englishmen, especially at times
of national rejoicing.
<i>

<i>

<\>

INTER-DENOMINATIONAL
SERVICE

A UNIQUE religious service
will be held in the Concert Hall

r---------------------------------1

j THE JUBILEE
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BROADCASTS
MONDAY, MAY 6th.
(ACCESSION DAY.)
11.5 a.m., Commentary on the
Procession to St. Paul's.
11.30 a.m.-12.30 p.m., Service
relayed from the Cathedral.
6.30 p.m., " Twenty-Five Years "
-Special Empire jubilee Programme.

l 8.0 p.m., The King's Speech.

: 10.15 p.m., The Poet Laureate.
I

!
l
l
l
I

:

1

. :
I

l
THURSDAY, MAY 9th.
:
l 11.2Q-11.50 a.m., Lords and Corn- i
l
mons present Loyal Address to l
l
the King; relayed from West~ Il
I
l
minster Hall. C S .
l
lL_ ________________________________
(All B.B. . tations.)
!l

NATION AND EMPIRE will tune in to
St. Paul's at II.30
a.m. on Monday next
for the "Thanksgiving Service for the
protection afforded to
the King's Majesty
during the Twentyfive Years of his
Auspicious Reign."
The King and Queen
will drive in state to
the Cathedral.

of
Broadcasting
House at 7·55 on
Sunday, the officiating clergy being the
Archbishop of Canterbury ; the Rev.
S. M. Berry, D.D., Moderator
of the National Council of
Evangelical Free Churches;
and the Rev. Marshall Lang,
Moderator Designate of the
Church of Scotland.
Part of the London Symphony Orchestra will accompany the B.B.C. Chorus under
the direction of Adrian Boult,
with Thalben Ball at the organ.
During the service there will
be sung "Oh Lord Save the
King," an anthem composed
specially for the occasion by
Sir Walford Davies, Master of
The King's Musick.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF
BRITISH MUSIC

RouNDING off tl1e programmes on the eve of Accession Day will be a concert by
the B.B.C. Orchestra (Section
B), under Sir Henry Wood, of
works by British composers as
first performed at Promenade
Concerts since 1910 (Reg.
g.2o). The composers include
.Walton, Delius and Bax.

five years of his Auspicious
Reign, ordered by the Lords of
His Majesty's Most Honourable
Privy Council in the Cathedral
Church of St. Paul, London,"
will be preceded by a broadcast description of the arrival
of Their Majesties The King
and Queen at Temple Bar, and
of the scene outside the
Cathedral. Later will come a
commentary on the H.oyal
departure from the Cathedral,
given by Commander Stephen
King-Hall, R.N.
Approximately at II.5 a.m.
the Tn bilee broadcast will
open \vith joy bells. Next, a
commentator at Temple Bar
will describe the arrival of the
Prince of \Vales; crowd noises
will be heard, and then will
follow a word picture of the
arrival of Their ·Majesties at the
City Boundary.
As the procession moves on the narrative
will be taken up by a commentator outside St. Paul';;
Cathedral which should be
reached at about 11.24 .

Slowly the cheers of the
crowd will fade into the strains
of the St. Paul's organ, and at
11.30 the service of thanksgiving will begin.
The proceedings will be
broadcast by all stations of the
B.B.C., including the Empire
transmitters at Daventry.
RADIO DRAMATIC SURVEY

"TwENTY-FIVE Years" is
the appropriate title
for the programme at
6.30 compiled by Dr.
Harold
T emperly
and produced by
Laurence
Gilliam.
This radio dramatic
smTey of the King's
reign \Yill deal in
se q u c n cc
with :
Accession ;
Early
Trawls; Coronation;
Delhi-Dnrbar; Prewar
\\'oriel ;
the
Great War; tile New
Age; the New Empire; thr King and
His Ministers; the
King ancl His People.

An important feature of the
programme will be the reconstruction of the King's Coronation Sen·ice at \V cstminster
Abbey in 1910. For this purpose the actual music used in
the service has been recorded
by the Abbey Choir and the
organ, under the direction of
Dr. Bulloch.
At 7.40 p.m. ccmes the
"Empire's Tribute."
This
will take the form of loyal
messages of greeting to His
Majesty from all British possessions, including a direct relay
from the Viceroy of India.
There will be relays from
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to the

Southern
Rhodesia,
South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and a speech by
His Excellency the Governor
of Bermuda.
The message
from Newfoundland will be a
recorded one, relayed from
Ottawa. Finally, the Prime
Minister,
The
Rt.
Hon.
Ramsay MacDonald, will deliver an address to His Majesty
on behalf of the United
Kingdom.

Jubilee Broadcasts

gramme we shall hear (8. ro)
mighty fun going forward in
the Brighton Corn Exchange,
where the ] ubilee Civic Celebrations will be in full swing.
In a special top-notch variety
bill we shall hear the Dancin;;
Daughters,
Norman Long.
J ane Carr, Elsie and Doris
·waters, 1\osmo King and
Partner, Anona vVinn, Leonard

By The Auditor
REVELATIONS IN "FAMOUS
TRIAL"

JeBILEE week will see the
broadcasting of a ''Famous
Trial" which first gave to
British juries the unassailable
authori ". which they enjoy
to-dav.
This is the trial of
Willi~m Penn, which fook

COVENT GARDEN

NEVER before has an opera
at Covent Garden been relayed
in its entirety.
At 8.ro on
Tuesday next, May 7th, the
whole of '' La Cenerentola ''
(Cinderella) will be heard, the
cast in c 1u d i n g C o n c h i t a
Supervia, and Pierisa Giri.

<!>

THE KING'S MESSAGE

Ar 8 p.m. H.M. The King
will deliver his message to
the Empire from a small room
overlooking the gardens cf
Buckingham Palace.
Thc
technical arrangements will be
the same as those for the
Sandringham broadcast
at
Christmas.
His Majesty will
speak alone from a room
adjoining that in which the
technical controls are placed.
All equipment will be in duplicate, and the lines connecting
the Buckingham Palace switchboard with Broadcasting House
will be specially chartered
pri,·ate circuits.
An interesting ''postscript'·
to the Jubilee programme will
occur at 9-45 when spokesmen
in towns in all parts of the
British Isles will contribute :o
the News Bulletin their own
impressions of the eYents of
Jubilee Day.
FUN IN BRIGHTON

AFTER the happy but somewhat restrained Jubilee pro-

THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS AGO St. Paul's Cathedral saw another Royal Thanksgiving Service on the occasion
of the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1897. This interesting photograph shows the service in
progress, the aged Queen remaining seated in the royal carriage.

H('nry, and Jack Payne and
His Band.
Dance music will be relayed
from Brighton from 11.30 p.m.
to r a.m.
TWO FAMOUS POETS

RUDYARD KIPLING, LL.D.,
D.Litt., the " Poet of Empire,"
whose speech at the Banquet
of the Royal Society of St.
George will be heard on the
evening of Accession Day.

FRo~r the Corn Exchange
listeners will be switched
through an hour J.ater to the
Connaught Rooms, where the
" Poet 'Of Empire," R ud yard
Kipling, LL.D., D.Litt., will
be heard in a speech at the
annual Banquet of the Royal
Society of St. George. And
then, at 10.15 p.m., we shall
hear the Poet Laureate, Mr.
John Masefield, deliver his
new Jubilee poem.
A great day, in which the
programmes will be of such a
standard that no alternatives
will be called for.

place in the year r617, and will
be heard by listeners in the
National programme on Tuesday next, May 7th, at 8 p.m.,
and in the Regional programme
at 8-45 on May 8th.
Ten years before he tounded
the State of Pennsylvania
William Penn, a Quaker, was
arrested in England for unlawful assembly while speaking at
a meeting.
Leslie Baily's
broadcast nrsion of tbe trial
which followed will re\'('al that
this was the occasion which
gaYe British juries the right to
return a verdict according to
their own opinion. In the
Penn trial the judges tried to
insist on a verdict of their
own, and used extraordinary
methods to force the jury to
alter their opinion, without
avail.

" THE DESERT SONG "

A comedy which has never
ceased
running
since
its
original production at Drury
Lane comes to the microphone
in Jubilee week. This is '' The
Desert Song," with Edith Day
and Harry Welchman.
The
popularity of '' The Desert
Song" is amazing, and it has
established itself as a tirm
favourite in all the provincial
theatres, rivalling even Gilbert
and Sullivan.
Henrik Ege's radio version
will play for about r! hour,
and will be given at 7.30
(National)
on Wednesday,
May 8th, and 8-45 (Regional)
on May gth.
The book and
lyrics are by Otto Harbach and
Oscar Hammerstein.
All the
popular music has been left in,
and the Wireless Chorus and
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the Dancing Daughters will be
heard. John Watt is the producer, and the Theatre Orchestra will be under the direction of Stanford Robinson.
<£:>-

/:>
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LORDS AND COMMONS

ten by Frank Tapp, who won
the second prize in the Daily
Telegraph Concert Overture
Competition with his overture
" Metropolis." This received
its first performance at a
Queen's Hall Promenade Concert last August.

ONLY less important in
Jubilee week than the happen- A RUSSIAN RESTAURANT
ings of Accession Day will be
MucH has been said about
the presentation of address•s. the Light Entertainment Deto His Majesty by the Lords partment's new feature, "The
and Commons at
11.20 a.m.
on
Thursday next,
May
gth,
in
Wcstminst er
Hall.
The address
on behalf of the
House of Lords
will be
by the

r----------------------------------

be put to the test of a National
transmission.
" The Red Sarafan " will be
directed by the Marquis Vivien
de Chateaubrun, who holds the
British Military Cross as well
as numerous Russian decorations.
Olga Alexeeva and
Capt. Sorokin's Siberian Cossacks will be heard in a programme of traditional Russian
peasant music and songs. The
atmosphere will be reminiscent

1
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FRIDAY, MAY 3rd.
Nat., Smetana's "Ma Vlast," Part
1.-B.B.C. Orchestra (D).
Reg., Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, relayed from Birmingham.

Abroad.
Leipzig, 10.30, The Leipzig Symphony Orchestra.
SATURDAY. MAY 4th.
Nat.,
··Dancing Through"pageant of popular music during
the past 25 years : Geraldo and
his Orchestra.
Reg., Smetana's " Ma Vlast," Part
II-B.B.C. Orchestra (D). ~Speech
by H.R.H. Duke of York at
Royal Academy Banquet.

Abroad.
Brussels 11, 6, Beethoven Concert.
SUNDAY, MAY 5th
Nat., 10 a.m., Militarv Service in
York Minster. 5.30 p.m., '"Henry
V " (Shakespeare). 7.55 p.m.,
Special Service in Broadcasting
House.
Reg., 6.45, Music of the British Isles .
B.B.C. Orchestra (E).

Abroad.

Radio Paris, 9, Concert on AnniI
versary of Death of Napoleon.
I
MONDAY, MAY 6th.
I'
I
I
Nat. and Reg ., For Jubilee broadI
I
casts see previous page. 8.10 p.m.,
I
All-Star Variety from New Corn
I
I
Exchange, Brighton. 11.30 p.m.I
I
1 a.m., Dance Music from
I
'II Brighton.
I
I

I

Abroad.

Warsaw, 9, Handd and Bach
Concert.
TUESDAY. MAY 7th.
Nat., 8, "The Trial of William
Penn." 8.45, "The Red Sarafan."
Reg., 8.1 0, " La Cenerentola "
(Rossini) from Coven! Garden.

Abroad.

" THE DESERT SONG." Edith Day and soldiery in the original Drury Lane production. This vivacious
musical comedy, which has never ceased to run at one provincial theatre or another since its start, will be
broadcast with Edith Day and Harry Welchman at 7.30 on Wednesday (Nat.) and 8.45 on Thursday (Reg.).

Bordeaux-Lafayette, 8.30, Music
by Bordeaux Composers.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8th.
Nat., 7.30, ··The Desert Song."
Reg., 8.~5. "The Trial of W'itliam
Penn.

Abroad.

Chancellor, the Rt. Hon.
Viscount Sankey, G.B.E., and
on behalf of the House of Commons by the Rt. Hon. E. A.
FitzRoy, the Speaker. These
and the speech by His
Majesty will be broadcast, as
well as a running commentary
by Commander Stephen KingHall.
<?

.....-s::-

<2>

Red Sarafan," an entirely ne\v
Russian orchestra under the
direction of Emilio Columbo,
formerly Court violinist to the
late Czar of Russia. At 8.45
p.m. on Tuesday next, May
7th, " The Reel Sarafan " will

of a fashionable restaurant in
the St. Petersburg of pre-war
clays. In order not to make
the feature entirely' strange it
is proposed until listeners become acclimatised to include a
number of familiar tunes.

PROGRAMMES

VARIETY OF EMPIRE

FRIENDS OVERSEAS

ErviPIRE stars will join hands
at 8 p.m. in '' Empire
Variety" in the National programme on Thursday, May
gth. The artists will include
AI and Bob Harvey (Canada);
Afrique (South African Impersonator) ; Albert Whelan
(Australian Entertainer); Anona Winn (Australia) ; and
many others.
The accompaniments will be played by
that popular member of the
B.B.C. Staff, Miss Jean Melville, who is Australian born.
A special overture to '' Empire Variety " has been writ-

FOREIGN interest in the
Silver Jubilee of King George
is reflected in the broadcasting
arrangements. American listeners are promised "highlights of the King's Jubilee
celebrations" over both the
National ancl Columbia networks, beginning with a relay
of the religious service in
Broadcasting House on Sunclay evening and including the
Thanksgiving service in St.
Paul's on Monday and the
Westminster Hall speeches on
Thursday.
The Dutch short wave sta-

FROM

tion PHOHI (Philips Omroep
Holland Indie), which is
heard
in
British
India,
America and the Straits, will
relay a zs-mjnute talk on Sunclay on "The Silver Jubilee uf
H.M. King George V of England," operating on wave
lengths of r6.75 and 19.71
metres.
The talk will be repeated by
Hilversum (N.R.C.V.)
on
May 6th.
The speaker will
be Mr. K. D. Koninly, editor of
the daily newspaper Algemeen
Handelsblad, and will be concluded with the playing of
"God Save the King."

Kalun~borg,

8, Scandinavian folk

ffiUSIC.

THURSDAY, MAY 9th.
Nat., 8, "Variety of Empire." 10,
·· Siegfried" (Wagner) Act Ill,
from Coven! Garden.
Rcg., 8.45, ··The Desert Song."

ABROAD
DANISH COMMENTATOR
LONDON

IN

DENMARK is sending to London one of her best radio COir.mentators, Mr. Svend Carstensen, editor of the Danish
broadcast nevvs bulletins. Mr.
Carstensen will broadcast a
word picture of the Jubilee
celebrations, his description
being cabled to Copenhagen
and relayed by wireless.
The Danish network will
also relay practically the whole
of the B.B.C. programme on
the evening of May 6th, including the King's speech and
the address presented by 1\:Ir.
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Ramsay MacDonald, followed
by the Variety programme
from the Corn Exchange,
Brighton.
HANS ANDERSEN

THE memory of Hans Christian Andersen, spinner of fairy
talcs, is alwavs cherished in
~orthern Europe, and there
will be a number of programmes commemorating the
Anclersen centenary during
the coming week.
One of the most novel will
lw broadcast from Copenhagen-Kalundborg at ro.IO
p.m. on Tuesday next, May
7th, consisting of a concert of
music by Danish composers
embodying "H. C. Andersen

DENMARK AND THE JUBILEE.
Harald Rud, of the
Danish
State
broadcasting
organisation, who will interpret
the Jubilee speeches as they
are relayed to Copenhagen from
London.

motifs."
The famous fait"\"
tales have been translated int:J
almost as many languages as
the Bible.

VISITOR FROM ABROAD. Svend Carstensen, editor of the Danish
broadcast news bulletins, who will give a. running commentary on the
Jubilee celebrations for the benefit of listeners in Denmark.

Often one waits for months to
hear a particular item and
then, for no apparent reason,
the very item in demand appears in one programme after
another. Can it be that the
station directors work on a
rota system and that, by the
machinations of Fate, certain
pieces are bound to coincide
year after year?
Of late I have missed
Schubert's "Unfinished Symphony '' in the programme
lists, but to-night it appears in
the program!f!eS of Brussels
and Budapest. Brussels No. H
gives a special Schnbert conCl rt. with the Symphony Orchestr:t conducted by Meukmans, at 8 p.m., and the "Unfinished " i:-; included.
Thr,
Budapest Hrsion will be heard
at ro.zo.

To-NIGHT (Friday) one can
Lune in direct to the Inter,

LISTENEI~S \\·ith a \Yorking
knowledge of French will be

"SEA-DAY " festivities will be broadcast from Warsaw this evening.
These Polish highlanders from the Carpathian mountains visited Warsaw
for similar celebrations last year.

A 75-YEAR-OLD composer,
V on Reznicek, will himself
conduct his commemorative
birthday concert, to be broadcast from all German stations
this evening (Friday) at 8.r5.
V on Reznicek is one of the few
living composers with folk
songs to their credit, and three
of these, taken from " Des
Knaben ~'nnderhorn,'' will be
sung this evening by the
tenor, Heinz Marten.
Vienna also pays homage to
the composer' this evening in a
broadcast at 8 p.m. of his
opera "Donna Diana."
CoiNCIDENCE plays some
strangr tricks \rith the European broadcast programmes_

THE BRUSSELS EXHIBITION

NAPOLEON

FOLK MUSIC BY LIVING COMPOSER

IS IT CHANCE ?

interested in two literary programmes to be given by Paris
stations.
To-night (Friday)
from 8.30 to 10.30 Pari,;
P. T. T. and Eiffel Tower will
broadcast a dramatic production based on the works of
Gcrard de Nerval (rRo8-r8ss).
a man of letters who was also
a distinguished tranller

abroad, but there are several
items deserving of comment.
To-night (Friday), at g.ro,
Beromunster will relay Korngold';; opera-comique " Der
Ring des Polykrates," with the
Berne Municipal Orchestra
conducted by Lertz. From tlw
same station to-morrow, between 8.r5 and ro.o, comes
Handd's opera "Xerxes," relayed from the Hzu1s Hube
Hztll, Basle.
Coming within the category
of opera is Massenct's threeact oratorio '' Marie Magdeleihe," which will be broadcast by Bordeaux-Lafayette 0n
Wednesday, May 8th, the station orchestra and St. Cecilia
Choir taking part. Also on .
May 8th Kalundborg will relay Wagner's "Tannhauser,··
Acts II and Ill, from the Royal
Theatre, Copenhagen. And on
the same evening- Toulouse
offers us Massenet' s " W erther" from 8.r5 to rr.ro.

JUBILEE NEWS from Holland
will be recounted in Dutch for
Colonial listeners by Mr. K. D.
Koninly.

On Tuesday, May 7th,
Radio Paris will re! ay Ra ynal ',.;
play " Napoleon
Unique"
from the Comedic Francaise :1t
8.30.
,

national Exhibition at Brussels. A relay will be provided
by Brussels No. II of a symphony concert at the Exhibition.

A GOOD TITLE

INTRADAS

VAGABOND songs and foik
music will be heard in Leipzig's Folk Play, to be broad~
u;:;t to-morrow evening (Saturclay) at 8.ro. The programme
should be worth waiting for.
Listen for the title: '' Lumpacivaga bundus.''

MusiC composed 400 years
ago will be heard in the Leipzig
Symphony Concert to-night
(Friday) between 10.30 and
midnight. The programme includes three Intradas from
"Venus-Kranzlein," by Johann Herman Schein, who was
born in rs86. In r6r5 he was
.1ppointed
Cantor to the
famous Thomasschule in Leipzig, and held this post till his
death in r630.

OPERA ABROAD
WiTH CO\·ent Garden Opera
in full swing, listeners may be
disinclined to o,eek opera
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LF Amplification
(Concluded from page 419 ·
of April 26th issue)

Television Receivers
Designing

Amplifier

an

N the previous instalment the theoretical considerations underlying
Iportance
the design of a television amplifier were dealt 'lt•ith and the imof the valve capacities was stressed. The design is carried

By W. T. COCKING

a stage further in thzs article, and the difficulties attendant upon
obtaining the required frequency characteristic together with an
adequate output are dtscussed.

T

HE difficulties attendant upon the
use of triode valves in the modulation-frequency stages of a television receiver were discusseJ
]ast week, and it was shown that these
]argely disappear if screen-grid valves be
used. Even then it is necessary to resort
to special corrected couplings, and a series
of curves was given which, with the formulre which accompany this article, enable the design to be rapidly carried out.
It will be found, however, that although
there is no difficulty attached to the attainment of an even response, even at the
highest frequencies required in television
with a stage gain of a satisfactory, but not
high, order, this involves the use of only
a moderate load resistance on the valve.
Consequently, the maximum undistorteLl
output obtainable is somewhat restricted.
This is of little importance in the case of
early stages where the output required
from the valves is small, but it may be
prohibitive in the last stage. This stage
feeds the cathode ray tube and should give
an output of some 28 volts peak for an
avetage high vacuum tube. Now, if the
stage gain is I6 times only, the input to
this valve must be 28 I I6 =I. 75 volts
peak, and the normal operating grid bias
for the MSP4 is 1.75 volts. To be free
from any risk of grid current, however,
the input cannot exceed about 0.75 volt
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peak, so that we cannot safely operate with
a lower stage gain than 38.6 times, which
means a load resistance of about 20,ooo
ohms. We shall be wise, therefore, in
choosing the optimum Yalue of 2),000
ohms, with which the stage gain is 50 times,
for then the input is only 0.56 Yolt peak,
and there is no danger of grid current.
The response curve of the last stage will
then be like curve A of Fig. 3, reproduced
in the previous instalment, and if we are
to obtain a fiat overall response from our
amplifier the preceding stage must not be
fiat, but have a rjsing characteristic. A
certain amount of trial and error must

0
0

~

Fig. 7.-Curve A shows the response of the
uncorrected output stage, and B that of an
overcorrected penultimate stage, while curve
C represents their combination.

Now, we cannot readily avoid this type
of characteristic when using only a single
correcting stage preceding the output
valve, for the shapes of the response
curves of the different stages are not complementary. We cannot properly correct
the output stage, for the load resistance
14
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Fig. 9.-Curve A is the same as in Fig. 8,
but, in curve B, L = 1,286 flH. and R =
3,ooo ohms. This gives the overall response
of curve C.
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Fig. 8.-Curve A is for a corrected output
stage with R ~ 25,000 ohms and L =
ro,900 fLH., while B and C are respectively
the penultimate stage and the overall with
L = 725 I'H. and R o~ 2,200 ohms.
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enter the design at this point. The loss at
I me Is is 14·9 db., so that we must choose
a characteristic for the preceding stage
which rises by about this amount. Fig. 5
shows that when L/CR'=4 the rise is
I3.0 db. at f If,= I. This response curve
replotted on a frequency basis for a resonance frequency of I me/ s is shown by
curve B of Fig. 7. in which curve A is for
the last stage. The combination of th,;
two curves gives the results shown at C,
with a total gain for the two stages of 220
times. Even now, however, the response
is not very good, for although the loss at
I mcls is only 1.8 db., there is a drop t!J
4.2 db. at 450 kcjs.

must be maintained at a fairly high value.
We can, however, apply a small measure
of correction. Suppose we try LICR"=
0.5, which gives the flattest response
(Fig. 5). Knowing R" we can calculak
LjC, and, as C is known, we obtain the
value of L. \Ve can then find the resonance frequency for ~hich f I j, =I, and it
is 262 kc / s. The response cur\'e is then
A of Figs. 8, g, and IO. Curve B of Fig. c
is for the same preceding stage as before,
and curve C gives the new combination;
a definite improvement is evident, but H
is still not as good as we should like.

The Corrector Stage
It is usually better to have a greater drop
at the highest frequency and a more even
response at lower frequencies. Let us try,
therefore, peaking the first stage at
750 kc Is instead of I me/ s ; the response
of the first stage is given by curve B of
Fig. 9 and the overall response by curve
C. The total gain has now risen to 300
times, but the characteristic is still not
very satisfactory, for the loss at I me j s is
some 5 db., and there is a rise of 2. 2 db.
at 650 kc Is. It is evident that the corrector circuit is now resonating at too low a
frequency, so let us try 850 kc j s.
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LF Amplification in Television ReceiversThe results are shown in Fig. IO, in
which, as before, curve B represents the
first stage and curve C the overall
characteristic. It is evident that we have
now found a combination which is likely

sistance. Moreover, in any practical am- ever, being now 4I,upF, and· the cause of
plifier unsuspected effects are likely to be this was found to lie in the arrangements
found, and feed-back through stray coup- made for the output connections. A multilings might appreciably modify th" way terminal-connector was used and the
high-potential output terminal was sandcharacteristics.
When first tried out the amplifier of wiched between two at earth potential.
Fig. rr gave the measured response curve Omitting the terminal entirely and usint-;
14
A of Fig. 12 for frequencies above ro,ooo in its place the condenser terminal on Cr
I
12 r-----cj s with a gain of rg6 times, and this is itself reduced the capacity to a figuP~
I
10
obviously
very different from the calcu- slightly below 351111F.
The complete
B
8
lated curw C of Fig. ro. The discrepancy response curve then took the form shown
6
was far too great to be ignored, and ia in Fig. 13, and although it still exhibited
4
order to find out where
..0
-c
2
c
the trouble lay the
w'
0
100V+
characteristics
of th~
z
2
0
output stage alon~
a.
-4
350V+
w
were measured and
0::
- 6A
found
to
exhibit
a
81---similar departure from
-1 0
the expected values.
-1 2
The
reason was dis-1 4
0
0
0
0
cowred to lie in the
0
~
0
~
0
fact that the straY
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capacity across th<'
output circuit was 64
Fig. IO .. - Curve A is again the same as in
I'I'F instead of the
the preceding illustration, but curve B is now
value
of
35/At<F
for values of L ~ r,ooo vH. and R "~ 2,670
assumed in the calcuohms, and curve C represents the overall
lations.
characteristics.
The input capacity
to meet even exacting requirements. The of the valve voltresponse is even up to 50,000 c / s, after meter employed for
which it rises gradually to a maximum of measuring the output.
+ 1.2 db. at I75,ooo cjs; it then falls to voltage was known to
a minimum of -0.2 db. at 450,000 cjs,
be I5NtF, but this
after which it again rises to +I db. at was intended to be
8oo,ooo
s. The fall at higher frequenincluded in the 351111F
cies is rapid, but at r,ooo,ooo c/s it is for the total capacity,
Fig. I 1 . -The circuit diagram of an experimental amplifier. With
the values of components shown, the frequency characteristic
only -2.9 db., so that it is clear that this since in normal operais that of Fig. I 3.
combination is likely to be highly satis- tion the cathode-rav
factory.
tube will haw abm1t this capacity with some variation from the calculated
In order to check the design an ampli- its associated wiring. A search for the
response, this was not considered serious
fier was built embodying components of cause of the high stray capacity, thereenough to warrant further investigation.
the values which have just been calculated fore, was confined to the amplifier, and
This curve is very satisfactory indeed,
and its circuit diagram appears in Fig. rr. twu points were brought to light which well
for the amplifier employed is in no way
No doubt was felt on the validity of the
illustrate the need complicated, and the only components
design calculations, but it was known that
for care in the con- used which would not be needed in a
thesl:· contained certain approximations ; in
struction of tele- similar amplifier for sound purposes are
VIsion
amplifiers. the two correcting chokes, which should
The
component not cost more than a few shillings. At the
used for the output low-frequency end the response comcoupling condenser mences to fall at about roo c / s, but it doeo;
C, (Fig. rr) was of not drop below r.8 db. even at 20 c/s.
metal - case This is particularly interesting in view uf
the
type, and measure- the fact that it has been stated that
ment showed it to cathode biasing cannot be used with HF
have a capacity uf
4
23f1fLF between its
2
lI
terminals and the
0
case.
The metal
I
.......... B
..0 - 2
case was earthed bv
-c
I
I
-4
~~
its contact with th-e
I
z -6
'-A
chassis, so that this
0
I
a. -8
23/At<F was fully
l
~-10
!
effective in aug· - · c--·
-12
menting the stray
I
-140
0
0
0
0
capacity.
On
0
o.
0
6
changing this cong
0
An under base view of the experimental amplifier. Note the in::denser for one of
FREQUENCY · c(s
sulating mounting of the metal-cased fixed condenser to avoid the
the
bakelite-case
effect described in the text.
type the response
Fig. I2.-These curves represent the initial
particular the self-capacity of the co~rect curYe B of Fig. 12 was obtained, and a
response with the amplifier of Fig. II, and
the high-frequency attenuation is due to
ing coils has been ignored, and it would comparison with curve A well illustrates
excessive stray capacity in the output circuit.
not be quite accurate to treat it merely as the need for care in the choice of comThe substitution of a bakelite for a metalincreasing the general circuit capacity ponents.
cased condenser, C I, altered the response
The stray capacity was still high, howowing to the presence of the coupling refrom curve A to curve B.
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LF Amplification in Television Receiverspentode valves if a good low-frequency
response be required. The curve of Fig.
13 shows that there is no difficulty in maintaining the low frequencies if 5011F electrolytic condensers be used to by-pass the
bias resistances.

(3) The most even response is obtained
by correcting each stage individually.
(4) When the output valve must be
operated with a high load impedance to
avoid amplitude distortion, full correction
in this stage is impossible, and the overall response must be maintained by over-
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Fig. !3.--The final response of the amplifier is shown here, and it is fiat within
from 20 c;s to 90o,ooo cjs.

At higher frequencies the curve is level
up to 50,000 c Is, beyond which it rises
gradually and reaches a maximum cf
+ r.8 db. for frequencies of 200,000 c/s
to 250,000 c/s. The response then falls
to a minimum of - r.8 db. at soo,ooo cjs,
after which it again rises to + o.8 db. at
8oo,ooo c Is. For frequencies higher than
this the output steadily falls, and at
I,ooo,ooo c/s the loss is -3.6 db. The
characteristic is actually better than it
appears at a cursory glance, for one is at
first apt to pay too much atten!ion to the
variations at high frequenCies.
The
response is even within ± 1.8 db. (a maximum variation of 3.6 db.) over the enormous range of 20 c Is to 940,000 c Is. A
variation of this order over the range of
50 c Is to ro,ooo c Is ~s often consider~d
aood in a sound amphfier, but the ratio
~f maximum to minimum frequencies is
only 200-1 compared with the ratio of
47,000-1 for the television amplifier!
Before concluding, it may be as well io
summarise the chief points which arise in
the design of television amplifiers:.(I) Triodes cannot be used easily on
account of their low input impedance at
high frequencies.
(2) Even with screen-grid or HF pentode valves, simple corrector circuits are
necessary.
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correcting a preceding stage.
The
response is not then as fiat as in (3), but
can usually be made very good.

(5) At low frequencies the design follows normal practice, and no special precautions are necessary. Cathode biasing
can be used.
(6) Care must be exercised in the choice
of layout and components in order to keep
stray capacities at a minimum.
No mention has been made of phase
distortion in this article, in spite of the
fact that this may prove important in
television reception. It is likely to occur
at both low and high frequencies, and the
correction circuits employed for maintaining an even response also tend to correct
for phase distortion at high frequencies.
In general, however, the degrees of correction necessary for a minimum of both
types of distortion are not the same. At
the present time phase distortion seems
less important than the maintenance of
an even frequency response, but there is
no doubt that it will have to be considered
in the future, and the writer hopes to deal
with some of its simpler aspects in a
further article.

High Fidelity
Tribulations of the Set Designer
By "CATHODE RAY"

W

HEN we engineers are surprised
at our work by non-technical
intruders they point to the upended receiver chassis with all
its exposed entrails, and in various fatuous
terms express their wonder at the yast
intelligence that is able to cope with such
dark mysteries. While gratefully accepting the compliment for what it may be
worth, we know quite well that our real
problem is not how to design; it is to
know what to design.
Sales managers are reYiled for taking
bigger salaries than the men who do the
productive work ; but if they succeed in
finding out what their customers really
want they are worth all their lions' shar.:.
Then, it is simply a matter of doing the
job; and, of course, the engineer can
always be counted upon for that, if he
isn't hustled too much.
As for the sales manager, poor wretch,
he is in exactly the position of the Chaldeans, the astrologers, the sorcerers, and
the soothsayers, when they were commanded to interpret the dream of King
Nebuchadnezzar, who, you remember.
was totally unable even to relate to them
his dream. So when a Daniel appears it
is only fitting that he should be richly
rewarded, even to being appointed third
on the Board of Directors.
Suppose the technician, who is not gifte<l
wiih a spirit of divination, tries to meet the
need of the public direct. A Man in the
Street, who thinks it would be great fun
to hear broadcasts from the more remote
and uncensored parts of Europe, tells him
he wants a powerful receiver. To an engineer a powerful set is one giving a large

output power-a big noise, in fact; and
very often this type of receiver has onlv
a very moderate range, or it may even i-;e
designed for local station rec~ption. So
here is a bad misunderstanding at the
start.
Or perhaps the designer takes it almost
for granted that people want reproductioa
as true to the original as possible. Ha vine;
la vi shed all the skill of his craft in achieving this, he is grieved to find that his
product is rejected in favour of a competitive set that gets a few more stations
or is a few shillings cheaper. And \Yhcn
he asks if the superbly faithful quality of
his receiver does not count for somethin;.;
in its favour he is told that the other j-,;
" good enough," or perhaps even better,
because it is '' mellower '' and freer from
hiss and sideband splash. All the time he
could have given them that (at some sacrifice of comcience, perhaps) if only he had
known!
No ; the commercial dtsigner is \\'ise to
work on the clear understanding that he
is responsible for producing what his firm';
sales staff ask him to produce, and not
for interpreting the public demand.

What We Want
That demand is as capricious and elusive
as the obscurer phenomena of radio appear
to the uninitiated. It is a strange thin~
that I, and all the people I know, and the
people they know, unanimously want receivers giving good reproduction, and regard the reception of foreign stations :lS
a secondary consideration. And yetcontradict me if you can-no short-range
high-quality receiver inte.nded for quan-

W'fiir®ll®~@
~®Irilcill
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High Fidelity-

tity production ha~ ever been_ a .commercial
success. There IS a grahfymgly large
specialised demand; but all the n~tionally
advertised (and sold) brands are m tended
for range first.
I have already' had something to say
on the apparent preference for bad tone
(judged by technical standards). Now :ve
are beginning to hear a lot from Amenca
about ' "high fidelity."
One wonders
whether it is a genuine trend towards
better quality of repro~,uction, o.r merelY,
a device for combatmg sales resistance.
If it becomes generally noised abroa? that
high fidelity is the latest and best thmg to
have, then you may be sure that all sets
will have to have it, quite independently
of what they really are. That is rather
unfair on those manufacturers who really
do provide high-fidelity reproducti_on ; b~·
cause their sets, being more expensive, will
not sell like others that are burdem;? ~nly
by the name. Still, it will be a highfidelity" year, no dou?t..
.
Whatever is done w1thm the receiver-and quite a lot can be do?e-ther~ is
always the handicap of a restncted audibL:
frequency scale; the stations are crowded
together so much that if the va~uabl~ top
octave is received it is almost mvanably
defiled by strange mutterings ~I_ld janglings, or, perhaps, even by NaZI Imprecations.

How it Can Be Done
There are two ways of having really
good quality of reproduction. . One i~ to
live close to a main broadcastmg statiOn,
so that no other transmissio~ is st.rong
enough to cut into any p~rt of 1ts radiated
frequencies.
The receiver has to l~e
properlv designed, of course ; but that 1s
at least a possibility.
The other is to redistribute all the wa vclengths of Europe .so that they are two or,
preferably, three ~Imes as far apart as. they
are now. Techmcal men would do It !~
morrow-or perhaps even to-day.. Political considerations, national prestige, anJ
so forth, are the controlling forces, and
technicians have no say in these matters.
There is a variation of the secon•l
method which almost deserves to be regarded as ~ thi~d. .It. has been re~erred
to several times 111 this Journal-the smglesideband system of transmis~ion. By suppressing one of the t.wo Sideban.ds that
carry the programme 111 the existing system double the space is left for the other,
and one appears to get, by a techni.cal
device, the scope for full-tone reproduction
that the politicians w!thhold.
.
The word appears IS used deliberately.
I was speaking to a very fam~us ?roadcast
engineer who was enthusiastic abou~
single sideband, and. ventur~d .to sugges,
that the politicians mig~t see m It a c~ar:ce
not to double the quality of transnnss10n
but to double the number of stations. He
looked hard at me. "The - - s would! ''
he said.
1 "Whv do Listeners Like Boom?" The Wireless TJ'orld, .Feb. l, 1935.
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AC Short- wave Converter
A Test Report Conducted at Our Invitation
By "MICRO M"

T

HIS very interesting ad.dition to
The Wzreless World senes of receivers and converters was
received on loan on Saturday
afternoon, April 13th, and was .imme?iately put into service in conju~ct10n w1tl:
a simple AC receiver employm.g 2 HI<
stages with AVC and a double-diode output pentode delivering, when fully loaded,
about 3 watts to a moving-coil loud
speaker.
Although conditions were :·ery poOL: on
Saturday afternoon, suffiCient statwns
were tuned in at comfortable to full loud
speaker strength to enable an accurate
calibration chart to be drawn up for both
ranges.
Among the stronger stations received
were DJA on 31.38 metres and DJ~ .on
31.45 metres--both of which were giVIng
signals of excellent entertainment value.
Just after 5 p.m.-two of the U.S.
stations carrying the "Five Hours Back"
relay were heard successfully-but rather
weakly-they were W3XAL on I6.87
metres and W2XAD on rg.56 metres,
but it was interesting to note that even the
B.B.C. were having some difficulty in
relaying on this occasion.

A more extensive test was made on
Sunday, having now calibrated the receiver, and at 4.30 p.m. really excellent,
perfectly steady signals were obtained
from DJE on r6.8g metres.
What appeared to be LSL on I4. I8
metres, the 'phone station at Hurlingham,
Buenos Aires, was also tuned in at 32 deg.
and GSG on r6.86 metres, directive eastwards of Daventry, could just be heard
below D JE. There appeared to be no
lack of sensitivity on the lower end of
RO
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Wavelength calibration of the oscillator on
range one with an IF of 450 kcjs.

Range two oscillator calibration using an
IF of 450 kc1s.

Range r-as is often the case with shortwave receiverS--but numerous 'phone
channels and commercial Morse stations
were tuned in below 17 metres.
Towards the top of Range r Moscow,
on 25 metres, was an excellent signaland PHI and GSE were fairly good
.
.
signals round about 5 p.m.
On Ranoe 2 in the early evenmg, m
spite of th~ poor conditions still obtaining,
numerous short-wave broadcasters were
tuned in, the best being VK2ME on 31.28
metres, at about R7-100 per cent. intelligible, Rome, on about 3I.IJ metres,
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AC Short-wave ConverterHg +, excellent, OX Y on 49·5 metres, a
very good signal, 100 per cent., ancl many
others.
Later in the evening \VIXK (formerly
(WI.XAZ), on 31.35 metres, was picked
out, the 31-metre group at fair strength
round about 11.30 p.m., and at this time
both DJ A ancl DJN were enormous
signals, DJN, incidentally, appeared to be
radiating two carriers--both modulated--·
and located below the 31-metre band.
Many signals were tuned in on both the
20- and 40-metre amateur bands.
With only one signal frequency tuning

circuit and a fairly low IF frequency some
second channel interference \Vas bound to
be present on a few stations, but in 110 case
\\'as it serious, ancl in this respect the con\·erter compared very favourably with
other types used by the m·itcr.
There was also, too, a tendency for the
grid circuit trimmer lo change ·the frequency of the oscillator, but this effect
was not sufficiently pronounced ir1 any
\\ay to spoil the performance of the converter, which was generally easy aml
simple to operate and should be well
suited to the nc2ds of many Wireless
lV orld readers.

Short-wave Broadcasting
Growing Popularity in the United States
LONG and interesting letter from a
colleague in the United States brings
up several intriguing points connected with short-wave broadcasting. The
different attitude towards short-wave receptiOn over there comes as rather a shock to
one who has become thoroughly steeped in
the British views of the short waves.
In the States the average owner of a
broadcast receiver has no foreign programme of any kind available to him. A
short-wave receiver, therefore, brings in a
completely new set of stations and the
handling of 1t becomes a truly thrilling business. Here, m this country, many of the
short-wave statwns that we hear are merely
old friends on a new wavelength; and, in
any case, reception of foreign programmes
is such a commonplace event that none of
us think anything of it.
Our main interest here in short-wave
broadcasting is undoubtedly the reception
of programmes from America and Australia.
Several TVireless World readers have openly
stated that their sole reason for the maintenance of a short-wave receiver is that they
want to hear Amos 'n' Andy, ancl, perhaps,
Father Coughlin! This, admittedly, cannot
be done with any sort of reliability on the
medmm wavelengths.
The extraordinary vogue that the short
11·aves are enjoying in the States, however,
is undoubtE·dlv due to the fact that it is
their one chance of rece1nng foreign
stations; and thev certainly appear to be
making the most of it. Radio periodicals
over there are full of lists of " short-wave
scouts " and
short-wave baronets,'" who
claim to have achieved wonclr-rful longdistance fc·a ts, and thev are fast usurping
the position once hl'ld by the '' wireless
expert" who knew all about the 1·ah·e anrl
how it ·,yorkcd!
Commercial short-wa ye receivers are
listed in thl'ir hundreds, whereas in this
countrv the few firms who manufacture
them i.ntencl them chiefly for export. Perhaps one day when all local broadcasting
is carried out on ultra-short waves with a
limited range, our only hope of receiving the
Europeans (even if we want to!) will be to
go up to the short waves. \Vho knows?
Conditions during the past fortnight have
been extremely good, especially on the
shorter waves, and the rg- and 25-metre
bands have been productive of very strong·
signals from America with great regularity.
Pittsburgh (W8XK) stili stands out above
all the other American transmissions.

A

Incidentally, one does not often see
references to the truly excellent quality o£
the average American transmission.
A
high-quality receiv(·r is becoming more and
more worth while for the short-wa1·e
listener, especially as he is not often likely
to be troubled with g-kc. beat-notes.
It is, of course, a simple matter for the
transmitter to make full use of the large
amount of " spread " that is possible, but
the receiver (generally by the excessive use
of reaction) rather spoils the picture.
This in itself is a strong argument in
favour of the use of HF amplification,
which reduces the tvranny of tpe reaction
control as \\·ell as making the handling ut
the receiver more pleasant in other ways.
New stations heard recently include
XA:\f, a Mexican, on 26 metres at mid-day;
COH, Hal-ana, in the 31-metre band durii1g
the evening; HJ rABH, a new Colombian
station, in the 49-metre band late at night;
and several unidentified stations which are
being closdy wa tc heel.
The 49-metre band is becoming rather'
" full " during the evenings on account of
th·~ tremendous strength with which some
of the European stations come in.
This
same shortening of the skip-distance has
been noticeable on the amateur bands.
MEGACYCLE.

In Next Weeks Issue:-

~lodulated

Test Oscillator
Self-contained Screened Oscillator
of \Vide Range

T

HE adjustment of the modern rcceiwr is greatly facilitated by a
modulated o~cillator which can be
:Hlju~ted to provide a signal ol controllable strength and of anv dbired frequency.
Complete screer1ing of the
equipment is necessary if the signal is to
be applied to the receiYer at the desired
point only, and this is mo.;t readily
achieved by including the \Yhole appara·
tus, with its batteries, in a metal con·
tainer, and by employing screened output leads.
The range covered is 100-1,750 kci sin
four bands with built-in coils, so that
there is a signal aYailable throughout the
-whole of the two broadcast bands, and
also at the intermediate frequency emplcryl'd in a superheterodyne. Not only
arc low intermediate frequencies in the
neighbourhood of roo-130 kc / s catered
for, but frequencies in the region of 450465 kc / s, which are becoming more widely
u~ed, \Yhile the range also extends to the
high frequency used in single-span receivers.
Calibration is readily carried
out.
The modulation is obtained by a
separate Yalve, and a s\\itch is provided
to give an unmodulated output when required. The HT battery is of r6t Yolts
only, and the total current consumption
under 1.2 mA., while reliable oscillation
can be secured with a voltage no greater
than 9 volts, so that amp:•' o.llowancc is
present for falling battery voltage.
A
~mall unspillable accumulator is used for

LT.
LIST OF PARTS
Polar " Minor "
in. shaft and shaft connector
Bulgin
1 Dial (t;,.nl'ral Hadio TypL· 7UiL\)
Claude Lyons

1 Two-gang condenser, O.OUO:J mfd.

1 4in. length

~

1 Coil assembly ( ''''" \nt)
1 Choke, :{ ht·Hry..:, bpiwd
choke
2 Metamsed resistances, 100,000 ohm:-', 1
1 HF

Varley DP18
Bulgin HF10
\\;ttt
Dubilier

(.\mplio11. Erit·, Ft'IT<lnti, <:raham Fari.~ll, l'Llude
L.\~ln ...:,
}lo!ar-X.:--i.F .. \Y;ti.llll'l)
1 Wire-wound potentiometer, .:,uuo u!t1u."' Claude Lyons
Clarostat M·5
2 Fixed condensers, O.OflfJl mft!.
T.C.C. Type M
T.C.C. Type M
2 Fixed condensers, 0.01 Jnfd.
1 Fixed rondens.er, o.~ 11dd.
T.C.C. Tubular Type 750
( Duhilit·r, (;r;dJ<Hn Fari . . h, Pl:'ak, 1-'olar-X .s.F.,
T.~l.C. H)·dra)
·j Rotary switch, ~inglP-pole. -t-wa,v
Kabi
2 Toggle switches, on·oll'
Claude Lyons 728
(Bulgin)
~

A STUDY IN INSULATION. A close-up of
the base of one of the giant aerial masts .:tt
the Telefunken short-wave station at Nagoya,
Japan. The station maintains a regular
telephone service with Berlin.

Valve holders, 4·plll, bascboanl tuouatinf!
Eddystone 949
2 Grid battery clips
Gripso 36
2 Wander plugs
Eelex
2 Spade terminals
Eelex
1 Screening cabinet
Eddystone 975
1 yard Screening sleeving
Goltone
2 Crocodile clips
Bulgin CR6
1 Accumulator, ~ volts, 1~ amp.-hr., unspillahle
Ever Ready 5121
Drydex
1 GB Battery, JG! volts
Valves: 2 Cossor 210 LF.
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
Tape or Disc ?
"{"X

THILE

experts

at

!wme

VV learnedlv discuss the rela-

tive merits ~ ,,!" the differcm:
systems of recording for Empire
broadcasting purposes, a letter
reaches
from a correspondent
who deserves a hearing, if only
because he lives in far-away
Singapore.
'' From my observations, ' he
writes, '' the hiss in a stcd tape
recording increases with each replaying. Disc recording is certainly better, and, under short
wave conditions, indistinguishable from the original.
Could
not the B.B.C. use disc recording for the Empire broadcasts? "

me

The Engineers' View
Contact with B.B.C. engineers
has led me to believe that they
are actually in favour of discs
themselves,· and several types
are being experimented with at
the moment.
The trouble, of
course, is that the ordinary disc
has such a short playing· time,
necessitating the use of a stop
watch and extreme care when
attempting to obtain the eff<:'ct
of continuity.
One spool of steel tape will
run Ior twenty-five minut<:'s, in
th<:' manner o{ a talkie film.

1or short-wave broadcasting, for
they_
play very ' heavy '

1:-;vcr

111\lSlC.

They Want to Listen
This is, of course, one 111:1 n 's
opinion, but 1 ha\'t' a feeling that
it represents the view of a large
number of short-wa vc Britons
abroad who are anxious to make
the British programmes the
mainstay of their broadcast
entertainment, despite the blandishments of thinly disguist>d
propaganda transmissions from
other countries.

The Language Question
Last week I spent several half
hours listening to the English
broadcasts from Zet'sen. So far
as I could make out through a
haze
of
atmosplwrics,
the
'' llt>\\'S ''\vas innocuous enough,
consisting of isolated sentences

Free Jubilee Music

Tantalising

'fHE Performing Eight Society
has joined hands with tl;e
B.B.C. : .. permitting owners ot
\\·ird<·o,;s sds to reditiusc copyright music broadcast during
Jubilee week.
"lt should be noted, howc,·n," states the B.B.C., "that
any descriptions o( the scene
outside St. Paul's Cathedral on
the r;ccasion of the Silver Jubilee
on :\lay 6th must not be recliJiuscd to the public allywhere
along the route by which the
Royal Procession will pass cast
of Charing Cross station."

Many of these television pro·
grammes can be thoroughly enjoyed as ordinary sound broadcasts on the 296.6-rnetre w::tvclength, but tht>re are some tantalising items that make one
want to tear the back out of the
loud speaker.
\Vould it be adding inc,ult to
injury to ask Eustace Robb to
deliver running commentaries
for the sake of listeners who
have not bothered to install
television equipment?

Acoustics of St. Paul's
Television in Jubilee Week

L 0\V definition television pro-

grammes go by the board
on J\Ionday next, Accession Day,
and there will be only one tele-

AS was first mentioned in these
columns many months ago,
the B.B.C. engineers have spent
a good deal of time in St. Paul's
Cathedral in their endeavours to
overcome the execrable acoustic
shortcomings of Wren's masterpiece.
The results will be apparent
on l\Ionday next, though it is
not only with the ThanksgiYing
Sen·ice that the engineers have
been concerned. Actuallv Monday's great event will be tt1e precursor of regular broadcasts from
the Cathedral for the benefit of
Empire listeners.

Cathedral Services for the
Empire

Future of Film. Recording
And, while on the subject of
films, it is worth mentioning
that the engineers have high
hopes that the coming of telt>vision will provide a good excuse
for switching over exclusively to
film recording.
Film will be
used for most television broadcasts, both for first performances
and also repeats. \Vhat could
be more logical than to use film
sound tracks for ordinary sound
programmes, seeing that the
necessary recording equipnwnt
will be in situ at Broadcasting
House?

June gth next will sec the first
of a series of special services
arranged by the Dean and Chapter in co-operation with the
B.B.C. These will be held on
the second Sundav of each
month at 2.15 p.m.,- and added
importance will accrue from. the
fact that it is intended to
assemble, by means of a special
appt>al, a congregation drawn
from the relatives and frit:nds of
persons resideut in various parts
of the Empire.

The Empire Orchestra

Broadcasting from the Zoo

l\1y Singapore friend puts in
a good word for the B.B.C.
Empire Orchestra, which, under
Eric Fogg, has been pursuing a
somewhat surrt>ptitious existence
sinet' it was founded last
autumn, although its leadn is
none other than the fcunous
l\Ielsa.
" I find," he writes, " that
my premature criticisms of the
Empire Orchestra were unfounded, for they are showing
themselves to be an excellent
musical combination.
Their
programmes
are
very
well
chosen with a view to suitability

THE annual visit which the
Zoo J\lan and Uncle Mac
pay to the Zoological Gardens
takes place on May zrst, when
the Reptile House will again be
the control point for a network
of ea bles and microphones.
The engineers long ago abandoned the " wireless pram,"
which paraded the grounds to
provide a· wireless link between
the animal artists and the
B.B.C. control room. The chimpanzees and baboons now add to
the ties of kinship a direct cable
connection
to
Broadcasting
House.

THE KING'S INTEREST in radio extends to the manufacturing
processes. This photograph was taken when His Majesty visited the
H.M.V. factory at Hayes and watched radiograms and records in
the making.

from Bri ti:;h new spa pcrs w hie h.
might bt> construed as favourable
to the Fatherland. But why is
the bulletin in English?
Suppose DaYentry were to
start up to-morrow in German,
or Russian, or Polish?
\Vould the countries concnned t>xtend the right hand of
fellowship, or the frozen mitt?

vJswn programme from Broadcasting House during the week,
viz., on \Vednesday, when dll
attractive bill is promised.
In addition to songs by 1\larie
Davnt>, and·" Bits and Pieces "
by· L<:slie Childs, there will be
G.us Chevalier, the comedian,
Anna l\Iarita, the ballerina, and
the Macdonald Dancing Twins.

450
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UNBIASED

By
FREE GRID

receiving Eiffel Tower time signals on a
crystal set, although strangely enough, I
caused more interest by playing a portable
gramophone of my own design and construction, such things being then, I believe,
quite unknown.
Well, don't forget to look out for me in
the crowd.

attenuator I was able to correct this and
go even further and cause the announcer's
voice to sound like that of my Northern
These Voice Filters
as~istant.
By thus finding the common
OME inventors never seem to be happy
unless they arc delving into the whys· denominator of the English language I
and wherefores of various human short- hope eYentually to produce a portable
comings and seeking means wherewith to filter unit which, when used by an inhabiovercome them. The latest instance of tant of any part of England, will enable
this is a learned professor who, so he say:; him to be comprehensible to those of
in a letter, was much struck by the un- other parts."
It is noteworthy that the learned prointelligibility of the accent of the local
inhabitants while staying recently in a fessor presen·es a discreet silence on the
subject of Welsh and Scotch, and I can
Northern seaside resort.
Probably if he had mentioned the only presume that these languages contain
matter to one of the aforementioned in- spurious frequencies which may be likened
habitants he would have been struck with to the filter-passing virus of many diseases
something else besides their accent. How- which continue to baffle medical science.
ever, I think I know what he means, for For my own part I strongly resent thest!
I have suffered myself, at times, even attempts to interfere with the rich accents
though, having an aunt who was born in and idioms of our local dialects and thus
Blackpool, I might be expected to com- produce an emasculated, uniform and
simpering sort of language such as the
prehend some of the lingo.
B.B.C. Advisory Committee would like to
foist on us. The first time that the B.B.C.
attempt to use one of these filters in the
control room I intend to give up my
licence.

S
An improvised aerial.

On the Kerbside
HOPE that all of you who intend to
come up to London to view the Jubilee
processions are not forgetting to equip
yourselves with vest-pocket headphone
portables. Loud speakers are provided for
those fortunate individuals who are
opulent enough to loll in lordly state in
one of the stands, but for poor people
like you or me who find ourselves hard
put to it to meet the bookmaker's weekly
account nothing is being done and we
are to be left to shift for ourselves.
The enjoyment of seeing the processions
will be greatly enhanced if people on the
kerbside can listen to the commentators'
description of the various personages and
scenes. These commentators are to begin
work at breakfast time and so the weary
hours of waiting will be pleasantly whiled
away. I think, however, that the B.B.C.
are making a grave mistake by not broadcasting programmes throughout the preceding night. From personal experience
of the Coronation in I9II I can vouch
for the fact that crowds will commence to
assemble long before midnight on the preceding night, and no better opportunity
could exist for popularising broadcasting
than a cheerful all-night vaudeville.
However, I do strongly advise my
readers to leave nothing to chance. If
they will equip themselves with a vestpocket portable I do assure them that they
will be infernally grateful to me for the
suggestion, for there will be plenty of
foreign programmes to listen to until a very
late hour, even if some of the "sponsored
programme " stations do not seize the
opportunity to put special all-night English programmes on the air.
Apart from this, it must not be forgotten that American time is several hours
behind ours and a short-wave set will do
wonders, more especially as there are
literally hundreds of flag poles in which a
drawing pin can be stuck to attach an improvised aerial. In connection with the
latter, I well remember that during the
Coronation festivities I was able lo
put into practice the dart-throwing skill
obtained by long sessions in many of our
ancient hostelries and astonish the people
round about me by slinging up a wire and

I

Slackness
T is astonishing how increasingly slack
people seem to be getting concerning
the necessity of strict accuracy in their
written and spoken statements, a matter
about which most of us were very painfully instructed in the days of our youth.
I am not thinking so much of honest,
straightforward lies as to those little halftruths, petty inaccuracies and terminological inexactitudes to which most people
seem becoming increasingly addicted. As
everybody knows, the great feature of
this Jubilee year is the publication of
books dealing with the history of the past
twenty-five years, and the showing of exhibits depicting, pictorially or otherwise,
the progress in various branches of human
activity since rgro. Such exhibits deal
with a multitude of subjects, including
aviation, wireless, gramophones, medica-l
science and suchlike things.
Only recently I was at one of these
shows and immediately several examples
of glaring inaccuracy struck me in the
eye. The subject dealt with was, of
course, wireless and its allied subjects,
and one particular instrument was labelled
1902, whereas I myself possess the
original invoice of one purchased in r899.
Apart from this particular inaccuracy,
1902 was not covered by the present
reign, a fact which the young stand
attendant to whom I spoke doubted.

I

Comprehensible to those of other parts.

But we will let the Professor speak for
himself.
"Patient and prolonged investigation
in my laboratory," he writes, " has revealed to me that Northerners are incomprehensible to me and my fellowSoutherners because their speech suffers
from severe high-note attenuation. Upon
discovering this state of affairs I hastily
rigged up a microphone and special amplifier fitted with a high-note booster of my
own design, and, on inducing a native from
those parts to speak into the microphone,
I was enabled after a little adjustment to
cause the sound of his voice to be indisguishable · from that of a B.B.C.
annom1cer.
'' Further experiment disclosed that th(~
accent of certain B.B.C. announcers is
often offensive to Northern natives simply
because their voices are unduly rich in
high notes.
By the use of a high-note
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FOUNDATIONS
0 F WIRELESS
By A.L.M.SOWERBY,\I.Sc.

Part XX.-Selectivity in the HF Amplifier

A

FTER explaining why selecti'l;ity obtained by means of reaction
is normally of the worst possible kind, the author goes on to
deal with the question of the numerical rcaluation of selecti'l;ity in
" cascade " tuned circuits. The subject is treated from the dual
points of view of high-note retention and immunity from interference.
E haYe seen that, in theory,
almost any degree _of amplification can be obtamed from a
simple detector valve with the
aid of reaction, but that, even apart from
practical difficulties, this .meth_od of obtaining pre-detector amphficahon 1s unsatisfactory owing to the prodigious lo~s
of high notes to which it gives rise. In
consequence, we examined the possibility
of obtaining the amplification we needed
by using a valve before the ?etector. In
doing so we found that pronded we used
a screened valve with an anode load con,;isting of a tuned circuit we could attain
the results we required.
The question at once arises whether, in
adding a second tuned circuit at the same
time as the amplifying valve, we have not
come back to our original difficulty of
over-sharp tuning, with its consequent loss
of high notes in the music ewntually
reaching the loud speaker.
The resonance curve of a tuned circuit
can be measured by making use of a circuit on the lines of that of Fig. I05- Here
an oscillator feeds energy into a small pickup coil La which is connected in series
with the inductance, inherent resistance,
and capacity of the tuned circuit whose
resonance curv~: it is desired to measure.
By tuning the o~cillator onr a small range
of frequencies which includes that to which
the circuit is tuned, and observing by
mtans of the valve voltmeter the voltage
Jeveloped across the tuned circuit at each
frequency, we obtain the data from \\'hich
we can plot a curYe of the type of those
shown in Fig. Io6.

W

either higher or lower frequencies lower
Yoltages are obtained, and the selectivity,
or power of discrimination between
neighbouring frequencies, shown by the
circuit can be expressed by the ratio of
the voltage at resonance to that at any
other arbitrarily chosen frequency. It is
quite clear that of the curves in Fig. I06
that at a refers to a more selective circuit
than that at b.

Jar frequency the ratio L I r of the tuned
circuits in the amplifier is IO, then we see
from Fig. 107 that at 5 kc / s off tune each
circuit has its response reduced to I I I. I8
of that at resonance. For two tuned circuits the overall response will be the square
of this, or I/ 1.39; that is, the amplifier
·will pass 72 per cent. of the side-bands,
representing high notes of frequency
5,000 cycles.
If the gain of the stage is assumed to be
fifty times, then to get equal amplification
by means of reaction we shall have to
reducer to one-fiftieth of its normal value,
therehy increasing L / r to 500. Reference
to Fig. I07 shm\·s that with L / r raised !o

Adjacent-channel Selectivity
It can be shown that, provided we restrict ourselves to considering the responsr:'
of a tuned circuit to frequencies reasonably
near to that at which it resonates, \\'e can
find the selectivity or plot the resonance
curve of a tuned circuit from a knowledge
of the ratio of the inductance L to the
equivalent series resistance r of the complete circuit. If the voltage across the
tuned circuit at resonance is Vo, and
that across it for a frequency n cycles
from resonance IS V n, then V o =c

Vn

~I' (4;.-nr(!:)
.r

2
.

The complete square root, \\·hich we
will hereafter abbreviate to s (for selectivity), tells us by how much· we must
multiply the Yoltagc at n cycles from
resonance to get the ,·oltage at the resonant point. H s=4 at 10 kcis off tunc,
the voltage at this frequency is one-quarter
of that at resonance, and we speak of the
circuit as being "four times clown at ro
kc ;' s off tun~:."
The expression for s is rather a troublesome one to evaluate quickly for a rapid
comparison of the
selectivity of different
r
circuits ; actual values
of s are therefore
shown for L / r ratios
up to 500 in the curves
of Fig. I07. Separate
curves are given for 5.
g, I8 and 27 kcls off
tune.
With the aid of
Fig. 105. ---Method of measuring the resonance curve of a tuned
curves we are in
these
circuit. The voltage across C is observed on the valve voltmeter
a position to compare
VV for a number of different frequencies.
at once the selectivity
As we already know, the voltage is of a reacting detector with that of a set
greatest at the frequency of resonance; •:ontaining -a high-frequency amplifier,
that is, at the frequency for which the and therefore employing two tuned cirreactances of L and C are equal. For cuits. If we assume that at some particu-
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Fig. ro6.-Typical resonance curves as
derived from measurement ; curve a corresponds to a selective, b to an unselective,
tuned circuit.

this value s becomes 30, making the response at 5 kc/s off tune one-thirtieth that
at resonance. In this one tuned circuit
side-bands are so cut that only some 3
per cent. of a 5,ooo-cycle note will reach
thr speaker. The loss at this frequency is
thus some 35 times as great as when
using the extra tuned circuit necessitated
by the valve, although the amplification
afforded is in each case the same.
To point the moral that reaction, if
oYerclone, is ruinous to quality, it may be
noted that twenty tuned circuits, each 0f
L / r = IO, are necessary to reduce the response at 5 kc Is off tune to that given by
the single circuit with reaction enough to
increase the signal- voltage across it fifty
times. If each tuned circuit after the first
were associated with an amplifyinc; stage
giving a gain of fifty times, the 1o!J.l amplification would be such that if by some
miracle it could be applied to a halfpenny
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Foundations of Wireless9 kc Is " for a series of circuits for each
it would produce a. sum of money so of which Llr= IO we only have to mulstupendous that one second's interest on tiply IO by 9 to find n x L I r, and look up
it would relieve Great Britain of all taxathe required figure on the curve corretion for a rnillion million years. Which all sponding to the number of tuned circuits
goes to show that reaction is
about the worst possible
10,000
way of obtaining amplifica8,000
tion.
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rived from Fig. Io8, for the two cases.
The curves show very clearly that,
although in both there is the same discrimination against a station I8 kc / s removed in frequency from that required,
the single-tuned circuit can only provide
this selectivity at the cost off lopping off
the side-bands of the desired transmission
to a very drastic extent.
The more
rounded curve for six tuned circuits,
though by no means perfect, offends very
much less in this respect.

Limitations of Reaction
To reach so high a value of L I r as 450
it would be necessary to use a good deal
of reaction, so that these two curves may
be taken as illustrating, from a different
angle, the dangers of trying to make reaction do too much. \Ve have seen already
how it destroys quality when used as a
substitute for tme amplification; the
curves of Fig. I09 emphasise that its use
to provide selectivity that should be attained with additional tuned circuits brings
just the same dire results in its train.
These comments apply, of course, only to
the excessive use of reaction ; in off-setting
detector damping, and perhaps providing,
1,000
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Fig. 109.-Resonance curves of one (a) and
six (b) tuned circuits, chosen so as to give
in each case 100 times reduction at 18 kc/s
off tune.
Note the enormous loss of
side-bands in case a.

in addition, a little extra selectivity or sensitivity it is invaluable, especially in the
less ambitious receiver.
We have taken, perhaps, an extreme
case in comparing the resonance curves of
one and six tuned circuits. A more practical comparison is that shown in the four
curves of Fig. no. Here we can see the
differences in selectivity obtained by using
one, two, three, or four tuned circuits, the
Ll r values in each case being chosen to
give I~ times down at 5 kc.'s-that is, a
reduction of s,ooo-cycle notes to twothirds of their correct voltage, or 4l9ths
their correct power (3.5 db. down). This
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corresponds to a barely noticeable loss at
this frequency.
For one tuned circuit we require that
L j r= r8, which is by no means an outrageous value. It is about that of an
average tuned circuit at 400 metres. The
selectivity is poor, a station 3 channels
(27 kcjs) away being reduced only some
6 times. With two tuned circuits L I r
for each comes out at II, corresponding
to that of an average tuned circuit at about
275 metres. A station 3 channels away
is now reduced about r6 times. Adding
a third circuit and making L I r now
8.8 still keeps the quality unchanged, but
increases the selectivity to 32 times down
at 27 kc f s. A fourth circuit increases this
figure to 52.
Coils for the medium-wave band (200550 metres) may roughly be taken as
having values of L I r varying from about
5 or 6 at 200 metres up to about 20 for
air-cored or 35 for iron-cored coils at 550
metres. Long-wave coils tuning from I,ooo
to 2,000 metres generally run from 30 to
50 over the wave-band. Higher figures
than this can easily be obtained on the
latter band, but are hardly desirable
owing to the severe loss of side-bands that
they entail.
Consideration of these figures will make
it clear that the ordinary set reduces the
side-bands to a considerable extent, and

yet suffers to some degree at least from
insufficient selectivity. In spite of many
attempts, the problem of making a satisfactory compromise between the conflicting claims of selectivity and quality is
100
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Fig. IIO.~Overall resonance curves of one,
two, three and four tuned circuits, in each
case chosen to give " equal quality,"
represented by the same response to a 5-kc,'s
side band.

really not soluble in the case of the highfrequency amplifier. A nearer approach
to the desired results can be attained in a
superheterodyne receiver, in connection
with which we shall have to return to the
question.

''Mono-Planar'' Baffles
Economical Sound Distribution at Public Gatherings
THE problem of addressing open-air
gatherings with the minimum outlay
on equipment and expenditure of electrical
power is largely one of conservmg. ~he
acoustic energy generated and avmdmg
wasteful radiation in directions where it is
not wanted.
With the object of reducing ground and
sky losses, Scientific Supply Stores (Wireless), Ltd., 126, Newington Causeway,
London, S.E.I, have designed and produced
a series of " Mono-Planar " directional
baffles with long rectangular apertures
designed to spread the sound fan-wise in a
horizontal plane. They are made to take
standard moYihg-coil loud ~peaker units
and are one-piece mouldings adequately
waterproofed and mounted on a rigid framework. A collapsible angle-iron pylon, 7ft.
in height is available as an extra. This is
ea!'ily erected in a few minutes and wl~en
folded is only 4in. square, the cross-bracmg
members folding neatly inside the angles.
There can be no doubt that those responsible for public address installations at
summer gatherings, large or small, will he
quick to appreciate "the advantages of these
baffles. The flare in the model illustrated
measures z6in. high and 74in. wide, while
the depth from back to front is 54in. The
price of the horn alone is £6 15s. and the
collapsible pylon is 40s. extra.
Although
equivalent to a 4ft. horn in the area of the
flare the " Mono-Planar " horn will pass
easily through an ordinary doorway. It is
also suibble for mobile equipments, as the
shape lends itself for mounting on a van.

Random
Radiations

Scientific Supply Stores 64-cycle "MonoPlanar " direction baffle and collapsible
pylon.

AT one time we used to have a good many
programme relays from Continental
studios but of late these seem to haYe become r~ther fewer, which is a pity. It is
true that we have " Five Hours Back " and
the "American Half-hour " from the UniteJ
States, but the kind of fare that American
listeners enjoy does not appeal to all British
listeners. 1\ow comes the news that Eric
l\Iaschwitz, the B.B.C.'s Variety Director, is
spending ten days in Budapest to investigate the practicability of suggestions for exchange programmes that have been made by
the Budapest authorities. I am sure that
programmes from Budapest would be most
welcome, particularly during the summer
months, when this station becomes difficult
to receive until a rather late hour in the
evening. The Budapest programmes are
always attractive, one of their best points
being the Cigany music for which the city
is famous. The only real difficulty about
the relays seems to be the cost of reserving
telephone lines for the purpose. Budapest
is about goo miles from London as the crow
flies, but a good deal farther as the telephone lines run.

America's Broadcast Programmes
In the last paragraph I suggested that
programmes as broadcast from U.S.A.
stations would not appeal to, by any means,
all British listeners. The service given by
the more important stations in that country
is astonishing. They start the day at halfpast six in the morning with music, and th('y
conti11ue with 011ly the briefest of intervals
from that time until two o'clock the next
morning. when the programme concludes
with selections by organ or orchestra. The
American listener has thus 19k hours of nonstop entertainment on weekdays and only
1} hours less on Sm:days.
And what kind of entertainment is it?
The current week's programmes for one of
their biggest stations are before me as I
write.
The first thing that strikes one is
their extraordinary scrappiness; no item
lasts for more than half an hour, and the
great majority occupy but ten or fifteen
minutes. There is a great deal of humour
of the '' wise-cracking " kind ; frequent
rations of crooners, blues singers and hot jazz
han<ls, and a surprising amount of solo
vocalists.
There are many talk~, and
market reports and the like are given at
intervals. But there is comparatively little
good music, and plays of the kind that are
popular here rarely figure in these programmes.
Another thing that would hardly suit us
is the tendency for the same sponsored item
to be given at tl1e same hour every day for
a week or longer. One realises, of course,
that 1 he artistes concerned are continually
changing their matter, but even so I personally ohould find it rather boring to know
th<>t i.he same people were in the studio
every day, say, at 6 o'clock, 6.15, 6.30, 7.
o'clock and so on. This is not to decry Ameri-
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Random Radiationscan programmes; they are just what Americans want. But I am sure that those who
clamour for our programmes to be reorganised on American lines would be the
very first to grumble were any such change
made.

for obtaining instant information, which was
very much to their advantage, about dealings taking place within the stock exchange.
Like the Sydney gang they wen: pretty
quickly spotted and pulled in by the police.

-. ·. ...

Germany Goes One Better

The B.B.C.'s Future

One would have thought that half-past
six in the morning was an early enough start
for anybody, but the German authorities
have determined that their listeners shall
become ev<:n earlier birds than Americans.
In future the main German stations are to
start their dav at 5 a.m. and to close down
at 2 o'clock the following morning.
They
will thus be '' on the air'' for twenty-one
hours out o£ the twenty-four. The object
of the early morning broadcasts is stated to
be to provide mental recreation for the
manual workers, particularly peasants engaged in agriculture. A further series of
concerts for factory workers is to take place
between 6 and S a.m. It may be that the
German agriculturists and the factory hands
will respond to the invitation to switch on
their sets at these unearthly hours, though
few that I have come across in this country
seem to have any burning desire to hear
music before breakfast.
Myself, I feel that the provision of these
enormous programmes is rather overdoing
things. I am not at all sure that even in
our own country we don't get too much
broadcasting, and that we wouldn't be better
off with smaller quantity and higher quality.

LISTENERS may feel certain misgivings
about the personnel of the committee
which has been selected to consider the
future of broadcasting and television after
the expiring of the B.B.C.'s charter at the
end of next year.
The first thing that
strikes one is that it contains an overwhelming political element. Lady Reading is the
only women member, and nearly all of the
others are either present or past Members
of Parliament. The very last thing that we
want in this country is any association of

......

Changes in the West?

THE two worst areas in Great Britain for
broadcast reception are probably North
Wales and the West Country of Devon and
Cornwall. The B.B.C. has realised this for
some time; it appreciates also the desire
of Wales for a station of its own whose programmes can be largely devoted to items
that appeal mainly to inha,bitants of the
Principality. New stations are needed, but
hitherto it has seemed that you could not
have new stations with new wavelengths.
The synchronising of the London, North and
\Vest Nationals has proved so satisfactory
that it is more than likely that the B.B.C.
will make further experiments of the kind
with a view to releasing wavdengths for
new stations. If experiments turn out well
it is probable that the \Vest Regional will
become more and more of a Welsh station,
and that Devon and Cornwall will be served
by a medium-powered relay situated somewhere in the Plymouth district.
Another project is to improve reception of
the Regional programmes in North Wales
by the erection of a relay station near
Bangor.

.....

•

Beating the Book

VERILY the uses of wireless are legion!
From Sydney, famous for its races,
comes the information that the police have
rounded up a gang who were merrily engaged in wirelessing the results of races to
accomplices outside, the idea being, of
course, for them to place starting-price bets
to the discomfiture of the bookies. In one
man's clothing was found a midget shortwave transmitter, a kind of harness supporting batteries and aerial.
Actually, this isn't the first time that attempts of this kind have been made. Not
long ago a group of men in a certain Continental capital made use of the radio link

party politics or propaganda with broadcasting, and it is very much to be hoped that
members of the committee will do their best
to forget that they either are or have been
politicians when they come to decide what
is to happen to the B.B.C.
One can predict pretty confidently that
tht>y will recommend a renewal of the
prt>sent charter, though possibly with certain minor alterations, at any ·rate so far
as sound programmes are concerned. \Vhat
will happen about the control of television •
is another question.
There are those who would like to sec a
separate authority for this new branch of
broadcasting, hut I think myself that it
will probably remain in the hands of the
B.B.C., since sound and vision are likely
to become more and more closely linked
together in the broadcasting entertainment
for years to come.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

RjT and WjT
your issue of Ap~il rgth, under
'' Current Topics,'' Is a paragraph
headed "R1.dio on Lifeboats," giving th<o
information that the fifty-six lifeboats of
the Normandie will each carry wireless
transmitting and receiving gear.
Curiously enough,
" Diallist," under
"Random Radiations," in the same issue,
has a paragraph headed '' Wireless or
Radio? " but he makes no point of what is
a useful distinction, i.e., "Wireless "
should indicate W /Tor wireless telegraphy,
while " Radio " should mean R / T or
radio telephony.
Being accustomed to the use of the terms
in this sense, I was at first interested, and
then disappointed, with the IH:'ws of the
W /T in the Normandie' s lifeboats, expecting, from the heading of the paragraph, that
they were to have R/T, which would have
had far greater news value.
Orpington, Kent.
A. G. BREMNER.
IN

North National Transmitter
I

\VISH to draw your attention to the poor
quality of transmissions from the above
station after dark due to the syncronising
with other Nationals and reduction in
power.
I am situated within about twenty miles
from the local transmitters, and despite the
high signal strength the indirect wave from
one of the other Nationals causes severe distortion at times, whilst the production of
a deep intermittent "thudding" in the loud
speaker is sometimes very disturbing.
I use The Wireless World Quality Amplifier adapted for purely local station reception, and the change has brought great disappointment to me, and doubtless many
other lovers of quality. Though conditions
are very inconsistent, sometimes good, sometimes very bad, the transmitter can no
longer be relied upon to give us that quality
of service which justifies the expenditure
on high-quality receiving apparatus.
The advantages of a local station quality
set here have, as it were, been halved, and
to my mind the change marks a step of
retrogression in the policy of the B.B.C.
Although my receiver employs two flatly
tuned circuits only, the reception from
Droitwich cannot compare with that pre-

viously obtained from the local mainly
owing to the noticeable absence of high
notes, and, were I to go to the troublt· and
expense of building the QA or SingleSpan receiver, the atmospherics alone on
long waves would still prevt'nt Droitwich
from becoming a true alternative.
The question one naturally wants to ask
is: "Was this step on the part of tht> B.B.C.
really necessary? " and, if so, do they noi
intend to reduce the interference ami increase the reliable sen'iL'l' area of the tran;,mitter by the use of aerials sending less of
their power up to old Heaviside or bv some
other means?
Knowing the keen intl"fest takc'n by your
most excellent journal in such matters, and
the influence it has, I appeal to you to do
all in your power to prevent the continuann·
of this back-sliding policy, which may du
much to destroy the interests of the quality
seeker and be a blow to the high standard
you have set and have always striven to
uphold.

Loud-speaker Response Curves
In conclusion, permit me to congratulate
you on vour loud-speaker responst· curves.
These are what have been wanted for a
long time, as, though they do not tell the
whole story, they give what is sure!;- thL·
most important information where -highquality reproduction is concerned.
At anv rate, half a loaf is better than
nothing,' which has previously been the ea''"
with the vast majority of people who have
simply no opportunities of hearing various
high-grade speakers when wishiug to purchase one. Your journal is the only source
of reliable infqrmation in this matter.
It is with eagerness, therefore, that I
await the next instalment of these curves,
which is surely overdue. Or is it that many
speaker manufacturers are reluctant to submit their products for your examination and
publication? At any rate, I was rather surprised at some omissions from your first
batch, and hope they will be included in
your next. It will be interesting to compare a curve taken by your staff and that
published by the makers in their technical
booklet.
Wishing your journal the success and
prosperity it deserves.
Accrington, Lancs.
W. IRONFIELD.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(This list is included in the first issue of each month. Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type)
Elation.

I

kcis.

I P~~i't/:.. ! Metres.~~~~~-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_ta_t_io_n_.--------:~~~ P~~~:~-~ ~-.t-re-••-~~tw~.-

_K_a_u_n_a.-s-(L_i_t_hu_a_n_i_a_)-.-.--------~155~
Brazov (Homania)
1
Huizen (Holland). (Until 3.40 p.m.)
Kootwijk (Holland) (Tranomils Hilcerswn
pro!JI'rtmm·; after :1.40 p.ll! .)
Lahti (Finland)
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
,
Berlin (Deutschlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
Droitwich
Minsk, BW10 (U.S.S.R)
Iteykjavik (Iceland) ..
Motala (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland)
Ankar~> ('l'urkey)
Luxembourg
Kbarkov, ItW20 (U.B.~.R) ..
Kalundborg (Denmark)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
TaRhkcnt. UWil (U.S.~.R)
Oslo (Norway)
Moscow, No. 2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
'J'iflis, !{ \V7 ( u.s.s. n.)
Rostov-on-Don, RWI2 (U.S.S.R.) ..
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Softens)
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Voroneje, H\V25 (U.S.S.R.) ..
Oulu (Finland) ..
Ufn, ltW22 (U.S.S.R)
Hamar (Norway) (Relays O.slo)
Innsbruck (Auatria). (Relays Vienna)
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
Viipuri (Finland)
Bolzano (Italy)
Wilno (Poland)
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary)
Beromiinster (Switzerland)
Athlone (Irish Free State)
l'alermo (Italy)
Stuttgart (Miihlacker) (Germany)
Orenoble, P.'l'.'l'. (France)
Riga (Latvia) ..
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Itabat (H.adio ~laroc) (Morocco)
Sundsvall (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
Florence (Italy). (Relays Jllila11) . .
.• 1
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt) . .
..
..
1
Brussels, No. I (Belgium). ·(French Pro(Jramme)l
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
I
Triindelag (Norway) ..
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
I
I.yons, P.T.T. (La Doua) (France) . .
.
Cologne (Langenllerg) (Germany) . .
•.
North Regional (Siaithwaite)
..
..
Sottens (Radio Suisse Roman de) (Switzerland):
Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
'I
Paris, P.'l'.'l'. (Eco1e Superi~ure) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden) ..
Rome, No. 1 (Italy)
1
Kiev, RW9 (LJ.S.S.R.)
I
Tallinn (Esthonia)
Madrid, EAJ2 (Hadio Espana) (Spain)
1
Munich (Germany)
I
Marseilles, P. T. T. (France)
1\atowice (Poland)
[
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
.
Toulouse, P.T.T. (France)
Leipzig (Germany)
Barcelona, EAJ I (Spain)
1
Lwow (Poland)
West Regional (Washford Cross)
Milan (Italy)
Bucharest (Romania)..
,
l'rloscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.) ..
Berlin (Funkstunde Te5el) (Germany)
Bergen (Norway)
Sofia (Bulgaria)
Valencia (Spain)
Simferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R.)
Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France) ..
Poznan (Poland)
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
,i

·1

I

I60
I60
lfiO

....... ,.

1
1935
......... . 1875
........ .. 1875
......... . 1875

166
I74
I82
187.5
I91
200
208
208
216
2I7·5
:!24
230
230

1 ....... ..
1 ........ .

565

574
!i8:{

583
592
G01
601
()]()

620
620
629
G29
638
648
658
668
677
686
695
704
7I3
72l
,.. . , ...
731
740
749
~'

758

767
776
785
79!i

795
80~

8I4
823
832

841
850
850
850
859
859
868
877

.......... 1

··········i

40
500
80
5
60
150
35
16
30
100
120
7
150
20
60
100
25
60
10()
35
20
50
1.3
100
10
1.2
688
10
0.7
578
578
1
569.3
5
10
569.3
559.7
1
559.7
16
549.5 120
539.6 100
531
60
531
4
522.6 100
514.6
15
514.6
15
506.8 100
499.2
25
499.2
10
20
491.8
483.9 20
483.9
15
476.9
20
476.9
20
470.2 120
463
15
455.9 100
50
449.1
443.1
25
437.3
2.5
431.7
7
426.1
55
420.8
50
415.5
36
410.4
20
410.4
3
405.4 100
400.5
G
395.8
12
591.1
50
386.6
2
382.2 120
377.4
5
377.4! 16
373.1/ 50
368.6 i 50
364.5 • 12
360.6/ 100
356. 7' 100
352.9
1
352.9
1
1.5
352.9
349.2
10
349.21 35
345.6 i 16
342.1 i 50

Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
Helsinki ('Finland)
Hamburg (Germany) . .
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
..
..
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
Brussels. No. 2 (Belgium). (Flerni.!h Prog'mme)
Algiers, P.'l'.'l'. (Badio Alger) (Algeria)
Goteborg (Swerlen). (Relays Stockholm)
Breslau (Germanv) . .
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
Belfast . .
..
..
..
Genoa (Italy). (Relays Milan)
Hilversum (Holland). (7 kW. till (iAO p.m.)
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
Midland Rcziona:. (Droitwich)
Barcelona,EAJ15(RadioAsociaciun)(Spain)
Cracow (Poland)
..
..
..
..
Kiinigsl;erg (Heilsbcrg Ermland) (Germany)
Parede (ftadio Clnh l'ortugtH's) (Portugal)
Leningrad, No. 2, RW70 (U.S.S.R.)
..
Hf'nnes. P.T.T. (Fmnee)
Scottish National (Falkirk) . •
Rari (Italy)
..
..
..
Tiraspol, R\1'57 (U.S.S.R.) ..
Bordeaux, P.'l'.T. (Lafayette) (France)
Zagreb (Yugoslavia) . .
..
..
Falun (Sweden)
1\Iadrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
Madona (Latvia)
Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
l\loravska-Ostrava (Czechoslovakia)..
Fecamp (I{adio Normandie) (Fmnee)
Alexandria (Egypt) ..
..
..
Newcastle
Nyiregyhaza (Hungary)
Horby (Sweden). (Rlays Stockholm)
Turin, No. I (Italy). (Relays Jlli!an)
Lcmdon Xational (Brookmam Parl;)
North :1\ittional (f'laithwaite)
Weet Kational 1\\'a.shfurd Cm")
Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague)..
l\Iont.e Ceneri (Switzerland)
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg)
Kharkov, Ko. :!, ltW4 (U.S.S.R.)
Frankfurt (Germany)
Prague, No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
Lille, P.T.'l'. (France)
'l'rieste (Italy)
·
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Relays Breslau)
Cork (Irish Free State) (Rdays Athlone) . .
.Tuan-les-Pins (Radio Cote d'Azur) (France)
Kuldiga (I.utvia)
Rome, No. 3 (Italy) . .
San Sebastian (Spain). .
Niirnberg and Augsburg (Germany) (Relay

1807
1724
1648
1600
1571
1500
1442
1442
1389
1379
1339
1304
1304
1293
1261
1224
1170
1154
1107
1071.4
845
800
748
748
726
696

232
238
245
256..1
260
271
280
355
375
401
401
4I3.5
431
436
5I9
5I9
527
527
536
536
546
556
565

7
20
7
50

886
895
904
9I3
9I:J
922
932
941
941
950
()59
!177

I••••••••.• f 338.6f
.......... 1
...... ....
...... ....
........ ..
........ ..
........ ..
. .. .. .. . . .
..........
.. ...... ..
1·..· ...· .· .· . . . .

986
995
1004
IOJ:l
1022

.... ......
..........
.. ........
.... ......
..........

l02:l

!.....· .· .· .· .· .· ....

1031
1031
I040
I040
I050
I059
1068
I077
I086
1086
1095
110-l
1104
1113

..........
.. . .. . .. ..
..........
... .......
.. .... ....
.. .. .. .. ..
..........
.... ......
..........
.... ......
.. .... ....
..........
..........

lll:l

..........

ll22
Il22
ll22
ll31
ll40
ll49
II4!l
ll49
ll!i8
ll67
· ll76
ll85
II95
I204
12I3
1222
I23l
I240
I24!)

.. .. . .. . ..
. .. . .. .. ..
..........
..........
.. ........
...... ....
..........
..........
.... ......
.... .. ....
.... .. ....
.. .. .. . .. .
........ ..
..........
...... .. ..
........ ..
........ ..
.. .... .. ..
. . ... . . . . . .
. .. .. .. .. .
..........
.. ........
...... ....

12fi~

1258
1258
1267

7
335.2110
331.9 100
328.6 60
323.6
0.5
325.41 32
321.9 15
318.8 1 12
318.81 10
315.8 100
312.81 60
307.1
1
304.3 10
301.5
20
298.8
13.5
296.2
50
293.5
3
293.5
2
291
17
291
5
288.5 10
288.5
40
285.7
5()
283.3
2()
280.9
4
278.6
30
276.2
0.7
276.2
2
274
7
271.7
50
271.7
1.5
269.51 11.2
269.5 10
267.4 · 0.25
267.4
1
267.4
6.2
265.3
10
263.2
7·
261.1
20
261.1
2{)
261.1
20
259.1
2.6
257.1
15
255.1
10
253.2 1D
251
17
249.2
5
247.3
5
245.5 10
243.7
6
241.9
1
24;).2
~
238.5
10
238.5
1
238.5
3
236.8
2
1

Munich)

i

,.
•·

.
1

1

1

11

i\
I

I
11

Christiansand aJHl Stavanger (Norway)
Dresden (Germany) (Relays Leipzi(J)
Aberdeen
Austrian Relay Stations
Danzig. (Relays K6nirJsber!J)
Swedish ltelax Stations
Budapest, No. 2 (Hungary) ..
German Jtelay Stations
Montpellier, i'.T.T. (France)
I,odz (Poland) ..
Dublin (Irish l<'ree State) (Relays At!t!o;te)
Milan, No. 2 (Italy) (Relays Rome) ..
Turin, No. 2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
Basle and Berne (Switzerland)
Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland)
..
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (France)
Tampere (Finland)
Paris, (B-adio LL) (France) .•
Beziers (France)
..
l\1iskolc (Hungary)
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
Pecs (Hungary)
..
..
Bournemouth . .
..
..
Plymouth
..
..
..
International Common Wave
International Common Wave
Liepaja (Latvia)
..
••

I276
1285
1285
I294
1303
13I2
1321
1330
I33!)
1339
1348
I348·
1357
I375
1384
I393
1420
1424
I429
1438
l4ii6
I465
1474
1474
I4!)2
I:\00
1737

NOTE. Since the publication of the previous list ,alterations have Leen made to the particulars of the following stationB: Eiffel Tower, Fecamp.

235.1
233.5
233.5
231.8
230.2
228.7
227.1
225.6
224
224
222.6
222.6
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
210.7
209.9
208.6
206
204.8
203.5\
203.5
201.1
200
173

0.5
1.5

1
0.5
0.5
1.25
1.25
1.5

5
1.7
0.5
4
0.2
0.5

2
5
0.7
0.8
1.5
1.23

5
1.2')

1
0.3
0.2
0.25
0.1

MAY 3rd, 1935·

SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
(N.B.-Times of Transmission given in parentheses are approximate only and represent G.M.T.)

Metres.

kc/s.

Ca.l\
Sign.

70.2

4,273

UV15

58.31
55.56

5,145
5,400

OK1MPT
HAT

52.7

5,692

h'IQA

50.26

5,969

HVJ

50.0
50.0

6,000
6,000

UW59

49.96
49.96
49.85

6,005
6,005
n,o1g

VE9DN
HJ3ABH
ZHl

49.83

6,020

DJO

49.67

6,040

Station.

6,040
6 050
6:060

YDB
GSA
WSXAL

49.5

6,060

W3XAU

49.5

6,060

0~.00.)

Antananarivo (Mada.gascar).
(Daily ex.
Sun. og.oo tu og.45, 15.00 to 16.00, Sat.
17.30 to 19.00, Sun. 07.30 to 08.00.)
Vatican City. (Daily 19.00 to 19.15, Sun.
10.00 also.)
Bucharest (Homania)
...
...
...
Moscow (U.S.S.R.). (Relays No. 1 Stn.)
(Daily 20.00 to ~3.00.)
l\Iontreal (Canada). (Daily 04.30 to 05.00)
Bogota (Colombia) ...
...
...
...
Singapore (Malaya). (Mon., Wed., Thurs .
23.00 to 01.30, Sun. 03.40 to 05.10.)
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 22.30 to 03.30,
17.00 to 21.30.)
Boston, Mass. (U.R.A.). (Sun. 22.00 to
24.00, Wed., Fri. OO.:JO to 01.45.)
Sourabaya (Java). (Daily 03.30 to 06.30)
Empire Broadcasting
...
...
...
Cincinnati, Ohio (U.S.A.). (Daily 12.00 to
01.00, 04.00 to 06.00.)
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(U.S.A.)
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 01.00 to 04.00.)
Nairobi (Kenya Colony). (Daily 16.00 to
19.00, Sat. to 20.00, Mon., Wed., Fri.
10.45 to 11.15 also, T·ues. 08.00 to 09.00
also, Thurs. 13.00 to U.OO also, Sun.17.45
to 19.00 also.)
Skamlebaek (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg.) (Daily 1~.00 to 2!.00, Sun. 16.00

VQ7LO

OXY

49.5

Metres,

Kharbarovsk (U.S.S.R.). (Daily 06.00 to ......... ... ...
14.00.)
Prague (Czechoslovakia). (Experimental) .. .... ...... ...
Budapest (Hungary).
(111on. 01.00 to .............. .

W1XAL

49.67
49.59
49.5

Tuning
Positions.

.. ............ .

kc/s.

Call
Sign,

31.45

9,540

LKJ1

31.45

9,540

DJN

31.38

9,560

DJA

31.36

9,565

VUB

.. ........... ..

6,069

VE9C:::l

\19.4

6,072

ZHJ

49.4

6,072

OEIU

49.34

6,080

W9XAA

49.3

6,085

2UO

49.26
49.26

6,090
6,090

VE9B.J
VE9GW

49.2

6,097

ZTJ

49.18

6,100

W3XAL

49.18

6,100

W9XF

49.1

6,110

vue

49.1

6,110

VE9HX

49.1
49.02
49.02

6,110
6,120
6,120

GSL
YDA
W2XE

4.8.92

6,132

ZGE

48.86

6,140

W8XR

48.78

6,150

OJRO

48.4

6,198

OT1GO

46.69
45.38
38.48

6,425
6,610
7, 797

W3XL
RW72
HBP

37.33
31.58

8,035
9,500

CNR
PRb'5

31.55
31.54

9,510
9,518

GSB

.. ........... ..
......... ......

............. ..
... ... ... ......

31.35

9,570

W1XK

31.32
31.32

9,580
9,580

GSO
VK3LR

31.28

9,590

W3XAU

31.28

9,590

VK2l\fE

31.27

9,595

HBL

31.25

9,600

CT1AA

.............. .

.............. .
.............. .

............. ..
......... ......

31.13

9,637

2RO

31.0

9,677

CT10T

30.43

9,860

EAQ

29.04

10,330

ORK

28.98

10,350

LSX

25.6

11,720

FYA

.............. .
............. ..
............. ..

...............

31.48

9,5:l0

25.6

11,720

casting.)
25,57 11,7 30
Vienna Experimental.
<Daily 14.00 to .............. .
.,., 00)
25.53 11,7 50
Chi~.;,go: Ill. (U.S.A.). (Relays WCLF.) .............. . 25.49 11,770
(Sun. 19.00 to 20.30.)
25.45 11,7 90
Rome (Italy). (ll1on., Wed., F1·i. 23.00 to ............. ..
00.30.)
...... ... ...... 25.4
11,810
St. John (N.B.). (Daily 00.00 to 01.:10)...
25.36 11,830
Bowmanville, Ont. (Canada).
(Mon., ............. ..
Tues., Wed. 20.00 to 05.00, Thurs., Fri.,
25.29 11,860
Sat. 12.00 to 05.00, Sun. 18.00 to 02.00.)
25.27 11,870
J ohannesbnrg (S. Africa). (Daily ex. 8-un. .. ............ .
04.30 to 05.:JO, 08.30 to 12.00, 14.00 to
25.23 11,880
20.00 (Sat. to 21.45), Sun. 13.00 to 15.15,
17.30 to 20.00.)
Bound Brook, N. Y. ( U .S.A.). (Relays W JZ .) ... ... ... . .. . .. 25.0
12,000
(Mon., Wed., Sat. 22.00 to 23.00, Sat.
05.00 to 06.00 also.)
Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). (Daily ex. Mon., ...... .... ..... 24.83 12,082
Wed., Sun. 21.00 to 07.00.)
Calcutta (India).
(Daily 07.06 to 08.06 ............... 24.2
12,396
irregular 13.06 to 16.36, Sat. from
12.36.
Sun. 04.36 to 07.36, irregular
23.39 12,830
1~.36 to 03.36.
19.84 15,123
Halifax N.S.
(Daily 1±.00 to 16.30, ...... ......... 19.82 15,140
• 19.74 15,200
21.00 to 04.00.)
Empire Broadcasting
...
. .. , ............. 11119.72 15,210
Bandoeng (Java). (Daily 10.30 to 15.00)
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays W A.BC.l :::::::::::::::.119.71 15,220
(Daily 23.00 to 04.00.)
11 19.68 15,243
Knala Lumpur (Malay,.). (Sun., Tues.
:r
11.40 to 13.40.)
l' 19.67 15,250
Pittsburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays KDKA.) ............... •j
(Daily 21.30 to 06.00.)
!'119.66 15,260
Winnipeg (Canada). (Daily 00.00 to 05.00, ............... 19.64 15,270
Sat. 21.00 to 06.00 also, Sun. 22.00 to 1
11
03.30.)
r. 19.56 15,330
Parede (Portugal). (Daily ex. 'l'ues. OO.~U ............... 11
to 01.30, Sun. 16.30 to 18.00 a~•o.)
19.52 1 15,370
1
Bound Brook, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Experimental) ............... j
1\Ioscow(U.S.S.R.). (RelaysStalinStn.) ... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 17.33 17,310
Radio Nations, Prangins (:::lwitzerland). 1 .. ............. 1
(Sat. 22.30 to 23.15.)
1
i1 16.89 17,760
Rabat (Morocco). (Sun. 20.00 to 22.30) ... ................ 11 16.87 17,780
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). (Daily 22.30 to 1............... 11
23.15.)
:
17,790
Empire Broadcasting
...
...
.. . . ...............
.l\1e1Lourne (Australia).
(Wed. 10.00 ,6
13.97 21,470
1
1............... 113.93 21,530
11.30, Sat. 10.00 to 12.00.)
Schen,ectady, N.Y: (U.S.A.).
(Relays f ............... l13.92 21,540
W(,Y.) (Da1ly 23.30 to 04.00, Sat. 19.00 .
to 22.00 also.)
/

CJRX!
PHI
GSD
DJD
W1XAL
2RO
\V2XE
GSE
W8XR
FYA
UW59
CTlCT
C1'1GO
Cl\R
HVJ
GSF
DJB
W8XR

I

PCJ
FYA

Fn.l .................

I116.86

I

1

W1XA.L
GSI
W2XE

I

I

W2XAI!'

.............. .

............. ..
.............. .
.............. .

Springfield, 1\lass. (U.S.A.). (Relays JV BZ.)
(Daily 12.00 to 06.00.)
Empire Broadcasting
.. .
.. .
.. .
Lindhurst (Australia).
(Daily ex. Sun.
08.15 to 12.30.)
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(U.S.A.).
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 17.00 to 2J.00.)
Sydney (Australia). (Sun. 06.00 to 08.00,
lO.OOto 1·!.00, U.30 to 16.30.)
Radio Nations, Prangins (Switzerland).
(Sat. 22.30 to 23.15.)
Lisbon (Portugal). (l'ues., l'hurs. Sat.
21.30 to 2ci.OO.)
Rome (Italy). (1'ues., l'hurs.,i Sat. 00.45
to 02.15).
Lisbon (Portugal). (l'hurs. 21.00 to 23.00,
Sun. 12.00 to 14.00.)
Madrid (Spain). (Daily 22.15 to 00.30,
Sat. 18.00 to ~0.00 also.)
Huyssele<le (Belgium).
(Daily 18.30 to
20.30.)
.
Buenos Aires (Argentina). <Daily 20.00 to
21.00.)
Paris, Uadio Coloniale (France). (Colonial
Sin. l~·IV.) Daily 00.00 to 03.00, 04.00

............. ..

.. ........... ..
. ............. .
.............. .

............. ..
. ............. .
.. ........... ..

.............. .
.............. .
.............. .
............. ..
............. ..
.............. .

to OU.OO.)

Vancouver, B.O. (Canada). (Sat. 04.30 to ...............
05.45, Sun. 16.00 to 04.00.)
Penang (.llfalaya). (Relays Empire Broad· ................ ..

VK3.l\1E

Jeliiy (1\orway).
(Relays Oslo.) (Daily
10.00 to 13.00.)
Zeesen (Germa.ny). (Dail11 08.45 to 12.15,
13.00 to 16.30, 22.15 to 03.:JO.)
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 13.00 to 16.30,
22.15 to 02.00.)
Bombay (India). (Sun. 13.30 to 15.30,
Wed., l'hurs .. Sat. 16.30 to 17.30, irregular
1'1'lon.).

also.)

49.43

Tuning
Positions.

Station.

W2XAD

Winnipeg (Cana<b). (Daily 00.00 to 05.00,
Sat. ~1.00 to 06.00 also. Sun. 22.00 to
03.:l0 also.)
Eindhoven (Holland). (Daily ex. l'ues.,
Wed. 13.00 to 15.30 (Sun. Sal. to 16.30.)
Empire Hroadm1sting
.. .
.. .
...
Zeesen (German,·). (Daily 11.00 to 21.30)
Boston, ~Jas.,;. ( U.S.A.). (Daily 23.00 to
00.30.)
Rome (ltal.l'i (Jlon., Wed .. Fri., 23.00) ...
Wayne, N.J. (li.S.A.). (Relays WAHC.)
(Daily 20.00 tu 22.00.)
Empire Broadeasting
Pittsburg, l'a. i LJ .S.A.). <ii~lays KDKA:)
(Daily 2t.:JI) tu 0:3.00.)
Paris, Radio Coloniale ( B'rance). (Colonial
Stn. N·H.) (Daily 16.15 to 19.15, 20.00
to 23.00.)
.l\Ioscow (lJ.S.8.It.). (Relays Xo. 2 Stn.)
(Sun. 03.00 to 0!.00, 11.00 to 12.00,
15.00 to 16.00.)
Lisbon (Portugal). (Sun. 14.00 to 16.00,
l'hurs. 20.00 to 21.00.)
Parede (Portugal). (Sun. 15.00 to 16.30,
'Tues., 'J'hurs., h'ri. 18.00 to 19.15.)
Rabat (2\.Iorocco). (Sun. U.30 tu 14.00) ...
Vatican City. (Daily J 0.00, 15.30 to 15.45)
Ernpire Broadcasting
...
.. .
...
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 08.!5 lo 12.15)
Pittsburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays KDKA.)
(Daily 13.00 to ~1.15.)
Eindhoven (Holland). (Ecrperimenla/) ...
Paris. Ha<lio Coloniale (France). (Colon·ial
Stn. BJ.W.) (Daily 12.00 to 1u.OO.)
Iloston, .\la~s. (U.S.A..). (Dui/y 15.50 .'o
1S.30.)
Empire Broadcasting
...
...
...
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays W AHC.)
(Daily 16.00 to 18.00.)
Scltenectady, N.Y. (U.S.A.). <Daily 19.3tl
to

I

HAS3
W3Xr,
DJE
W3XAL
GSG
GSH
GSJ
WSXR

~0.30.)

Budapest (Hungary).
.s-un. 13.00 lo
1!.00.)
Bound Brook, N.J. (U.S.A.J. !Daily 16.00
to 22.00.)
Zeesen (Germany) (Daily 13.00 to 16.30.)
Bound Brook, N ..J. (U.S.A.). (Relays WJZ.)
(Daily except Snn. U.IJO to 1 ;;.oo. Tues.,
Tlwrs., Fri. 20.00 to ~1.00 also.)
Etupire Broadca.Rting
. ..
.••
...
Etnpire Broadcasting
...
...
...
Etnpil•e Broadcasting
Pittsburz, Pn.. (!.J.".A.J . .<.Dail.•t"iz.oo to

u.oo.f

-

............. ..
............. ..

. ............. .
............. ..
.............. .

.. ............ .
.............. .

1:::::::::::::::

.............. .
!···············
1.............. .

I

1::::::::::::::.

............. ..
..
.............. .
0. 0

.. ........... ..
1............. ..

............. ..

. ............ •o
............. ..
1

f .............. .

!I1............. ..
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I

!.............. .

I; .............. .
. .......

1.............. .

1

CO., LTD., of Colindale Works,
have just issued a new edition of the
booklet "l\.Iodern Service :VIethods," which has been entirely rewritten
and brought np to date; a copy is given with every Radiolab Set
AnalysN and Valve Tester (to which the booklet particularly relates),
or it can be obtained direct from the fmn for 7:}d., post free.
«>

Unit Radio, whose new addreso is 347, City Road, London, E.C.1
(Tel.: Clerkenwell 5340), has issued a leaflet describing two shortwave converters. One of these is an AC; DC mains model, and the
other is for battery feed.
-0-

-0-

-0-

«>

Halcyon Radio, Ltd., of Sterling 'Vorks, Dagenham, Essex, has just
issued a pamphlet describing the various Halcyon Universal models.
In it are printed published test reports, including one which appeared
in The Wireless World.

.. .

1.............. .

A~D

<!>

•• 0

!

EDCCU1\1BE
E VERETT,
Hendon, London, N.,V.9,

-0-

0

!.............. .

THE RADIO INDUSTRY

-0-

•• 0 . . 0 . . . .

.............. .

NEW HOME FOR FERRANTI RADIO.-The new factory at Moston,
where all Ferranti radio activities are now concentrated. In future, all
communications regarding radio matters should be addressed to
Ferranti, Ltd., Radio Works, Moston, Manchester, Io.
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HESE are the terms of refer-

ence of the Committee appointed by the PostmasterGeneral which met for the
first time last week.
The idea of a Committee of Inquiry
is very generally associated with a
necessity for rectifying mistakes or
adjusting grievances, so that the first
impression created by the announcement that the Government have set
up a Committee of Inquiry to consider
the future of Broadcasting might be
that the British Broadcasting Corporation were under a cloud and that
their actions during the present term
of their Charter, which expires at the
end of 1936, were in question.
Nothing could be further from the
truth, and we anticipate that the
Committee \Vill not only recommend
the continuance of broadcasting on the
present lines, but will endorse wholeheartedly the general policy which has
been followed hitherto.
The Committee will, it seems, have
to act quite largely in the capacity of
a consulting body to whom the B.B.C.
can bring some of their own problems
to be solved. Th~ problems of the
B.B.C., some of which amount almost
to grievances to-day, probably outbalance any criticisms of the B.B.C.
from outside. In particular, there is
the question of finance. It has never
been a secret of the B.B.C. that the
task which has been entrusted to them
has tended all the time to strain the
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COMMENT
financial resources of their income.
Of the gross receipts from licences
during 1934, less than half of the
amount was made available to the
B.B.C. for broadcasting purposes, only
4s. gd. of the licence fee being allotted
to them as their share.
The expenditure of the Corporation
must inevitably grow with the expansion of their undertakings. Empire
broadcasting could be extended anrl
developed to become a far more important service than it is to-day if its
progress were not being hindered
through lack of funds.
The service of television about to
be launched will necessitate a heavy
capital expenditure before it can provide entertainment over the whole
country, and the cost of programmes,
too, will prove a· heavy item. As we
have frequently pointed out, the success of television on the technical side
does not cause us much anxiety, but
the programmes must be first-rate and
sufficiently attractive to compel the
interest of the public, or otherwise
television will not succeed. It would
be little short of a tragedy if British
ingenuity, and the heavy expenditure
which has been incurred in technical
development of television in this
country, should fail to bring reward
because of. insufficient funds in the
hands of the B.B.C. to enable
them to provide attractive programme
material.
Our own interpretation, therefore,
of the task before the Committee of
Inquiry is that they should suggest
solutions to the problems of the B.B.C.
which are beyond their scope to
solve domestically and, in particular,
to discover what further proportion
of the licence fees should go to the
Corporation to meet their increasing
needs, and finally to recommend the
renewal of the Corporation's Charter
with, in all probability, only minor,
if any, modifications.

Wireless World, May H>tll. 1935.

Modulated Test Oscillator
Wide Range Oscillator
for Set Testing
and Adjusting Receivers

T

ilE znztza! adjustments oj gangzng and trmzmmg a
receiver are greatly facilitated by a local source of
modulated signals which can be adjusted at will to any
frequency and any strength within wide limits.
The
'oscillator described in this article meets all such set testing
requirements and zf carefully calibrated may also be used
as a reliable wavemeter.

T

o

both the serious experimenter
and the service man a calibrated
oscillator is an indispensable
pati of his equipment.
In its
essentials it consists of an HF oscillator
which can be tuned to any signal or intermediate frequency likely to be needed and
whicli can be modulated by a low-frequency oscillator when required. An
oscillator of this nature can take many
forms, ranging from a simple assembly of
gear usually to be found in the junk box
to an elaborate outfit capable of delivering a known output of any desired value
modulated to any required degree at any
frequency. The former is usually incapable of being calibrated to any degree of
precision, and the latter is a laboratory
standard-signal generator which, although
an indispensable tool to the set designer,
is unnecessarily complex and accurate for
the adjustment and general servicing of
receivers.
In order to adjust the ganging of a
modern receiver, a source of HF energy
of known frequency is needed and a calibrated oscillator covering the bands of

150-400 kc Is and 550-r ,500 kc/ s will
meet all requirements. In order to line
up the IF circuits of a superheterodyne,
however, the oscillator must also function
at this frequency. The intermediate frequencies in commonest use to-day are
no kc Is and 126 kc / s, but there are signs
that frequencies of 450 kc(s and 465 kc/s
will soon become widespread, and, of
course, all single-span recei,·ers employ
r,6oo kc / s.
It can be seen, therefore,
that to meet all requirements the oscillator
must be capable of functioning on any
frequency between some roo kc/s and
I,JOO kcjs.
It is not possible to cover such a wide
range with a single coil and variable condenser, and even in apparatus of this
nature plug-in coils are as. much a
nuisance as in a broadcast receiver, for
it is often necessary to change from one
end of the frequency range to the other.
There are two ways of avoiding the use of
plug-in coils. The first is one which is
often employed where simplicity of construction, but not of operation, is important. A single coil and variable condenser

are used and a certain range of perhaps
roo-200 kc/s is conTcd by the fundamental component of the oscillator output. The second range of 200-400 kc / s is
covered by the second harmonic, a third
of 30o-6oo kc/s by the third, and so on.
The disadvantage of this system is that
all ranges are present simultaneously, and
if the oscillator be set at, say, 150 kcjs,
the output is at 150 kcj S, JOO kc/ S, 450
kc/s, 6oo kc;'s, 750 kcjs, 900 kc/s, 1,050
kc/s, r,2oo kcjs, r,350 kcjs, and r,5oo
kc / s, taking harmonics up to the tenth.
Whichever of these frequencies be required, the oscillator dial setting is the
same, so that it is often quite troublesome
to determine which harmonic is being
used, and therefore the frequency to
which the receiver is responding. Moreover, the harmonics progressively weaken
as their degree is raised, so that the output at high frequencies may not be
adequate.

The Wave-Range
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Fig. x.-The complete circuit diagram of the oscillator is shown here, and it can be seen
that the Colpitt's circuit is used for the HF oscillator, thus enabling simple coil switching to
be obtained.

The second method of avoiding the use
of plug-in coils involves the provision of
a separate built-in coil for each range with
switching. The increased complication is
well worth while since it prevents any
ambiguity as to the frequency. Harmonics are, of course, present, although
perhaps not to the same degree as with
the harmonic type of oscillator, but the
relatively greater strength of the fundamental leads to no difficulty in 99 per
cent. of practical cases.
Since the range-changing is to be
accomplished by mean:; of switches, it is
obviously desirable to choose the oc;ciilator circuit which permits the simplest
form of switching provided that it is satisfactory in other respects. There arc
two oscillators which will function with a
single untapped coil for each range, so
that range-changing can be accomplished
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Modulated Test Oscillatorwith a single rotary stud switch-the
simplest possible arrangement. These two
oscillator,.; are the dynatron and the
Colpitt's.
The dynatron oscillator is eminently
satisfactory in mains-driven apparatus,
but it is not so reliable with battery
valves, and it usually requires an HT
supply of not less than 70 volts. The
Colpitt's oscillat~r, however, is wry
reliable, and with an adequate HT supply
\Yill function with almost any valve. With
a suitable triode, an HT supply of only
I5 volts is adequate for reliable oscillation, so that the circuit lends itself well to
portable equipment with self-contained
batteries. The only disadvantage of this
oscillator is that it requires a split-section
tuning condenser, but this is of minor importance when weighed against its many
ath·antages.

The Oscillator Circuit

teries, is housed in a cast-aluminium case
so that thorough screening is obtained in
the simplest manner.
The tuning dial
selected is accordingly of the type which
f1ts entirely oubide the cabinet, for it
would obviously· be out of place to employ one which necessitates the provision
of a large escutcheon hole. The dial has
been cardully chosen for its mechanical

The output of the oscillator is taken by
screened leads terminating in spring clips
from the potentiometer Rz, which is fed
through the o.oooi mfd. condenser C4
from one half of the oscillator tuned circuit.
A simple attenuator of this nature meets
most of the requirements, and its chief imperfection is that it exercises a slight effect
upon the oscillator frequency. This effect
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X 3
LONG
WOUND WITH 97 TURNS
OF N!! 32 DSC WIRE
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The complete circuit diagram of tlw
11"
1/"
1 X''INTERNAL DIA
1/2 DIA. X 3/4 LONG
apparatus is shown in Fig. I, and it will
WOUND WITH 153 TURNS
OF N!!340SC WIRE
be seen that a Colpitt's oscillator is used
for generating high-frequency currents,
hut a Hartley oscillator for the modulation frcqurncy. The split-tuning condenser, CI C2, consists actually of a
standard 0.0005 mfd. two-gang condenser.
380 TURNS, OF
The two sections are in series as far as
N!! 36DSC WIRE
tuning is concerned, so that the maximum
174 TURNS OF
effective capacity is 0.00025 mfd.
With
N9. 36 DSC WIRE
thi,.; capacity four coils are necessary for
covering the required range and inductances of 8,8oo pH., 2,200 11H., 550 pH.,
and I37·5 11H. give the following approxiFull constructional details of the coils are given in this drawing.
mate bands: I00-230 kc Is, 200-460 kc Is.
The two solenoids are wound on ebonite or Paxolin tube and the
400-920 kcjs, and 8oo-r,84o kc/s. In
slotted formers are built up from discs of ebonite or Paxolin.
practice, the ratio of maximum to minimum frequency \'aries somewhat on the
is only appreciable when the control is set
different bands owing to differences in the
close to the maximum output position.
self-capacities of the coils.
The output is then approaching I volt and
The oscillator is of the grid-leak type
is much greater than is needed for adjustand \rith the recommended value and a
ing most modern receivers. \Vhen appreI6.5 volts HT supciable attenuation is used the output conply consumes only
trol affects the frequency to a negligible
0.6 mA. The lowdegree, so that calibration should be carfrf'quency oscillator
ried out under this most widely used conis
fundamentally
dition.
the same and draws
No attempt has been made in the design
the same current
from the HT batto maintain the output constant at all frequencies, for this would greatly increase
tery.
A Hartley
the complexity of the equipment and it is
oscillator is used
really unnecessary. The maximum outinstead of the Colput is secured at the lower frequencies
piU's and modulaand it is of the order of I volt RMS. Jt
tion of the HF
depends largely upon the HT voltage
oscillator is effected
used, and can be considerably increased if
by the simple exdesired by fitting a battery of higher voltpedient of including one half of the
age. The supply of I6~ volts recommended, however, enables sufficient outoscillator coil Ch2 in
the anode circuit of
put to be obtained for set adjustment purposes, and it is not so low that the valves
the latter. A switch
will cease to function when the voltage
S2 is fitted in the
falls a little. Actually oscillation can be
filament drcuit of
A rear view of the equipment showing the chief components.
obtained with 9 volts HT, so that there is
this valve in order
that an unmodulated output may be ob- suitability, for it has a direct drive for
an ample allowance for the running-down
tained when required, and, of course, the rapid tunini: as well as a friction reduction of the battery.
total current drawn from the batteries is ratio dri\·e for accurate setting. In addiThe LT supply is taken from a 2-volts
tion the scale is clearly marked and can be unspillable accumulator of I2 a.h.
then ha!YCd.
The \\hole apparatus, including bat- accurately read.
(actual) capacity, and this should be cap-

Wfill'®ll®~~ \
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Modulated Test Oscillatorable of operating. the oscillator continuously for some 6o hours. Equipment uf
this nature is rarely in continuous use,
however, so that as far as the current
drawn from the battery is concerned a
single change should provide many weeks'
service. If the battery is to be kept in
good condition it is as well to remember,
therefore, that recharging should be carried out periodically, and not necessarily
only when the accumulator is discharged.
Complete drawings and details of the
wiring will be given in next \\"eek' s issue,
and as these contain most of the information necessary for constructing the oscillator, little need be said here. It may be
remarked, howevcr, that the coils are
assembled on two lengths of 2 BA. rod
which are held by a nletal bracket. The
accumulator is held in place on two sides
by the walls of the container, on a third
by a component, and on a fourth by a
wooden strip screwed to the base·. In order
to prevent it rising if the apparatus be
tilted, a block of wood is screwed to the
rear of the cabinet in such a position that
when the cover is closed it rests on the
accumulator and holds it firmly in place.
The coil construction is straightforward
and calls for little comment. It is important, however, to wind the coils tightly,
and particularly the two solenoids, otherwise the inductance will be likely to vary
with small alterations in the positions of
the turns, with disastrous results to the
accuracy of calibration. Care should be
taken to make the coils exactly to the
specification, for only then will the calibration approach that of the original
model. The apparatus will still function,
of course, with quite large departures
from specification, but the calibration
may become so widely different that the
ranges do not overlap, and this would
necessitate the experimental readjustment
of the windings.
(To be concluded.)

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES
Frequency Spread of Paris Television

T

HE French authorities, I hear, are
rather disappointed by the comparatively short range of the Eiffel
Tower now that it is working on zo6 metres.
But since the official lists give its present
power as only 5 kilowatts l hardly think
that they could have expected any enormous service area. In any case, Parisians
have little to grumble abot1t in the lack of
broadcasting, for they still have a plethora
of stations, and they obtain much better
all-round reception ;ince the Eiffel Tower
reduced its wavelength and its output
power.
It was announced recenth· that the Eiffel
Tower would shortly be radiating television
transmissions of a compromise type, halfway between a high definition and low. The
intention of thos~: responsible is to send out
a 6o-line "vision" with twenty-five pictures a second. On hearing this I at once
began to wonder whether there would not
be a good deal of interference from these
transmissions with other stations in the
lower part of the medium-wave band. The
formula for the total spread of a television
transmitter is: number of pictures a second
x number of scanning lines x ratio of long\r
to shorter side of image. For twenty-five
6o-line pictures a second of cin{~-film shape
this works out at roughly 112.5 kilocycles.
'Vere the Eiffel Tower to send out its television on 206 metres there would be a very
serious interference with numerous other
stations.
Actually, the transmissions will take place
on about 175 metres, which corresponds approximately to a frequencv of 1,714 kilocycles. If we subtract half the total tc:lev-ision spread, or 56.25 kilocycles, from this,
the result is !,657·75 kilocycles, which means
that the upwards spread should be comfortablv clear of the stations at the very bottom
of the medium waveband.

THE LIST OF PARTS
After the partirular make of rnmponenl used in the
original model, suitable alternath·e products are given
in sotne instances~
1 Two-gang condenser,

o.ooo:;

mfol., Cl, CZ

Polar " Minor "

1 4in. length lin. shaft and shaft connector
Bulgin
1 Dial (Generul lCHlio Type 703.-\)
Claude Lyon•

1
1
1
2

Coil assembly (>re text), L1, LZ, L3, L4
Choke, 3 h<'lll"ys, tapl'cd, ChZ
Varley DP18
H F choke, Ch1
Bulgin H F10
Metallised resistances, 100,000 oluu~. 1 wntt, R1, R3
Dubilier
(Amplion, Erif', Frrr;uJt.i, C:rall;un Fnrish, Claude

1

Wire~wound

I..yous, l)olar-)\ .S.F., \\' :tt nlel)

potentiometer, ;),000 ohlll~. R2
Claude Lyons Clarostat M-5
z Fixed condensers, 0.0001 mid., C3, C4 T.C.C. Type M
2 Fixed condensers, 0.01 mid .• CS, C6
T.C.c. Type M
1 Fixed condenser, 0.~ mfd .. C7 T.C.C. Tubular Type 250
(Dul.Jilier, Gralwm Farif'h, l}eak, Polar-:K.~.F.,
T.~!.C.

Hydra)

1 Rotary switch, sinde-pole. 4-way, S1
Kabi
z Toggle switches, un-ofr, SZ, S3
Claude Lyons 7Z8
(Bulgin)
2 Valve holders 1 4-pin, baseboard mountinp:
Ed<lystone 949
Cripso 36
2 Grid battery clips
Eelex
2 Wander plugs
Eelex
z Spade terminals
Eddystone 975
1 Screening cabinet
Col tone
1 yard Screening sleeving
Bulgin CR6
2 Crocodile clips
1 Accumulator, 2 volts, 12 amp.·hr., unspillable
Ever Ready 9121
Drydex
1 GB Battery, 16} volts
Valves: 2 Cossor 210 LF.

COBLENZ, which relays the programmes of
Frankfurt on zsr metres, is Germany's latest
transmitter, having been opened last month.
The picture was taken just after the inauguration ceremony.

These "half-and-half" transmissions may
be of considerable interest to experimenters,
for they will serve to show how very much
better 6o-line television is than 3o-line, and
yet how far it falls short of possessing a real
entertainment value. For mvself I do not Sl·C
very much point in ·inaug.urating the service in this way if it is intended, as we
are told that it is, to proceed later to I8oline or 240-linc television on ultra-short
wavelengths.
However interesting the
results that experimenters obtain with receivers, none of the apparatus that thf'y
buy or build for themseh-es is likely to be
of much use when high definition tr~nsmis
sions come into being. It seems to me that
our own policy of taking the plunge with 240
or even 36o-line transmissions is much
sounder, since there can be no question of
apparatus becoming obsolete within a short
time owing to increases in the number of
scanning lines.
l\1otala's high-power transmitter appears
to bt' working occasionally rather late in the
evening. My own record shows that on most
clays of the week Motala is still rather poorly
received, but every now and then the station
is Jogged at splc1;did volume. This seems
to point to intermittent use of the new
plant. Radio-Roumanie, the 150-kilowatt
Bucharest station, does not yet seem to
have come into action, despite the announcement made some time ago that it
was ready to do so. At anv rate, Huizcn
continues to broadcast on I ,8·7 5 metres, and
I have not noticed any interft'rence with it,.:
transmissions.
D. EXER.
Elements of Loud Speaker Practice. D\· ~. \V.
l\lcLachlan, JJ.Sc., l\I.I.E.E. IG<; pagt>s,
')2 illustrations, 6 cliagrGms.
Oxford Uni.
versity l'ress, \\'arwick Square, Lonclon,

E.C..[.

ss.

The knowledgeable wireless enthusiast,
whose interest is primarilY in developments
in circuit design, often finds himself at a
disadvantage \~hen the discussion leaYcs the
output stage and passc·s from an electrical
to an acoustical basis. This state of affairs
would be quickly remedied by a few hours'
careful study of this succinct and authoritatively written handbook.
The section dealing with driving mechanisms is comprehensive, and, for tl1e sake of
completeness, clcscri ptions arc given of many
types which have passed, or are passing, out
of use; but the information relating to the
moving-coil drive and its associated conical
diaphragm occupies the greater part of this
section. The treatment is non-mathematical,
but simple relationships have not been excluded, and quantitati,-c data are given to
indicate the practical significance of the
various phenomena described.
The distribution of sound from diaphragms and the effect of bafflE's anct room
characteristics are very fully explained with
curves and diagrams.
That the book is fully up to elate may be
judged from the fact that there are references to nickel-aluminium magnets, piezoelectric clrives, "tweeters," etc.
There can be no doubt that am·one who
has assimilated this book will not only be in
a position to take an intelligent interest in
any discussion relating to the reproduction
of souud, but will also be equipped to assess
the merit of future developments in this important branch of broadcasting technique.

Wireless ll'or/rl, Jlav Joth, 1933

Practical Volume Expansion
Original

Contrasts

Automatically

by one, the 'Various obstacles in the way of obtaining perONEfectly
natural reproduction are being surmounted. In this

article a practical system of " 'Volume expansion " is described; its
object is to restore the original contrasts in intensity which are
normally masked in the process of recording or transmission.
HERE is no excuse to-day for not
obtaining good quality reproduction from broadcast reception or
gramophone records within the
limitations imposed by the loud speaker.
J n other words, the output from an amplifier can without difficulty be made sub~
;;tantially uniform. A well-designed amplifier will also embrace quite large peaks
in the volume intensity and handle them
faithfully. The one remaining inaccuracy
which is only just being thoroughly investigated is what is known as the volume
range of the reproduction. The problem
is broadly how to expand suitably the
original volume range. Both in broadcast
reception and gramophone records the
original volume range is reduced; that is
to say, the soft passages are recorded
somewhat more loudly and the very loud
passages are recorded more softly than
the original. Where this is not done ·automatically in the microphone circuit it is
almost invariably performed manually.
The purpose of this article is to describe
a method of restoring automatically the
volume range in the receiver that can be
to-day successfully applied to gramophone reproduction, and which is also
useful for experimenting on broadcast
reception. • As will be seen, the extent of
the volume expansion is very simply adjustable down to zero when one obtains
normal working without any correction.
The basis of this method is very simple.
It consists in replacing one of the amplifying valves by a new type of valve which
has been specially developed for the purpose, and then adding one extra valve for

T

obtaining the automatic control. . Fig. I
shows theoretically the essentials of the
system in its simplest form. The pick-up
is coupled by the condenser CI to the first
amplifying valve Vr.
This valve is a
variable-mu triode and the amplification
which it gives will be governed by thv

.:+~--------~----._

VOLUME
CONTROL
25,000 0
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~
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Fig.

2.-Circuit details of a practical arrangement for restoring contrasts.

bias produced across the condenser C3.
This bias is obtained by means of the
valve V which is an ordinary triode
coupled to the grid of VI by the condenser C2. The point to be noted is that
the grid of the controlling valve V cannot
be coupled to any point later in the amplifier than the grid of Vr. For instance,
if it is coupled to the anode of VI a loud
passage on the record will cause the valvt'
V to alter the bias of VI so that this fatter

_____________.____~~--~7------4--~-~i

~------------------------~----~--------~+LT

Fig.

!.~Skeleton

valve gives increased amplification, and
this will clearly be effective on the anode
of V I and will further cause V to alter
the bias of Vr in the same direction which
can only result in a building-up of the
signal with consequent unsatisfactory
effects.
The bias battery B normally maintains
a large voltage across C3, say IO volts
negative, under which conditions Vr gives
only a low magnification. Now when a
loud passage on the record is encountered

B'
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~

By L. E. T. BRANCH, B.Sc.
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I

Restored

circuit diagram illustrating the principles of volume expansion.

the valve V produces amplified voltage
at its anode, and these voltages are fed
via the condenser c4 to be rectified by
the ·' W estector '' W which is connected
to produce a rectified positive potential
in opposition to the negative bias given
by B. The " W estector " is in fact used
in a similar way to its use in so-called
'' battery economiser '' output circuits
except in the present case the circuit must
be arranged to give the maximum amount
of rectified potential. The low-frequency
c~oke may be replaced by a high reSistance (e.g., 250,000 ohms) or another
"Westector," or a transformer may be
used as illustrated in Fig. 2 where the
voltage to be rectified needs to be amplified further.
In the latter case an
ordinary step-up intervalve type transformer has been found to be satisfactory.
The voltage given in this case can be
doubled by using the voltage-doubler circuit indicated in Fig. 3·

A Special Valve
In the circuit of Fig. r the valve VI,
even when handling only a small input
signal, would tend to produce harmonic
distortion on account of its variable-mu
characteristics. To avoid this the valve
actually used in practice is a new variable-

MAY roth, I935·
Practical Volume Expansionmu double nlve designed for normal
push-pull working which balances out
these harmonics, since the circuit is such
that both halves of the valve are working

RI is betvveen 0.25 and I megohm this used this has a primary inductance under
should be suitable for any pick-up. The the present working conditions of about
anode resistance R2 should be about two 200 henries, which means that each half
or three times the value of the impedance has an inductance of about 50 henries
of the valve V which should be of the which at 30 cycles is about g,ooo ohms.
high-magnification type.
The variable
resistance R3 should be at least 250,000
Enhancing Light and Shade
ohms. The resistance R4 and condensers
C5 and C3 must be very carefully chosen
The reason for the a voidance of a higher
to give a suitable time constant. If these value for R5 lies in the fact that at high
condensers are wo small the control will bias the impedance of the valve Vr inbe too jerky, whereas if they are too larg~ creases enormously, up to at least 50,000
there will be toonmch play. If C3 is I mfd. ohms, so that the impedance in the anodes
and C5 is o.I mfd. then R4 needs to be must be kept substantially constant at all
about 500,000 ohms. These values are frequencies. With a low value for R5 the
found to give very satisfactory results change of impedance effects efficient
The value of the volume expansion. For example, the
with most records.
T
I
standing bias at B should be such that Hi vac AC i V at - 2 V bias has an imped.1.
the "idle" anode current
of Vr is about 0.2 milE1 20
16
ampere.
This will rise
I
1-HltAcl A6/v~JI-- 14
slightly even on the weak(EACH HALF)
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I
est signals.
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Fig. 3.-Modifying the circuit of Fig. 2 by
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By inserting a milliamadding a voltage-doubler.
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ton the same portion of the curve at any change of anode current of
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given moment. On the loudest signals VI as the bias alters dur4
g
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the valve bias is, of course, lowest, and ing the playing of a record
2
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here the valve curve is straightest, which one can watch the moveI
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is what one needs if distortion is to be ment of the needle and note
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CURVE 8
not only whether it responds
avoided.
40 1i
too quickly (a reasonably
slow response is advisable)
A Practical Circuit
20
but also whether it ever
V"
The circuit of Fig. 2 represents a prac- reaches the value indicating
tical arrangement needing little further that the bias has fallen to
0
4
explanation except that the anode of the zero. The current for zero
ARBITARY VALUES FOR INCREASING INPUT INTENSITY
variable-mu push-pull valve VI, which is bias is best first ascertained
the new Hi vac V 220, are connected by a by taking an idle reading
Fig. s.-Curve A shows the volume expansion (measured at
centre tapped choke in on1er to combine with the condenser C3 tem500 cjs) using the Hi vac AC 'V in the circuit of Fig. 3·
the signals from each anode where the po r a r i I y short-circuited.
Without the expansion-controlling circuit the result is a
straight line as shown by curve B. Any degree of expannext following valve in the amplifier is a Then at no time during the
sion between these limits can be obtained by adjustment
single one. If the next stage is also push- playing should this value of
of the potentiometer R3.
pull then, of course, the anodes of VI can current be reached. The
be each resistance-coupled to each of the remedy is to move the arm of the potentia- ance of about 6,ooo ohms, while at a bias
next push-pull nlves.
Fig. 2 can be meter R3 nearer to B. It is necessary to of - I2 V the impedance rises to I20,ooo
modified by substituting for the centre play a few records to find suitable adjust- ohms. With R5 at 6,ooo ohms this means
tapped choke a transformer having a ment for R3.
that at - 2V bias the stage gain is about
centre tapped primary, and this is illusThe resistance R5 should not be too ten times that at - I2V bias. That is to
trated in Fig. 4·
high, otherwise the low frequencies will say, the volume range of the record may
The values of only a few of the com- be attenuated at low volumes. R5 should be increased up to ten times, which is
ponents are of importance.
First, the be not more than approximately the im- usually ample. An expansion of this excondensers CI and resistances RI are pedance of each half of the centre-tapped tent enhances the light and shade on the
merely chosen so that the pick-up is not choke or transformer primary, calculated record to a truly magnificent extent, and
unduly damped. If CI is 0.05 mfd. and at 30 cycles Thus if a Ferranti AF3c is by comparison the uncorrected playing
seems quite lifeless.
The Hi vac AC /V referred to above is
the mains valve corresponding to the batr---~--~----~~~----~--------------~------~200V
10,0000
tery valve VI shown in Fig. 2. In using
R6
the mains vain' the batten• B can be
omitted and the hias obtain~cl bv a bias
nsi~tance in the cathode lead. Tl;is needs
a loading rc~istance R6 of about 20,000
ohms so as to pass a standing current of
nearly 10 milliamperes, in which case the
cathode bias resistance R7 can be about
+
I ,ooo ohms, gi,·ing IO volts bias an cl being
adjusted so that the standing anode cur"t\o conrent of Vr is about 0.2 ma.
\
denser is necessary across the bias resistR7
VOLUME
CONTROL
ance because under normal push-pull conC5
25,000 0
ditions the voltages produced across it are
exactly balanced out. The condenser C3
is connected to the cathode as shown in
Fig. 4, which also illustrates the applicaFig. 4.-Showing the use of a transformer in place of a tapped choke.
tion of two '' W estectors '' in series.
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CURRENT TOPICS
Radio at Paris Fair

Anti-static War
FLEET of thirty-two cars
is nov•: patrolling Canada
for the purpose of tracking down
radio interferPnce.

T

Television and the Public

famous Czechoslovakian
T HEtransmitter
of Brno is

A

A

LARGE number of public
"ideviewing rooms " are
to lw opPned in various parts of
Berlin before next winter.

Post Office as Press
Censors
German Post Office has
T HEissued
instructions that all
news and articles regarding German television must f1rst be
submitted to <>.nd passP-d by the
Ministry of Posts before publication in Germany.

Propriety at the
Microphone
HE
Chinese
broadcasting
T
authoritic·s have isstwd an
t·<lict forbidding swearing at the
microphone and the dissemination
of songs
and
stories
" ";hich cause naughty children
to laugh." Further, there is a
ban on ghost stories.

HREE halls are to be devotee! especially to radio in
this year's Foire de Paris.

More Kilowatts
shortlv to be moved to another
site ~·ith a power increase to
100 kilowatts.

rr

Polyglot Italy

AL Y is heading for the polyglot record. In addition to
Arabian, Albanian, Greek, and
Bulgarian, the Italian broadcasting stations now include
regular items in Roumanian.

Twenty Million
USSIA now claims to have
twentv
million
listeners
served
sixty-six broadcasting stations, according to reports presented at the Moscow
Conference of the U.S.S.R.
Radio Committees.
Last year
there wPre qo,ooo hours of
transmission gi\'en in sixty-two
languages.

R

by

--------------------------------------------· f

5-metre Tests in London
AS announced in last week's
issue, directional and omnidirectional 5-metre transmis~ions are to be carried out on
Sunday, May 19th, hy the lnternatioHal Short Wave Club on
the roof of tht' Daily Telegraph
building in Fleet Street, London. The call sign of the transmitter will be G5KA, and the
transmissions will be in both
code and 'phone, using the following schedule:Directional aerial N. and
S. :--II-Il.l5 a.m.; 12-12.r5
p.m.; 3·45-4 p.m.
Directional a<,rial E. and
W. :-r.45-2 p.m.; 2.45-3 p.m.
Omni-dirertional
aerial:II.30-li.45 a.m.; 12.30-12.45
p.m.;
2.15-2.30;
3.15-3-30;
4· 15-4·3°·

to have enjoved broadcast reception at a higher spot in Gn·at
Britain than anyone vlse. Last
week lw took a portable sd to
the top of Ben Nevis, Invernessshire-cc height of 4,4oiJft.;tnd
enjovPd clear reception
ir:>m
tlw Scottish R('gional
station.

Fighting Forest Fires

Mr. A. Fazalbhoy

I
I
I
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I

I

II
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A Highbrow

INDIAN
radio
circles
are
mourni. :. the death of Mr.
Abc\ulla Fazalbhoy, a prominent
figure in the cinPma and radio
business in India.
'VhPn, some years ago, the
Governnwnt of India proposed
to clnse down the stations in
Bombay and Calcutta, 1\Ir.
Fazalbhov worked hard for tht>ir
rdention: Eighteen months ago
he opened Film City, one of the
brgPst studios in India, which
wa~ designed after he had paid
a visit to studios in England
ancl Hollywood.

I
I
I

Events of the Week
zn Brief Review

l\JIR.\Villiam
JAMES REID, a Fort
electrician, claims

THE Swedish
broadcasting
· s\·stt·m is being enlisted in
the war against forest lires
which, in view of the import,mcv of the timb<'r industry,
can thrt'aten a national caLtsJ.rophe. In addition to talks on
i.!w folly of carelessmoss ''- ith
matches
and
unextinguishecl
cigarl'ttes, the stations will be
ust·d tn call th" forest guards
am\ local fire brigades Immediatl'lv a f1re occurs.

I

I

A limited number of copies of
the issue can still be obtained
from the Publishers, Dorset
House, Stamford Street, S.E.I.

A Remarkable Map Offer
READERS of The Wireless
World who are motorists
will be particularly interested in
The Autocar this week. An announet'ment is made of a remarkable map offer. The Autocar is published on Fridays, and
is obtainable everywhere at fourpence.

5-metre Pirates
AMERICA is being swamped
with unlicensed ultra-short
wave stations, and Major K. B.
\.Yarner, Secretary of the American Radio Relay· League, states
that the assistance of the
LPague has been requested by
the Fedc'ral Communications
Commission to aid in suppressing these illegal activities.
It st·ems that a number of
supply houses, particularly of
the mail order variety, have
markdt'ci 5-nwtre '' t r a n s ceivers " which are compact,
self-contained portable transmitting and recf'Ivmg units.
These arc sold to unsuspecting
purd1asers with no warning conn'rning th" radio licence situation.
Ddinqut>nts run the risk of a
fme of not more than To,ooo
dollars or imprisonmf'nt not exceeding two vears.

Medical Advice by Wireless

TELEVISION IN FRANCE. Mme. Bretty, of the Comedie Francaise,
photographed in the studio of Paris P.T.T. when th~ 6o-line tests were
inaugurated last week. Transmission is on 175 metres.

Two Shakesp(·arean
plavs,
'' The 1\Ierry 'Viv<'s of Windsor " and " As You Like H,"
werp adapted for broadcasting
during 193 l·

Howler
THE broaclcast of the Cup
Final at \Vemblev aroused
considerab\t> interest i.n France,
and incidentally the evt>nt gave
rise' to the prize howler of the
wePk.
Describing the scene
before the match, Le journal
dealt with th~ broadcasting of
tlw community singing while
the waiting crowds were enjoying their alf'l'esco lunch. One of
the items, remark<>d the journal,
was "A Bite with me."

A special code word will be
given during each transmission
for the purpose of ide11tifying
rPports.
During the intervals
the 111('!l1bers of the Club will be
listening for other stations on
5 metres and also on 40 metres
for any stations wishing to report rt>ception of the ultra-short
wave signals.
A special appeal is made for
li:-h'ners to report on the tests.
It is hoped to secure reports
from over two hundred miles
distant.
The Ultra Short \\'ave Two,
which was described in the issue
of this jounnl dated June 16th,
1933, is a very suitable receiver
for those who wish to take part.

THE Intt'rnational Ct·ntru of
i\IedlC a! Racho-Communication, which was formed in Rome
a few weeks ago undn the honorary presidency of the 1\larchese
Marconi, has given a first proof
of its utility and efficiency,
states Tile Times corrPsponclent
in Rome.
On April 7th the captain of
the
Italian steamer,
Perla,
then in the middle of the Atlantic, sent a wireless message
to Professor Guida, thl' director
of the centre, asking for guidance in the treatment to be
gin·n to a stoker who wa~ seriously ill. The sick man had a
high temperature accompanied
by violent convulsions.
The
centre consulted a specialist by
telephone and was able, after a
few minutes, to transmit to the
captain of th(' l'c;ola the treatment h(· should applv.
This
brought immPdiate and !.1sling
relief to the patient.

Wireless World, "Uay rnth, 1935.

Wireless and the Atmosphere
II.-The Stratosphere, the World of Fair Weather and Intense Sunshine
By R. T. BEATTY, l\I.A., B.E., D.Sc.

T

HE previous article dealt with the thin layer of air called the troposphere, which envelopes
the earth to a height of six miles. It is the weather zone, the zone of wind and rain, of fog
and cloud, of birds and aeroplanes, and also the region of directly received wireless signals. The
present instalment introduces the stratosphere, a calm, cold, dead world of fair weather and intense
sunshine, roofed by the ozone layer where for the first time we encounter an electrified region foreshadowing those which in still higher regions have a profound effect in deflecting and spreading
wireless rays over the earth's surface.
P to a height of six miles or so
we picture a scene of rising
columns of warm air and descending columns of cold air, so that
there is enough circulation to keep the air
thoroughly mixed. As mentioned in the
previous article, the direct rays of the sun
have but little power to warm the air
through \Yhich they pass. It is by direct
contact with the warm surface of the earth,
and to a smaller extent by absorbing heat
radiation long wanlength from the
ground, that the rising columns of gas are
heated. As the air drifts upwards it expanels and so steadily becomes colder, and
we might at first sight imagine that this
process would go on till, on the outskirts
of the atmosphere, the temperature would
approach the cold of interstellar space.
Absolute zero : 273 degrees below zero
Centigrade.

U

The Stratosphere
But the temperature does not in reality
drop to a level approaching this value, for
the simple reason that at a h,;,ght of about
six miles, where the tempera~~lfe has fallen
to -55° C., the heat radiated away per

second by the gas is now so small that it
is just balanced by the heat absorbed from
the heat waves radiating upwards from the
ground. This ground radiation is just as
strong six miles up as it is at the earth's
surface ; an unexpected result, perhaps,
but one which is easily seen to be true by
help of Fig. r. For suppose that you are
at a certain height and surrounded by a
sphere opaque to heat radiation except for
a small window which is perfectly transparent. Then you will see a plot of
ground from which, and from which only,
heat will reach you. Now imagine that
you have risen to twice this height. The
visible plot increases to four times the
area, but since by the in\-crse square law
the radiation received from each square
foot of ground is only a fourth of what it
was before, the heat pouring in through
the window and reaching the centre of the
sphere is 4 xi times, i.e., exactly the same
as at the lower level. Now, as we open
one ',\·inclow after another the same thing
\vill happen, so that finally, \\'hen the
whole sphere is removed we have the
result thai the heat received (and
absorbed) is the same at any height, so
long as the height is so small (say, roo

miles) that the earth below can still be regarded as a flat surface.
- Well, then, the position is that at or
above a height of six miles air adjusts itself to a temperature (-55 deg. C.) at
which it receives just as much heat as it
loses, ami accordingly \\'e should find a
calm, cold region devoid of wind and
cloud,':' for if the temperature is the same
cvery'shcre there is no reason whv wind
shmild blow. This is the stratospliere; ;t
reaches up to a height of eighteen miles,
and then, owing to the presence of a layer
of ozone which we shall describe presently,
the temperature once more lwgins to
change.
This constancy of temperature in the
stratosphere has frequently been verified
by inspection of the readings of recording
thermometers carried by pilot balloons
which have ascended as high as eighteen
miles.
The Ascent of Man
fill 1931 no human presence had ever
invaded the stratosphere, but meanwhile

* This is trne most of the time, but occasionally
wir.d and thin clond have been detected in the
lower layers of the stratosphere,
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Auguste Piccard had been constructing a
balloon to carry an airtight aluminium
sphere capable of holding two men, and
in this he hoped to ascend into that unbreathable Arctic air. His first attempt
was a failure, but on May 27th, 1931, in
the still hour which ushers in the dawn,
the anchor ropes were released and Piccard
and his companion set off at twenty miles
an hour-upward bound for the stratosphere.
He reached a height of ten miles. Ninetenths of the atmosphere lay below him;
the mercury had dropped to three inches.
Cherhead, away from the sun, the skv
was dark, though not dark enough to reyea! the stars, and of an intense violet
purple ; \Ye do not sec this colour from the
ground, for it is absorbed by the column
of air above us. Europe lay below, visible
for z8o miles in every direction, and the
Rhine, looking like a rivulet, was clearly
seen. But it was the silence, the perfect
and uncanny silence, that they feared.
Silence is so hard to come by in these days
that man is uneasy in its presence. And
a strange thing happened: the interior of
the gondola rose to a tropical temperature.
though outside its thin wall was the cold
of the stratosphere.
All day they
hung, a speck in the sky, till the chill of
sunset checked the lift of the balloon and
they drifted down to make a safe landing
on a mountain glacier.

Wireless Waves at Low Levels
Let us now look down from the ceiling
of the stratosphere and regard the stream
of wireless messages which pass in the
region below. First there are the waves
which follow the curvature of the earth,
spreading like a thin film over the surface
as if their feet were forced to tread on the
ground. It is not on account of any mysterious affinity for the earth's surface that
they follow this curving path, but simply
because long waYes
of any kind can turn

Fig. 1. - As explained in the text, the heat
received by radiation from the ground does
not diminish as we go up in a balloen.

corners and follow curves more easily than
short waves can.
Even light waves, less than a thousandth of a millimetre long, bend slightly
round corners, the red waves more than
the shorter blue ones. On looking at a

PLANE WAVE
FRONT OF
VERY LARGE
AREA

DIRECTION
OF TRAVEL

Fig. 2.-Every point in a plane wave sends
out a wavelet : these wavelets combine to
produce a new plane wave.

travelling broadside on at the speed of
sound.
But now suppose an obstacle in the way,
as in Fig. 3· At any point Pin the region of
shadow, wa vclets will arrive from the points
I, z, 3. 4 of the wave-front. If we make
the line zP half a wa\'Clength longer
than rP, and 3P half a wavelength longer
than zP, and so on, then z will arrive at
P just out of phase with I, and so these
two disturbances will nearly tancel;
similarly, 4 nearly cancels 3, and so on,
and the intensity at P is much less than it
would be if the obstacle were removed.
As P sinks deeper into the shadow the
cancellation becomes more complete.
Thus there is no sudden transition from
sound to silence, but a gradual decrease in
intensity as we plunge deeper into the
shadow. In other words, sound bends or
diffracts round corners. Since Fig. 3 is
drawn to a scale of wavelengths it gives
a picture which is true for radiation of
any wavelength. Thus, for a note of
I,Ooo c.p.s., whose wavelength is about
one foot, P is ten feet inside the shadow
and a hundred feet away from the obstacle.
For wireless waves 100 kilometres long the
same proportion of energy is diffracted to
reach P, if the distances are I,ooo and
ro,ooo km. While for given light, wavelength 1 I z,oooth of a millimetre the distances become tiny, for P is now I/ zooth
mm. inside the shadow and I/ zoth mm.
away from the obstacle.
For wireless

distant street lamp through a handkerchief
we see a brilliantly coloured pattern due
to the unequal bending of different colours
round each thread of the fabric. vVaves
of sound several feet in length spread extcnsi vely round walls and buildings and
curve outwards from the cone of a loudspeaker, while the high notes of short
wavelength tend to keep along the axis.
And wireless waves
measuring hundreds
of metres from crest
to crest bend still
more easily.
This departure of
DIRECTION
waves
from
the
OF TRAVEL
straight path puzzles
--.._c::::::::2§;;,..:=:I10 WAVELENGTHS
many students. But
the difficulty disappears as soon as
,i
we begin to think
about what a wave
really is. Take the
case of a pure musical tone reaching us
Fig. 3.-The wavelets from the plane wavE' tend to cancel out at
from a source a mile
P owing to phase differences.
away. Pulses of compressed air arrive at regular intervals with waves, then, the bending is on a grand
pulses of rarefied air sandwiched in be- scale. For a given angle of diffraction,
tween. Any sheet of air which is all in the as the wavelength increases, the point at
same state, say, of compression, is called which the intensity falls to any specified
a wave front, and though each wave front fraction recedes farther and farther a wa v
"
is a spherical surface diverging from the from the obstacle.
source, we may regard any small portion
The Ground Wave
of it as flat by the time it has travelled a
mile. This is a plane wave front, and the
When the single obstacle of Fig. 3 JS
first question is: vVhy does it remain plane
replaced by a continuously curving
as it travels on?
Well, suppose the whole front removed obstacle, such as the earth's surface, the
except for a tiny patch. This patch of same kind of bending into the region of
compressed air in expanding will send out shadow goes on. Though the mathea spherical pulse of compressed air in all matical investigation is formidable the
directions. Now every part of the wa ,.e final result is a very simple one and ib
front sends out a wavelet of this kind, and physical meaning is easily grasped. It
the result is that after, say, I/ I,oooth turns out that as the wave from the transsecond the wavelets all touch a new plane mitting aerial pours over the horizon the
13 miles ahead of the original plane.
signal intensity, expressed in (millivolts
This is the new wave front; it has been per metre)', falls off in such a way that it
formed by innumerable diverging wavelets, can be expressed as the product of two
but the result is just as if the wave con- terms.
sisted of a solid sheet of compressed air
Fig. 4 shows waves being diffracted

T
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Wireless and the Atmosphereround a quarter of the earth's surface. It
is evident that at the source the rays
diverge in all directions so that the intensity varies inversely as the square of
the distance, falling to quarter value every
time the distance is doubled. But the

keep the station strength so adjusted that
the output of our loud speaker (roo km
away) remains constant in loudness. Then
whisk our set away r,ooo km (620 miles)
from the station and note how the intensity
falls off.
If the station begins on an infinitely
long wave (an impossible state of affairs,
but let it pass) we sec from Fig. 5 that the
sour,d intensity level falls by only 10
decibels, a hardly noticeable amount. An
IS-kilometre wave, like that from Hugby,
is attenuated by zr decibels-the sound
output is now that of two very loud motor
horns zoft. away. Perhaps it ·would be
better to show the results in the form d
the following list : -

In the next article we shall see how far
these results i.ally with observation, and
shall merely remark here that, as shown
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Fig. 4.-Wireless waves bending round the
earth's surface.

diffracted rays pour round in a thin film
and accordingly the disturbance spreads
only in two dimensions, like the diverging
ripple from a stone dropped into water,
and so the intensity varies inversely as the
distance instead of the square of the distance.
The first term ~ives this law of inverse
distance. If the wavelength were infinitely
great this term would be sufficient, so that,
for example, the intensity r,ooo km away
from the transmitter would be one-tenth
of the intensity at roo km. But for waves
used in broadcasting the second term is
important. It expresses an attenuation
which depends on wavelength and is
greater the shorter the wavelength.
If we had a receiver with a perfectly
linear detector then the loud-speaker intensity would always be proportional to
the incoming high-frequency intensity :lt
the aerial, i.e., to (millivolts per metre) 2 ,
and so, as in Fig. 5, we could plot the intensity level in decibels calculated from
the diffraction formula at various dis-

tances. The results take no account of
losses due to eddy currents induced in the
ground ; they are strictly true only for a
perfectly conducting earth, but it will
presently be shown that even for the actual
earth they are not far from the truth at
, great wavelengths.

Ground Wave t·rom Different
Stations
Now place our ideal receiver roo kilometres from a station and turn up the
volume control till the loud-speaker output is 130 decibels above the threshold of
silence, i.e., an intensity at the limit of
the ear's endurance (a marvellous receiver,
this!). Let us also arrange with the
station operator to broadcast on different
wavelengths with the proviso that he must

10

36
i>4,
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Absolutely unbcarable.
2 Rnper hooters at
20ft.
Pneun1atic riveter at
40ft.
l\Ian Rhouting at 4ft..
Soft radio music.
Not a whisper.

According to the diffraction formula,
then, the attenuation of the ground wave
increases enormously at short wavelengths.
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DISTANCE FROM STATION IN KILOMETR'ES

Fig. s.-With a copper plated earth and no
reflection from the sky, loud speaker
intensity would decrease with increasing
distance as shown.

by the dotted curve in Fig. 5, we are not
far wrong down to 1.4 km waves in attributing the observed intensity at distances of
I ,ooo km to diffraction (i.e., bending)
alone.

R.G.D. Microphone Amplifier

T

HIS amplifier has been specially
designed for use with the R.G.D.
Types CM1 and CMz piezo-electric
microphones. It is operated entirely from
AC mains, and the circuit consists of three
stages resistance-capacity coupled. The first

FREQUENCY

Frequency characteristic of R.G.D. microphone amplifier.
The dotted curve was
taken with the filter disconnected.

valve is of a type designed for low micro·
phonic noise and minimum electrostatic
pick-up, the shielded grid input lead being
taken to a cap at the top of the valve. The
output stage is designed to work into an
impedance of z,ooo ohms, so that long, unshielded leads (up to 15oft.) may be used
t) the main amplifier.
The amplifier was tested with the inexpensive CMI microphone, and gave very
natural and clear-cut speech, uncoloured by
any obvious resonance. The combination is
remarkable for the low level of background
noise. Mains hum is entirely absent, even
on telepl).ones, and if there is a slight trace
of hiss at full volume it is due to valve noise
rather than to the microphone.
\Narking into a z,ooo-ohm resistive load,
an average output of about 1 volt RMS
was obtained when speaking at a normal

level about 3ft. from the microphone. The
amplifier is designed to deliver much higher
outputs than this, however, and the microphone itself is not acoustically overloaded
by loud sounds.
For use with the CMI microphone a
filter is incorporated in the amplifier to compensate for a peak in the microphone characteristic. \Vithout the filter the amplifier
is flat from 30 to IO,ooo cycles within 1 db.
The price of the CM4A amplifier is
£Iz IOS., and the CMI and CMz piezo-electric microphones cost {7 ws. and £!5 respectively. The table stand illustrated, complete
with screened plug and zoft. of flexible
screened cable, is £z IOS. e~tra.
The makers are the Raclio Gramophone
Development Co., Ltd., I]-20, Frederick
Street, Birmingham, r.

R.G.D. Type CM4A mains
microphone amplifier and
CMI piezo-electric microphone.

lVireless World, May 1oth, 1935·

An Acoustic Spectroscope
Optical Principles Applied to
Sound Analysis
COMPLEX sound wave is easily
analysed into its constituent part
by
heterodyne
or
bridge
methods, provided that its amplitude is steady and that the duration of the
sound can be maintained indefinitely
while the series of adjustments and readings are taken. \Vherc the sound is of
short duration and of changing intensity,
as, for instance, in the study of noise
problems, a rapid, if not an instantaneous
picture of the energy distribution at all
parts of the sound spectrum is essential.
Several methods of achieving this result
have been suggested, and one of the most
interesting is due to Dr. E. Meyer and E.
Thienhaus, of the Berlin Engineering
College. In vie\\" of the fact that the
problem presents many similarities to the
analysis of the light spectrum, they haw
logically sought to apply optical principles.
The simplest method of analysing light
into its constituent parts is by refraction

A

General view of associated apparatus showing (A) ribbon loud speaker unit and (B)
exploring microphone mounted on radius
arm.

through a prism. In all serious spectroscopic work, however, a "diffraction grating'' is used. This consists of a number
of closely ruled non-reflecting lines '>r
grooves on a highly polished concave surface and the spectra are formed by interference clue to the difference in phase uf
the light reflected from the regularly
spaced elements. The full theory of the
diffraction grating is, however, too inYolved to give here, and readers requiring further information are referred to
advanced text books on optics.
There is no difficulty in applying the
principle to the analysis of sound waves in
air and the grating then consists of a number of equally spaced vertical rods
arranged in an arc, the sound spectrum
formed by the interference of the alternat-

Acoustic diffraction
grating designed for
ultra-sonic frequencies from 45,000 to
so,ooo cycles. There
are 300 elements, the
length is 3 metres
and the theoretical
dispersion at the
focus is 8 ems. per
I ,ooo cycles.

in~ rcliectiug rous and absorbing spaces

bcmg explored by a microphonrc instead
of the eyepiece used in the optic:1l spectroscope. The resolving power of a gratin~
depends on the width and spacing of the
elements in relation to the wa n·lcngth,
and in the case of light the difficulty is to
rule the lines sufficiently close tO'gether
without breaking clown the reflecting ridge
between. In the acoustic case, hmYever,
calculation shows that a grating of the
dimensions of a fair-sized bounclaxy fence
would be required for the wa vden"gths 0f
the normal acoustic spectrum.
To overcome this difficulty
and to make the apparatus
suitable for laboratorv use,
Messrs. Meyer and Thlenhaus
employ an ultra-sonic frequency (45,ooo cy<;lcs). for
which a comparativdy small
grating is required, and modulate this basic frequency with
the sound frequencies to be
analysed.
The schematic arrangement
of the apparatus is shown in
The sound to be
Fig. r.
analysed is picked up on a
microphone, amplified and
passed to a balanced modulator supplied with 45 kc / s from

a separate oscillator. The carrier frequency is suppressed in the modulation
process and only the siclebands appear in
the output. At this point a filter is introduced to eliminate ihe lower sicleband,
leaving, on the assumption of an input of
o to s.ooo cycles, a band of frequencies
After
from 45,000 to so.ooo cycles.
further amplification these ultra-sonic
frequencies arc converted into sound
waves by a specially designed ribbon loud
The reflected sound energy
speaker.
from the grating is picked up by a highfreq ucncy microphone mounted to move
through an arc and explore the resulting
sound spectrum. The arc can be divided
off and calibrated directly in terms of the
original low-frequency sound.

Permanent Records
By coupling the movement of the exploring microphone with a recording
camera and using a reflecting galvanometer for the indicating meter, a permanent record of the whole spectrum is
rapidly obtained.
The spectra of an
organ pipe and of the complex sound
from a spark discharge arc shown in
Fig. 2.
For visual observation of rapidly
changing conditions a revolving mirror

AMPLIFIER

MICRc:>P~iO~IE

CARRIER
GENERATOR

45 kc/s

EXPLORING
MICROPHONE
RECTIFIER

Fig.

I.

AMPLIFIER

t----'

Schematic arrangement of apparatus for producing and exploring acoustic spectra.
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An Acoustic Spectroscopecoupled to the swinging microphone
could be employed, and there arc no
doubt many similar applications of what
is undoubtedly a Ycry ingenious and
practical method of souud analysis.

(a)

its presence was not realised for some time.
It is this: if you run a small H.T.B. under
a steady load of, say. 6 milliamperes for four
hours a day it will last for a very long time
because the depclariser within its cells is not
being given more work than it can perform
with fair efficiency. But take a similar b<Jtiery and put it under an average load of the
same amount, made up of peaks rising to
30 or 40 milliamperes and troughs in which
the current drain is very small, and it won't
last anything like as long as it shonld in
theory. The reason is that each of those
peaks grossly overloads the batterv. with
evil results to each individual cell. To take
an analogy, one could easily walk twenty
miles in a day at an even pace. But were
one to try to cover the distance in a series of
spurts and crawls it would be a mo:ot <·xhausting business.

......

A " Sound " Item

Fig. 2. Photographic records of the continuous sound spectra of (a) an organ pipe
with overtones, and (b) the sound from a
spark discharge.

Random
Radiations

QNE of the big American chains of broadcasting stations has recently introduced
a feature which leaped at once into popularity. This is the PathC News of the Air.
The idea is to give once or twice a week
from broadcasting stations a topical news
bulletin on the lines of the well-known
cinematograph films, though. of course,
without the vision part. The Pathe News
of the Air contains spoken accounts of all
kinds of interesting happenings, together
with sounds recorded on the spot, which
produce the most realistic effects.
The B.B.C. has been doing something of
the kind for a long while in a spasmodic
way, and no doubt the Americans have borrowed the idea and improved upon it. \Vhy

By "DIALLIST"
Smaller Battery Sets ?

rather deplorable" result o! the recent
ONEupheavals
m the h1gh-tenswn_ battery

market may be the disappearance, m readymade form at any rate, of the batteryoperated superheterodyne and of the larger
straight receiving set designed _for good
volume in combination with the h1ghcst attainable quality of reproductio~. The position is that nearly all commercial sets h_ave
to be designed to-day to work from. hightension batteries whose economic load IS certainly not more than 10 milliamperes. That
you cannot obtain large vol_ume and good
quality without the e?'I;'enditure _of a. considerable number of nulhamperes IS axiOmatic and the designer who is limited to a
m~re xo must ecOIJOmise plate current in
every possible direction. I s~all no~ be surprised to see receiving sets tins commg y:ar
falling into two chief classes: the mams
superheterodyne and the three-valve battery
set. There will not, of course, be many
three-valve mains sets, though now that it is
becoming so little more expensive than the
straight with a smaller number of valves.
the mains sn perheterod yne is increasing in
popularity.

......

The R Question

QNE sees some queer criticisms of the
English that announcers use. One that
I have come across several times of late is
that they don't sound the final " r" in
words such as father or vicar or butcher.
Why on earth should they, unless they be
Scotsmen or Irishmen? In the English of
England that kind of " r " has long been
practically silent.
Of course, you don't
want an affected pronunciation like fathah
or vicah; but, equally, you don't want
fatherrr or butcherrr.
Some announcers
have one terrible trick with the letter " r "
which, to many people, is even worse than
the dropping of h's. This is the making
of such horrible sounds as " MariaRand
Henry." Here is something on which the
B.B.C.'s committee on pronunciation might
sit-and sit hard.

Reducing the Dance Bands

you may have noticed that comparatively

few dai1ce bands are now used for broadcasting purposes. The B.B.C. department
conc('rned has been doing some weeding out,
for it finds that it does not necessarily follow
that because a band is good for dancing purpc~ses it is also good for broadcasting. The
mic:ophone, sternest and most impartial of
cnt1cs: has a way of picking out and emphasJ.o;Jng faults that might otherwise go unnoticed.
It is 1 eallv good news to hear that the
B. B.C. has declared war on "excessive and
~nferior crooning." For myself, I should be
~nclmed to apply those epithets to all croonmg, but if we are to get rid of the worst
('xpOI_JCnts and ~he least alluring kinds of
bleatmg there will be few who will not welcome this step as one in the right direction.

......

Painful Pleasures

JF

we J?2nglish takes ou: _pleasures sadly,
. Amencans appear pos1hvely to revel in
misery. One of the star items announced
as a weekly feature by WLW, the suo-kilowatt Cincinnati Station, is the Dreary Blues.
We <Jre to_ld that " the programme will
mtroduce Ill characteristic manner deep
indigo selections." The names of some of
t_hese suggest that they are sufficient to give
hsteners the proverbial pain in the neck.
Let's hope that this kind of thing will
stay on the far side of the Atlantic. We
will remain content with our Meteorological
Deep Depressions.

Television from Gramophone Records
HECOI<D which will produce a 30-line
pictun· when coupled up to a television
reet·iv<-r by means of a pick-up is being produced by i\Iajor HadioYision Co., of 10, St.
Chri,otopher's Place, \V .I.
The record will be double-sided, playing for
six minutes on either side, and will be sol<! at
the price of 7s. Twelve different pictures will
be found on either side.
These n·cords should prove valuaLie to experinwnters and for demonstration purposes.
The producers state that one stage of LF
amplification is quite sufficient for the operation of the record. If a negative picture is
obtained, reversing the pick-up leads will pro
duce a positive picture.

A

Not all that it Seemed
It appeared when it was first introduced
that class B amplification might prove to he
the salvation of the battery set. It enabled
something approaching the volume and the
quality of the mains set to be obtained, and
tests made with delicate apparatus showed
that the average current taken by the two
plates of the output valve was something
surpri~ingly small. This being so, was there
any good reason why sets incorporating
class B should not be operated from small
dry-cell high-tension batteries?
There was a fly in the ointment, though

shouldn't we reborrow it and make our news
bulletins, not every night, but, say, two
or three times a week, far more graphic than
they are at present? The B.B.C. is well
provided with the necessary apparatus, and
it has plenty of men on its staff who are
capable of working out the possibilities of
the idea to the fullest.

AT THE BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL
SHOW. This striking exhibit of the Danish
broadcasting organisation gives three-dimensional statistics regarding lice:tce figures and
set construction. The glass discs show the
relative amount of time allotted to various
types of programme material.
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Short Waves and the Amateur
" Blind Spots" in the Short ..Wave Receiver
By G2TD and G5KU

T

HE often noticed erratic performance of the simple regenerative
detector circuit on the short waves can be traced in most cases to
the influence of the aerial, and the several effects commonly encountered
are described in this article.
ANY newcomers to short-wave
listening find great trouble in
attempting full coverage, say,
from IZ to Ss metres, due to the
receiver failing to show any sensitivity,
or else oscillating violently at one or two
parts of· this spectrum. The trouble is
most noticeable on the "straight" type
of circuit, in which the aerial is coupled
to the oscillating detector circuit. A certain amount of variation is obtained by
altering the length of the aerial, or th-e
methods of coupling it, but it is usually
found that the trouble can, at the best,
only be shifted from one frequency to another.
Even if a complete dead spot, or a
violent oscillation cannot be found, a careful comparison of signal strengths from
similar types of transmissions, on various
frequencies will reveal a certain amount
of preferential reception at certain frequencies, which cannot always be
associated with the magnification of the
tuned circuits.

M

Aerial Characteristics
It is usual to suspect that the aerial
system is being influenced by some neighbouring conductors, or that an inadequat<·
earth is being employed. Such surmises
are partially true, but few realise that this
type of trouble is fundamentally due to
the aerial, which, being no longer short
compared with the wavelength, present,;
an ever-varying impedance to the input
circuit of the receiver. The aerial may
thus produce the effect of a shunt capacity,
an inductance, or a pure resistance, depending upon the frequency received. As
an example, an input circuit of the type
shown in Fig. (I) will be examined for
an aerial of about 32ft. (ten metres)
length. It will be necessary to consider
the characteristics of the aerial on various
wavelengths first, and then derive the
effect on the tuned circuit.
The aerial, free of any other apparatus,
is subjected to the influence of all the
signals available, and is carrying oscillatory currents of various amplitudes and
frequencies. To be a perfect coupling between the ether and the set, these currents
should be proportional to the signal
strength at all frequencies, and, therefore,
a test for verification of this property
should be made.
The injection of a small voltage pulse
at one end of the wire will send a current

surging along to the other end with a
velocity almost equal to that of light. - On
reaching the free end the current can flow
no farther, and builds up a charge of very
nearly the same amplitude as that originally injected. Subsequently a current
pulse will travel back along the wire to
the other end in a similar manner, and,
until damped out by losses, will continue
to surge to and fro, giving rise to an oscillatory current in the wire, in which the
energy originally injected manifests itself
as a current flowing in the central portions
of the wire, with an equivalent voltage at
the ends.
If a succession of voltage pulses is injected these currents and voltages will give

mainly controlled by radiation losses, and
on connection, as in Fig. (I), will have
the same effect as in I (a) where R is vf
the order of z.soon, and is strictly represented by a parallel tuned circuit of this
dynamic resistance. At various intermediate wavelengths the termination of the
aerial is equivalent to various arrangements of capacity and· inductance, as in
I (b), I (c), I (d), etc., until I (a) is again
arrived at on another sub-multiple of L.
It must be noted that one very troublesome
arrangement is encountered when the I (b)
conditions hold, the aerial here presenting
a short -circuiting effect.

Resonance Condition·

Fig. z has therefore been drawn for the
Io-metre aerial wire under consideration,
and shows the wavelengths at which sue]]
reactive effects are found at the end con-.
nected to the receiver. Above 6o metres
the aerial will behave normally, ami
merely adds capacity to the tuned circuit,
but on passing towards the shorter wavelengths, we encounter the condition I (c)
at 40 and IS metres; I (d) is encountered
to a varying extent between 3S aml zo
metres,
and about 13
metres, while a resonant
point I (a) appears at zo
metres, the other wavelengths being influenced by
the condition represented by:
I (b).
For a longer aerial these
numerous changes of impedance would occur often
in the given waveband, but
in the case mentioned one
might expect the receiver to
be extremely lively around
40 and IS metres.
Difficulty to tune, on
account of hand capacity
effects, will be in evidence
at about 24 and rz metres, ,
while reaction difficulties
R
will occur at zo metres. The
variations of the aerial tap
on the tuned circuit would
only move these trouble(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
some points to other parts
of the waveband by the
added
inductance,
or
Typical short-wave detector showing the varying effects on
the circuit at different wavelengths with a directly coupled
capacity, influencing the
aeriaL
effective length of the aerial.
With a directly tapped
an additive effect, if the frequency of the aerial very little can be done to counterpulses coincides with the frequency with act these variations of aerial impedance
which a single pulse oscillates in the wire. with frequency, and the direct tap is really
If the resistive and radiation losses were only suitable for an aerial in the I (a) or
very low, quite enormous voltages' and I (b) conditions.
currents would be built up from pulses of
It is obvious that the short-wave aerial
a few microvolts at this resonant fre- is only possessed of partial aperiodicity
quency.
when its length is shorter than a quarter
It is found that, at frequencies corre- of the shortest wavelength to be received,
sponding to wavelengths of L., zL., L / 2, and thus a length of nine feet is the most ·
L/ 4, etc., where L equals the wire length that can be used without expectation of
in metres, the aerial behaves as a resonant trouble on the amateur bands. Such an
circuit, which has a dynamic resistance aerial, in normal households, is bound to
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Short Waves and the Amateurwhich is now operative until past midhave very little efficiency in picking up night. The Canal Zone gives very good
signals, and, due to its proximity to build- signals in this country at about 22.00
ings, etc., will also give a poor signal GMT, while from 23.00 to or.oo G:MT
amateurs in Brazil, Argentine, Uruguay
noise ratio.
Its best position would be high abon~ and Ecuador are putting over very good
the building, or at the top of a mast, and CW and telephony. The ZL and VK
the problem of the
lead in becomes evi+CO
dent, since it mmt
obviously not act :ts
an aerial, or the sy"tem will, on account
of its effective length,
return to the ununwanted conditions.
0
z
It may be thought
g
<
that the foregoing indicates a defeatist's
"' .,
WAVELENGTH (IN METRES)
viewpoint, since no
>
i=
<
practical
arrange0
:.
ment has been sug~
gested. This is quite
true when one
-oo
attempts to cover
the broad frequency
spectrum from, say,
Variations of terminal impedance of a 32-foot aerial at different
ro-6o metres on a
parts of the short-wave band.
single aerial, and
the correct procedure is to erect an aerial signals are rapidly disappearing from the
which operates as a pure resistance at the band in the morning, and will probably
centre of a desired band of frequencies not be heard again with any degree of
(any of the amateur bands, for example). reliability until next winter. Early mornSuitable types of receiving aerials and ing listening from 00.50 GMT should soon
their correct feeder arrangements will be reward the 20-metre DX enthusiast with
good signals from the North Pacific
described in the near future.
regions, coming by routes lying westward
D.X. Notes
Some excellent telephony DX is the of this country, and possible reception of
feature of the 20-metre band at present, W6, K6, K7, J and XU should then occur.

..
..

UNBIASED
Vest-pocket Set
UDGING by the correspondence reJdinary
ceived, readers have taken an extraorinterest in the little note I wrote concerning listening to the commentary of
the recent Jubilee procession by means
of a vest-pocket headphone receiver.
They are all asking what sort of set I
advise for functions of this nature. While,
of course, it is now too late for the
Jubilee celebrations, there are certainly
heaps of functions where such a receiver
is invaluable. For instance, people who
actually watch such things as the Cup
Final will find that listening-in to the commentary will enable them to obtain a really
unbiased account of the game instead of
being compelled, as I was some years ago,
to accept driblets of misinformation from
the oversized Y orkshireman in front of me
who was using my feet as a convenient
platform from which to view the game
over the shoulders of a still larger fellowcitizen who was in front of him.
Apart from people able to attend these
functions, however, there must be
thousands whose activities compel them to

By

FREE GRID

be working, or engaged on some other unworthy occupation, far away both from
the field of activity and from their home
broadcasting receiver. In the case of this
year's Final, for instance, I found myself
in a 'bus during the vital moments of the

"Using my
feet as a
convenient
platform"

game, and had it not been for my own
pocket portable I should have been totally
ignorant of the progress of the game.
It is, of course, quite hopeless to expect
to use any other than a super-regenerative
receiver for jobs of this kind. Ordinary
reaction gives a range of only a few miles,

while HF stages are completely ruled out
owing to the necessity for keeping down
the weight and bulk of batteries as far as
possible. The super-regenerative circuit
is, however, quite tame nowadays and
totally different from the impossible sort
of arrangement with which many of us
mucked about in 1922.
I must confess that I am sadly surprised
at the lack of enterprise shown by British
manufacturers in this matter. There was
an excellent little set of this type shown at
Olympia last August, and my only criticism
was directed at its shape. It was made
like a small box camera, which made it
inconvenient to carry and rather conspicuous, the latter being a fatal drawback
to people of a sensitive nature like myself,
who object to the rude stares of the vulgar.
It should, of course, resemble a small
attache case.
Another point of criticism is headphones. I have found that the tiny earpieces with a stethoscope-like end for inserting right in the ear are simply invaluable. They are small, light, inconspicuous
and successfully shut out all external
sounds.
They are, of course, made
especially for use with various electrical
deaf aids, and my only objection to them
is that they are rather expensive.

~Vhich

is Standard ?

place on record my deep gratiI MUST
tude at the avalanche of plugs, catalogues and information with which manufacturers and readers have overwhelmed
me as a result of my recent appeal for a
multi-way three-pin adaptor.
Unfortunately, however, I feel in as
great a difficulty as ever owing to the
multiplicity of plug fittings, some of which
label themselves " standard " without
agreeing with others, similarly labelled,
in respect either of pin diameter or spacing. Worse still, not one of the adaptors
so far brought to my notice will fit the
sockets which have been installed in my
house by the eminent electrical engineer
whom I employed for the purpose.
This coruscating jewel of the trade,
when consulted on the matter, merely
vouchsafed the cryptic statement that
"there ain't no sich thing" and has
warned me darkly against people "wot
''vould take the likes of you in.'' I can
only say that the articles with which this
scintillating scion of Faraday has supplied me possess irregularly spaced
sockets, and the earth pin, while being
considerably longer than the other two,
is of exactly the same diameter. With
regard to those brought to my notice by
readers, I notice that in some cases the
earth pin is of much greater diameter than
the other two, while in one case the other
two are flat and not round.
What I want to know is simply this.
Is there, or is there not, a recognised
" standard " fitting? If there is a " standard," is the one I've had fitted in my
house the true '' standard,'' or can it be
that I've been sold a pup and charged
three and sixpence a time for something
obtained from the sixpenny stores?
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HINTS and TIPS
was shown in a recent article that
I Tcommon
senst- and resourcefulness are
remarkably good substitutes for measuring
instruments when the need arises in an
emergency for tracing a fault in a receiver.
In this connection it may not have
occurred to m an y
Makeshift
readers that a spare
condenser or (even
Voltage
a condenser t e mIndicator
porarily
removed
from the receiver) will serve as an indicator of the presence or otherwise of hightension Yoltage.

Practical Aids
to Better
Reception
lengths of r tin. angle iron (L-section)
bolted together with a couple of set screws
and nuts. The angle iron is readily obtainable from metal dealers, and it is not
essential that it should be dead straight;
in fact, a slight curvature (convex with regard to the two opposing faces) is an
adYantage rather than otherwise.
In addition to its uses for bending purposes, the tool described also serves as a
vice and as an aid
to cutting thinnish
sheets of the softer
metals. The latter
operation can be carried out by clamping
the sheet between the
angle iron pieces
and ~sing one of the
edges as a guide for
scoring the metal
deeply with a suitA useful clamp for
bending or cutting
sheet metal.
The
pieces of angle iron
of which it consists
are in this case
nearly 30 ins. long,
but shorter lengths
are generally satisfactory.

The condenser, which may have a
capacity of a microfarad or so upwards,
is momentarily joined across points between which HT voltage should exist, and
its terminals are then short-circuited with
a metal object. If everything is in order
a flash will occur as the condenser is thus
discharged.
With a little practice, one
can very roughly estimate, by the brightness of the flash and the sharpness of the
resultant crackling sound, the amount of
voltage applied. It is still easier to obtain
by this method a rough idea of the relative
yoJtages existing at different points.
OOLS e\·en remotely suited for the
T
purpose of bending sheet metal are
seldom to be found in the amateur workshop, and, unless great ingenuity and
patience are exercised in devising substitutes for them, the making of metal baseplates, chassis bends,
Amateur
screens, etc., generally
proves to be an unSheet Metal
expectedly
difficult
Work
task.
But sheet metal is now so widely
used that it is well worth while making
the simple '' bender'' shown in an accompanying illustration. It costs no more
than a shilling, and consists merely of two

able pointed tool. A clean break can then
be made, after which the edges are
trimmed up with a file, again using the
clamp.
fairly certain that no particular type
I Tofis set
is basically superior to another
from the point of view of minimising
electrical interference. Of course, the interference appears to be less severe when
the set is insensitive, but in all probability
the ratio of unwanted
In
noise to wanted signal
Disturbed
will be the· same for a
Areas
given input.
The fact that certain
makes of set have undoubtedly acquired
o. good reputation for partial immunity
from electrical interference does not really
disprove the truth of the foregoing statement. An investigation of the circumstances will generally show that the sets
in question include a built-in mains filter
which, in certain circumstances, can be
extremely effective. The point is, however, that the inclusion of the type of filter
normally fitted, though commendable, has
nothing whatever to do with the basic
design of the set ; the same filter could
equally well-and sometimes better-be
fitted externally, say, at the point where
the electric mains are brought into the
building.

HE usual result of disconnecting the
aerial from its terminal is to increase
any tendency towards instability that may
be present; indeed, in the bad old days
we used to depend partly for stability on
damping imposed by the aerial.
On
occasion, however, the
Aerial
reverse effect takes
Affects
place, and it will be
found that an otherStability
wise unstable set is
stabilised by removal of the aerial. When
this happens-and fortunately it is not a
common occurrence-we have a fairly certain indication that the '' run '' of the
aerial lead-in wire should be changed, as
it is probably introducing unwanted
coupling between the input circuit and
some other part of the wiring of the
receiver.
The only other reasonable explanation
of this effect is that the addition of the
aerial brings up the input circuit roughly
into tune with the succeeding HF circuits,
and that the tendency towards instability
thus introduced more than counterbalances the reverse effect of aerial damping-an unlikely event in practice.

T

JNwhich
spite of modern factory practice, in
routine testing and inspection is
almost as important as actual manufacture, faulty components are still liable
to be found.
For this reason it may be urged that
even if proper testing
Checking
equipment is not
available, a lamp and
Components
~attery or some similar improvised device
for verifying the existence or nonexistence of continuity should always be
used. Even the crudest continuity indicator will reveal any simple fault-and
the usual faults are simple oneS--such as
an open-circuited coil or a broken-down
condenser. When it is realised that the
presence of a short-circuited condenser
may cause considerable damage to other
components by imposing a short circuit
across the HT supply, it will be realised
that the small amount of time and trouble
involved in the making of a preliminary
test are not wasted.

A WEATHERPROOF LEAD-IN.
This
Eddystone insulator, of vitreous porcelain
and glass, has been found much more
satisfactory than the ordinary domestic
lead-in for use under exacting conditions
such as those prevailing on boats, yachts, etc.
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Listeners' Guide for
(PI;oto: Frir

.f.

drawn from those productions
which the King and Queen
have witnessed during the last
twenty-five years.
Bertram Wallis will sing extracts from the '' Count of
Luxembourg," andJoseCollin~;
will repeat songs from her great
triumph "The Maid of the
l\lountains, '' as also
will
Tlwrpe Bates, who was in the
cast of the show at the same
time. Huntley Wright \vill be
heard in songs from "The
Laclv of the Rose" and
'' l\ladame Pompadour," and
Percy Heming in songs from
"Lilac Time." Edith Dav and
Dcrek Oldham will sing "numbers from "Rose l\Iarie," and
we shall also hear the famous
New York star, Ade!e Astaire,
repeat her triumphs in "Lady,
Be Good." Finally, W. H.
Berry \\ill sing his original
comedy numbers from '' The
l\Iarriage Market." John Watt
will be compere.

Jfn,kmg.

F.R.I'.S.)

"AND THE NIGHT
SHALL BE FILLED
WITH MUSIC '' of
two kinds on Monday next, May 13th,
when the B.B.C.
nightingales
their 1935
during the dance
broadcast by Sydney
Kyte and the Piccadilly Hotel Dance
Orchestra.

AVOIDING ANTI-CLIMAX

National Eisteddfod of Wales
PERHAPS on] y an organisa ~ on tive separate occ,asions. The
tion with the splendid momen: . half-hour broadcast will inturn of the B.B.C. could cope clude the hymns, Kipling's
successfully with the aftermath
"Recessional," delivered by
of Jubilee week and a void a 'Ion Swiriley, and a chorus from
ghastly anti-climax. It is to the Mendelssohn's
"Hymn
of
credit of the Corporation that Praise,"
" All 1\Ien,
All
the interest of next week's pro- Things."
grammes is well sustained,
The last .Jubilee broadcast
although we cannot expect,
takes the form of an address at
and do not get, the triumphal 5 p.m. in the National protouch which has made the gramme on "Church and
present week the most memor- King," by the Rev. A. C.
Deane,
l\l.A.,
Canon
of
able in broadcasting history.
Jubilee broadcasts are not Windsor and Chaplain to the
yet over, and there are three King.
notable events on Sunday. In
the morning there will be a
ROYAL
Jubilee Thanksgiving Sen·ice TO-MORROW'S
.
BROADCASTS
relayed from St. George's
THI{EE
of
the
Kin.~·s sons are
Chapel, Windsor, conducted by
to visit vVale;;, SG>tland, and
the Dean, the Very Reverend
Northern Ireland to-morrow
A. V. J3aillie, D.D.
(Saturday) for the .Jubilee celebrations, and some p:ut of 1ltc
various programme,; which
are being arranged \\ill be
THE LAST JUBILEE
BROADCAST
broadcast' either from the
AT 4 p.m. an open-air ser- National or the iocai B. B.C.
vice of song and praise will be transmitters. The Prince or
relayed from Hyde
Park Wales will be heard in CarJitf,
(National), where community the Duke of York in Edinsinging will be conducted by burgh, and the Duke of
Gloucester in Belfast.
Gibson Young from a site near
The Cardiff relay comprises
Bayswater Road, half-way between Marble Arch and Cum- a runnint; commentary on the
berland Gate. The massed culminating feature of ~~ week
bands of the Coldstream and of festivity, \·iz., the Prince',;
Welsh Guards will attend, led visit to the Wales Childn·n's
by the Ystalyfera Choir of 250 Demonstration and Display at
:vocalists, which has won the Cardiff Arms Park.

LONDON MUSIC FESTIVAL

To-NIGHT (Friday) sees the
opening of the London l\Iu,;ic
Festival with the performance
of Bach's great l\Iass in B
l\Iinor, conducted by Adrian
Boult, who, by the way, has
decided to play the opening
three Kyries without a break
and so maintain the continuity
of atmosphere which Bach
intended.
The soloi~ts are
Isobel Baillie (soprano), Margaret
Balfour
(contralto),
Parry Jones (tenor), and
Harold \Villiams (baritone).
NEW ORATORIO

THE oratorio form IS not
popular among modern composers. which fact adds interest to the announcement of
th,: broadcasting from Brcslau
to-night (Friday) of a new
oratorio,
"Der
Einsamc"
(The Lonely :'\Iau) founded on
the text of Nietzsclw.
T!Jc
programme begins at 8.10.
The author is a young and
comparati\'ely unknown Siksiau composer. Hans Kraus
Langer.

]OAN OF ARC

.JoAN OF ARc's national
fete was commemorated in
France on May 8th, but the
memory of the Maid of
Orleans is perpetuated in the
week-end programmes.
Tomorrow night (Saturday) at 8
Radio-Paris will broadcast
"The Trial of Joan of Arc,"
a sketch based on historical
documents, by Roger Montcaux.
On Sunday from 8.30 to
10.30 Strasbourg's commemoration programme for St.
Joan \vill be an adaptation
from Lope de Vega's "La
Pulcella Francia."

ECHOES OF THE PAST

"RoYAL Box " is the title
of the special '' Songs from the
Shows'' feature which is beiug
broadcast
this
evening
(Regional)
and
to-morrow
(National). The material is

CLIVE ERARD is one of " The
Six of Us " who present a
special variety feature at 9·45
on Monday next (Regional).
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the Week
TALE OF INTRIGUE

RossiNI was only t\\·e;-Jtyone years of age when he composed" The Italian in Algiers,"
Act I of which is to be relayed
from Covent · Garden at 8. 25
p.m. on Thursday next, May
16th, in the Regional programme.
The story is of a Barbary
Coast intrigue merrily srt to
music, and tells how the Dey
of Algiers hopes to obtain possession of pretty Isabella, found
floating on a derelict ship,
after disposing of his chief wife,
Eh·ira, by marrying her to his
Italian slave Lindoro, I sabella's lover. Unfortunately
for the Dey, Isabella and Liricloro are enabled by the wile'>
of EIYira to escape from slavery
while the scheming Dey's attention is distracted.

Outstanding Broadcasts ~-;.-;;~~;;;.~--~;~-~~-~~ -. FRIDAY. MAY 10th.
at Home and Abroad .. '! Nat.,
8.30, London Music Festival:
.Bach's Mass ini.B Minor, from

panied by the orche,;tra and a
small choir, and the concert
will also include the ''Chant
d' Apotheose." Gustave Charpen tier was born in 1860, and
\\"On the Prix de Rome in 1887
with his cantata " Didon."
He writes somewhat romantic,
popular music, and his opera
"Lonise" is prohably his
most renowned \\·ork.
The
" Impressions faus,;es" were
composed in 1895·

• 1

~

PLAY OF MODERN IRELAND

AN Irish play, "The Moon
in the Yellow-River,'' by Deni3
J ohnston, will be broadcast
Regionally on Tuesday next.
May 14th, and Nationally on
Wednesday.
·
The action of the play takes
place on a September cvenin;;
in the living-room and armoury
of an old fort, now the hom,~.
of Dobelle, near the mcuth of
an Irish riYer. The [Jart of

I

: Baird

Process
Transmissions i
m.; Sound, 296.6 m.

! Vision 261.1
I

!
i

MONDAY, MAY 13th.

l

11.15-12.0 p.m.

:

! Hugh Miller, characters in vignette !

:
:

i

from " Bleak House " ; Fiona :
Cunninghame, dances ; Elinor i
Shan, mimes and dances ; Gladys :
Merredew, character sketches and

:

impressions. Accompaniments by 1

:

Sydney Jerome.

i

I
I

:
l

i

WEDNESDAY, !\1AY 15th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.

! " Contrasts

:
I
I

:
:

of 1794 "-a musical :

l
:

episode devised and produced by l
Eustace Robb. Maria Sandra :

;

(soprano), Gustave Ferrari (songs

:

in French); Cleo Nordi (dances). :

!

~---------------------------------J

Opera Choir. Dr. Felix von
,Weingartner will conduct. The
concert will be relayed by
Vienna.
A Gustave Charpentier Festival Programme under the
direction of the composer himself will be broadcast on Sunday from all the French State
stations except :&adio-Paris.
The National Orchestra and
Choir will take part.
M.
Andre Pernet, of the Paris
Opera, will sing an excerpt
from '' Impressions fausses ''
(words by Verlaine), accom-

1
1

Munich, 7.35, Opera : '' Rigo!etto '' J
(Verdi) from the Nati,mal Theatre.
SATURDAY MAY 11th.
i
Nat.,
juLilee Gala with Carron 1
Gibbons and the Savov Hotel 1
Orp~;ans. I0, '" From the Royal
Box.
1
Reg., American Half Hour. ~Griller !

J

i

:

!

a

l
:
:
l

!

, J

:

String Quartet.

,;Henry Hall's

:
Guest Night.
: Abroad~

1

8.30, Comic Opera :

: Nat., !\1orning

l

!
[

" La Basoche " (Messager).
SUNDAY. MAY 12th.

!

Service

(Jubilee

J

i
j

l

i
i

Thanksgiving) from St. Gcor~e's 1
Chapel, Windsor. ~B.B.C. Miliw J
tarv Band, conducted bv B. Walton
O'Donnell; 4. Jubilee. Service in :
Hyde Park. ~Ldie .feffries and :
Orchestra at Grand Hotel, East- 1

:

boutne.

]
:
:

i
:

\

! · Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra (C) ·con- i

! .r~~!~d B~~d!osrrhJ~:vi~.f s~:~~
l
l

land,

with

Scottish

Wireless l

s;ngers.

l Abroad.

~rc:~~:rt ~~~m 1int:;nat?:~~esr;~

\

l

hibition.
:
MONDAY, MAY 13th.
: Nat., Regimental Marches bv B.B.C.
~
Military Band. 8.35, oi CotterI

!

H.M. KING CHRISTIAN of Denmark will broadcast from Copenhagen at 3 p.m. on Tuesday next, May 14th, in opening the biggest
bridge on the Continent, linking the Isle of Funen with the Jutland
peninsula.

I

J

: Abroad.

! Strasbourg,

EusABETH ScHG:\fAKN, the
famous operatic soprano, will
be heard to-morrow eyenin~
(Saturday) at 10 o'clock in a
broadcast from Milan of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony by
the
Vienna
Philharmonic
Orchestra and the Vienna State ,

I

:
Orchestra).
·
: Re~ .• An Hour's Variety from Arg-yle
:
Theatre, Birkenhead. 'rChopin
:
Recital hy Solomon .. 8.30, "' From
:
the Royal Box."

:

SYMPHONY CONCERTS

~-----;~~~~-~~~~~~~------~

;:

-.-. /! ._ Qu~n's ,Hall:(B..B.C: Symphony

TALK BY WOMAN MINISTER

Dobelle will be taken by Esme
A WOl\IAN diplomat, Mrs. Percy. Blanaid, his daughter,
Ruth Bryan Owen, American will be represented by Ann''
Minister for Scandinavia, will Twig, Captain Potts by Miles
be heard in the Kalundborg . Malleson, and Herr Tausch by
programme this evening at Norman Shellcy.
7. 20 in a talk on " Mothers'
Day."
ENGLISH MUSIC IN GERMANY
The American flavour will
To-MORROW (Saturday) at 7
be repeated at I I p.m., when Cologne offers a concert of conEli Donde's band will broad- temporary English Chamber
cast dance music from th~ Music, comprising works by
" Lorry," Copenhagen. Mr. Norman O'Neill, Becket WilDonde is a great exponent of liams, and Algernon Ashton.
American jazz styles.
THE MAY REVUE
SHAKESPEARE PLAY AS
GERMAN OPERA

SHAI<ESPEARE's "Taming of
the Shrew" was converted by
Goetz into a popular German
opera, "Der Widerspenstigen
Zahmung," in r874. and four
years later it was produced in
English at Drury Lane. This
evening Berlin (Funkstunde)
will broadcast the opera at
8. ro, and listeners who heard
the recent B.B.C. version of
the play may wish to compare
notes.

NELSON KEYS brings the
May Revue to the microphon·?
at ro.ro on \Vednesday next,
May 15th (National), and the
cast will comprise Sylvia Leslie, Patrick Waddington, Hermione Gingold, C. Denier
Warren, and the Radio Three.
These monthly revues go
from strength to strength, but
there is still no sign of repeat
programmes, or "diagonalisation," as Colonel Dawnay
would put it.
THE AUDITOR.

dammerung,"

Act

Il,

,i..

Abroad.

: Warsaw, 9, Scandinavian Music by
iI
the Station Symphony Orchestra.
:
TUESDAY. MAY 14th.
Nat., " Verdi " Gramophone Pro:
gramme, introduced by F rancis
:
Toye. ~Will C. Pepper's White
:
Coons. 'IJ" Freedom," bv Sir

i

:

[
:
I
:
:
l

relayed [

:
from Coven! Garden.
i Reg., 8, Will C. Pepper's White
:
Coons. 'I]" Willow the Kin~~: ":
a cricket miscellany.
The
:
Six of Us."

i

l
:

Thomas Barlow, K.B.E. ·

:
:
:
i
:

i
:
:
I
:
J

:
:
:

l

: Reg., Peter Hacldon in "·The In- :
l
disctetions of Archie." ~B.B.C. l
J
Military Band. ~ .. The Moon in
:
the Ycllow River."
:
: Abroad.
i
\ Brussels No. 1, 8-9,9.20-10, 10.10- \
i
11, Music from International :
Exhibition.
WEDNESDAY, MAY JSth.
: Nat., Songs of Ireland.
The :
:
Moon in the Yellow R;ver." :
l
10.10., Nelson Keys in The Mav :
l
Revue.
· l
[ Reg., Harold Ramsay's ·Rhythm :
Symphony.
J

i

i
i

,! .

i
i

1

11

1

Abroad.

1

l Warsaw, 9, Chopin Recital by :

l

1

:
J

:
:
:
l
:

i

l

Nawrocki.
THURSDAY. MAY 16th.
Nat., 8.30, " Music Hall." ~B.B.C.
Orchestra (E) 'IJB.B.C. Dance
Orchestra directed by Henry
Hall.
Reg., Alfredo Campoli Trio. 8.2~.
Act I " The Italian in Al~~:icrs "
(Rossini) relayed from Coven!
Garden. ~Pianoforte Recital by

! George Chavchavadze.
! Abroad.

tI

l
J

:
:

i
l

i
:
l

I

I

l-~~~:~-:~~--~~~~--~a:~~~~--~~0~-J
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Climax

MODEL 534

An AU .. wave Superheterodyne
for AC Mains
FEATVRES.-Type.-Table-model superheterodyne for long, medium, short
and ultra-short waves.

AC mains operated.

Circuit.- Octode frequency-

chan,ger-var. mu pentode IF amplifier-double-diade-triode
output valve.

Ful1 0wave valve rectifier.

and on-off switch.

~econd

detector-pentode

Controls.-(1) Tuning.

(3) Tone. (4) Waverange.

Price.-JG guineas.

(:!) Vo:ume

Makers.-

Climax Radio Electric Ltd., 95, Parkhill R.oad, Hampstead, London, N.W.3

T

HERE can be no doubt that the
addition of short- and ultra-short
wave ranges adds considerable
entertainment value to a broadcast recerver. There are now a large
number of high-powered short-wave
broadcast transmissions, not onlv on the
Continent but in America, which are regularly receivable in this country, and, apart
from these, the exploration of the shortwave ranges in search of new stations is
itself a we!come diversion from normal
broadcast listening.
Incorporation of short-wave ranges inevitably complicates the switching arrangement and adds to the cost of manufacture,
testing and adjustment, but Climax Radio
have succeeded in this instrument in producing an all-wave set comparable in price
with the better-class superheterodynes designed for medium- and long-wave reception only.
The design of the cabinet is interestini:;
for the clever manner in which the open
tuning scale, essential for short-wave

Complete circuit diagram.

reception, has been accommodated. The
loud speaker is mounted well back from
the front panel, and the large-diameter
bevelled scale is viewed through a window
in the lower part of the deep frame surrounding the loud-speaker fret. It is
driven by a two-speed slow-motion gear
with just the right ratios for short-wave
and normal broadcast tuning.

Novel Tuning Indicator
The scale itself is translucent and is
illuminated from behind by twin pilot
lights. A third pilot lamp is suitably
screened to throw a strip of light across
the scale as a tuning indicator, and a
special circuit has been employed to make
the intensity of the light in this strip proportional to the strength of the received
carrier. The lamp is fed through a small
transformer from the 4-volt AC heater circuit, and a third winding on the transformer core carries the anode currents of
the frequency-changer and IF valves.

This current controls the saturation of the
core and so influences the amount of
alternating current passing through the
transformer to the pilot light.
As a tribute to the sensitivity both of
the set and the tuning indicator, it may
be mentioned that Schenectady (rg. 72
metres) was tuned-in accurately during the
afternoon. transmission by means of the
tuning indicator alone and with the
volume control at mmrmum.
The
strength of this and other American
stations was unusually good, and from the
programme point of view they were
superior to many of the "distant" European stations working on normal wavelengths. During the period of the tests
the automatic volume control was able io
cope with all but a few of the deeper
fading periods, and talks could be listened

The input circuit is aperiodic on the two short-wave bands and employs a band-pass filter with second channel
suppressor on the medium" and long-wave ranges.
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to for five or ten minutes at a time without losing a single word.
A slight tendency to microphony either
in the valves or the tuning condenser was
noticeable with the volume control at
maximum on the two short-wave ranges.
but fortunately more than adequate
volume was obtained without the necessity of increasing the sensitivity of thr"
set to the point where acoustic instability
commew:ed.
-On the medium- and long-wave band~
the performance both as regards range
and selectivity was well above the averag•:
for a four-valve superheterodyne, ant!
only a short aerial would be required lo
bring in all the European broadcasts Gf
entertainment value. In Central London
only one channel was lost on either sid•:
of the London National transmitter anJ
a little over one channel on the Regional
station. On the long waves excellent results were obtained from the Deutschlandsender between Radio-Paris and Droitwich if one were prepared to sacrifice some
top response with the tone control. No selfgenerated whistles could be detected on
the long-wave band, and there was only
one very moderate second-channel whistle,
due to the London Regional station, on
the medium-wave range.
The circuit commences with a band-pass
input filter incorporating a second-channel
suppressor coupling. In series with the
aerial lead is a filter coil which is open on
all wavebands with the exception of the
medium-wave range, and is designed to
prevent break-through of the powerful
medium-wave stations. Immediately below this is an aperiodic aerial coil which
takes the place of the band-pass filter on
short and ultra-short waves. The frequency changer, therefore, operates as an
autodyne on these wavelengths, and two
adjacent tuning points are obtained for
each station.
Both the frequency-changer and the IF
amplifier, which is of the variable-mu pentode type, are controlled by AVC derived
from the double-diode-triode second detector. A delay voltage is obtained by the
difference in voltages dropped across th~
cathode resistance of the detector valve
and a resistance in series with the -HT
line.
There is provision for a gramophone
pick-up in the coupling to the triode amplifying portion of the second detector an<l
the volume control operates both on radio
and gramophone. The pentode output
valve has a tone control circuit connected
between anode and cathode, and the Magnavox energised moving-coil loud speakc:r
may be supplemented by an external loud
speaker in parallel with the primary ::.f
the output transformer. A wander-piu;;
is provided so that one or both speakers
may be used and a series resistance prevents damage to the pentode while
changes are being made in the circuit.
We found nothing to criticise in the
quality of reproduction, which lacked
neither body of tone nor clarity. The receiver did full justice to pianoforte music
and other difficult transmissions, and a

IF AMPLIFIER VALVE V P 4 A

2nd DETECTOR VALVE
M H D 4

OUTPUT VALVE A C 2 /PEN

FREQUENCY
CHANCER VALVE
FC 4

TONE CONTROL

Outstanding features of the chassis design are the large-diameter tuning scale and the use of
variable illumination as an indication of accurate tuning.

very high volume level for a table model
was obtained without any obvious evidence of overloading. Undoubtedly, a
very wide range of entertainment value is
pr~)Vided in this set at a very reasonable
pnce.

THE

I

CATHODE

RAY

STREAM

N high-vacuum cathode ray tubes undesirable effects may be caused by
the '' return '' flow of the electron
stream after it has passed the anode and
made impact with the fluorescent screen.
If the electrons flow back across the space
inside the bulb they are liable, for instance, to cause trouble by coming to
roost on the positively charged control
elcctrories, or by bombarding the cathode.
One way out of the difficulty is to
"trap" them on the fluorescent screen,
where they can afterwards complete the
journey back to the cathode through an
external circuit. However, to do this the
screen must be made conductive, which
would not be difficult if the screen were
intended to be viewed from inside the
tube. But since the received picture must
be visible to an observer outside the end
of the glass bulb the use of an opaque
metal backing is obviously impracticable.
Von Ardenne solves the problem by
sputtering a monatomic layer of metal on
to the transparent surface of the screencarrier before the fluorescent material !::>
laid on. The particles of metal are close
enough together to form a conducting surface, though they are sufficiently far apart
not to be opaque. Actually, the loss of
light is approximately ten per cent.
The sputtering operation is carried out
inside the tube by inserting a special
cathode of roughly the same size and shape

as the screen. It is so made that it will
collapse umbrella-wise, and is only
opened out after it has passed through the
narrow glass neck and been advanced to
within one centimetre of the screen. After
sputtering, the special cathode is with?rawn, and the tube completed by mountmg the usual electrodes in the ordinary
way.

Coils for the Modulated
Test Oscillator

A

SET of, coils for .The Wireless World Modulated fest OsCillator has been received
from The British Television SuppliPs, Ltd., of
Bush House, London, \V.C.2. The four coils
are wound to specification and assembled as a
single unit which can be screwed directly to
the baseboard. They are well finished and can
be confickntly recommended for use in this
equipment. The price for the complete set of
four coils is ws. 6d.
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
Recent Products of the Manufacturers
BELLING-LEE SCREENED VALVE
CONNECTOR
CREENING of the lead to the top plug
connector on HF valves is often necessary to prevent undesirable coupling, which
can be a likely cause of instability in HF
amplifiers.
This alone does not always
suffice, and the top plug on the ,·alve as
well may require screening. This is effected

S

zs. gd., and the HF output transformer 3s.
The large bracket for the two-gang condenser costs rs. 6d., including the small
metal fixing clip for the condenser dial, and
rs. is charged for the other bracket.

Belling-Lee screened valve top connector
and shielded lead.

FORREST DUAL-WAVE REPRESSOR
HE Dual-wave Repressor unit made by
H. W. Forrest, r6, Primrose Croft, Hall
Green, Birmingham, II, is a double wavetrap with provision for partial rejection of
the Droitwich and North Regional transmissions, and should be found very useful
by northern listeners who experience breakthrough troubles from these two stations.
The rejector is most ('ffective when
attached to a receiver not embodying AVC,
since this partially offsets the rejection of
the signals by permitting the sensitivity of
the set to increase with a reduced aerial
input.

in a convenient manner by the new screenedvalve top connector made by Belling and
Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
Dielectric losses arc 'kept low by mounting the spring clip on a disc of Keramot and
by the use of special beads to insulate and
space the connecting lead from the screened
metal sleeving. A bakelite lining in the
metal hood prevents it making contact with
the metallising on the valvl,, for this might
give rise to crackles through intermittent
contact. The price is rs. 6d.

Forrest Dual-wave rejector for the Droitwich
and the North Regional stations.

COILS FOR W.W. SHORT-WAVE
CONVERTER
SET of three coils and the two small
brackets required for The Wireless
World short-wave Converter have been sent
in for examination by the Scientific Supply
Stores (Wireless) Ltd., 126, Newington
Causeway, London, S.E.r.
These parts are very well made and agree
in every respect with the specification, for,
although double silk-covered wire is used
in place of the No. 20 DCC used for the

A

T

The unit is included in the aerial lead
and does not entail any modification to the
receiver, since all connections are made externally. It is small and compact, and the
price is ros. 6d.

r,ooo, r,soo and z,ooo DC, their respective
type numbers being 111, 121B and 131; the
latter are especially suitable for use in
cathode-ray television exciter units operating at about 2,ooo volts.
Each of the thre<: types is made in sizes
from o.r mfd. to ro mfds., and prices range
from 3s. 6d. for a o.r-mfd. r,ooo-volt type
to 54s. for a 10-mfd. 2,ooo-volt model.
Those illustrated are a one- and a fourmfd. size Ior 2,ooo volts DC working; the
former measures 4!in. x 2~in. x r~in., whilst
the dimensions of the latter are 4lin. x
4iin. x 2!in., and they cost ros. and 2 rs.
each respectively.
Metal containers fmished in the distinctive
T.C.C. green are used, and the terminals
are mounted on short insulating pillars.
These condensers have a very high insulation resistance, and, in addition to their
particular application in television apparatus, are also especially suitable for use
in LF amplifiers and wireless receivers work~
ing at high anode voltages.

GOLTONE FUSE PLUG
THE need for adequate protection of all
apparatus connected to the supply
mains cannot be overstressed. Sevl,ral convenient fuse holders are now available for

NEW T.C.C. CONDENSERS
THE Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,
Wales Farm Road, North Acton,
London, W.3. has introduced a new series
of high-voltage fixed condensers in which
the dit>lectric consists of linen-rag tissue imSet of coils and brackets
for "The Wireless World"
Short-Wave Converter.

original coils, the winding occupies the same
length on thP former, so that the inductances are correct.
The aerial coil costs 3s., the oscillator

One- and four-mfd. T.C.C. petroleum jelly
impregna~ed
condensers, type IJI for
2,ooo volts DC working.

pregnated with petroleum jelly. There is
no free liquid in tht" container, so that
leakage and creeping cannot occur.
These are made for working voltages of

Goltone fuse plug 2-amp. incorporating two
cartridge fuses.

including in wireless apparatus and th<: like,
and to these has now bepn addt>d a new device by Ward and Goldstone, Ltd.,
Frederick Road (Pendleton), Manchester, 6.
It consists of a 5-amp. wall plug, which is
interchangeable with all standard fittings
of this type, and incorporated in it are two
2-amp. cartridge-type fuses, one in each
lead. They are mounted in clips for easy
replacement, and the price is rs. 4d., while
extra fuses cost 4d. each.
A plug base is available at 6d., also a
combined base and fuse plug in which is ·
provided a millPd-head screw, so that the
plug may be fixed to the base, so preventing its accidental withdrawal. This latter
fitment is especially useful for electric
clocks, and its price is rs. rod. complete.

'4-i7
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
New Job for Variety
Director
ERIC MASCHWITZ, that tirclt->ss seeker after fun for the
million, will on July 1st add to
his responsibilities as Variety
Director the supervision d
relays of outside dance bands.
Hitherto this activity has been
carried on by the " O.B." d~
partment, though no one within
"the B.B.C. seems to have been
ofncially responsible for the
actual programme material relayed from various hostelries.

broadcast will involve the use of
two portable transmitters.
The commentary will be
given aboard the battleship
'' Royal Sovereign " by Commander Stride.
At least four
microphones will be used to
pick up noises from the ships
anchored in line. As the Royal
Yacht steams down the line of
battleships, these microphones
will pick up the cheers of the
crews. ListenPrs will be able to
judge the progress of the Royal
Yacht by the volume of cheering.

Trooping of the Colour on the
King's Birthday, always a
realistic item for broadcasting,
for the sound effects, such as the
rapid changes from quick to
slow march and vice versa, and
the shouting of commands help
very largely to atone for the
absence of the spt>ctacular side
of the event. A running commentary will be given by Major
Bc-.:rne May.

R.A.F. Review
On July 6th, when the King
rt>views the H.oyal Air Force at
Duxford Aerodrome, listeners
will hear R.A.F. bands, 'planes

Crooners De-crooned
Experience has shown that
Mr. Maschwitz can never leave
anything as he finds it, so we
may expect some important innovations in the dance band
programmes before the summer
is out.
For instance, crooners, if not
actually banned, may be subjected to special treatment to
introduce more fundamental frequencies into their voices, and
dance band leaders may be confronted with tone filters which
will anglicise their announcements without attenuating their
native wit and humour.

Sir Charles Carpendale
or not ViceW HETHER
Admiral Sir Charles Carpendale remains Chairman of
the International Broadcasting
Union, he will stay on with the
B.B.C. till the expiration of the
prcst->nt Charter.
'' Carps,'' as he is affectionately called at Broadcasting
House, is a victim of his own
machine-like organisation, for
on each anniversary of his attainment of the nominal age
limit of sixty the Administration
Controller
automatically
receives an intimation that his
tenure of office is now temporary!

Technical Novelties in
Naval Review Broadcast
a technical point of
F ROM
view, the most intt>resting
" O.B." during the summer
Jubilee. celebrations will be the
King's review of the Fleet at
Spithead on July 16th, for the

t..?'l

!.,;;.:?)

t..'li

Distance Feats on Medium
Waves
IF th~ B.B.C. medium-wave
statwns do not span the Atlantic, as was reported of the
new Rennes-Bretagne station in
last week's Wireless World, they
are picked up regularly in Africa
and the East. So many reports
have come from distant listent>rs
that the Empire Broadcasting
Section has issued • a list of
medium-wave stations with
their current wavelengths, frequencies, power, and exact location. This list has been distributed to the Empire awl
Colonial newspapers.
It seems likely that, with the
spread of this information, there
may be some startling reports in
the next fc J. months.

The Mike at Play

The New " 0 .B." Chief
A month later Mr. S. J. de
Lotbinierc will take over the
" O.B." directorship in succession to Mr. Gerald Cock, whose
appointment as Director of Television was announced recently.
Mr. Lotbiniere, a member of
the staff of the Talks Branch, is
the biggest man between Oxford
Circus and Regent's Park, for
he stancls 6ft. Sin. in his socks.

Probably the new Committee
will sit considerably longer.
They will have to ponder not
only the vastly increased ramifications of the service, but the
bristling problems of televi;;ion
and a few knotty points concerning '' wireless '' exchanges.

THE FUTURE OF BRITISH BROADCASTING. A photograph
taken at the first meeting at the G.P.O. of the Committee to advise on
the future of the B.B.C. Seated (left to right) : Major the Hon. J. J.
Astor, Lady Reading, Major C. R. Atlee, M.P., Viscount Ullswater
(chairman). Standing : Mr. H. G. G. Welch (secretary), Mr.
Graham White, M.P., Mr. Clement Davies:, the Rt. Hon. Lord Selsdon
and Lord Elton.

Boat Race Transmitter
The B.B.C. will use the Boat
Race short-wave transmitter,
signals from which will be
picked up by an aerial erected
between a lighthouse close to
Southsea Castle and an obsolete
military tower, and thence relayed by land line to Broadcasting House.

Two Weeks Rehearsing
To enable the engineers to
check the output from the
'' Royal Sovereign '' a small
portable transmitter will be
placed in position close to
Southsea Castle. Thus they will
be able to maintain two-way
communication with the control
enginet>r on the battleship.
In view of the many possible
snags that might arise in a
broadcast of this nature it is
hardly
surpnsmg
that the
"'O.B." people have decided to
spend two weeks in rehearsing
the event.

Trooping the Colour
There are at least three other
major "O.B. 's" in the next two
months. June 3rd will see the

leaving the ground, passing
overhead, and changing engine
notes as they dip for the Royal
Salute.
It is hoped that a running
commentary will be given by a
senior officer cf the R.A.F.
In the military review at
Aldershot on J uiy I 3th the
B.B.C. microphone will be installed beside the various saluti~:g bases as the regiments march
past.

Long Session for Charter
Committee?
VISCOUNT
ULLSWATER
has recent! y paid several
visits to Broadcasting House,
presumably to familiarise himself with the workings of the
radio machine before taking
over the chairmanship of the
P.M.G. 's Committee to discuss
the renewal of the Corporation's
Charter.
The original Crawford Committee, which first met in
November, 1925, to consid!:"r the
terms of the existing Chartl'r,
held sixteen meetings from that
date up to February, 1926.

I H~PE that National or Regwnal wavelengths will not
nt>glect the very enterprising
Midland plans for the summer
months. " The Microphone at
Large," ·after visiting Ashbourne in June, will become
" The Microphone at Play "
and
will represent
various
summertime pursuits and festivals. Thus the call of the
river will be reflected by a visit
to Evesham at Regatta time;
one of the oldest of English
sports-archery-by the meeting of the Woodmen of Arden at
1\Ieriden, in the very centre of
England ; and cricket in its
happiest and most traditional
form-the match on the village
green.
u

Jubilee Scrapbook "

" scRAPBOOK for IgiO,"
Leslie Baily's c I e v er
broadcast feature, has already
appeared in gramophone record
form, and Columbia have now
followPd this np with an interesting '' Jubilee Scrapbook,''
specially written and product:d
by Leslie Baily and Charles
Brewer.
The record (DX686) is a rapid
survey of outstanding incidents
f:·om 1910 to the present, includinr; a fanfare and proclamation
of His Majesty's accession,
Clarice Mayne in the first Command Performance in 1912, the
voice of Lord Roberts, Florrie
Forde in " Tipperary," Mr.
Asquith uttering his historic
ultimatum, and many other
pictures in speech and song.
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Foundations of
Part XXI.- Improvements on the
Wireless
Screen .. grid Valve
D

EALING with the phenomenon of cross-modulation, to which
all the earlier
valves were prone, and explaining how
modifications have been made to overcome this and other shortcomings ; at the same time an almost perfect method of volume
control has been incidentally provided.

W

se

E have seen how the addition of
a screen to a triode, making a
screened tetrode, enables ns to
build high-frequency amplifiers that combine complete stability with
high gain. · In Fig. rrr there is given the
circuit diagram of a two-stage amplifier
of the type we have been discussing.
In order to prevent the detector-valve
V3 from being grossly overloaded when
receiving a near-by station, it will ,be

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.
is lowered the available portion of the
characteristic, lying between the gridcurrent region and cut-off, is neither long
enough nor straight enough to accommodate
a signal of any but very small magnitude.
As always, a curved characteristic means
rectification, with its accompanying distortion, and it is clear that with such a volume
control as this distortion will be greatest
where we can least tolerate it-when receiving the local station.
If the valve were dealing with a simple
unmodulated carrier distortion would be
harmless, for distortion of a simple waveform means no more than that there are
added to it various harmonics. Since
subsequent tuned circuits, tuned to the
fundamental frequency, would not respond
to these, they could never reach the detector-valve, and so no harm would be clone.

noise picked up by the aerial, and is practically never heard if the gain of the
amplifier is reduced when receiving signals powerful enough to drown extraneous
noise. But with any volume-control of the
type of Fig. rrz (a) the amplifier works
always at full gain, and self-generated
noise becomes noticeable on all the
stronger stations. For this reason method
(a) is not used save as an auxiliary to
some other type of control.
Method
(b)
suffers from the
drawback that in
+ 200V
reducing the gain
of a tuned circuit
+BOV
its selectivity is reSpurious Frequencies Introduced
duced also; save
for local-station reUnfortunately, our valve has to deal
ception, where this with a modulated wave; in other words,
is sometimes con- with a whole spectrum of closely-related
sidered an advan- frequencies. Distortion of such a complex
tage, this type of signal results in complexity worse concontrol is not used. founded, since a number of new frequenMethod (c) is, cies, derived from those of the signal, are
theoretically, ideal, manufactured in the valve. The net resince it supplies a sult is a rise in the depth of modulation,
means of control- together with the importation into the
ling gain without signal of new side bands which are removed
affecting any of the from the carrier two and three times as
Fig. III.-Two-stage high-frequency amplifier, using tuned-anode
circuit with screen grid valves.
other characteris- far in frequency as the original sidebands
tics of the ampli- from which the valve produced them. At
necessary to add to this circuit some form fier. In the particular form shown in the the detector, these appear as harmonics
of "volume control" by manipulation of diagram, however, it leaves a good deal of the note originally transmitted.
Besides this distortion of a single moduwhich the overall gain of the amplifier can to be desired, as can be seen by reference
be adjusted. By this means it is possi- to the curves of Fig. rr3.
lated carrier there is a type of distortion,
Here are shown the Eg- la curves of a known as cross-modulation, which makes
ble to ensure that the signal-voltage
reaching the detector is kept at a constant typical screen-grid valve, and it is at once its appearance under the misleading guise
value irrespective of the voltage produced evident that when the voltage on the screen of lack of selectivity. It arises like this.
at the aerial by the particular transmitter
tuned in.
Volume control can be obtained in the
+
three general ways illustrated in Fig. rrz;
by controlling the input from the aerial,
Rl
as at (a), by controlling the magnification
of one or more tuned circuits, as at (b),
or by controlling the gain given by the
valve, as at (c). Method (a) offers the conR2
siderable advantage that the amplifier is
ITOJSt
always working under the same conditions
ITALVE
~LVE
(so far at least as the desired station is
~oncerned) but is seldom used owing to
practical difficulties. Of these not the
least is due to the production of a certain
(b)
(a)
(C)
amount of background noise (" valve
hiss") in the amplifier itself. Normally,
amplifier noise is trifling compared with
Fig. nz.-Three general methods of controlling the signal passed to V3 in Fig. III.
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mu screen grid valve has been produced.

Foundations of Wireless-

Suppose that the receiver ot Fig. III is
tuned to a station 45 kc Is away from the
local. We may very well assume that the
overall selectivity of the three tuned circuits is enough to reduce the local station
to inaudibility when they are all tuned 45
4
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of ordinary screen-grid
rectification (overload)
a small signal, especially
is reduced.

1t differs from the normal screen grid

valve only in having a control-grid with a
mesh of uneven pitch. Where the mesh is
close it behaves as an ordinary screened
valve of high amplification factor; where
it is open, the flying electrons are controlled as in a low-mu valve, and a large
negative bias is consequently required to
reduce the anode current to zero. The
valve behaves as, and in effect actually is,
two valves in parallel.
In Fig. II4 is plotted the Eg- la curve
of a variable-mu valve, the curve of an
ordinary screen grid valve being plott~d.
for comparison, on the same diagram. As
the curve at once shows, the high-mu component of the variable-mu valve is effective at low bias values, while at high bias
the low-mu portion alone is in Operation,
since the electrons are unable to penetrate
the close-mesh portion of the grid when
this is very negative.
The value of this valve does not only
lie in the fact that it has a charactrrdic
l?ng eno?gh to accommodate a very strong
signal \VIthout serious distortion ; in addition, the change of amplification factor
with bias allows us to use bias variations
as a means of controlling amplification.
12

kc Is away from it. But the grid of the
first valve is only protected from the local
station by one single tuned circuit; it is
not impossible that at this grid this station
may produce quite a large voltage. If
this voltage is large enough to cause the
valve to rectify, one family of the resultant
valve-produced frequencies consists of the
carrier of the station to which the set is
tuned modulated with the programme of
the local station. Since the set is tuned
to this carrier, the remaining two tuned circuits will pass it along, together with its twin
programmes, to the detector, which will
make both stations audible together. If
the station to which the set is tuned
switches off its carrier wave the programme
of the local station will also disappear,
thereby proving beyond all doubt that the
interference is due to cross-modulation,
and not simply to lack of selectivity in the
tuned circuits.
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Fig. I 14.-Characteristic of variable-mu
valve (VMSG) compared with that of standard
screen-grid valve. Note the increased signalhandling ability of the VMSG and the slow but
steady change of slope with bias

For all practical purposes, the selectivity
of a set in which cross-modulation is
occurring is no greater than that of the
tuned circuit preceding the first grid. For
that reason, it is common practice to interpose two tuned circuits between the
aerial and the first valve.
For more satisfactory prevention ot
cross-modulation we shall have to replace
the first valve with one which overloads
less readily, so that quite large voltages
from the local station can reach it \Yithcut causing rectification. Further, this
new valve must be suited to some means
of gain-control other than that obtainable
by reduction of screen voltage, which
must inevitably reduce the signal-acceptance of the valve.
To fulfil these conditions the vaiiable-

We have already seen that the gain given
by a screened valve is approximately proportional to the slope; Fig. rr5 shows how
this varies with applied bias, and makes
clear how, by increasing the bias, the gain
of the stage can be reduced to almost any
desired extent.
The curve (Fig. rq) is still not straight,
so that distortion, modulation-rise, and
cross-modulation are still theoretically
possible. In practice. their appearance
when using a variable-mu valve is a rarity.
because it is extremely ~elclom that a
received signal is strong enough to sweep
the grid over more than a very small
portion of its characteristic-and over any
very small range this curve, or any other,
may be regarded as substantially straight.
And it must be remembered that for strong

signals the bias is increased-primarily
for the sake of reducing gain, but incidentally providing a working point suited to a
strong signal.
As a result of these advantages over the
simple screen-grid valve, the latter has
been almost entirely ousted by its newer
rival. In no other respect than those just
touched upon is there any difference
between the two types of valve ; with the
obvious minor modifications, all that was
said in Part XIX about the simpler valve
may be applied, without alteration, to its
successor.
Secondary Emission
While the introduction ot variable-mu
characteristics overcomes with fair completeness overloading and distortion ari3ing in the grid circuit of the valve, there
remain possibilities of trouble in the anode
circuit. These arise owing to the peculiar
shape of the Ea- Ia curve, wh:ch is
shown in full line in Fig. n6. If, as
described in Part XIX, the sole effect of
raising the anode voltage were to rob the
screen of more and more electrons, the
valve curves would take a form such J.S
that shown dotted on the same diagram.
Why the divergence between theory :md
observed fact?
As always when theory and practice ,!o
not agree, the theory has overlooked
something. In the present case it has
omitted to take into account the phenomenon of secondary emission, by wh;ch
is meant the ability of a fast-moving electron to knock out another electron when
it strikes a metal surface. Once liberated
free electrons so produced will naturally
be attracted to the most positively charged
object in their neighbourhood
At low anode voltages the real curve
follows the dotted one, but at A the
velocity of the elec~rons has risen enough
to enable them to dislodge secondary electrons from the anode on their arrival there.
These electrons find their way to the more
positive screen, so reducing the net number
of electrons arriving at the anode, and
reducing the anode current below the
"theoretical" value. Beyond B, the peak
of the curve, each extra electron drawn
to the anode by rising voltage knocks out
more than one when it gets there, and
these all reach the screen, which still has
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Fig. 115.-How the mutual conductance of a
variable-mu valve (VMSG) is affected by
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Foundations of Wirelessthe higher potential. The cuuent, therefore, decreases with rising anorle voltage.
It even reverses in direction, this merely
meaning that the number of electrons
arriving at the anode is less than the
number they dislodge by secondary
emlSSlOn.
At higher anode voltages than that at
C, the secondarY. electrons begin, in in~-s
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in a slight gain in selectivity as compared
with the tetrode; save for this one point,
and the total elimination of the possibility
of anode-circuit overload through running
the anode to a voltage less than that of the
screen, the screened pentode and the
screened tetrode may be regarded as
identical. Except when overloading is
possible, no difference whatever vvill be
found, in practical use in a receiver,
between the two valves.
To sum up, we may quite safely regard
the variable-mu screened tetrode, and the
variable-mu and straight screened pentode, as being no more than ordinary
screened tetrodes from which certalll
faults have been eliminated. They require
no special theoretical treatment, since all
important points have been covered
already in discussing the triode (Parts XII
and XIII) and the simple tetrode (Part
XIX.

aov
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fact that it
suppresses
secondary
emission, and a valve containing it, having
five electrodes, is known as a pentode.
The shape of the Ea- la curves of the
pentode is, as theory predicts, practically
that of the dotted curve of Fig. n6.
Like the screened tetrode, the screened
pentode is available in both variable-mu
and '' straight '' types ; the former is
intended primarily for amplification, while
the latter makes a serviceable detector or
low-frequency amplifier. The addition of
the suppressor still further reduces the
influence of the anode in determining the
total space-current through the valve; in
other words, the pentode has a higher AC
resistance (and consequently a higher
amplification factor) than a corresponding
tetrode of the same slope. Since, in a
high-frequency amplifier, the valve is
shunted across the tuned circuit (as in
Fig. rrr), this high AC resistance results

160

I
II

ANODE VOLTAGE Ea

Fig. u6.-" Theoretical " (dotted) and
actual (full line) curves of tetrode valve.
The extraordinary shape of the latter
between A and D is due to secondary
emission from the anode. The introduction
of a '' suppressor '' grid, turning the valve
into a pentode, enables the dotted curve
to be realised in an actual valve.

creasing numbers, to return to the anode,
allowing the anode current, therefore, to
begin to return towards its '' theoretical ''
value. Finally, as soon as Ea exceeds Es
by a small amount (at D) the superior
attraction of the anode prevents any from
reaching the screen. The observed curve
has now joined the dotted curve, showing
that secondary emission no longer has any
effect on the net anode current.
Secondary emission, although it must
occur, does not distort the characteristic
curves of a triode valve, for the excellent
reason that secondary electrons, when
emitted, always return to the anode, since
it is the only positively charged object
near them. The total anode current is
thus not altered by their temporary
absence from the anode.
Consideration of the full-line curves in
Fig. n6 makes it perfectly clear that if
the voltage at the anode is swung by the
signal so far that it falls momentarily down
to that of the screen, violent distortion is
likely to occur. If, for example, Ea=
rSoV. and Es=SoV., the maximum permissible signal swing at the anode is about
70 volts peak (from X down to Y ; after
that, rapid curvature begins).
Admittedly, signal voltages of this order
are seldom required in a high-frequency
stage, so that distortion of this type does
not often occur. Nevertheless, its source
can be removed by inserting between
screen and anode an extra grid, connected
to cathode, which will serve to protect the
electrons dislodged from the anode from
the attraction of the screen, so ensuring
that, as in the case of the triode, they all
return to the anode. This extra grid is
called a suppressor grid by virtue of the

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

The Cardiograph
AFTER reading the article in your paper
on the Cathode Ray Electrocardiograph
I feel that, in fairness to the makers of what
I believe was the first portable electrocardiograph, I must write and tell you of my experiences with one of their instruments.
The instrument uses a string galvanometer, and is made by the Cambridge
Scientific Instrument Company. It is quite
definitely portable, and has been taken to
many odd corners of England, and has flown
to the Channel Islands.
My colleague and I have, during the last
four years, visited about five hundred
patients and taken over a thousand records
of the three Einthoven leads. During this
time we have neither of us had any serious
trouble, and, although the fibre is certainly
fine (it cannot be seen by the naked eye),
we are still using the original one, despite
the fact that the instrument has travelled
several hundred miles in London taxis and
is always left to the tender mercies of porters on its railway journeys. Now, this does
not sound like a delicate instrument, and
when one considers that a valve amplifier
in a commercial wireless set is lucky if it does
not go back to the works after about three
months, one wonders whether a cathode-ray
instrument would be as reliable.
The delay in seeing the result is not very
serious, as even at the bedside we can have
a photograph ready to look at within ten
minutes of taking it, and thC're is then the
very real advantage of being able to compare the three leads.
Although the cathode-ray tube may have
a low inertia compared with the string galvanometer, there seems little point in using
this in conjunction with an amplifier having
a '' high note '' cut-off of 30 cycles per sec.
Finally, the Cambridge instrument simultaneously registers voltage and time markings which are a great help in reading the
cardiogram. Furthermore, it gives a negative from which prints with a black line
on a white ground can be made directly;
this is very useful where there are two or
three doctors in consultation who all want
copies. \Vith the Cossor-Robertson instrument it would appear that no time or volt-

age marks are recorded, and that ordinary
development of the film would give a "negative" print (i.e., white on black), which \5
not so pleasing to look at or so easy to
read.
I have, of course, no interest in the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company.
ROBERT J. PARRIS.
London, S.E.rr.

" The Moon and Wireless "
JN The Wireless World of March zznd,
under the heading of '' The Moon and
Wireless," your contributor "Diallist"
makes statements regarding my work that
are unfortunately somewhat misleading.
The position is as follows: The moon does
cause regular tides to occur in the atmosphere ; this was not discovered by myself,
though I have studied the phenomenon
more extensively than any earlier worker.
The tides have an interesting bearing on
the condition of the reflecting layers that
play such an important part in wireless
transmission and reception, but I do not
think there is any warrant for saying that
they have a " marked effect" on that condition. The tidal movements do give rise
to electrical changes high up in the atmosphere, and to observable magnetic changes
near the earth's surface. The observation of
these magnetic changes thus throws light
on the conditions in the reflecting layers.
The changes, both magnetic and electric, are
in themselves very small, and I doubt
whether they have any important influence
In particular, the
on radio transmission.
tidal movement is a half-daily phenomenon,
and is the same at new moon as at full
moon, though certainly the electrical
changes which it produces in the reflecting
layers are not the same for all phases of
the moon. I doubt whether the change in
the phase of the moon can appreciably affect
reception conditions.
You will see that the sense of the above
is that the lunar tide, while of great theoretical interest for radio workers, is not
likely to be of direct practical importance.
S. CHAPMAN.
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, S.W.].
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Short Wave Broadcasts
The Importance of Clear
Channels

A

GREAT many letters have
reached us during past months,
mostly from readers abroad,
complaining of the amount of
morsc interference which they receive
when listening to the Empire or other
short wave broadcast transmissions.
The increase in the number of these
complaints is probably due mainly to
the growing interest in short wave
listening, but it is probably also
accounted for to some extent by an
increase in the number of telegraph
transmitters using the short waves.
An unsatisfactory aspect of these
complaints is that in hardly any
instances do they attempt to identify
the morse transmissions causing interference. Until the stations originating the trouble are identified by
listeners it is difficult, if not impossible,
to hazard a guess as to whether or
not they are guilty or innocent parties.

Clear Bands Allotted to S. W.
Broadcasts
First let us remember that groups of
clear bands have been allotted by
international agreement in about five
places in the short wave spectrum to
broadcasting, and practically all the
short \Yave broadcasting stations of
· the world adhere strictly to the allotted
wavelengths. So that if it could be
shown that morse stations are transmitting in these bands their identification would probably lead to prompt
instructions to them to get off.
Rnt there are other possible explanations for these interferences.
The
increase in the number of stations on
short waves and the fact that many

No. 20.

COMMENT
short wave receivers now in use are
of obsolete design means that second
channel interference is likely to be
much more prevalent than formerly,
and we cannot help thinking that
much of the trouble complained of
by listeners is to be found in their
own sets.

Speculation
Another interesting possibility which
has not, we believe, been very fully
investigated so far is that some of
this interference may be caused by
harmonics of transmitters which, on
their fundamental wavelengths, · are
working in their allotted frequency
bands. If listeners would make a
point of trying to identify the interfering stations it would go a long
way tmvards discovering whether
harmonic interference is taking place.
It would seem possible that stations
on a higher wavelength communicating
over comparatively short distances
might be causing interference much
further afield by harmonics which, on
a shorter wavelength, might be travelling great distances. But in the absence of evidence this is, of course,
mere speculation.
\Vhatever the cause of this increasing interference on short waves
may be, we would urge our readers to
endeavour to identify the stations
wherever possible, and \VC would
welcome reports from listeners giving
the call-signs of such transmitters with
the precise wavelength on which the
interference came in and details of
the receiver used. It is very desirable,
with the growing importance of short
waves for broadcasting purposes and
the fact that their range is practically
world-wide, that every possible effort
should be made to keep these channels
clear of every other kind of transmission.

Wireless World, 1\Iay r ;tlz, I935·

Modulated Test Oscillator
Calibrating

and Using

the

Equipment
Concluded from page 460 of last
week's issue

constructional details of the
T HE
oscillator have already appeared
in "The TVireless TForld," and some
notes are gi'ven in this article on
the more common uses of the apparatus.
Not only is a method of calibration
described for zchere a u:wvemeter is
available, but also one which suits the
more general case where broadcasting
stations must be rrlied upon as a
source of known frequCJ1lY.

B

EFORE the oscillator can be put to
wide use it must be calibrated, for
although the published curves for
the original model will hold
approximately for any other which is constructed exactly to specification they are
of no use for any but rough testing. The
first step is to make sure that both oscillatNs are functioning and the low-frequency
oscillator can be checked by inserting ·a
pair of telephones in series with the HT
battery. Upon closing Sz and S3 a note
of some 8oo c / s should be heard. If it
is not, check over the connectiDns of the
LF oscillator, make sure that the batteries are giving their full ,·oltages and try
interchanging the valves.
When operation has been secured replace the telephones by a low-range
milliammeter and open Sz. Only the HF
oscillator will be operative and the meter
should show a reading of about o.6 mA.
If the valve is oscillating there will be a
change of current -usually a rise- on
touching the grid terminal of the valveholder with a wet finger. Do not be content with a test at a single point, but
repeat the process at half a dozen points on
each range. When the nlve is oscillating
the anode current will probably change
somewhat as the tuning control is rotated,
and this indicates nothing abnormal, for
it means merely that the amplitude of
oscillation is varying, due to changes in
the characteristics of the tuned circuit.
The calibration is most easily carried
out with the aid of another oscillator which
is already calibrated
The best connec-

tions for this are shown in Fig. r. Any
convenient valve is connected as a diode
detector and fed as shown from the test
oscillator and from the calibrated oscillator via a small coupling coil which can
usually have about two turns. \Vhen the
two oscillators are adjusted to have nearly
the same frequency a whistle will be heard
in the phones, and the pitch of this will
vary with the setting of the oscillator control. The coupling to the calibrated oscillator should be as weak as possible, consistent with a clcarlv audible whistle, and
the output control ~n the oscillator being
calibrated should be about half-way between minimum and maximum.
If the tuning control be rotated over a
wide range it is possible that more than
one whistle will be found, clue to beats
formed between the different harmonics
of the two oscillators. The required beat
between the t\YO fu·ndamentals is so much
stronger than the others, however, that
no difficult\· should be experienced in picking it out: If the couplings be then adjusted so that it is quite weak the others
are likely to be inaudible, and no confusion
can possibly arise.
During calibration the oscillator case
should, of course, be closed, and the case
earthed, while Sz should be open. Once
Rr is set it should not be altered again
until the whole calibration is finished. Set
Sr to the appropriate range and the calibrated oscillator to a definite frequency,
such as roo kc 's for range 4; then rotate
the dial of the oscillator being calibratell
until the beat note is heard. As the dial

is turned the pitch of the whistle \\ill fall
and then disappear. A further rotation
of the dial in the samt· clirt·ction will ea n~c
the whistle to appear again, and it will
this time rise in pitch. The silent point
occurs when both oscillators ha Ye the
same frequency, so that the process of calibration consists merely of noting a number
of dial readings for each range corresponding to the silent points for known frequencies on the calibrated oscillators. Some
six to ten points should be taken for each
range and then plotted, and the calibration
curve drawn through them.
This is the simplest method of calibration, but it is only possible when a calibrated oscillator is a Yailable. It is, therefore, fortunate that it is bv no means difficult to calibrate the app~ratus by means
of broadcasting stations, provided that a

CALIBRATEDr-*-1

OSCILLATOR~

Fig. I.-The connections employed when a
heterodyne wavemeter is a v a i I ab I e for
calibration. The output of the test oscillator
is shown by the crocodile clips.
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The complete curves cannot be drawn
in this manner, for the oscillator covers
a wider range than the bands assigned to
broadcasting stations. ,By making use
of harmonics, however, it is by no means
difficult to obtain an accurate calibration
over the whole range. Thus, on range 4·
two points at least can be obtained
directly by tuning in Huizen and RadioParis. The full range is from 93 kc Is to

receiver is available which will receive a
good number of stations. The oscillator
output leads should be connected in the
aerial circuit of the receiver, the screen. ing being taken to the aerial terminal
of the set and the aerial itself to the
other lead.
Switch off the oscillator
and tune in a known station, such as
Brussels No. r on 6zo kc/s. Set Sr to
00

or, in this case, roo kc Is. By heterodyning in this way stations in the band r86320 kc Is the fundamental range of 93r6o kc Is on the oscillator can be calibrated. It is as well in every case to start
with the fundamental of the oscillator
heterodyning the transmission, and slowly
to reduce the frequency until the second
whistle be found, for there can then be no
confus;on with higher harmonics. Thus,
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The calibration curves of the four ranges of the original apparatus are shown here. Although the curves of other oscillators built to the same
specification are unlikely to be identical they should not exhibit wide departures.

range z, switch on by S3 and rotate the
oscillator dial until the beat note is heard
and tune to the silent point, keeping the
output control at a fairly low setting. Note
the dial reading, switch off the oscillator,
and find another station within the range
of the coil in use, and repeat the process.
Take as many points as possiblt' for each
range in this way, plot them and draw the
calibration curves. It will probably be
found that these do not pass through all
the points, but if only \WO or three out of
every ten or twelve points lie off the curves
they can be ignored, for their positions arc
probably in error, due to inaccuracies of
setting the oscillator and reading the dial,
and to variations in the frequencies of the
broadcasting stations themselves.

187 kc 1 s, and these stations enable direct
calibration over the band of r6o- r87 kc / s
to be obtained. The gap of 93-160 kc/ s is
very important. as most superheterodyne
intermediate frequencies lie within it.
Calibration can readily be secured with the
aid of second harmonics of the oscillator.
The procedure is to tune in Droitwich on
zco kc s and heterodyne it with the
oscillator, the fundamental frequency setting for which will be found on range 3 of
the oscillator. Then increase the setting of
the oscillator dial until a second point is
found at which the familiar whistle is
heard. Tune to the silent point as before
and note the reading. T,he oscillator is
now working at a frequency exactly onehalf of that to which the receiver is tuned,

if a station on 355 kc Is were used a
whistle will be found with the oscillator
at this frequency, or when it is at r77.5
kc / s through the second harmonic. A
whistle will also be heard at rr8.3 kc 1s,
however, due to the third harmonic, and
if this point were to be mistaken for the
second harmonic setting serious errors in
calibration would inevitably result.
Fortunately errors of this nature will be
found immediately when the calibration
curve is plotted, for a mistake in the
degree of the harmonic will cause the point
to lie very \videly off the curve. It should
be noted that the whistle obtained from a
second harmonic is weaker than that from
a fundamental, so that before the calibration is started, the output from the oscilla-
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PRACTICAL WIRING DIAGRAM
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tor snould be adjusted so that it is
sufficient for it to be audible.
Range 4 can be accurately calibrated in
this manner, and Range 2 also. This latter
band is roughly 38o-goo kc j s, and there
is no difficulty in obtaining a fundamental
frequency calibration from stations between 546 kc 1 s and goo kc / s. The rest
of the band, 380-546 kc / s, is obtained by
heterodyning stations in the 760-1,092
kc j s band by the second harmonic of the
oscillator in the manner already described.
On Range 3, direct calibration on longwave stations is easv between 200 kc Is
and 271 kc / s (statior1s bet\\een Droit\vi~h
and Moscow), and the band between 273
and 400 kc / s can be ea lihratecl by heteroclyning·medium-wave stations between 546
kc / s and Soo kc Is bv the second harmonic
ot'the oscillator. '
·
Range r is somewhat more difficult, and
the errors are likely to be larger, although
there is no reason why they should be
serious. The greater portion of the range,
8oo-r,5oo kc/s, can be directly calibrated
from broadcasting stations tuned in on the
receiver. The possibility of errors is here
somewhat greater than on the other ranges
only because of the greater difficult? of
finding identifiable stations of known frequency in this portion of the wave-band.
The stations here are usuallv of lower
power and more inclined to ·wander in
wavelength than those of lowrr frequency.
Having obtained as many points as possible, patiicularly at the high-frequency
end, they should be plotted and the curve
drawn and extended to conT the uncalibrated high-frequency end as \\'ell as possible. Although this portion of the curve
is not necessarily accurate, it will give
a very close indication of the correct
settings.

High-frequency Calibration.

r

3

@'

@

@

r·Y.'

The complete wiring plan of the equipment shows also the layout of components adopted.

The high-frequency end of the curve can
be calibrated by heterodyning the fundamental of the oscillator with the second
harmonic of broadcasting stations. To do
this the oscillator will probably ha Ye to be
connected directly to the detector circuit,
for this is the only point at which harmonics are reliably generated. In the case
of a grid detector, Fig. 2a, the oscillator
should be joined between the high
potential end of the tuned circuit and the
grid leak and condenser. The trimming
of the tuned circuit will, of course, be
thrown widely out by this connection, but
this is likely to be unimportant if the receiver is sensitive and strong stations are
chosen. With a diode detector, the oscillator can be connected in series with the
load resistance by-pass condenser, as in
Fig. 2b, and this will not affect the trimming. The procedure is now the same as
before when using harmonics, but the
oscillator frequency is twice the signal-frequency instead of one-half. To calibrate
the range of I,500-I,750 kc/s, therefore,
stations between 750 kc / s and 875 kc j s
must be used.
It should be noted that this method of
calibrating the high-frequency end of
Range r is only applicable if a straight set
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adjustment of the ganging of any set and
the IF circuits of superheterodynes, and
a brief description of a typical method
may be of interest. As an example, we
will take a typical superheterodyne of

heterodyne. If no straight set be available, calibration over this portion of the
range is most readily achieved by rigging
up a separate 03cillator, which need not
be screened, and
calibrating it over
the range of 750-875
TO
osc.
kc / s. Calibration of
the r,5oo-r,750 kc/s
band
is
then
achieved by beating
the second harmonic
of this oscillator with
the fundamental of
the test oscillator.
Before starting the
process of calibra(a)
(b)
tion, it is as well to
mark the setting of
Fig. 2.-The method of connecting the oscillator to the grid
the output control,
detector of a straight set is shown at (a), and to the diode
since this has a slight
detector at (b). This is necessary when calibrating the highest
frequency range.
effect on the frequency. In most uses
of the oscillator it is not desired to know modern design. Connect the earth lead
the frequency accurately, but if an exact of the oscillator to the grid bias source of
indication be required, set the output the frequency-changer, and the other lead
control to the mark. The impedance of the to the grid of this valve-the top-cap
external circuit into which the oscillator with heptodes, octodes, triode-hexodes
works will also affect its performance un- and triode-pentodes, disconnecting the
less it be high compared with the output lead which normally goes to this point.
impedance of the oscillator. The )Utput Switch on the oscillator and modulation
impedance varies with the setting of the and set it to generate the particular frecontrol, which is inevitable with such a quency to which the IF circuits must be
simple arrangement, and the external cir- adjusted. If the note be audible, proceed

The principal components are
clearly shown in this view
of the apparatus.

cuit should not be less than some 50,000
ohms when the full output is desired.
When a small output only is required the
impedance can be much lower.
The chief use of the oscillator lies in the

to line up the circuits for the loudest signal or maximum change on a tuning indicator, obeying any special instructions
which may be applicable to that particular
receiver. If the note is not audihle, swing

the oscillator condenser to see if there be
another setting at which it is. If such a
point be found adjust the trimmers
roughly to optimum at this point,
readjust the oscillator towards the correct
frequency point until the note is nearly
inaudible, then readjust the trimmers and
repeat until the oscillator note can be
heard when it is tuned to the correct frequency, after which the adjustment can
proceed normally.
Should it happen that the note cannot
be heard at any setting of the oscillator,
clip the oscillator leads to the grid of the
last IF valve and its bias source and adjust the last IF transformer only. Then
do the same to the preceding stage, if there
is one, and ·finally, when the IF circuits
are approximately in line, go back to the
frequency-changer.
The ganging proper is carried out with
the oscillator connected to the aerial and
earth terminals, and as the procedure will
necessarily vary with the type of receiver
it cannot be adequately described here.
In general, however, adjustments are carried out at I.{OO kc / s and 6oo kc j s on
the medium waveband, and at 175 kcjs
on the long wavelengths.

Trimming the "Raster"

A

RECOGNISED method of generating the saw-toothed voltages used
in cathode-ray television is il)
charge-up a condenser through a suitable
constant-current device, such as a screengrid valve. The gradual building-up of
the voltage across the condenser plates
controls the forward scanning traverse cf
the cathode-ray stream. \Vhen the .condenser voltage reaches a certain critical
value it is made to "trigger" a gas-filled
or thyratron discharge tube. The resulting
rapid discharge controls the '' flyback ''
of the spot of light on the fluorescent
screen.
This sequence is repeated at rapid intervals to build up each complete
'' raster '' or framework of scanning lines,
a second similar arrangement operating at
a lower frequency being utilised to change
the picture some 20-25 times a second.
The synchronising impulses are usuallv
applied to the grid, and it has been found
that the charging time of the condenser is
liable to be slightly lengthened or shortened according to the phase of the superposed grid voltages as the anode voltage
approaches the "spill-over" value.
In high-definition work particularly
this gives rise to a tendency for successive
scanning lines to be slightly '' staggered,''
so that the wrtical edge of the raster has
a serrated appearance instead of being perfectly straight. Similarly, when it comes
to the "framing" frequency the complete
·picture may be "rocked" slightly, so that
successive pictures do not perfectly coincide.
To eliminate these irregularities the D.
S. Loewe Co. insert a low resistance in
the condenser discharge circuit, preferably
in the cathode lead of the gas-filled tube,
where it serves as a ballast to stabilise the
periodicity of the saw-toolhed voltal{eS.
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Construction
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Performance
By

Various Popular Types Compared

M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.

ISPOSITION of w£ndings has an important effect on the
D
behaviour of an HF choke; the author discusses these
peculiarities as they apply to various types in common use. It
is shown in this instalment that the simplest and cheapest type
of slab-wound choke has several serious shortcomings, and is.
suitable only for the less-exacting kind of function.

A

MOST every rec.eiver include.s one
or more HF chokes. In the circuit diagram they are invariably
denoted by the standard. symbol
for a coil, a circumstance which gives no
hint of the astounding diversity of shapes
and sizes which they assume '' in the
flesh." Seeing that chokes displaying a
considerable variety of form are often
specified as alternatives for a single position in a set, the question arises, are these
differences in appearance important, or do
they merely reflect the whim of the manufacturer? Are there any principles on
which the constructor can select the type
best suited to his purpose, or are these
variations in appearance and construction
immaterial? The answers to these questions will, it is hoped, become apparent
in discussing this rather neglected component in detail.
The primary purpose of an HF choke is
to discriminate between DC (and sometimes audio-frequency AC) and HF currents; allowing the former to pass, but
barring the way for the latter.

As inductance offers no obstruction at
all to DC but impedes AC to an extent
proportional to the frequency, it might
seem a simple matter to wind a choke coil to
have enough inductance for any particular
requirement. Unfortunately, a pure inductance is impossible for two reasons. A
large inductance in a reasonably small
space necessarily has considerable resistance also, and this sets a limit to the inductance that may be reached without
also hindering the DC. And, on the other
hand, the impedance to HF current becomes imperfect because of the stray
capacity, so that as the frequency increases (and the wavelength diminishes)
the impedance of the choke as a whole
ceases to increase beyond a certain point
and starts to decrease. The maximum
impedance occurs at the frequency or
wavelength at which the self-capacity and
inductance are such as to cause resonance,
and then the choke acts as a very high
resistance. The lower the losses or ohmic
resistance, the higher is this resonant or
dynamic resonance. This is, of course,

true of any sort of coil, such as a tuning
coil. The position is further complicated
by the fact that the self-capacity is not
the same at all frequencies.
We are left, then, to do the best we
can with this inevitable mixture of effects.
What we want iShigh inductance,
low self-capacity,
low resistance,
freedom from multiple resonances,
freedom from coupling to· nearby
components,
compactness,
and, as always, low cost.
The extent to which it is \Yorth while
striving after a close approach to perfection depends on the purpose for which the
choke is required. There are sewral
quite different situations in which chokes
arc commonly placed, and the familiar
fragments of circuit diagrams shown in
Fig. I illustrate these.
Diagram (a) represents an " aperiodic"
choke coupling, which is rarely seen now,
though at one time it was almost universal in portable receivers. A screen-grid
valve is shown, for a triode throws back
so much damping into the input circuit
that the amplification of the stage, never
large at the best, is liable to be more
than wholly lost. The choke is usually
worked well below its resonant wave+H.T.

-1

_ __._ _._ _,..__ _ _ _ H.T,

-6-----+--4---H.T.
(b)
~l\t'·'

(c)

~--.-.----+-H.T.

(d)
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The impedance of this capacity is not very
large, particularly at the shorter wavelengths, but even if the loss of amplification caused thereby could be entirely
abolished, there is that due to the stray
capacity of the wiring and of the valve electrodes, so no amount of ingenuity devoted
to producing a perfect choke avails to
put this system on a satisfactory basis.
It is clear, however, that a reasonably
large inductance and small stray capacity
are necessary. The usual values of about
o.rs henry (rso,ooo microhenries) and a
very few micro-microfarads are satisfactory.

HF Chokes in Parallel
With a slight addition the circuit becomes the much more efficient "tuned
grid " or "parallel-feed" arrangement of
(b), which in spite of its similarity works
(mtirely differently. Here the tuned circuit is, so far as HF circuits are concerned, in parallel with the choke, which
is merely an unavoidable evil necessary
for passing anode current. As the tuned
circuit at resonance is in effect a very high
resistance, it is important, first, that the
choke should behave as a still higher resistance over the whole working range of
wavelengths, so as not to cause a serious
reduction in total resistance and consequently in amplification, and secondly,
that its capacity should be small and constant, so that the tuning is not badly upset. This latter requirement is, of course,
of prime importance if the circuit is to be
matched for ganging or calibration ; and
both demands arc much more stringent
than in the previous application (a). A
poor choke in this position ruins an otherwise well-designed stage of amplification.
In circuit (c) the choke is used in conjunction with a fixed condenser at the
detector anode to keep HF currents from
straying into the LF department. As before the choke must have a high impedance at all wavelengths concerned, but
-the results of imperfection are not nearly
so serious as in the previous cases. The
principal difficulty occurs when the radio
frequency is low, as in a superheterodyne
second detector, and the upper limit of
audio frequency is high ; then it may be
necessary to elaborate the arrangement
into a special filter to exclude the one and
pass the other with satisfactory completeJwss.

In (d) also the choke is in the detector
anode circuit, in this case to divert sufficient HF current for reaction control into
the alternative path. That the requirements here arc not very onerous is
obvious when it is realised that in most
cases the primary of the following intervalve transformer is a sufficiently effectiw choke for the purpose. At le.ast that
is true on medium and long broadcast
wawlengths. It may not be so true on
very short waves, when there is usually
less in hand for reaction purposes, and
stray capacities become serious.
If the list of desirable features be exam-

micro-microfarads, and, therefore, indicates directly the equivalent capacity of
the choke. If the choke is inductive, the
equivalent capacity is negative.
Secondly, the valve oscillates less easily.
Oscillation is controlled by a variable
negatiYe grid bias, which can be read on
a Yoltmeter, and the point at which oscillation just ceases is noted before and after
connecting the choke. The resistance corresponding to any change in the reading
has previously been found by observing
the effect of connecting a number of
known high resistances.
Naturally, the higher the resistance, the
smaller the leakage, and the less the tendency to stop oscillation.
Chokes A and B are very similar makes,
both being wound \vith enamel-covered
wire in one section on bakelite bobbins,
-?:in.
internal di1.rneter, rlin. external
20
diameter over the
16 1---+--+----l~-.j._"'-::"'_-1-=::l::::::-=---+-'""~-'_+--r'\l,~t---1
wire, and the wind~ 12 1--+--+--=d-~'F=.---+-""-,....___-+---+-~l--f'l-~.~;;;:-~--t
mg space is !in.
~" sl--+
...-...-...-...+-.-...-..-...--1
.. -.::::
....:::
... ~--"" :e
.. -F.:-..:::.•.-::
.••:::
•••::f
...~...~
.. -t----:--...-i,r\Li--r-"'-.o;:,
.._
wide. The induc-

ined again, it will be seen that they conflict with one another. To obtain a large
inductance and low resistance, it is necessary to wind many turns of heavy-gauge
wire, which procedure is not at all helpful
in restricting size, cost, coupling, and
capacity. It is, therefore, a matter of
comprom1se.
In circuits (c) or (cl), unless a screengrid nlve is used, there is liable to be
trouble with instability if the choke is inductive, that is to say, if it is worked
above its natural wavelength. To ensure
that the natural wavelength is not less
than 2,ooo metres, an inductance of at
least o. r 5 henry is desirable. The resistance is not likely to be very annoying so
long as it does not exceed 500 or possibly r,ooo ohms. As for the capacity, it
should be as small as possible.
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tance in each case
is about o. 15 henry
at low frequency' and

DC resistance 380
ohms. The curves of
Fig. zshowthe equiv~~~~AL~~l
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not possible at all,
WAVELENGTH
which means a figure
less
than
rs,ooo
Fig. 2 .~Characteristics of three typical slab-wound HF
ohms-cruel dampchokes compared.
ing for a tuned cirA single-layer coil being out of the ques- cuit - and B could be pursued
tion, and a "pile " winding generally in- only down to 42 metres. There are
convenient, the usual method of keeping sundry irregularities on the medium wavethe capacity low is to wind the wire in a band, but in the long waveband there is
narrow slot.
such a Yiolent absorption of energy as to
Such a construction, giving a single amount practically to a short circuit. This
concentrated winding, has the virtues of feature is not likely to be helpful in the
simplicity and cheapness. Its usefulness circuit of Fig. r (b).
can be judged from the results of tests
on representative specimens, which haYe
Simple Confirmatory Test
been lettered alphabetically for reference.
The object of the tests has been to arrive
These results may give rise to a susat the values of high resistance and capa- picion that the measuring circuit and/ or
citv, which, if substituted for the choke, some other external influence is responsible
wO'uld produce an identical result at that for the severe absorption shown at about
particular wavelength. The ideal choke 1,200 metres. The method of test exwould have an infinitely high reactance cludes such a possibility, however, and
and no capacity-so that nobody would further confirmation is given by the effect
know that it was there, except for its ability of connecting chokes A, B, and C across
to conduct unvarying and low-frequency any of the tuned circuits of a receiver
currents.
operating on that wawlength. The tunThe method of test is to connect the ing is shifted enormously, and even when
choke across a tuned circuit maintained re-adjusted to the best setting, reception
in oscillation by a screen-grid valve acting is only a fraction of normal strength.
as a dynatron. The addition of the choke Oscillation is rendered difficult or imposhas two effects ; first, it shifts the fre- sible. Other chokes that do not show this
quency of oscillation, which can, however, excessive absorption I11ay be connected
be restored by adjustment of a variable across even a good tuned circuit with
condenser in parallel with the tuned cir- barely perceptible effect. A choke resiscnit. This condenser is calibrated in tance of roo,ooo ohms or lower has a bad
~ -16
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effect on even a moderately efficient circuit.
It will be noted that at wavelengths
where the equivalent resistance is steady,
the equivalent capacity is steady also, in
the neighbourhood of 12 m-mfds. But
where there are absorption ''hollows'' the
capacity fluctuates, and with these and all
other chokes it does so in the same characteristic way; where the resistance curve
is steep downward, the capacity is low,
and vice versa. Mathematicians have a
special name for this effect.
The explanation of these absorption
hollows is that the inductance and selfcapacity of a coil are not fixed and
definitely localised quantities, but are
distributed over the whole winding, and
each part of the winding is coupled to
every other part. We usually think of a
coil as an inductance with a small selfcapacity shunted across it, Fig. 3 (a), and
this is fairly true to life at long wavelengths. At the natural wavelength the
impedance of these two paths is equai
and the whole acts as an extremely high
impedance ; a so-called rejector circuit.
At wavelengths higher than this, the
choke acts as an inductance and at lower
waves as a capacity. Now, there is nothing to prevent us from thinking of a
single coil as two coils in series, one large
and one small. If there are r,ooo turns
altogether we may imagine the first 900
as making one coil (complete with its
own self-capacity), and the remaining roo
turns as another. Fig. 3 (b). At certain wavelength, the easiest path may be
the self-capacity of the large part and the
inductance of the small part. Most of
the HF current will, therefore, follow the
heavy line. It may happen that the impedance of these two sections is equal and
opposite, in which case we have a perfect acceptor circuit, Fig. 3 (c), which is
not quite what is wanted!
The single-slot choke is liable to this
effect, with the results shown in Fig. 2.
With the object of reducing the high
capacity of the wide single-winding
choke, which leads to such a poor showing at short wavelengths, a narrower slot
is sometimes used. Type C is 5 I 64in.
wide, and rtin. external diameter; the inductance and DC resistance are much the
same as A and B. The alteration of
shape is successful in cutting down the
capacity to about 6 mmfd. and enabling
it to function right down to 20 metres,
though the absorption is fairly severe.
Even on medium waves the equivalent
resistance is well bt'low quarter of a
megohm, and though it is much less over
most of the long waveband, the fearful
crevasse still remains in the middle.
Quite apart from this last defect, the
capacity is still rather high for use across
a tuned circuit and for short-wave purposes. It cannot be reduced without reducing the diameter. And if the diameter
is very small, excessively ii.ne wire is
necessary to maintain the required inductance. So a common remedy is to split
the winding up among a number of slots.
To make the capacity very low at short

waves the end slots are sometimes made
smaller than the others. Choke D has one
slot only ~in. diameter and 3 I 64in. wide,
the remainder being rin. by I I r6in. This
idea is tremendously successful in achiev-

~

T

'{a)

Fig.

{b)

(c)

3.-IIlustrating the distribution
self-capacity.

of

ing a low short-wave capacity, for in this
particular case it is only 0.7 m-mfd., and
the absorption even at 20 metres is about
half a megohm. This satisfactory state
of affairs, unfortunately, does not extend
throughout the medium and long wavebands, for there is a nasty dip at 265
metres down to about 6o,ooo ohms, a
slight one at 850, and another rather deep
one at 1,650. Along with all these are
corresponding undesirable wriggles in the
capacity curve.
The explanation which has been already
given to account for single-coil misbehaviour will generate a suspicion that in
choke D the individual sections are
resonating on their own ; the inductance
of one group against the self-capacity of
another. To settle any doubts as to the
correctness of this, an interesting test was
applied. Copper wire alters its resistance
about 0-4 per cent. for each degree rise in
temperature. The resistance of each sec-

"Ultra-Shorts~~

tion was measured, and the choke was
then connected to a much more powerful
oscillator, with an output of several
hundred volts, and tuned to the crevasse
at 265 metres. After a few minutes of this
it was. removed and the resistances rapidly
remeasured.
One part of the choke
showed a temperature rise of over 40° C.,
while the others were practically as cool as
originally.
Other chokes were tested in
this way, and the distribution of temperature rise compared with that due to heating by DC, and such tests prove conclusively the existence of local resonance.
The distribution alters with the wavelength used for '' cooking.''
The mixed-section choke is particularly
liable to have a sprinkling of absorption
hollows, and there is therefore some reason
for favouring the equal-section type if all
waves are to be covered.
Choke E is an example of this, with
ten equal slots rin. in diameter by 3/ 32in.
wide, total length r!in. An iron core is
used, incidentally, which enables the large
inductance of over 0.3 henry to be obtained at low frequencies, with a DC resistance of only 200 ohms.
Although this
would seem to render it useful mainly at
the higher wavelengths, it is remarkably
good on the short band, with barely
3 rn-mfd. and less absorption than type D
as far as 25 metres, below which it falls
away slightly.
There is a broad dip at
520 metres, where the resistance is as low
as 6o,ooo ohms, but elsewhere it is mostly
in the half-megohm region. And there is
no unpleasantness in the long waveband,
while, as might be expected from the high
inductance, the capacity does not go negative below 2,000 metres.
(To be concluded.)

on Ben Lomond

amateurs
SCOTTISH
are well to the fore
in ultra-short-wave experiments,
as
was
proved on Sunday,
May sth, when signals
on 56 megacycles from
an
amateur station,
G 6 Z X, situated in
Clarkston, near Glasgow, were picked up
on the summit of Ben
Lomond,
thirty-three
miles away.
Preliminary
tests
had been conducted in
and around Glasgow,
but it was decidecl by
members of the Glasgow and District Radio
Club that something
more was required to
create more interest.
The ascent of Ben
Lomond pro v ·e d an
arduous task for members, who had to climb
2,oooft. before the first
of three transmission
tests took place, carrying receivers, batteries, and other impedimenta.
G6ZX, transmitting speech and gramophone
records, used a directional aerial and had no
difficulty in providing the mountaineers with
good signal strength. After the first tests packs
were again shouldered and the climb towards
the summit continued.
At 2,5ooft. signals

Reception on the summit.
had risen to full loud-speaker strength with an
input at the transmitter of 8 watts. \\'hen the
party reached the summit G6ZX increased the
power to JO watts, when intelligible reception
was possible twenty yards from the headphones.
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Nearing Seven Million

An Independent Move

GERMAN licences totalled
6,734,745 on May 1st, an
increase of only 9,529 m a
month.

AN official
" indiscretion "
has revealed that FrancP is
installing a high-powPr shortwave station at Villejust, Seil'leet-Oise, for direct broadcasts to
America, thus avoiding the use
of cables bdonging to other
countries.

Indian Broadcasting
INDIA is to have a broadcasting station at New Delhi, to
begin transmitting in November
next.
The transmitter will
have a power of 20 kilowatts.

Television at Olympia

C

O~lPLETE

television transmitters and receivers will
not be exhibited by individual

Egg-hatching by Wireless
GOOD bird storv com!'s
A
from Newark, Ne\~ Jers<'y.
Engineers of station \VOR discovered that when a meadow
lark built its nest inside a discarded coil of wirt's nt'ar the

!

!

Events of the Week
zn Brief Review

I

Morals and Wireless
ROUMANIAN applicants for
receiving licences must furnish to the Postal Department
a number of certificates, including one from a priest confirming
that the would-be listener is of
high moral integrity.

D .F. Competition
DIRECTION - FINDING
field day will be held by
the Golders Gret'n and Hendon
Radio Socidy in the Chipperfield
(HPrts) district on Sunday,
l\Iav z6.
Operations will be
cm{ducted on a wavelength of
8o
metres.
All
amateurs
interested should apply for full
particulars to Lt.-Col. Ashlt'y
Scarlett, 6o, Pattison Road,
N.\V.2.

"Ultra-shorts" : London
and Birmingham DX ?

manufacturers at the autumn
radio shows at Olympia, Glasgow and Manchester.
It :s
understood that the Radio
JI.Ianufacturers' Association mav
stage a demonstration of highddinition television.

5-metre Drill

A LT HOUGH

few sights are
more impressive than a
regiment of cavalry with their
quivering lances, the American
Armv is going one better in
<'quipping mounted troops with
di-pole aPrials. These are to be
used in forthcoming m<Jn<Puvres
to enable commanding officers
to issue words of command at
grc-a t distances on ultra-short\vaves.

No doubt regimental sergeant-majors
will
soon
be
equipped with button "mikes"
and s-metre transmission packs
so that thev can drill their battalions a ·mile away with a
mild whisper from the mess.

station, it found that the heat
picked up by the wire from the
so- ki Iowa tt
transmi ttn
was
ample to hatch the eggs without
any parental attention except
when tlw station was silent.
Other birds in the neighbourhood came to grief when they
attempted to emulate the lark
by winding hits of wire around
nests alreadv built. \Vhen they
used too much wire the result
was cooked eggs, and when
they used too little the eggs
were underdone'.

French Regional Scheme
DELAY is once again rearing
its ugly ht~ad in the splwn·
of French broadcasting, and two
important stations in the French
Regional scheme, PTT-Nord and
Toulouse-Murat,
are already
overdue with their tests. According to a correspondent, all
the apparatus is in situ, but the
high-tension supply is not yet
available.

1
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BRIDGING CONTINENTS. Four sets of bridge hands, shuffled in
Sydney, were dealt out to players Io,ooo miles away in both North
and South America on April 29th, and a spirited match ensued by
short wave. The picture shows Messrs. Lang and Lockton, "west " and
"north " participants, in play with partners at Barranquila, Colombia.

!

·LAST week we g;:ive full particulars and scht"dule of the
ultra~ohort wave transmissions
from the roof of the Daily
T elegm ph building in Fleet
StrPet,
London, on Sunday
next, May Iq, by the International Short Wav·~ Club
(GsKA). An interesting lcature
of the tests will be an a ttt'mpt
io set up two-way working with
station
G6SL,
Birmingham,
optT<ltcd by Stratton and Co.,
Ltd.
G6SL, employing a transmitt•·r of new design with a
power of so watts, will test on
58 megacycles, and a special
ultra short wave aerial arrav
will beam the transmissions
towards London.

A

Broadcasting at 16,000 feet.
WITHIN the next day or two
the Moscow (Komintern)
" spoken journal " will incorporate a broadcast from· scientists on the summit of the
Kazbeck mountain, some 16,s46
feet above sea-level. A shortwave transmitter, specially constructed for the event, has been
taken up to the summit, whence
the scientists will describe the
results of their researches.

Car Radio : Official
Blessing
IN a letter to the Radio Manufacturers' Association, Mr.
Hore-Belisha, Minister of Tramport, has expressed his approval
of car radio receivers, undertaking not to make regulations
relating to them without first
consulting the Association. He
emphasises, however, that automobilP sets should not be operated at a volume likely to cause
annoyance to the pubiic.

"Normandie" Relay
to U.S.

AMEwillRICAN
radio networks
''cover '' the departure
and maiden voyage of the giant

America's Record

RECORD year for the
American wireless industrv
is reported by Radio Retailini
in its statistical survPv of the
U.S. trade for 1934. No fewer
than 4,696,ooo radio rect'Ivers
w<'re
manufactured
m
ttll·
United States last p·ar, of
which 6r 2,ooo were exportt'd
abroad.
The high figure of
two-and-a-quarter million replacement sales is a ttributt·d in
the fact that many people,
attracted by the prospect of allwave n:ception, invesh·d in new
sets.
It is estimated that
69 per cent. of American
families now possess a receiver.
Over 6s,ooo,ooo valves were
manufactured in U .S.A. last
year.

M. Rene Arnaud, who came to
London to give Radio-Paris
listeners an eye-witness account
of the Jubilee procession and
service in St. Paul's.

new
French
liner
"Norrnandie" when it sails from
Havre for New York on May
29th. Commentaries and sound
pictures connected with the
departure ceremonies will be
relayed on short waves. Both
the ·N.B.C. and Columbia networks have sent announcers and
technicians to Havre.
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Five-Metre Super- Regenerator
An Effective Receiver for Ultra .. short
Wavelengths
By G2AW

ll /<.' author, a successful experimental transmitter,
T
whose call-sign is wd! known to amateurs who work
on the ultra-short 'leave band, describes a remarkably
simple and inexprnsi~·e receiver with which valuable
first-hand e.xperience of the behaviour of waves between
5 and 8 metres may be obtained.
The stray capacity of a
"crocodile" clip attached
to the aerial lead-in and
fixed to the condenser
insulation, provides
sufficient aerial coupling.

NTEREST in ultra-short waves has
been greatly stimulated by television,
and, by the time the British service
begins, a large number of amateurs
will have obtained at least a nodding
acquaintance with the peculiar properties
of the extremely high frequencies to be
used for both vision and sound broadcasts.
Even now, there is a good deal of activity ; the r8o-line Baird transmissions are
continuing experimentally, a number of
amateurs are active, especially around
London and many experimental Services
and commercial transmissions are taking
place.
It is generally acknowledged that the
short range of ultra-short waves is really
a special advantage of this band, although it must be admitted from some
points of view it is hard to regard it in
that light. So far as we know at present,
the waves are only receivable at quasioptical ranges, but when both transmitter
and receiver are situated on high ground,
signals may carry as far as roo miles.

I

Circuit Details
A receiver to pick up the various transmissions between 5 and 8 metres is surprisingly easy and inexpensive to construct, and the set to be qescribed in this
article, though more than usually simple,
has proved to be surprisingly effective.
To avoid misunderstanding it should be
stated that the principle employed is unsuitable for the reception of vision, but
the set provides a good introduction to the
behaviour of ultra-short waves in general.
The set is for headphone reception, but
could be modified for loud-speaker work ;
the model illustrated is also extremely
compact, but this compactness is only incidental, as the general principle will
apply equally well to any com-tructional
layout.
From the circuit diagram of Fig. r it
will be seen that the very minimum of
parts are used. The first valve V r acts
as a super-regenerative detector of the
self-quenching type. Reaction is obtained
by coupling the filament to the grid coil

and keeping the anode at low HF potential
by means of the 1elatively large condenser
Cz. The quenching frequency is dependent upon the values of the grid condenser.>
and leak (CS and Rr). The valve V.!
is simply an LF amplifier.
The combined detecting-quenching circuit operates in this manner: the valve is
in a state of such violent oscillation that
the charge on the grid condenser cannot
leak away quickly enough through the
grid leak, with the result that the resistance of the circuit becomes positiYe and
oscillation is momentarily damped out.
When the condenser charge does finally
dissipate the grid again rises to a less negative potentiz.l and oscillations recommence.

quenching frequency will become audible
as a note in the phones, making speech
less intelligible apart from its unpleasantness. The values given in the circuit have
been found to provide satisfactory allround quenching, but for maximum sensitivity it is worth while trying a grid leak
of about 0.5 megohm. When the functioning of the circuit is clearly understood
there is no difficulty in adapting it for
various valves and components.

Points for Constructors

In deference to established custom, a
control of regeneration is shown in th<~
diagram in the form of a variable resistance R of i megohm. How«ver, the
writer contends that this serves no useful
purpose and it is not employed in the
receiver shown in the photographs.
Layout of components is of little importance, provided
that the following
points are borne in
mind. The detector
valve leads should
all be very short
and, in particular,
the large condenser
Cz of about 0.005
mfd. should te connected as directly as
possible both to the
plate pin of the
valve and to the
earthed end of the
grid coil. The coil
itself is best conFig. 1.~-Complete circuit diagram.
Values of components : R, 0.25
nected
directly
megohm, variable ; Rx, 0.25 megohm; R2, 2o,ooa ohms ; R3, 0.5
across the variable
megohm ; C, o.oo5 mfd ; Cx, single plate, 15 m-mfds (approx.) ; C2,
con d c n se r terCJ, o.oo5 mfd ; C4, 6-xo m-mfd ; Cs, o.ooox mfd : CHOKE and
CHOKE 1, see text.
minals. This con
This cycle of events repeats itself in- dmser, by the way, is of the single-plate
definitely, with the result that self-oscil- type, that used by the writer being a J.B.
lation is interrupted with a regular component of 15 m-mfds.
Aerial coupling should be very loose ;
periodicity.
This starting and stopping of oscillation it is controlled by the coupling condenser
(or quenching) is, as already stated, C4 for which a maximum capacity of
dependent for its frequency upon th;: IO m-mfds is more than ample. Indeed,
values of grid condenser and leak ; for a the stray capacity between a crocodile
fixed condenser the frequency \Yill be re- clip connected to the aerial and clipped
duced by increasing the value of grid leak on to the insulating material of the con.
resistance. A low quenching frequency denser, .as shown in an accompanying
offers the advantage of increased sensi- illustration, will serve the purpose admirtivity, but poorer quality; a very low ably if somewhat crudely. The coupling
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cessfully provided about half a turn be
removed from the tuning coils and in some
cases alteration be made to the position
of the tapping.
High-tension voltage
depends on the type of valve ; for ordinary
valves from roo-120 volts may be needed
while the Hivac Midgets work well on
between 45 and roo volts.
As the tuning condenser spindle is at
low HF potential there is no need for the
usual anti-capacity
extensions and no
special precautions
need be taken in
tuning.
Before
starting
work it is a great
advantage to be
able to check the
wavelength of the
receiver, and this
is best done by
means of a resonant
transmission
line.
Two accurately cut
43in.
lengths of
I6-gauge copper
wire, spaced about
Im. apart on a
p1ece of plank by
means
of
brass
brads will serve the
purpose. The wires
are joined together
at one end and if
this closed end is
held close to the
grid coil of the set,
oscillation will be
stopped. This point
corresponds
with
An extremely compact self-contained set may be made up by using
the low-frequency
a miniature 45-volt Pertrix battery and an Exide PRP3 3-ampereend of the 5-metre
hour LT cell. Space for a single headphone can be found behind
band.
A similar
the accumulator.
" wa \'en1eter " for
third turn from the earthed end. A pair the 7-metre band is made with 5ft. 6in.
of tiny chokes are needed, and as one of lengths of wire.
The receiver will work well with the
them has to carry filament current its reusual broadcasting aerial, provided that
sistance should be lovv.
Actually both
may be identical, the winding consisting the coupling be made loose enough to
a void " dead spots."
AJternatively,
of between 30 and 40 turns of No. 24
splcmlid results can be obtained from a
DSC wire on ~in. formers.
Hivac Midget valves (type XL) have wrtical length of wire about 6! to 8ft.
been chosen by the writer for their ex- . long; this type of aerial can, of course,
tremely small size and low capacity. l t
be mounted indoors. It is a great advanis easy to solder them directly into th•.~ taf!e to haw a\'ailable both horizontal
set, but the only result of using valve a~d vertical aerials, as their receptive
holders will be slightly to curtail the powers will be affected by the nature of
tuning range. Other valves such as Mar- the transmission, and an experimental
coni or Osram HL2K can be used sue- change-oYer is always worth trying.

can be adjusted by moving the clip with
relation to the metal part of the condenser stator.
For reception on the 5-metre band the tuning coil consists of 5 turns of No. 14 SWG
bare wire wound on a !in. round former
and then removed so that the turns may
spring apart. The 7-metre coil is similar,
but has 9 turns; both are tapped at the

ably have been h~ard at better strength in
London.·
The writer and several others
have listehed to his carrier-wave, which
comes on at 6.30 a.m. and switches off at
7 .30, but it has been subject to quick and
severe fading, which has made it almost
impossible to detect any modulation.
For readers' information, this •tation
works on 22.94 metres, and its chief interest
lies in the fact that it is just about as close
to our Antipodes as one can get.
Amateur-band conditions, with especial
reference to the 20-metre band, continue to
act as an excellent guide to what we may
expect to rece1ve on the broadcast waves.
A week before writing this the only stcttions
audible on " 20" in the early morping
were Hawaiians. As they faded out (after
a few days) they seemed to be replaced by
\Vest Coast Canadians (British Columbia
and Alberta, in particular). At present the
West Coast Americans (Oregon, Washington
and California) are beginning to come in,
and they should, by comparison with previous logs, continue· to come over well until
the end of June or July.
Sydney (VK2ME) is becoming a little
difficult to receive on Sunday afternoons
unless one has a really selective receiver.
With Rome arid the two Zeesen stations all
transmitting within 30 or 40 kc j s of his
frequency the clear reception of Sydney· is
not too simple a matter.
There are indications that more use will
be made of the r6- and q-mctre broadcas,t
bands as the sun-spot cycle progresses.
Certainly conditions are more favourable for
those bands, even now, than at any time
since 1928. The Ig-metre band, likewise,
is at its best, and the programmes from
W8XK and W2XAD may be received during the evenings at tremendous strength.
A small experimental receiver consisting
of detector and pentode only has been
giving real loud speaker results on these tw,o
stations for over a week. Big superheterodynes produce such shattering results that
liberal use of the volume control is necessary unless one wants to remove the pictures
from the wall !
Rio de Janeiro (PRFs), on his setting at
the top of the 31~metre band, is remarkably
consistent by comparison with the other
South Americans.
Night after night this
station is received at practically the same
strength, and ·with less fading than ever
before.
The 49-metre band is a little troublesome
owing to the strength of some of the
" locals " after dark, and is also rather
spoilt by atmospherics, which are beginning
to assume tht>ir summer proportions already.
During the small hours, however, all the
Americans on that band are excellent.
MEGACYCLE.
------...
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Short-wave Broadcasting
T was fortunate that short-wave conditions were unusually good on Jubilee
Day; indeed, thPy appeared to he as
perfect as the weather, with the result that
the Colonies and Dominions, as wdl as
many foreign countries, received the King's
speech more clearly than ever before. The
few disgruntled people who still consider
that the Empire Station is a failure must
be die-hards indeed if they do not admit
that May 6th, 1935, justified its existence.

I

Short-wave conditions, in general, have
been so excellent during the past few weeks
that many stations not hitherto identif1ed
are being· picked up quite regularly. The
station at Suva, Fiji (VPrA), recently
mentioned in these columns, is an example.
At the time of writing this station has not
been definitely identified in London, but
has been followed clearly by more than one
reader in the Midlands and the North.
By the time this is in print he will prob-
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BLUE PRINTS
For the convenience of constructors desiring to build
apparatus for tbC' rpception of short~wave stations,
full-sized blue prints an' available of the following
set::; that have been fully described for home conconstruction, price IS. 6d. post free.

I
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1935 AC Short-Wave Receiver, 12-70 metres.

I

(HF-dt>t-Pf'n with valve rectifier, in two
units.) Aug. 31st and Sept. 7th, 1934.

I
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AC Short-Wave Converter, 13.5-50 metres.
(Two-range Superhet Unit.) April 12th
and 19th, 1935.
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UNBIASED
Felix Keeps on Biting
T IFE seems to be made up of nothing but
L troubles and the interYals between.
Soon after one problem is solved, satisfactorily or otherwise, another rears its ugly
head.
At the present moment I am at grips
with a particularly knotty one \vhich I
think will take all the skill of our electrical
manufacturers to solve in a proper manner.
My trouble has to do with an objectionable
habit which has been suddenly developed
by the particular specimen of felis domes~i
cus which uses my home as an hotel 10
which to eat and sleep during the intervals
between its nocturnal wanderings.

while advice is forthcoming from any of
you the only thing I can see staring me
in the face is the complete abandonment of
all-mains wireless in favour of a batterydriven receiver. The thought of such a
things is an absolute nightmare to me,
but what else can I do? I may say that
I am considerably surprised that some of
the animal protection societies have not
taken this matter up as there must be some
thousands of dogs and cats who arc
addicted to this painful habit.
Any animal lovers who wish to awrt
an unfortunate incident can do so by
offering a good home either to me or the
cat; but they will have to act quickly.

AN

Laudable attempt to commit hari-kiri.

On With The Motley

outcry has arisen in one of the
Southern states of the U.S.A. against
the growing use of canary cages as shortwave aerials. Apparently somebody hit
on the idea of twisting a bit of flex round
one of the bars of a canary's cage to bring
in short-wave stations, and immediately
found that the size of his bag was doubled
during an evening's hunt round the dials.
He wrote to the local papers about it,
and the idea caught on, with the result
that manufacturers of these cages became
overwhelmed with orders. Of course, a

The animal has suddenly developed an
unfortunate propensity for chewing the
flex which joins my various pieces of wireless apparatus to the mains. While I do
not wish to stand in its way in its laudable
attempt to commit hari-kiri, I do strongly
object to footing the bill for new flex every
few hours. When it started the game I
thought that the problem would automatically solve itself as soon as the cat
got through the entree in the form of silk
and rubber and down to the real piece de
resistance of its meal.
But cats are, apparently, made of
sterner stuff. Beyond a vicious spit and
They sang in time and tune.
arching of the back as soon as pussy got
down to the bone, nothing happened, and canary's cage suspended from the ceiling
its appetite for more does not seem to have does, I suppose, form a com·enient capabeen killed, judging by its subsequent be- city aerial, but any other lump of metal
haviour, as it has already started on its would serve the purpose equally well.
Now, the curious point of the whole
third effort.
A naturalist friend tells me that 240 business is this. Not only has there been
volts are nothing to a cat, although sad an unprecedented run on canary cages,
cases have been recorded where puppies,
but the demand for birds also has been so
given to the same playful pastime, have great that the supply has run out,
instantly succumbed. A similar thing has and unscrupulous dealers are supplying
been known to happen to babies, although painted sparrows. I can understand that
nobody who has been so unfortunate as to there are strong humanitarian objections
d\vell next door to one will shed many to the painting of sparrows, but the good
tears over that.
folk who are making an outcry are ignorMy problem now, of course, is to find ing this. Their shout is about cruelty in
some brand of flex the insulation of which
another form.
has been impregnated with a substance to
Apparently some ingenious bird fancier,
which cats have an aversion. I have an fired by the idea of increasing his turn~sthetic objection to the use of leadover, wrote to the paper and announced
covered wire as " flex," and if no worththat when the canary cage was wired up

By
FREE CRID
as an aerial, not only did the birds sing
much better, but they sang in time and
tune to the loud speaker. This was due,
so he alleged, to the fact that their voices
were forced into step with the fluctuations
of the electric and magnetic fields surrounding the cage. The afore-mentioned
fancier was apparently forgetful of the fact
that the oscillations would be at radio frequency, and so would have no relationship to the frequencies of the musical spectrum, but apparently this is a small point
in America.
At any rate, everybody fell for it, and
the unfortunate sparrows have had to
suffer.
Meanwhile, the bird fancier has reaped
a rich harvest, and I should not be surprised if in the end it was found that it
was a cage maker who originally discovered the virtues of using a cage as an
aerial.

Waylaid

I

Al\1 sorry to say that my unfortunate

features are becoming a little too well
l;:nown 2.s a result of constant publication
in the columns of this journal. During
the past month I have been stopped no
fewer than three times in the streets of
London by people who seem to imagine
that there is a reward for spotting me.
At any rate, in each case my waylayer
drew my attention to the fact that he was
carrying a copy of the current issue of
The Wireless World, a similar condition
being necessary, I understand, for winning
the prize in the case of the man-hunts
organised by the daily newspapers. In

Go about in disguise.

each case I have had to deny my identity,
much as it goes against my moral principles to tell a deliberate untruth.
If the nuisance occurs again I shall be
reluctantly compelled to go about in disguise.
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The

Gordon Magnesium
Battery
A New Design of Interesting Performance
By R. W. HALLOWS

T

HE battery here described is not just yet available, but zs being put
into production in this country. Its application for use with portable
receivers, deaf aids and similar small outfits is particularly promising.

T

HE Gordon magnesium cell,
which is at present being developed by _one _of the most important engmeP.nng firms m th1s
country: is particularly interesting, since
it strikes out on entirely new lines. In its
electrodes, its electrolyte and in its performance it is completely different from any
other primary cell.
To save readers from writing letters
that can serve no purpose may I say that
neither the cell nor batteries made up
from it are yet on the market, and that I
have promised not to divulge the name
of the makers until they announce that
they arc ready to meet the demands of the
public?
In all primary cells that have hitherto
come widely into "use current is
'· generated '' by the chemical action of
the electrolyte upon zinc. Zinc seemed
to be, perhaps, the obvious metal for the
purpose: it is plentiful, it is reasonably
cheap, it is not unduly heavy, and it provides an ElYIF of between one and two
volts per cell, according to the electrolyte
and the other electrode used. But all
zinc cells have one defect in common,
which is that as soon as they are placed
under load what is known as polarisation
sets in, steadily increasing the internal
resistance and making the current fall
away toward zero.
To counteract this
effect a depolariser is necessary, which
must occupy a good cleai of space and add

Construction of the Cell
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therefore, be made up in "dry" form electrolyte.
The electrolyte itself Is
with a paste or jelly electrolyte. But the nothing more uncommon than tap
action of the depolariser in even the best water. The four carbon tubes are bound
of Leclanche cells is sadly inefficient un- together with a wrapping of copper gauze
less the load is very small.
so as to ensure the best possible contact.
The only completely satisfactory clepolariser is one where the action is so
nearly instantaneous that the causes of
rising resistance are removed
as soon as they occur. In the
Leclanche cell this does not
happen ; when the cell is in
action the depolariser can
never quite keep pace with
the rise in internal resistance.
Hence the ElYIF is continually falling, and the current
delivered must fall with it.
WICK OF
Rest the cell for a time and
the depolariser asserts itself.
The internal resistance is reduced by its action and the
MAGNESIUM
cell recuperates to some exROD
tent.
Fig. r shows a discharge
WATERcurve over three days for a
typical Leclanche cell, which
was run on each day for eight
hours continuously and then
rested for the remaining sixteen. Two points will be
noticed
First of all the
E~IF f~lls hea vilv during each " run,"
and, secondly, it is never quite as high at
the beginning of any ''run'' as it was at
Fig. 2.-Drawing illustrating the construction
the beginning of the previous one.
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Fig. 1. -Intermittent test, 3 day.s, 8 hours a
day through resistance of 15 ohms (initial
current 100 mA) of Leclanche cell of similar
size to those used in the Gordon battery
the performance of which is seen in Fig. 3·

largely to the weight of the cell if it is to
be effectiw. The Leclanche cell, which
is now probably the most widely used of
all, achieved its popularity because it employed a semi-solid depolariser and could,

The construction of the Gordon cell is
shown in Fig. 2, and an examination of
the drawing shows immediately how unorthodox it is. Each cell consists really of
four small ones in parallel, this form of
construction (which has also been used to
some extent in Leclanche cells) being
chosen because, yolume for volume, the
electrodes have a much larger surface area
than is the case where each is but a single
piece of material. In the drawing, one of
the four units is shown cut away so that
its internal construction may be seen. It
consists of a carbon tube within which is a
rod of rnagnesium, the space between tube
and rod being filled by a wick of woodwool The wicks of all four units protrude
from their lower ends and are bundled together to form a pad, which rests in the

of the Gordon cell and showing the four
parallel units.

In the drawing a piece of potassium
bromide is shown immersed in the water
electrolyte and in contact with the woodwool pad. Actually, the cell will work
without the potassium bromide, but it.;
internal resistance is then on the hi!,!h
side.
One of the curious qualities of the
Gm·don cell is that it does not appear to
polarise as other cells do. If water alone
is u,ed as the electrolyte the internal
resistance remains more or less constant
under load. The potassium bromide is
not therefore, strictly speaking, the depolariser, though it unquestionably has tlw
effect of reducing the internal resistance
with a consequent increase in EMF under
load and current delivered.
It will be observed that the electrolyte
does not cover the electrodes as in other
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Gordon Magnesium Batterycells ; the Cordon cell will, in fact, not work
prcperly if it is kept too wet. All the
moisture required . is supplied by the
capillary action of the wicks.

OFF

ON
4

.o

HOURS

Fig. 3.-Discharge curves showing the
performance of a selection of dry batteries
of various sizes compared with the Gordon
battery. The Gordon battery is represented
by curve E. The weight and size of the
batteries were as follows:-A, 7 oz., 3i in.
X 2 in. X I in. ; B, II oz., 3§ in. X 2~ in. X
I! in. j C, 9! oz. 3:/: X 3 in. X I in. i D,
IS oz., 3fin. X 4 in. X I} in. i E, 9 oz. 4{ in.
X 3! in. X If6 in.

The performance of the cell is most interesting, since it is so different from anything to which we are accustomed.
On open circu!t the EMF is r.6 volts,
but under load it is initially only about
0.7 volt. And now the most curious effect
illustrated in Fig. 3 is observed. When
the cell is placed under a moderately heavy
load-say 100 milliamperes for one
measuring t~in. diameter by 3-!in. in
height-a steady rise in the EMF takes
place for about half an hour. It goes on
increasing until it reaches slightly over one
volt per cell ; it then settles down and remains steady at that figure under any
reasonable load. The delay in the rise of
the EMF to its steady figure may be very
greatly reduced by doubling or trebling the
initial load. If, for example, a 3-volt
flash lamp bulb is connected to a 3-cell
battery, such as that illustrated in the
photograph, the glow from its filament is
barely visible for an instant or two, but
it then increases rapidly to its full
brilliancy just as though a controlling
rheostat were being moved from the
"off " to the " full-on" position.
Th,~
reason for the lag is not yet fully underPhotograph of the
Gordon battery with
part of the cover of
one cell removed and
with one of th~
cups unscrewed
from the base.

stood but it seems to be a thermal effect,
for the cell becomes appreciably warm by
the time that it has reached its full
EMF.

Another interesting feature of the
Cordon cell is that since it does not
polarise there is no recuperation. Hence
its service life is equally good whether it
is run continuously or intermittently. Fig.
3 shows the record of an eight hours' discharge of a 3-cell battery made up of cells
of the size already mentioned under a
load of 100 milliamperes.
It wiil be seen that the EMF rises within half an hour to 3.1 volts, and that the
curve becomes a perfectly straight line.

If the battery is now rested its performance
will be almost the same during its next
run. It will take a little longer to reach
its steady EMF, but again it will settle
down at about 3 volts. Under the load indicated the battery supplies 100 milliamperes at 3 volts for nine days at eight
hours a day, a total of 72 hours. A similar
battery run continuously under the same
load has a service life almost identical,
though it may be actually a little longer
than is the case in a continuous test.

In Next Weeks Issue

The Permeability Battery Four
An Economical Long
Range Receiver
HE ~dvent of permeability tuning
has removed one of the chief drawbacks of the straight set, namely,
the wide variations in selectivity over the
tuning range which are so inevitable \vhen
variable condensers are used for tuning.

T

The sensitivity of_ the receiver
to remain at a more constant figure, so
that a definite improvement in performance is to be expected when this new form
of tuning is employed.
Two HF stages embodying HF pentode valves are used in the Permeability
Battery Four and they are both controllecl
The detector is a
for AVC purposes.
duo-diode-triode, which acts not only as a
detector but provides also a stage of LF
amplification and gives delayed AVC.
The output valve is a double pentode of
the quiescent push-pull type, so that
while the receiver is both sensitive and
capable of good volume reproduction it is
economical in its demands on the HT battery.
The selectivity provided by the
four tuned circuits incorporated is adequate for all normal requirements and the
quality of reproduction reaches a high
standard, while the sensitivity is adequate
for general long-distance reception, a
number of Continental programmes being
available in daylight.

LIST OF PARTS
After the particular make of component us, d in the
original model, suitable alternative products are giver!
1·n

son~e

in-stances.

1
2
2
1
1
1

Permeability Tuner, 4-gang
Variey BP101
Bulbs, 2-volt 0.06 amp. (for dial lights) Btllgin " E "
HF Chokes
Wearite HFPJ
HF Choke
Bulgin HF8
Rotary toggle switch, 4-point
Bulgin S116
Rotary toggle switch, DPDT
Bulgin S114
1 QPP Transformer, ratio 7:1
Lissen LN5306
3 Valve holders, 7-pin
Belling.Lee 1138
1 Valve holder, 5-pin
Belling-Lee 1136 .' s
(Giix)

1 Tapered volume control, 0.25 mcgohrn Ferranti " P ,
(l'lamle Lyons, )lagnum, Rothermc))

Resislances (I watt type):
1 :!.uoo ohms
2
1
1
1

Amplion

HJ.OfJO ohms
2il.IJOO ohms
lGO,OOO ohms
:250,000 ohms

1 1 megohm

1 2 megohms
(DuiJiiier, Erie, Ferranti, Claurle Lyons, Polar N.S.F.,
Watmel)
Condensers:
2 tl.005 mfd.

Dubilier 670

1 0.001 mid.
C 0.0001 Illid.
.:=i 0.1 mfd. t 1Jbnlar
I 0.04 mid. tubular
l I mfd. 5PO-volts D.C. test
(Bulgin, Ferranti, Urallam

Ji~arish,

Dubilier 670
Dubilier 665
Dubilier 4503

l,olar

Dubilier 4503
Dubilier BB

N.S.l1~.,

T.l'.C.~

T.M.C. Hydra)

1 Stand·olf Insulator

Bulgin SW49

(Kaymart)
1 Th1·ee-pin Plug and socket panel
Belling-Lee 1119
1 GB Battery, lG~ volts
Siemens
1 pr. GB Battery clips
Bulgin No. 1
4 Terminals, ebonite shruuded, A.E. pick-up (2)
Belling·Lee " B "
3 Wander plugs, GB+, GB-1, GB-2
Clix "B"
1 Battery cable, 3-way, 30in., with terminals a11d spade
ends
Belling.Lee
1 Connector, 5-way
Bryce
6 IengthR E-iystofiex, 2oz. No. 20 tinned copper wire, ~tt·.
Screws: :10 f:BA C /}:d, ~in.; 10 6BA C /lHl, ~in.; 5 4BA
C jhd, lin., all with nuts.
Chassis ~o. JS S\\"G alnninium, 14iq. x lOin. x 2in.
Peto-Scott
Valves: 2 CoSRor 210 VPT; 1 Mu !lard TDD2A; 1 Mar·
coni o: IJsram QP21
Loud Speaker
Rola FR7 1PM60
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Single Side Band Broadcasting
Some Official Views on a Matter of International Interest
EFERENCE has been made from
time; to time in The Wireless World
to the advantages that could be
obtained by single side-band broadcast working.
It is interesting to learn that the possibilities of this system of working are regarded as a matter of international importance, and that the U.I.R. (Union Internationalc de Radiodiffusion) and
the
C.C.LR. (Comite Consultatif Iriternational
Radio) arc both considering the subject, the
former presumauly in relation to the practical broadcasting use of the system and the
latter in its strictly technical aspects.
These facts arose out of a discussion at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers of a paper
by Mr. P. P. Eckersley on "Asymmetric
Side-Band Broadcast Transmission,'' the
principal participants in the discussion being
representatives from the B.B.C. and Post
Office.
The essential suggestion of the paper can
Le very easily explained with the aid of
Fig. r: in which (a) represents the conventional carrier and double side-bands (up to
IO kc.) resu1ting from the process of modulation, as explained in the articles in The
Wireless World. The carrier is supposed to
be modulated roo per cent., so that its amplitude is twice that of the maximum in
either of the side-bands, while the "shape"
of the side-band is arbitrary but not untypic~l of the distribution of the various
frequencies within the audio gamut.
If now the whole of the frequencies embraced in (a) are applied to a filter having
the characteristics shown in (b), the result
at the output of the filter (and throughout
the remait1der of the system) is as shown
in (c). The filter of (b) is, of cou':'se, somewhat idealised, but is again not wholly untypical of something that can be attained in
practice.
The filter characteristics are
assumed to be adjusted so that the carrier
falls midwav on the steeply falling side of
the cut-off. " As will be seen in Fig. r, only
one side"band is passed with little change.
The other is almost E'ntirely suppressed,
and the parts of it which are not completely
attenuated are complementary to the frequencies of the passed side-band which lie
on the falling side of the cut-off (and are
therefore somewhat attenuated).
The
result is thus to bring the total effect of
these fn•quencies up to its full value.
It
will also be noted that the location of the
carrier on this particular part of the characteristic attenuates the carrier so that it is
of the same amplitude as the maximum in
the side-band, that is to say, the carrier is
modulated roo per cent. by the single sideband. The general loss in amplitude is not
great, and is easily restored by amplification.

R

Merits of the System
The advantages which are claimed for this
arrangement are that it represents a method
of single-side-band transmission that is
attainable in practice and that the small
amount of side-band which still exists on
the cut-off side of the filter has the effect of
eliminating or minimising what. Mr ..

Eckersley called the "phase-modulation distortion" which exists with the single sideband. In the discussion it was suggested by
a B.B.C. representative that this effect was
quite incorrectly described and that it was
simply the well-known difference which
exists in the modulated envelope of single
side-band as compared with double sidebands. Incidentally, it was surprising to
find that no. one drew the obvious comparison of the difference between heterodyne
(single side-band), and tone modulation
(double side-band), even if only to point
out how the distortion of the heterodyne
envelope had been successfully corrected in
the many forms of heterodyne audio-frequency generator which ultimately give a
pure sinusoidal output.

(a) CARRIER

AND

DOUBLE

StoEBANOS

1:\
(b) FILTER

(C) FULLY

~

,,

~

Post Office Comments

CHARACTERISTICS

~~
MODULATED

, , 1,

KILOCYCLES

~

ally similar results.
Unfortunately, no
details were given of the types of receiver
used, in particular, of the detector systems.
In view of the difference of the envelopes
mentioned above, this would appear to IJe
a matter of the utmost importance. So far
no completely reasoned explanation seems
to be forthcoming for the practical failure
of single-side-band methods. Perhaps it is
not too much to hope that the B.B.C. may
give a detailed account of their own and
other work on a subject of such technical
interest and importance in the future development of, at least, medium-wave broadcasting.
Mr. Ashbridge also returned to a statement which he has previously made in such
discussions, namely, that most Continental
broadcasting authorities are much less
scrupulous than the B.B.C. about quality
and about consistea.t deep modulation, frequently running into over-modulation.
While this, of course, adds to the effective
" range " of a station, it is not a helpful
start on a subject in which quality appears
to be bound up with low values of modnlation.

AND

SINGLE

LOCATION

SIOEBANO

11 1~ , 1 , ,
CARRI.E.R

~

, ,

~
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Fig. I.-Sketch illustrating the single side-band
process.

The suggestions in Mr. Eckersley's paper
were apparently thrown out with the idea
of indicating one possible way of tackling
a difficult subject. The method is, of course,
intended to be used at the transmitter so
that it radiates only one side-band, since
this is the direct means of the more economic
utilisation of the ether. By way of illustration, however, he quoted experiments in
which the double-side-band transmission of
the London Regional station had been converted at the receiver into a single-side-band
effect by the process illustrated in Fig. 1,
when the distortion was stated to be undetectable or negligible.
The most interesting points of the discussion were those put forward by Mr. Noel
Ash bridge, the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.,
who was responsible for the information
given in the beginning of this article. Arising out of this international interest, also,
he stated that the B.B.C. had already conducted experiments on the lines of those
suggested and that the results had not been
satisfactory. Only low values of modulation could be used; for example, 40 per cent.
modulation gave hardly tolerable quality,
and the modulation had to be 30 per cent.
or less for acceptable quality. Experiments
had been made on obtaining the single-sideband effect both at the transmitter and at
the receiver, while other (e.g., Continental)
broadcasting authorities who had tried
single-side-band working had reported gener-

Col. Angwin, of the Post Office, offered
a few opinions which suggested that the
way to single-side-band working was likely
to be a somewhat slow one. His first comment was the reminder-unfortunately all
too true-that broadcasting is not controlled by the technicians.
At the same
time he ieminded the audience that further
wavelength allocations for some parts of
Europe (for example, the Balkans and
Spain) were bound to be required, and
that single-side-band working offered the
only possibility of much extension.
At
the same time he clearly envisaged the slow
progress suggested above, particularly in
the matter of keeping the supply of
receivers for public use abreast of progress.
A very interesting suggestion was one intended to lead ultimately to the single-sideband and suppressed carrier method which
has been used so successfully on fixedfrequency working on the Transatlantic
telephony channel. Here the difficulty is
that of acc11.yate replacement of the carrier
at the receiver, and the practical suggestion
was for an interim stage in which the
carrier was heavily but not wholly attenuated, and was used at the receiver for
the regenerative production of a completely replaced carrier. The value of this
intermediate stage was that it permitted
receiver design to follow to this point as
a step towards the final goal of generating
the carrier locally at the receiver.
The discussion was interesting in revealing that the " official " side of broa,dcasting and broadcast control is alive ~o the
advantages of single-side-band working in a
very overcrowded European ether.
The
technical difficulties were indicated but
were neither expanded nor elucidated, and
the administrative difficulties that might
follow on even perfect technical solutions
were not touched at all. But this is perhaps why broadcasting is not controlled by
technicians !
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H.M.V. Model

340

A Universal Superheterodyne with an
Interesting Reflex Circuit
FEATURES.-Type.-Table .model superheterodyne for AC or DC mains.
Circuit.--Heptode frequency clzan~er--c~m?inel IF amplifier, second detector
and LF amplifier- pentode output valve.
Half-wave valve rectifier.
Controls.-(1) Tuning. (.~) Volume. (.1) Waverange. (4) Mains on-off
Makers.- The Gramophone Co., Ltd.,
switch. Price.- 11} guineas.
98/108, Clcrkenwell R.oad, London, E.C.l

T

HIS receiver \vorks equally well
on DC or AC mains, and has been
designed for supply voltages
between 195 and 255 volts, and,
in the case of AC mains, for frequencies
from 25 to 6o cycles. It should appeal
particularly to those who may be moving
into another distrid in the near future, or
in cases where there is a possibility that
the supply may be changed from DC to
AC. From the point of \·iew of design
and workmanship the set bears the unmistakable stamp of H.M.V. quality, and it
is housed in a compact cabinet finished in
various tones of polished walnut veneer.
The price is very reasonable, and an ingenious reflex circuit is largely responsible
for the reduction of manufacturing costs.
Apart from the rectifier only three
valves are used, but the functions which
they perform give a performance which

could only be obtained with six
or seven of the simple vah·es of
a year or two ago. There are
two aerial terminals, one for
normal outdoor aerials and the other
;ncorporating a series fixed condens:cr for
aerials of abnormally high capacity. A
single tuned input circuit is coupled to the
aerial by a combination of capacity and
inductive coupling designed to give uniform sensitivity throughout the waverange.
The aerial circuit also includes a tuned
acceptor adjusted to the IF frequency of
456 kc / s and designed to by-pass morse
interference, which might otherwise be
picked up and amplified at that frequency.
A sensitivity control is also incorporated
at this point and consists of a series
resistance which may be short-circuited at
will.

Detector, IF and LF Amplifier
The usual oscillator coils are associated
with the heptode frequency-changer and
the IF transformer, which is litz-wound,
feeds into the control grid of the second
valve in the circuit, which is a doublediode-pentode. The first function of this

valve, therefore, is as an IF amplifier, and
a second IF transformer is connected in its
anode circuit. The secondary of this
transformer feeds one of the diodes, the
other being shorted to the cathode. The
rectified signal developed across the diode
load is then returned to the control grid
of the pentode where it is amplified and
the increased output is developed across a
resistance immediately above the IF transformer in the anode circuit. The alternating component is passed to a resistance
capacity network incorporating the volume
control, to the grid of the output pentode,
while the amplified DC component is
filtered aud arranged to supply the A VC
control bias to the frequency-changer and
the control grid of the second Yaln in the
circuit.
Tlw field of the energised moving coil
loud speakEr is connected across the
HT supply and a hum-bucking coil
is included to neutralise mains hum.
A muting switch connected across the
primary of the output transformer is associated with the waverange switch to obviate switching noises when changing from
medium to long waves.
The rectifier valve has its two anodes

The circuit is notable for the employment of a double-diode-pentode valve as a combined IF amplifier, second detector and first LF ampiifier.
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connected together and functions as a
half-wave rectifier on AC mains and as a
The
low resistance on DC supplies.
mains switch is of the double-pole va-riety
and fuses are included on both leads. In
addition there is a filter consisting of a
network of chokes and condensers
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absent on the medium waveband. One or
two could be detected on the long waves,
the principal one in the London district
being adjacent to Kalundborg; but,
generally speaking, interference from this
cause is not likely to be troublesome.
In the absence of an input band-pass
filter the long-wave selectivity is not

FUSE

IF, 2nd DETECTOR AND
l F AMPLIFIER VAL YE W D 30

The mains resistance is located in a metal shield which is arranged to establish a cooling
stream of air through the interior of the cabinet.

designed to stop HF interference from
entering the set through the mains leads.
There an: the usual three principal controls of tuning, volume and waverange,
but the on-off switch is mounted separately
on the left-hand side of the cabinet instead
of being incorporated in the volume control as is usual. Immediately below the
centre tuning control is a press button,
which gives alternative high or low sensitivity. When receiving the local station
the low sensitivity should be used, as otherwise there is a tendency to overloading in
one of the earlier stages which gives
apparent double hump tuning.

Performance
It is a tribute to the automatic volume
control that the volume, not only on the
local, but on the more powerful Continental stations, is unaffected when the
sensitivity switch is pressed, while the
overall magnification is such that a large
number of foreign stations can be received
on the normal outdoor aerial with the re··
ceiver in its least sensitive condition. Under
these conditions there is absolutely no
background noise between stations, and
with the high sensitivity the level of background noise is noticeably less than that
usually associated with universal receivers
of this type.
Owing to the high intermediate frequency, second-channel whistles are

sufficient to receive the Deutschlandsender as a satisfactory programme unless
one or both of its neighbouring stations is
not modulating. On the medium waveband only one channel was lost on either

For Real Portables

INrece1vmg
view. of the growing interest in midget
sets, both for broadcast recep-

side of the Brookmans Park National
transmitter, but three channels on eithE'r
side of the normal setting were occupied
by the sp.reading of the Regional programme when received in Central London.
Although the loud speaker is of small
diameter the bass response is excellent and
the reproduction generally is notable for
its full body of tone. There is rro tone
control, neither is there a tuning indicator,
so that the quality of reproduction is
dependent to some extent on the skill with
which the tuning control is handled. Exact
tuning gives hest results on organ music
and other transmissions which are rich in
the lower frequencies, but very slight rnistuning improves the top response for the
reproduction of speech and other transmissions, such as dance bands, which call
for clarity and brightness of tone. The
correct setting will, however, be found instinctively, and deliberate mistuning, if
carried too far, will only result in hardness of tone.
No provision has been made for external pick-up leads, and a specially
designed safety plug is arranged so that
it must be removed before access can be
obtained to the interior of the set.
The heat generated in the mains resistance is prevented from entering ,the
cabinet by a metal deflecting cowl, which
also promotes the establishment of regular
convection currents.
The terminals for
mains voltage adjustment are accessibly
mounted on the resistor element and the
fuses are placed immediately below the
mains plug. Following the practice of
manufacturers of car electrical equipment a spare fuse is to be found in clips
adjacent to the circuit fuses.
In conclusion, we would congratulate
the makers on the accuracy of the horizontal tuning scale, which is calibrated in
wavelengths and gives the settings of all
the important British and Continental
stc:.tions.
A series of miniature
LT batteries made by
the A.E.F. Manufacturing Companv.

tion and for other purposes, the A.E.F.
Manufacturing Company,
of
Ohmic
\Vorks, Qut ensv. ay,
Ponders End, Middlesex, are sp<>cialising in the production of miniature
accumulator cells oE
all types. A few of
the patterns already
manufactured
are
shown in the accompanying illustration;
in spite of their
small size, all the
cells are for serious
work except, perhaps, the smallest,
although even this will hold a charge and
deliver a limited output.

Pocket Conversion Tables
A handy set of tables for convt>rting
wavelength in metres to frequency in kc js,
or vice versa, has just been issued by H. C.

van Rood Technical Publications, of 93,
.3errylands, Surbiton, Surrey, at IS. 6d.,
post free. The tables are bound (in cloth)
in a convenient size for the waistcoat
pocket.
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Listeners' Guide for the \\
"BADGER'S GREEN."

ON PARADE.
Philip
Ridgeway
and his '' Parade ''
reh€'arsing
in
a
B.B.C.
studio.
They · return
to
Broadcasting House
at 8 p.m. in the
National
pr o.gramme on Monday next !May 2oth I
and
at
7 p.m:.
(Regional) on Tuesday. The " stars "
will indude Delys
Hendie and Hugh
Dempster.

SUMMERTIME PROGRAMMES.
JusT enough of summertime's approach is eYidcnt in
the week's programmes to giYe
them a refreshing flavour; as
summer advances a hint of
staleness .may supervene unless
the B.B.C. has profited by experience and ca'n keep the mixture
bubbling
till
the
'' Proms '' season starts.

THE MICROPHONE AT LARGE.

ONCE again it is the Midland
microphone that takes us into
the open in another '' Microphone at Large " feature this
evening (Regional), when the
ancient port of King's Lynn
will be visited. So far Owen
Reed, who organises these
tours, has exercised a fine discrimination in the choice of
localities, and there is no reason
to doubt that King's Lynn will
offer as picturesque a story as
any of its predecessors in the
series.
HILL CLIMB THRILLS.

PRACTICALLY all the thrills of
a motor hill climb will be available to listeners during tea-time
to-morrow (Saturday) when
Mr. F. J. Findon and Major
Vernon Brook will give a running
commentary
in
the
Regional programme on the
International Open Hill Climb
for racing and sports cars at
Shelslev Walsh. This will be
the thidieth anniversary of the
"vent, which is organised by the
Midland
Automobile ·Club,
oYer {I,ooo being given in
prizes. Track racing drivers

from all over the world compete.
Last year Whitney
Straight, the young American
sportsman, beat Hans von
Stuck's record of 42% seconds,
which had stood for two years.
l\Ir. Straight's record was 42
seconds dead.
Shelsley is situated about
twelve miles north-west of
\Vorcester. From the foot to
the summit is over I ,ooo
yards, with a gradient of I in
8.907. On either side of the
narrow, twisting road are steep
banks.
A

RIDGEWAY JUBILEE.

ZISt.

Philip Ridgcway states that
this broadcast marks the
twenty-fifth am iversary of his
debut on the stage, so it is
~----------------------------------,

I

J

I

30-LINE TELEVISION

!

Baird Process T ran·smissions.

: Vision 261.1 m. ; Sound, 296.6 m.
I
I

I

I

''
I
I'

MONDAY, MAY 20th.
{No transmission).

I

I
I
I
I

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22nd.
I 1.15-12 p.m.

! Leonard
:
'

i

Henry, with Lorna ]er-

maine (specialist dancer) and
Jean and ]oan Ormonde (The
Singing Dancing Sisters).

.,,

1

L----------------------------------1

'0-

<\>

MODERN GERMAN MUSIC

MUSIC OF RUTLAND
BOUGHTON
Rt:TLAND BouGHTOl\'s music
has a mysterious and romantic
quality of its own, In the
RPgional programme nn Sunclay evening an hour \Yill be
devoted to selections from his
music dramas bv the B. B.C.
Orch~stra.
The
.Midland
works drawn upon will include

THE works of two young
German musicians, H e i n z
Schubert and Gustav Schwickert, will be heard in a programme broadcast by Hamburg and all German stations
on Thursday nrxt, May 23rd.
On the same evening RadioParis will broadcast a concert
by the National Symphony
Orchestra, and the soloist will
be Lovano, singing l\Iilhaucl's
"Liturgies contadines" at
I0.30.
<8·

PmuP RIDGEWAY and his
·' Parade '' return to Broadcasting House at 8 p.m. in the
National programme on May
zoth and at 7 p.m. in the
Regional programme on May

i

of
a
Jubilee
somewhat
occasion.
Since their last broadcast
the Parade haw visited many
provincial
theatres.
Next
week they will come to the
microphone with a cornucopia
of original )naterial.

ALL the drowsy fragrance of
a summer afternoon should
filter through the microphone
with the broadcasting of R. C.
Sheriff's " Badger's Green ''
on l\Ionday (Regional, 8) an<.l
Tuesday (National, H).
The action of the play takes
place in a small country
\illage on a day in late
summer,
the
atmosphere
redolent of cricket pitches, refreshments in the marquee
and bucolic disputations. In
ti1e broadcast version H orace
H ughes will take the part of
Dr. Wetherby and Joan White
will appear as Miss Rawlinso!L

0

.,.

RICHARD Il.

MANY Shakespearcans consider that " Richard II " is the
finest of the historical plays,
and there should be a large
audience for the broadcast production by the Old Vie Shakespearean Company of " Richard
II " in the National programme next Sunday afternoon.
Maurice EYans appears as
King
Richard
II,
Alan
Napier as .John of Gaunt,
Abraham Sofaer as Henry
Bolingbroke
and
H.ichard
\Varner as Harry Hotspur. The
only female role is that of
Queen to Richard II, to be
taken bv ViYienne Hcnndt.
The producer is Hcnrv Cass,
and Lance Sic\eking: long
schooled in the tricks of the
microphone, will supervise the
broadcast.

REGINALD KING, whose orchestra is a regular and fret h e

quent· contributor t o
B. B. C.'s light musical
grammes.

pro-

" Agincourt,"
" The
Lily
!\laid " and " The Immortal
Hour,'' and the soloists include Frank Titterton (tenor),
Geoffrey Dams (tenor), and
E veline Stevenson (soprano).
A. ). ALAN.

A. J. Ar.AN comes to the
microphone on Sunday evening in an appeal on behalf ot
the St. l\Iarylebone Health
Society, 14, Salisbury Street,
N.W./3. The doyen of broadcast story-tellers may he expected to present his appeal in
an original form.
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

CONDUCTING AT TWELVE.

KoessEYITZKY, who to-night
conducts the second concert in
the London Music FestiYal
(National, B.3o) has a remarkable per~onality. He has been
conducting since he was twelve
and for some y·ears had an
orchestra of his own in Russia.
Since 1924 he has had charge
of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. His own instrument
is the double bass.
To-night's programme by
the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra includes the Beethoven
'' Eroica ''
Symphony and
Symphony No. 2 in D by
Sibelius.

I

! IDGHUGHTS
I

'II Nat., 8.30, London Music Festival
I
I
Concert- 11. Conductor : Serge
I

Monte Cencri is rdaying Act I
of Flury's two-act opera, "Die

OPERAS and Operettas are
offered in embarrassing profusion by the Continental station~;.
To -night
(Friday)

Koussevitzky.
Reg., ··The Microphone at Large,"
~1B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra with
]an van der Gucht (tenor).

I
I
I

:
I
I
I

I

Abroad.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Milan, 8.50, Operetta, •• La Citta
Rosa ·· (Lombardo-Ranzato).

SATURDAY, MAY 18th.
' Nat., Sadler's Wells Gala Night:
I
I
Act 11 of " Die Fledennaus "
I
I
(.Johann Strauss).
I
I
Reg., American Half-Hour-VII.
I
I
~.Jubilee Party. 'jiAmbrosc and .
I
I
His Embassy Club Orchestra.
I
I
I
/I broad.
I
I
Berlin (Dcutschlandsendcr), 8 10,
I
I
"/1 Merry Week End."
I

I
I

I
I
I

SUNDAY, MAY 19th.
' Nd., Alfredo Campoli and His
'
'II Orchestra. 5.30, Richard 11
(Shakespeare).
,!Bournemouth
I
I
Municipal Orchestra with Dale
'I
Smith (baritone).
: Reg.,
Hanwell Silver Prize Band.
:I ~'Music
of Rutland Bo~!lhton.
Abroad.
..
I'
I
I
Brussels No. I, 9.15-12, Symphony Concert from the Universal Exhibition.

'I
I

<:;>

OPERA

FRIDAY, MAY 17th.

I

THE BRITISH ISLANDERS.

To-:--:IC;HT (Friday) there is an
interesting feature for listeners
who enjoy satire, for in the
National programme Archibalcl
Lyall, a young Oxford wit who
scored a success with his book,
"It Isn't Done," will pillorise
some of our national foibles.
For this purpose he ,,·ill presume himself to be a Martian
who has just returned to Mars
from a Yisit to these islands,
and describe some of the
middle-class
taboos
and
peculiar customs. This will be
the first ·talk of a series which
are to be known as '' Among
the British I slanders."

OF THE WEEK

I

'

MONDAY, MAY 20th.
Nat., ··Chords that Matter "'-VI,
by Sir Walford Davies, C.V.O,
8, "The Ridgeway Parade,"
'li" Tristan and lsolde '" from
Coven! Garden.
Reg., 8, "Badger's Green.'" ,iEdward German Programme by
B.B.C. Orchestra (E).

'' SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN," the successful biographical play by
Whitaker-Wilson, first broadcast in October, 1932, will be heard in
the National programme at 8 on Thursday next (May 23rd), Carleton
Hobbs taking the part of Wren. Above is an interesting drawing of
St. Paul's Cathedral as Wren originally planned it. Inset : Kneller's
portrait of the architect.

helle Nacht" from B to 9
o'clock, while Act II will be
heard from Beromunstl'r from
9.20 to IO.JO, played by the
Berne .l\Iunicipal Orchestra.
To-morrow (Saturday) there
is Verdi's "Falstaff," to be
heard from ~ to 10 p. m. on
records from Monk Ccncri,
performed by the caste of the
Scala, J\Iilan. As an alternative there is \Veinbcrg's opera,
"Sdl\Yanda," to be broadcast
at 8 o'clock by Oslo.

ducted by Inghelbrecht. The
same evening at 9 \\'arsaw
broadcasts Moni uszko' s oneact opera "Verbum nobile,"
which will be rt'layed by Berlin (Funkstunde).
l\Iilli:icker' s three-act operetta, '' Dcr Bettelstudent,''
comes from Munich to-morrow
(Saturday) from 8.10 to IO
p.m., and during the same
period the Leipzig Symphony
Orchestra and Station Choir
will gin: operetta music.

OPERETTAS

" TOO HUMOROUS . . . "

ON Tuc:sday mxt Paris PTT
and all French stations, except
H.adio-Paris, \Yill
r eI a y
Offcnbach 's
opera
bouffc, " Gcncvicve
de
Brabant," from
t h e Conscrvato: re' rwrfornwd
by the· National
Circln stra con-

''Too humorous to be properly appreciated" was the
verdict passed by the French
critic, Henry Pruniercs, on the
works of Satie, whose "Gvmnopedies," orchestrated - by
Debussv, will be heard in the
concert- by the Gooisch Symphony ()rchcstra broadcast
from Brussels No. r to-morrow
cvemng
(Sc>.turda y)
at
R
o'clock. Sa tic, who had an
English mother, was born at
Honfl.eur in r866, and studied
at the Paris ConserYatoirc. His
bold harmonic combinations
had some influence upon Debussy, so perhaps \YC may regard him as the originator of
the '' modern '' style. ''Gymnopedics '' shoulcl be worth
tuning in.
THE AUDITOR.

Abroad.
Kalundborg, 10.25, Bach and
Mozart 'concert by the Radio
Orchestra.
TUESDAY, MAY 21st
8,
" Badger's Green."
~"Freedom·· by the Rt. Hon.
Sir William ]owitt.
Rcg., 7, " The Ridgeway Parade."
'liThe Music of Lalo : B.B.C.
Midland Orchestra.
~"The
Italian in Algiers," from Covent
Garden.
Abroad.
Paris P.T.T., 8.30, Opera: "Genevieve de Brabant " (Offenbach)
from the Conservatoire.

Nat..

·y

GRAND
OPERA
will ;u:;ain be relayed from Covent
Garden next week.
Act III of '' Tristan
and Isolde '' will be
heard on Monday
(National) and Act
II ~f '' The Italian
in Akiers "
on
Tuesda; (Regional).

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

:'
'I
I
I

'I'

''
''

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

'II'
I

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22nd.
Nat., " Chateau de Madrid.'' 8.30,
London Music Festival Concert11 I. Conductor : Koussevitzky.
,:Ray Fox and his Band.
Reg., Old French Music by the
Georgian Trio. 'I]" Cam Houses
to Shunnor Fell "-Northern
feature programme.

Abroad.
Strasbourg, 8.45, Symphony Confrom the Orangerie.
1HURSDAY. MAY Z31d.

'' Nat., 8, "Christophcr Wren.''
'

I
I

:
''I

:'

,l,Walford Hyd~n and his Magyar
Orchestra.
Reg., Three Valleys F cstival Concert from Mountain Ash. Conductor : Malcolm Sargent. ~tSoft
Lights and Sweet Music.

''
''
' Abroad.
9, Concert by the Sym:I' Warsaw,
phony Orchestra.
I
I

I

I

~---------------------------------
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Superheterodyn~

cumstances, indeed, an actual reduction in
volume is tht> result to be anticipated. In
a typical ganged receiver the presence of
this effect suggests that the detector grid
circuit is not tuned to the same wavelength
as the remaining circuits.
The user of a two-HF set, of which the
reaction control is working-or, rather, failing to work-in the manner discussed,
would be w(·ll advised to try the effect of
retrimming, and he will probably save himself trouble by first adjusting the detector
grid-circuit trimmer.

Selectivity

CORRESPONDENT, discussing the
A
relative merits of superheterodyne and
straight set for his own particular needs,
seems to imagine that, so far as selectivity
is concerned, it is only a matter of the numbt·r of tuned circuits; in a superheterodyne,
of course, a relatively large number of such
circuits can be employed economically, as
those in the IF amplifier do not have to be
retuned for evc:ry station.
There is more in it than that.
Apart
from the fact that a large number of circuits can practically and inexpensively ~e
used in a superheterodyne, an actual gain
of selectivity is obtained by the process :)f
frequency changing.
Another pmnt 111
favour of the superheterodyne, as compared
with the ordinary straight set, is that the
selectivity of the IF amplifier which .provides most of the overall
selectivity
remains absolutely constant, irrespective of
the wavelength to which the controllab~e
signal-frequency circuits are tune~. Th1s
is hv no means the case 111 a stratght s~t,
where high-note loss, due to the tuned circuits, may vary by as much as zo deCibels
or so from one end of the scale to the other.

Vibratory HT Generators
E arc a-;ked to give a rderencc to p~ib
lishcd information on the construction
o{ a vibratory HT generator for " stepping
up '' tht' voltage of a small LT battery to a
value of 150 volts or so for the s~pply of
anode current to a three-valve receiver.
Unfortunately, there seems to be no published information on this subject. Indeed,
the construction of these devices is not Pntirelv straightforward, and, in particular,
the inechanical problems assocmted with the
tuned vibratory mechanism arc by no means
~m~e.
.
.
However, our quenst may be wter~sted
in the arrangement shown diagrammatically
in Fig. I, which was put forward by a reader
of The Wireless World some months ago.

W

Adding a Tweeter
THESE columns are reserved for the publication
of matter of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by our readers
R.eaders requiring an individual reply to Iheir
technical questions IJy post are referred to " The
Wireles.~ World" Information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be
found at the foot nf this page.
to which it is tuned are applied to its input
terminals. Fortunately, the filtering eftect
of the preselection and frequency-changing
circuits is nsually effective in preventing
such interference, but occasionally it is experienced, particularly by those who are
unfortunate enough to live close to a wireless telegraphy station operating on a wavelength corresponding closely to the intermediate frequency of the receivt'r.
This
interference can usually be recognised by
the fact that it is practically unaffected bv
the operation of tuning and interferes with
recPption of all stations to a sensibly equal
extent.
A reader who describes precisely these
symptoms is undoubtedly being trouhled by
direct pick-up of interference by his IF amplifier, and we suggest, in the first place,
that he should try the effect of retrimming
the various IF circuits to a slightly different
frequency. However, as the set is working
extremely well in <.ll other respects, he may
be unwilling to interfere with the adjustments that have already been carefully
made, and as an alternative it is well worth
while trying the efft?ct of an ordinary type
of wavetrap, tuned to the intermediate frequency and inserted in the aerial circuit.

Re-ganging Needed

Fig.

1.-"

Stepping up " LT voltage for
HT supply.

As will be seen, this device makes use of a
pair of buzzers, and the advantage of the
particular schcrne of connectwns advo~ate.d
is that the resistance of the buzzer coils IS
not in series with the transformer.
The correspondent who originally evolved
the circuit states that it gives perfectly
satisfactory results, and, though it is desirable that both buzzers should have the
same natural fre4uency of vibration, it is
found that, with care, ordinary cheap
buzzers may be suitably adjusted.

Intermediate-frequency

Interference

AN IF amplifier of modern design, even if
it consists only of a single stage, ts a
highly sensitive device, and so it is understandable that serious interference will be
caused if unwanted signals of the frequency

WHEN the application of reaction fails
to have its usual effect in increasing
signal strength, it is reasonable to assume
that the circuit affected is not accurately
tuned to the incoming signal. In such cir-

.....................
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The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU
HE seryice is _intended pr!mar~ly for readers
meetmg with difficulties m connection
with receivers described in The Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be
made to deal with queries on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.r, and
must be accompanied by a remittance of ss. to
cover the cost of the service.
Personal interviews are not given by the
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.

T

A

CORRESPONDENT, who wishes to
add a crystal high-note speaker to his
receiver, is apparenth· umh-r the impression that in doing so he will become involved in complicatecl matching problems,
and, mor<,over, that it will be difficult to
switch the· tweetcT out of circuit on occasions wht·n it becomes desirable to restrict
high-note, response through interference or
any other causes.
Actually, the addition in question is quite
a simple matter, aud the ordinary method
of connection, as shown in Fir(. z, overcomes both the' objections raised.

/
MOVING
"-.coiL, LOUD
SPEAKE,R

Fig. 2.-Connection of a high-note speaker
to an existing speaker.

By adjustment of the potentiometer
shmvu in the ciiagram the C'ffect of the
tweeter in strengthening high-note response
may be fully controlled.

Excessive High-note Response

THE

constructor of a resistance-coupled
LF amplifier is disappointed to find that
reproduction is e·xct•ssivdy high-pitchedhe describes it as '' reedy ''-and, moreover,
that the overall amplification appears to be
extremely low, considering the fact that
three stages are (·mployed. Values of coupling components throughout are virtually
those advocated in the various published
articles and also employed in successful receivers described in this journal.
Components have been tested, as Iar as
is possible with limited equipment, and
appear to be in order.
High-pitched reproduction and low amplification is almost always traced, in an RC
amplifier, to the us·" of a coupling condenser
of excessively low capacity, or more often to
one with an internal disconnection. It is
surprising .how such an amplifier will go on
working after a fashion when one of the
stages is virtually coupled to the preceding
one by nothing more than the stray capacities present in the wiring, etc.
We assume, therefore, that one of our
querist's coupling condensers is at fault; he
has probably found the usual difficulty in
testing them, but, as it is most unlikely that
both are defective, a comparative test could
be made without much difficultv.

!Fireless World, May
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
Henry Hall : Film Star
"MUSIC Hath Charms" i~
the title tentatink
chost'n for a f11m in which Henn·
Hall is to appear as the her.•l
with the nJt·mbers· pf his han,J
manfully
supporting
hirn
through thick ant! thin.
Th·~
leading lady has not yd bee11
sdectt'd.
Some of the shots are bcin~
takf·n this wt·ck at the Briti,h
International Pictunos studios at
Elstree. I hear that the lilt'l
will be of thl: long feature tqJC,
not or;e of those tantalising lii.tl.'
'' shorts'' usually resenTd fur
news theatres.
It will be released in Decemher.

Summer-time Shots
Further shots will be taken ;1\
the week beginning June 3rd,
when substitutes for Hen r ~
Hall's band in the B. B.C. pwgrammes will be J\Iaurice \Vit~
nick, Gt>raldo and his Gaucho
Tango Orchestra, and l\brius 13.
\V inter.

A allwch chwi siarad
Cymnzeg?

There will ;:;,.;o b,· extL•n,ions
to the aerial ,.;y:-;tL·m based on th''
data colkctl.-d in the experinwntal \YOrk carried out .tt
Daventry during the past two
and a half yc:.u-,_

Three Transmitters
\Vhcn the t w" new transmitters are wt1rking, the two
existing plants \\·ill lw combiw·d
to form mw of bight:r powt·r,
making a\·aibllk three transmitters in all. These changes
will, of cour~,-. in\·oh·e important building extensions, which
arc to ])(' start<'d at once.
The new clc·vtolopments will
constitutt" a conclwoi\·c answ<>r to
those critics who ha\·e been condemning the Corporation for its
alleged apathy towards Empire
listeners.

Double Power
No doubt H'Ccption of the
existing stations has, in many
parts of the \\Orld, cut a poor
figure beside that of the Dutch,
French, aud Gnman world
stations, but if, a~ I undt·rstand,
the present powt·r at Da ventry

GnveBJ!llcnt in the establishment of a local broadcasting
service.

Sir Henry Again
SIR HENRY WOOD'S d•ccision to cond-uct the fortyfirst sumnwr season o{ Promenack Concerts at the Queen's Hall
wiil lw h"iled with jov by :dl
who realise how muc-h- the- personality of Sir Henry has pl;tvl'd
in building the '' Proms'' tradition.
The I<J35 season will run from
Saturday,
August
roth,
~o
Saturday, October sth, and,
when the concert comes to its
triumphal finish with Sir Hem1r
\Vood's famous Fantasia ot
British Sea Songs, we shall all
wish ~im '' ;\lany Happy R·:turns.
All the concerts will be bruatlcast.

Shock for Malta Listeners

THE

alarming appearance pf
the Empire programmes on
the medium wan~banc! recently

a chancl', look vou,
W HAT
was misst>d last week ll\-

The Derby

THE Derby will

be broarkast
on June 5th. Mr. H. C. Lyk
will again describe the ract· frmn
a box on the top tier of the new
stand.
There is on! y one commentator in this· broadcast.
whneas in the National, owing
to the usual obscuritv, then· arc
two. This year the ;Jew B.B.C.
recording van will bt' going to the
course~ to pick up sound n·curcls
of the crowds, thr~ racing, and
the festivities which may givc;
added colour to the news bulletin
of the day.

I
wonder
whether
manv
Englishmen applied.
It is on
record that George Borrow, whu
was as English as the B8nk (lf
England, took the trouble to
learn \Vclsh before holid:t\-making in the Llanduclno district, hut his example is not
often followed except, perhapo'.
by English listeners tantaJis,,·tl
to the point of madness by tile
\Vclsh talks from Droitwich.

T

lncicknLtlly,
a permanent
"Radio l\lalta " is much sought
aflcr hy the Islam! n·sidetlt:i,
for, though the Empire programtnt·3, and ev,·n those fnlill
Droitwich, arc o!,bilnbl<_., the
result:; can lw very indifftrcnt at
time~. and whl'n a sclbitive set
is used interference from Snvice
stations and local shipping ca;t
be very disheartening.
The n·sidcnts have, however,
adopted the fair-minded but, in
my opinion, mistaken Yiew thott
a local broadcasting :;tation
would cause interference wit!1
Scn·icc communications in th<'
district. The choice of a suitable wa vdl'ngth shoulrl surmount trouble of this kind ju,;t
as in London or Paris.

"NOT to he possessed of a receiving set to-day," says
"Egyptian Radio," "is, in a
word, to be twelve years behind
the news, to be ·behind the
timl's, to be ' out of the movement,' to be turning the back to
one of the most inexhaustible
sources of pleasure 1n this
modern world."

Learning Welsh

HE satisf1ed smile on tlw face
of :\ir. Cecil Graves, B.B.C.
Empire Director, when, with hi-;
wift>, he left Southampton bot
wet>k on the '' Aquitania '' on ;,
holiday trip to Canada, ma\·
haYe been due to the impt>nding
announcement that tht> Davcntrv short-wave station is to ha n~
t.;,o additional transmitters of
higher power than those now in
use.

Demand for a " Local"

Out of the Movement

\Velsh-speaking people who failt-;l
to notice tht> B.B.C. advt>rtisL·ments announcing several yacaades at Cndiff, Bangor, and
Swansea I Applications for the·
post~ of Programme Director,
Variety Assistant, Feature Programme Assi~tant, Announct'f,
etc., had to r(:ach Broadcasting
House by 1\Iay llth, and one" of
tlw stipulations was that intending applicants must be \Velsh
speaking.

Daventry Gets a Move On

set to work on a new theory,
for it was found that " Radio
Malta" was testing with a rl'!ay
of tlw Daventry short-wave stations.
" Radio
Malta"
is
actually a naval statir;n tunporarily turned ovl'r to radio
t dep hon y t.o rda y the J u bike
programnws. In spill' of obvious
limitations, the quality is (]Uit'-'
good.

ARE YOU READY? Sir Henry Wood gives the note on his patent
tuning fork before an orchestral recording in the Decca studios.
Sir Henry has decided to conduct the forty-first summer season of
the "Proms" in the Queen's Hall, starting on August roth.
All
the concerts will be broadcast.

will he more than doubled, the
" furriners" will have to look to
their I a urels.

Advice for Newfoundland
After a stay in Canada Mr.
Graves will spend somt> weeks
in Newfoundland advising the

aroused excitement among
listeners in Malta.
Accordin,;
to a correspondent, the local experts were hurriedly summoned,
but only one or two who were
"in the know" could explain
the phenomenon.
However, the ether had not

Covent Garden and
Television
THIRTY-LINE television is
having a raw deal these
clays. The scene was set for th•'
ustlal transmission on Monday
next, but it was discovered that
the Covent Garden relay nf
" Tristan and Isolde " would
overrun the television period.
And so the poor clogs had
none . • • ,
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

High Fidelity
THE article by "Cathode Ray" on "High
Fidelity " in the issue for May 3rd,
I<J35, is extremely interesting to us as public
address engineers. He accurately describes
our own experience in trying to give the
public balanced reproduction.
\Ve have
been told that it lacks "mellowness," this
after we have exerted all endeavours to obtain microphones, pick-ups, amplifiers, and
loud speakers giving as near as possible
something like the original. The criticism
applies chiefly to gramophone reproduction,
and in some cases to the amplification of
vocalists and relayed music.
A recent client who has had an installation
a month acknowledges that there is nothing
wrong with it, but he has seen a tone control used on another installation, and would
like one fitted in order to fake vocalists'
voices. We don't consider tone controls are
necessary on a good-quality amplifier used
purely to amplify vocalist and orchestra.
We know we are not the only firm who
have to contend with this distorted view of
what music from a loud speaker should
sound like, which is retarding the sales
of high-quality radio receivers as well as
amplifiers.
\Vere it possible for all prospective
buvers of radio to have a high-fidelity
rc~eiver for a month, as was the case of the
gentleman, who bought one of your advertiser's receivers and was then convinced,
perhaps the general appreciation of good reproduction would become more " linear."
Strangely enough, the faithful reproduction of speech cannot "be too good for the
same critics on the same apparatus, and the
general remark is that it must, be a ''good
microphone," which goes to show how little
the public think of the " good amplifier "
and "good loud speakers " which are doing
most of the work. In, the case of a radio
receiver it is the "good loud speaker" that
gets the praise.
We often wonder is it worth while endeavouring to give the best; but, since we
cannot liste11 tp an " absent top" and a
"faked bottom" OUJ:selves, we still persist,
am! live in the hope that some day goodquality· reproduction will be the ultimate
aim of e\·ery " good " listener .
. p.p. HOLIDAY AND
HEMMERDINGER.
J. S. HoLIDAY.
Manchester, 3·

Wireless World Quality Amplifier
I HAVE just completed the building and
testing of The Wireless World QA Receiver and Amplifier, and cannot refrain
from congratulating you on such an out~tanding piece of equipment.
I have been
a reader of The Wireless World for more
vears than I care to remember, and have
built many of your previous designs with
success, but this latest one eclipses them
all. For the benefit of other readers who
may be contemplating the building of this
QA outfit I may say that my " Local "
Station is North Regional, a good hundred
miles distant, yet I am easily able to overload the output valves on this station without using reaction.
True, I have a fair
aerial and earth system, but what enthusiast hasn't. Many of the more power-

fnl Continentals came in almost as loud as
North Regional, and with supreme quality.
Now as regards selectivity, by judicious use
of the reaction control I get as much of this
as I want, and as an instance I am able io
receive Cologne after dark clear of North
Regional and almost as loudly, though of
course with some unavoidable loss of
"Top," but the quality is still better than
any commercial receiver can show on a similar test, the separation in this case being, I
believe, Io kc / s. So much for sensitivity
and selectivity.
Now for the star turnquality! It so happens that I have had a
fairly thorough musical education and am
possessed of a keen and critical ear. Suffice it to say that for the first time in mv life
I have, with this receiver, heard the ne-arest
approach to real string tone that I have ever
heard emanating from a loud speaker, and
this, too, without any "Tweeter," my
speaker being an RK Senior (Energised) and
set flush in the wall of the room, thus
achieving a practically infinite baffle without baffle vibration or box resonance. To
show off the quality to advantage one has to
choose carefully one's transmission, outside
relays become obviously inferior to studio
transmissions ; indeed, one can conceive the
B.B.C. having to improve the quality of
many of their transmissions should the QA
become popular, as it is now an easy matter
to detect whether the mike used is modern,
and some of the efforts of the effects department become obviously elementary. To
sum up, the quality is most marked on
string tone, brass instruments, and transient
sounds as cymbals, triangles, etc., the solo
pianoforte, too, being really beautifully
reproduced. One appears to capture, too, a
large part of the " atmosphere" of the concert hall, the many incidental sounds such
as key clicks coming through, as well as the
real "growl " of the double basses, which
too often sounds far too like a "boom." I

must admit the number of knobs, at first,
seems rather terrifying, but any prospective
builder may take my word for it that they
all play their part in achieving just the very
best quality that conditions at the time of
listt>ning will permit, and surely that is what
every quality enthusiast desire~.
The tone
control, too, works beautifully, on both
radio and gramophone, and ou 50 cycle
mains hum is imperceptible.
Obviously
some pains have been taken to specify only
the very best components to perform their
respective tasks. To close, The Wireless
World appears to have achieved the ultimate in quality reception until such time as
stereophonic transmission comes within the
realm of practical politics. Just a word of
warning to prospective builders in regard to
the fuses in the anode leads of the rectifier.
Normally these are ISO mA rating, and in
the first three days after completing I blew
four pairs of these despite the verv greatest
pains being taken to find the cat~se. I replaced these with 250 mA. type and have
had no further trouble, nothing has got hot,
and the total HT current is still normal, so
it would appear that with ISO mA. type we
a:e rather too near the safety line, as they
did not fuse at once but after various intervals of working from IS minutes to even an
hour and a half.
Colwyn Bay,
H. BRYAN DAVIES.
N. Wales.

Lorenz Blind Landing System
IN yo~Ir is~ue_ of April sth I attributed the
bas1c pnnCJple of the Lorenz Blind Landing System to Dr. P. Von Handel, of the
Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt.
Dr. Von Hand~! has since written to say
that while he himself developed the vertically polarised landing beam, the design of
the beacon for purposes of horizontal navigation was carried out by Dr. E. Kramar,
of the Lorenz Co. Both collaborated in the
final work of combining these two principles
to form a complete blind landing system.
R. P. G. DENMAN.
Hounslow, Middlesex.

Random Radiations
By

H

DIALLIST,

The Jubilee Broadcasts
THE B.B.C. deserves every kind of congratulation for the splendid way in
which it helped the country and the Empire to celebrate Jubilee Day. No descriptive commentaries have ever been better
done than those on the procession to St.
Paul's Cathedral, and the relay of the service itself was a fine piece of work. Then
in the evening the conception of broadcasting greetings to the King from all parts of
the Empire, leading up to His Majesty's
speech to his people, was brilliant, and the
transmission, marked by no single hitch,
was a fitting culmination to the months of
hard work put in previously by the departments concerned.
The identity of the "Anonymous Commentator," who described the procession and
the Ceremony of the Sword from a point near
Temple Bar must remain a secret, though
manv wondered who he was, and were
loud, in their praises of the way in which
he performed his task.

A Television Suprise

JT sets
is announced that no television receiving
w1ll be shown on the n1anufacturers'
stands at the Wireless Exhibition at Olympia
next August. This, I feel, is rather a pity,
but by way of compensation a non-commercial exhibit and demonstration of television
is to be staged. There is no question that
a great deal of harrn was done for some
weeks to the wireless industry at the beginning of this y"ear by the ridiculous scares
and rumours that were in the air, but sensible people have realised long ago that
normal '' sound '' reception has nothing to
fear from television as a competitor, for the
very good reason that it isn't a rival at all.
Anything like a campaign to belittle television and its possibilities will simply defeat
its own object. There is nothing so fatal in
this world as protesting too much. It is
much to be hoped that those who are
responsible for organising the Exhibition will
see their way to altering their decision about
the exclusion of television apparatus_
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Car Radio Approved
THE_ :\linister of Transport has given his
ofhC!al approval to car radio. \Vhcn it
was first introduced into thi:,; countrv there
~vcrc not a few who regarded it as likely tn
Increase the dangers of the roads, fearing
that 1t might distract the attention of driver~
from the work in hand. I mvo.clf used wireless in a car years before bu"ilt-in sets were
h(:_ard cf. It is my wont when opportunity
otters 1tself to run down to the \Vest Country for reasons not uncmmccted with fishing. It is a drive of something over zoo
m!les, o.pt to become rathcr a dull busines~
when undertaken alone.
For that reason I contrivt·cl a long w hi\e
ago a portable set which travelled on the
back seat of the car, and was switched on
whenever the need for Jivnsion was felt.
I foun~ it an immense boon in its day,
though 1t was, of course, nothing like so good
as a modern car radio set with automatic
volume control and all kinds of other improvements.
I must say that I've nPver found wireless
~eception at all a handicap to careful clrlvmg; certainly it is vastly less so than :1
talkative pass~nger. Some people, though,
have queer 1deas about what motorists
~houlcl or should not do. In Sweden there
1s, or was, a regulation that one might not
smoke whilst driving a car!

A Prize Suggestion
Speaking of car radio reminds me that
some months ago I was asked in all seriousness by a friend, who is looked on as bein~
a more than ordinarily intelligent person,
~hether car television sets would be posSible! And he is a motorist, too. \Vhatev~Cr
else may happen one can say very definitely
that car television won't-unless, of course,
it is installed purely for the passengers and
completely out of the dri\,er"s sight. There
would then be no chance of his driving up
a televised street instead of the real one.

......

Two-Channel Reception
WHEN it is particularly important for a
short-wave transmission to be receive<!
without fading, as is the case ,,-hen relaying is being done, two different channc:ls
are often used nowadays at the same time.
The twin transmissions do not fade together,
hence one of them is always coming through
with sufficient strength at any given instant.
Rather elaborate apparatus -is used for
'' mixing '' the two signals and feeding only
the stronger to common output stages.
Whilst the wireless man-in-the-street may
not wish to undertake anything 'o ambitious
as this, he can, if he possessPs two receiving
sets, sometimes make sure of good reception
of a programme from medium-wave stations
that might otherwise be ruined by fading.
Any reader who has a bent for cxperimcn~ ~
will find it interesting to sec what can be
clone with pairs of stations such as Munich
and Niirnberg or Milan I and Turin. Th,;
two members of each of these pairs-and
there are many others-transmit the same
programmes; .but since they use widely
different wavelengths they do not fade simultaneously. The results obtainable in this
way are inost instructive and the possibilities
that they open up are considerable.

Also Worth Trying
Another experiment that I can recommend
as being well worth while is that of tuning
the aerial circuit of a three-valve or fourvalve straight set. In some instances the

Improvement in results is almost beyond belief. In the old clays, when valves were
very inefficient by comparisDn with tho~e
that\\ e han: to-day, we used to obtain gofl'!
reu·ption from many weak and distaPt
'tations with s<?ts in which the aerial circuit
was very loosdy coupled to the grid circuit
of the first valve, both bc·ing indepe:1dentlv
tli!wd-old hands will remember the A .T .I.
and A.T.C., abbreviations which stood fm
aerial tuning inductance and aerial tuning
condenser. One great draw !Jack to this system 1,; that it io impossible to gang the tw<J
tuned condensers owing to the compar;ltivdy large capacity of the aerial. For thi3
and other reasons it was abandoned in favour
of the present method, when valves of
higher efficiency became common and the
public demanded one-knob tuning.
Given a loosely coupled and independently
tuned ac:ial circuit amazing things can be
done. For it must never be forgotten that
single-dial tuning severely limits the results
obtainable from any combination of valvc·s
and circuits in a straight receiving set.

......

Live and Let Live

THOUGH there is no manner of doubt
that the wireless receiving set is one dt
the greatest boons ot to-clay, there arc times
when one almost wishes that it had never
been invented!
Most readers will have
known such feelings.
They occur mo~t
poignantly when your neighbour on one side
is letting the world in general know what a
splendid set he possesses by reproducing an
organ solo with the volume control full on
and all windows open, what time your neighbour on the other side is doing much the
sanw thing with a hot jazz number. However great his enthusiasm and his love of
majestic volume, the wireless man should
always remember his neighbours, if he· has
any.
Don't imagine that you arc giving
them a treat by filling the air with music;
very few wireless sets arc pleasing to the
ear when heard at a clistancP, and in cases
where there arc pronoanced resonance effects
il lio'tr·ner a hundred yards or so away may
hear little but one or two constantly recurring and uttc·rly maddening notes.

WIRELESS CONSULTING
ROOM
Medical Advice for the \V orld

A

l\IEDICAL consulting room literally at
the disposal of the world IS an 1dea
\'._-hich is to br" put into practice by
the Ita kw "D1rezione Gcnerale di San ita."
The propusal was recently put to Signor
l\lussolini, anJ the Duce immcdiat<:ly ga vc
a warm assent, with the result that a unique
nwclical institution will open in the near
future.
The consulting room is to be situated in
the studios of the Rome broadcasting sl~t
bon, although quite independent of the
broadcasting organisation. There will be
regular day and night medical attendants,
the best doctors in Italy bein"" available at
all times. Urgent medical enq~iries by wireless from all parts of the world will be
speedily considered and the answers transmitted over the ether.
An interesting technical arrangement i:s
prov1dcd for transmitting replies on any
wavelength specially requested by the enqmnng transmitter.
Signor Mussolini, in giving his support to
the movement, said that in cases of sickness
it was the duty of every human being, no
ma~ter what nationality, to give all the
ass1stance that lay in his or her power.
Therefore, the new consulting room would
be available to all.

Blaring
On" has heard this called an age of noise,
and certainly our towns and villagcs are
much k~s <1uict places than they were years
ago.
It is, perhaps, because the general noise

lcvd ha~ risen so much that some people
apparently find life dull unless they arc list<·ning to very loud music. The other clay I
went to a big sports meeting, and, ere the
events began, gigantic loud-speakers almost
cleafcnccl ns with musical selectious. There
is only one kind of music that lends itself
at all to this kind of thing, and that is the
brass band.
But we didn't have brass
bands; we had, of all things, innumerable
voc~d <olos.
However free from distortion
the reproduction may be technically, your
ba;cso and your tenor are not pleasing to
the car when they are made to bellow as no
Bull of Bashan ever did.
That same evening I had to attPnd a mcding in a large hall, and there again w« were
treated to a positively overpowering volume
of sound to while away the time before the
proceedings started. Almost wherever you
go ncwadays on public occasions the blaring
loud-speaker greets vou. Do people, I wonreally like _this_ terrific noise, or do they
,1ust put up w1th 1t because they imagine
thai: cthers are enioying it?

?er.

Signor Mussolini gives his warm support.

Frequently there are cases which can be
dealt with successfully only by a specialist;
sometimes only oue or two men in the world
may be qualified to cope with a particular
disease.
Interesting apparatus developed by Professor Pendc, of Genoa, will be used for
registf:'ring heart beats and the action of the
lungs of patients at great distances from the
receiving station.
_The permanent wavelength of the first
w1rdess medical consulting room in the
world will be fixed upon during the next
few clays. There will be twelve doctors on
the staff at the beginning, but later on the
Direzione Generate cli Sanita hopes that the
important medical authorities in all countries will send doctors and specialists to
Rome to take a share in this new work for
the benefit of all the world.
M.L.
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Foundations of
Part XXII.-LF Amplification and
Wireless
the Output T riode
T

HIS instalment deals with the conditions under which LF
amplifying valves (transformer- and resistance-coupled) are
normally operated, and also treats the question of the output
valve from the aspects of permissible harmonic distortion and
maximum pou·er.

W

E have now covered, in outline
and principle at least, the
subject of high - frequency
amplification ; and though the
reading, or even the close study, of preceding instalments will not by any means
develop the reader of them into an expert
designer of receivers, it should at least
enable him to follow with full comprehension those articles dealing with the latest
developments of the subject that appear
from time to time in these pages. That
defines, approximately, the scope of a
series dealing primarily with "foundations."
In the matter of detection, too, the foundations have been laid-with, perhaps, a
little superstructure for good measure.
The main subject that remains deals with

frequencies to the same extent, the voltage
developed across the primary in circuit (a)
must be independent of frequency. The
primary constitutes an inductive load, the
reactance of which rises with frequency; to
attain even amplification it follows, therefore, that the voltage across it must be substantially equal to 11 Vg at even the lowest
frequency in which we are interested, since
it will certainly rise to within a fraction of
For this, the
this figure at the highest.
inductance of the primary must provide a
reactance which, even at a low frequency,
is high compared with the AC resistance of
the valve. In the '' equivalent anode circuit" of Fig. rr8, the primary inductance
Lp is in senes with the AC resistance R'J
of the valve, and receives
zdLp y'Ro" + (zdLp)"

Fig.

(b)

1 17.-Transformer-coupled

LF stages. In (a) the steady current of the first valve passes
through the transformer primary P ; in (b) it is carried by R.

the amplification of the low-frequency
detected signals.
One of the standard methods of lowfrequency
amplification.
resistance
coupling, was used as the type of amplification in general in discussing the triode
in Part XIII. An alternative method
involves the substitution of a transformer
for the resistance, with the dual aim of
allowing a greater DC voltage to reach the
anode of the LF amplifying valn (or
detector) and of obtaining a little extra
gain by virtue of the step-up ratio of the
transformer.
In Fig. II7 there are shown skeleton diagrams of a transformer-coupled stage.
Since we desire to amplify signals of all

hence higher fl, might be chosen. If we
are content to set our limit at 50 cycles,
then, with the same transformer, Ro =
Z;;- x 50 x IOO=JI-400 ohms. This, therefore, is the highest permissible value of
valve resistance.
Or if Ro stays at
ro,ooo U, we can use a less bulky transformer, for which Lp is given by Lp =
Ro/z;;-f=-Io,ooojz;;- x 50=JI.8 henrys.
It is important to note that the necessary
value for the primary inductance is that
which holds in actual use, with the steady
anode current of the valve passing through
the winding. This, by setting up a permanent magnetisation of the iron core,
tends to prevent it responding to the signal
current, which has to superpose on this the
varying magnetisation from which the
secondary derives its energising voltage.
In other words, the inductance is decreased
below its "open-circuit" value by the
steady current.

~~,----,-c

+1-t.T.

a)

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, 1\I.Sc.

If
of the generated voltage 11 Vg.
the primary reactance zdLp is equal to
Ro, the amplification afforded will be
o. 707ft, or 3 db. less than that at a high
frequency at which zd Lp considerably
exceeds Ro. If we accept this condition as
representing a tolerable drop in gain at the
low frequencies, we have at once a convenient design formula: Ro = zd Lp.
For a given valve and transformer, this
tells us the lowest frequency that is satisfactorily amplified; for a ro.ooo-U valve
and a transformer for which Lp = roo H.
the drop to 70 per cent. of maximum amplification will occur at f= Ro / 2;;- Lp = 15.9
cycles. Evidently, with so good a transformer as this a valve of higher Ro, and

The Resistance-fed Transformer
This effect can be allowed for by
making sure that the minimum value of Lp
prescribed by the formula is reached even
with the steady current passing through
the winding, or alternatively by diverting
the steady current through another path,
as in Fig. IIJ(b). Most modern transformers have cores of high~permeability
material (Mu-metal, etc.) which attain
magnetic saturation with quite a small primary current. For these the "parallel"
circuit shown at (b) is essential. The feedcondenser, if large enough, has no effect
whatever on the voltage across Lp at any
frequency, but by cunning choice of a
suitable value for C it mav be made to
maintain the bass respons-e of a transformer at frequencies lower than that
to which it would
respond
satisfactorily with a condenier of indefinitely
large
capacity. In effect,
C and Lp form a
Fig. II8.-Equivalent
anode circuit of a
tuned circuit, tuntransformer - coupled
ing
flatly
on
stage.
account of R and
Ro, which are virtually in parallel with it,
by which the extreme bass can be maintained. Instructions for the choice of C,
R, and Ro are generally given in the instruction-slip accompanying a transformer. Those who wish to go more
deeply into this subject, which is of interest more to the designers of transformers
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than to the users of them, are referred to
an earlier article in this journal. 1
The matter of high-note response from a
transformer is a complex one, depending
partly on the stray capacity across th,~
transformer-which should evidently be
kept at a minimum--and on a transformer
characteristic (leakage inductance) not
usually known to the ordinary user. Owing to this lack of available data on the
point, no discussion of high-note response
will be embarked on here.
The question of stray capacities arises
again in connection with a resistancecoupled stage, in which high notes will be
lost if the stray capacity is such that its
reactance at the upper frequencies is not
high compared with the AC resistance :·f
the valve. High notes of frequency f are
reduced to 70.7 per cent. of their correct
voltage (" 3 db. down") when I I 2rrfC =
R Ro I (R + Ro), where R, C, and Ro have
the values indicated in Fig. rr9. It will
be clear that where a high capacity is inevitable (as in long screened leads, for example, or feeder lines to a distant am~li
fier) the choice of a valve of l_ow AC. resistance, with an external couplmg resistance
of low value, will ensure that loss of the
+H.T.

Fig. II9.-Showing stray capa~ities C in a
resistance-coupled LF stage. Htgh notes of
frequency freceive 70·7% of the amplification
of low notes when I/2 rr fC = RRojR + Ro.

higher frequencies is kept within reasonable bounds. If the frequency for which
the equation given above is satisfied lies
at Io,ooo cycles or over, all will be welland there will be a margin in hand to cover
any underestimate of either capacity or
resistance.
The question of loss of low notes in a
resistance amplifier is purely a matter of
grid-condenser and grid-leak values; it w~s
dealt with at the end of Part VI of this
series.

The Output Valve
When amplified sufficiently, the signal is
passed from the last valve in the set to the
loud speaker, there to move a diaphragm
which re-creates, with more or less fidelity,
the sound-waves from which the original
modulation was derived. To agitate the
diaphragm of a loud speaker power is
required ; the output valve has therefore to
be so chosen, and so worked, that the
1 Aughtie and Cope, The Wirele88 World, Dec.
11th, 1929 p. 644.
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Ftg. 120.-Curves of an output triode rated
for 250 V max. Ea. The load-lines shown
are discussed in the text.

and as having the same value for all the
frequencies in which we are interested, we
can represent it by a load-line passing
through A. Since the AC resistance of the
particular valve illustrated is about I ,ooo U,
we will make a load-line for 2,000 D, on
the grounds that the best load is usually
about equal to 2 Ro. This line is shown
at BAC.
If we apply a signal of IO volts peak the
anode current will now swing between P
and Q, or from 57 to 20 milliamps. The
rise for the positive half-cycle is thus 20
m A., the fall for the negative half -cycle
only I7 mA.
This difference, clearly
enough, will introduce distortion. Unless
the grid-swing is restricted to fantastically
small dimensions, the distortion will not
entirely vanish. We therefore have to set
a more or less arbitrary limit to the amount
of distortion \ve propose to permit ; that
generally accepted allows distortion
equivalent to the introduction of 5 per cent.
of second harmonic. This is reached when
the lengths AQ and AP stand in the ratio
9 to II.

greatest possible amount of power is deChoosing the Load
livered to the loud speaker. To provide
In the present case the grid~swing may
large power, high anode current and high
anode voltage are required ; an output tri- be extended to about I5 volts each way,
ode is therefore a valve of low AC resist- giving a change in la of + 30 and - 25
ance and may be rated to operate at volt- mA. before this limit of distortion is
reached. Corresponding to this total curages up to 400.
The properties of an output valve are rent-swing of 55 mA., there is a voltagededuced, in much the manner already dis- swing of rro volts. The corresponding
cu,;sed in Part XIII, from load-lines drawn peak-values of signal current and signal
across the Ea- la curves. A set of such voltage in the load are 55 I 2 and rro /2,
curves for an output triode are reproduced and the RMS values 55/ 2/ 2 and
in Fig. 120. In discussing a resistance- I IO I 2 I 2. The AC power delivered to the
coupled stage the load-line (Fig. 71) cuts speaker is the product of these, or (55 x
the line la= 0 at the voltage of the anode I IO) /8 = 756 mil!iwatts.
battery, thereby indicating that the voltage
The restriction of the grid-swing made
at the anode of the valve could only rise to necessary by the early attainment of the
this value at zero
anode current. In
2,000
11'
the case of an output
o::z
valve the load confi'~ 1,750
I
sists of the windings
~"'
(f)0
I'
of the speaker itself
~in 1.500
I
I
!""-'I
or of an output trans,.... !""-~0
I
:::; 01.250
former,
either of
I
!7
::::!Z
which has a com:;:o
i
/
~::;:1,000
paratively low resist0::
I
/
1--<(
If, for the
ance.
ir:t: 750
l/
1-sake of simplicity,
:>Cl
I
I
0~
we regard this resist:;J~ 500
ance as negligibly
!!:"'
low, the voltage at
o<t-£' 250
a.,
the anode of the
valve will be that of
0
2,000
8,(00
20
6,000
1000U
,00
~000
the anode battery
ANODE LOAD (OHMS)
itself, and the curves
Fig. 121.-Relation between anode load and available power a!lowinu
of the valve-plus5% second harmonic distortion, for the valve of Fig. 120 ~orked at
loud speaker compoint A.
bination, if measured
\Vith direct current, will be those of Fig.
5 per cent. distortion limit indicates that
I20. Let us suppose, then, that \Ye de- the load has been wrongly chosen. Going
cided to work the valve at Ea= 250 V., through the same process of drawing loadand that we set the bias at -30 V. This line, investigating permissible grid-swing
gives the working point A, for which before the distortion-limit is reached, and
calculating from the current and voltage
Ia=37 mA.
Even though the speaker offers no re- swings the power delivered to the speaker
sistance to DC, it will have quite a large enables us to find the power than can be
impedance to signal currents ; if we con- delivered into each load. The values of.
sider this impedance as purely resistive these are given as et curve in Fig. IZI.
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Foundations of WirelessThe optimum load, being that into which
the greatest power can be delivered, is evidently about 5,200 D-the corresponding
!pad-line is drawn at DAF on Fig. 120. To
achieve this power the grid requires a
signal that swings it from o to - 6o V.,
giving a swing in anode current from 12~
to 67 mA. The two excursions from A are
exactly in the ratio 9 to rr, showing that
distortion equivalent to the introduction of
5 per cent. second harmonic has just been
reached.
The power available for the
loud speaker is now
(67- IZt) X (378- 94)
8
1935 mW.
IfwilL be remembered that the choice cif
A as the working-point was purely arbitrary-it is quite possible that some other
point would give greater power. Still
keeping·tD -~a=250 V., which, being the
highest wltage for which the valve is rated,
will quite certainly give the greatest output," other points can be investigated in
the same manner as A, and then, by comparing the outputs given by the best load
for each point, we can finally pick the best
possible working-point and load. For the
2 The power output given by a valve is related to
the anode voltage applied thus: Power oc (E.)"·"

valve of Fig. 120, this is given by Ea=
250, Ia=48, R=2930 Q.
For this, the
available power is 2,670 mW., as can be
deduced from the final load line XOY.
In general, the user of a valve is not
compelled to go through this elaborate examination of valve-curves, for the makers'
recommendations as to anode voltage and
current, grid bias and optimum load are
set forth in the instruction-slip accompanying each valve. The user has only to do as
he is told.
In the matter of providing the optimum
load he is rather at sea; he can do no more
than ask the maker of his chosen loud
spea.ker to supply it with a transformer
suited to the valve he proposes to use. The
ratio of the transformer, as reference to
Part X will show, should

be~

:s'

where

Rand Rs are respectively the required load
and the mean impedance of the speechcoil.
The load offered by a loud speaker is
usually partly resistive and partly inductive. A recent article in these pages
(Valve Diagrams for LoudSpeaker Loads;
March 29,_p. 324, and April 5, p. 344) has
dealt co~prehensively with this aspect of
the question, and to it the reader is referred
for a continuation of this subject.

Cossor Cathode-Ray Tubes
High Vacuum Tubes for Television
T is now generally realisecJ._ that for the
reproduction of high-definition television
the high va,t;tmm type of cathode-ray
tube is eiisen.tial, a:nd Cbsson1bw list a nttin·
ber of tubes designed 'expressly for this
purpose. . '.[he larg~st be~rs the number .
3272, and has a diameter cif no less thah·
12Fn. with a length of 26in., so that the
picture may be as large as win. by Sin.
The tube i.,s priced at 15 guineas, and is
fitted with a 10-pin base,· its filament consuming 1.25 amperes at 0.4 volt.· It is rated
for a maximum third-anode potential oi
4,ooo volts. The second anode should have
applied to it one-quarter of the third-anode
voltage, while the potential of the first
anode can lie between zero and that of the
second anode, the shield voltage being
equal to the first anade voltage.
The electric sensitivity is given as
750/V mm. per volt where V is the thirdanode voltage. Where this is 4,ooo volts, a
deflection of 750/ 4,ooo=o.1875 mm.=
0.074in. is obtained for every volt applied
to the deflecting plates, It can be seen,
therefore, that for a picture of win. by Sin.
the peak voltage applied to the horizontal
deflecting plates from the time base must
be 1ojo.o74= 135 volts, and to the vertical
plates 8jo.o74=108 volts.

All three models are available with the
type H screen, which gives a sepia tone picture of the type normally obtained in
cathodecray television reproduction. They
can be supplied with a type J screen, however, which gives a light blue response
forming a picture which approximates to
black and white.

Some Useful Notes
The leaflet describing these tubes gives
some useful information on their operation,
and for high-definition television
hardvalve time base is recommended for the
horizontal or line scanning only, while a
gas-filled triode time base is advised for the
vertical or picture scanning. The latter is,
of course, unsuitahre for very high speeds.'
but gives a much more rapid return stroke
than the .circuit employing hard valves. It
cannot, therefore, he used very satisfactorily
for the line scanning at the present time
where many lines are used. Although the
hard-valve circuit works well at high speeds,
the length of its return stroke renders it
less suitable for the picture frequency, and
the gas-filled triode is ideal for this purpose. A push-pull output circuit from the
time base is recommended for two reasons:
first, to maintain accurate focus over the
whole picture, and, secondly, to avoid
trapezium distortion by holding each pair of
plates at the same mean potential relative
to the third anode.
.
Some useful notes on the mains equipment
are also given. Although the third anode
should be at earth potential, it is stated that
it is inadvisable to earth this electrode as it
may introduce mains. hum. It is ad~ised,
therefore, that the third anode be earthed
through a high resistance and the cathode
earthed through a condenser which must be
rated to withstand a high voltage.

a
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THE RADIO INDUSTRY

A

N arrangement has i>ef'n made lwtwt>e_ n
Philips Radio and Chrvsler Motors, Ltd.,
whPrehy a spt'cial type of aerial is to be <"rPCtPd
in' the roof of Chrysl<>r cars. This a<>riai- has
been dPsigned <'specially for nsP in conjunction
with Philips "Motoradio," and no suppnessors
are necpssary on the sparking plugs whe-n the
set is fi ttPd.
<!>

<!>

<i>

A nc·w rang<e of Ev<•r Rcadv super-capacity
HT IJattPries has just !wen introdue<·d.
Various voltages are avail<lhk; as an example
of pric<', the r2o-volt battery costs ros. Gel.

The Cossor
3272 highvacuum
cathode ray
tube.

Smaller Diameter Tubes
Smaller tubes than this are listed, such
as the 3274 with a diameter of win. and
a sensitivity of 5oojV mm. per volt, and
the 3271 with a diameter of 6~-in. and a sensitivity of 320 /V mm. per volt. Both these
tubes are -rated for a maximum thirdanode potential of 3,ooo volts, and the

<!>

Microphones of all kinds, from the simple
button pattern costing a shilling or so to highquality Reisz and conclensPr typ(·s, an'
described in a catalogue issued bv Elt>ctradix
Radios, 218, Upp<'r Thames Strc:et, London,
E.C.4.

potentials applied to the other el~trodes
follow the same relations as in the case of
the 3272.

A particularlv ambihous public addrPss installation \\·as S<·t up in connection with the
J ul>ilee cdei>rations by the Trix Elt>ctrical Co.,
Ltd. Seventv loud spc-akns in a number of
lmildings in thP rwighbourhood of Pall Mall,
Cockspur Street and Trafalgar Sqnan· wt>re
ust>d; thesP were fed from a c<>ntral station ll'ith
a commentary on the ceremonies.
\Varcl and Goldstone, Ltd., of Pcndlc-ton,
ManchestPr, are well known as manufactun·rs
of low-capacity low-loss screPned aerial ](•ads
for use without matching transformers; it is
not so widely known that they also produce
"Statoformers" for comwction to screened
transmission lines of tlw ordinary typ<". Usdul
technical ·information on the application of
tht'se d<"vices is given in a lt>aflet issut'd by the
makers.
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COMMENT
distances beyond their frontiers, and
hence their value for propaganda purposes would disappear. If, however,
for example, a complete network of
ultra-short-wave stations throughout
this country is established, so that all
districts are within the service range
of one or more of these stations, it
may be hard to justify the continuance
of the medium broadcast band transmtsswns. It could well be argued
then that the B.B.C. was monopolising
an unnecessary number of wavelengths,
just as the same objection would be
raised if several long-wave channels
were in use for broadcasting in addition
to those in the medium band.

LTHOUGH .we seem to have
settled down as the result of
some years of experience to
the idea that medium wavelengths arc ideal for general broadcasting purposes, it is interesting to
speculate as to whether this view will
hold in th~ years to come.
Quite obviously, any drastic or hasty
change could not be contemplated,
for the scrapping of medium-waveband
transmitting stations, even if the advantages of so doing were immense,
Television
would render sets in universal use obsolete as well as the transmitting
Demonstrations
stations themselves, and such capital
A Lesson from Germany
loss could not be entertained.
But, nevertheless, the coming of
TJ 7 E have frequently rccomtelevision on ultra-short \vavelengths
mended that, in order to bring
does open up the possibility .that
home to the public the imsoun(l broadcasting on these wave- provements in quality of reproduction
lengths may gradually achieve popu- in broadcast receivers that arc being
larity amongst listeners to a point achieved as design progresses, facilities
where regular listening as at present, should be given for the public to listen
on the medium v:avelengths, may go at convenient centre:; under ideal
out of fashion. A factor which would reception conditions with good quality
contribute to such a state of affairs apparatus of standard type.
When the television hi.gh-definition
would be the very much better quality
which it is likely will be attained with, service begins the need for facilities
the ultra-short wavelengths on a wide for public demonstration will be still
frequency band, as compared with the greater, for the public has at present
present medium waves where only a no idea what television can offer,
restricted band is available, and even and only a very small proportion of the
then reception is subject to interfer- public have ever witnessed television
ence not experienced on ultra-short in any form.
In Berlin the Post Oft1ce has already
waves, for it must be remembered
that the range of the ultra-short waves arranged facilities for the public to
is limited and, in consequence, inter- attend demonstrations under normal
ference from stations far afield is conditions with standard television
receivers since the inauguration of a
minimised.
The pro\Ve can imagine that some countries television service there.
\Yould be very disinclined to change spective purchaser of a set can, thereover to ultra-short-wave broadcasting, fore, find out for himself what possiif only for the reason that their trans- bilities in the way of entertainment
·
missions would no longer travel to await him.

A
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The

Permeability Battery Four
A Sensitive and Economical A VC Set

T

HE destl-)tl of a receiver in which

permeability tuning is used instead of the more conventional
variable condensers is a matter of
considerable interest, for there are many
·factors, good or bad, which are taken for
granted in the ordinary system, but which
become profoundly modified with the new
method. When a coil of fixed inductance
is tuned by variable condensers the performance obtained inevitably varies over
the tuning range. With a coil of normal
design the selectivity increases as the
resonance frequency is lowered by increasing the capacity of the variable condenser;·
the dynamic resistance, however, upon
which amplification depen~s. falls. In the
ordinary straight set, therefore, the sensitivity usually falls off as the wavelength
increases and the selectivity becomes much
greater than at low wavelengths.
Now, with permeability tuning, it is the
inductance \\'hich is variable, and in a
correctly designed component the dynamic
resistance and the selectivity are constant
irrespective of the setting of the tuning
dial. It would thus seem that this system
offers a perfect solution to the problem
of obtaining constant selectivity and sen-

A

A10DERI\T long-distance tecdver must be not only sens1tn•e and

selecti·ve but must give as high a standard of reproduction as 1s
compatible with the degree of selectiL•ity achie·ved. This ca!!s for constant
selectivity, which can only be obtained in a straight set through the use of
permeability tuning. This system is employed in the set described in this
article in conjunction with two stages of HF amplification to u:hich AVC
is applied in order to reduce fading as much as possible and so obtain a
maximum of performance in long-range reception.
sitivity, but this is unfortunately not the
case in practice, although there is no doubt
that it offers a big impron~ment over condenser tuning. Psed as an intervalvc
coupling a perfect permeability tuner will
give quite constant amplification and selectivity provided that it be connected in such
a wa v that the effective shunt resistance
imposed on the circuit by other components is a constant. This shunt resistance comprises the internal AC resistance
of the Yalve, the losses in the vain-holder,
and similar effects.
At first sight it appears that these effects
would not Yary much with wa\'elengb.
and this would indeed be the case if it
were not for the results of stray couplings
beh\'een different parts of the amplifier.
The stray couplings are chiefly capaciti\'c
in nature, ancl usually cause regeneration,
the amount of which increases with an in-

crease in fr<;'q uenc~·, and its effect is to
make both the amplification and the
selcctiYity higher by an amount which
varies with wavelength. vVe may thus expect to find that a practical amplifier embodying permeability tuning gin·s neither
constant selectivitv nor sensitivity, but t!Ett
both attributes in~reasc as the ,~·avelength
is lowered-a result rather different from
that found with condenser tuning. Proviclccl that the stray couplings arc kept
within reasonable limits, and this is, of
course, necessary to presen·e stability
\\'hen a high gain is attempted, the variations need be in no way serious, and do
not compare \Yith those found \\'ith conventional tuning systems.
\Vhen we come to consider the aerial
circuit, and, above all, a pair of tuned
circuits coupled in the form of a band-pass
filter, however, we find that the character-
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complete circuit diagram shows that four tuned circuits are employed~two of them preceding the first valve.
provides detection, AVC, and LF amplification, while the output stage is of the QPP typi!.

istics of a permeability tuner are not Se)
well suited to the maintenance of the desired constancy of performance. Actually,
in order to maintain constant sdectivitv
and sensitivity it is necessary to employ
coupiing which varies with wawlength iil
a special manner, and this is rather ton
complicated to be feasible in a practical
receiver, at any rate at the present tinw.
If a fixed coupling be used common
capacity seems the best.
In view of these effects we must expect
nc·ither the sensitivity nor the selectivity
to be quite constant, and experience indicates that the sensitivity varies over tht'
\Yavebaml in nmghly the same way <b
when condenser tuning is used, the yariation being partly clue to stray regeneration,
but more to the band-pass filttr. Th•:
selectiYitv. howcYer, although not constant, Yaries much less than: usual, and
this is ample justification for the use of
permeability tuning, as can be seen when
it is remembered that an increase in selecti Yitv means an increase in side band cutting: and hence poorer quality of n·production, for tone-correction can hardh· lw nsc•l
to compensate for a variable l1igh-notc
response.

:t

sistance, decoupling being obtained with
the aid of this resistance R3 and the o. I
mfd. condenser C6. The tuned circuit is
shunted by a pair of series-connected
o.ooor mfcl. condensers, C4 and C5, to the
centre-point of which the anode of the first
yah-e is connected. This leads to the
cquiYalent of a 1-2 step-up transformer
and is nt·cessary in order to limit the effect

A duo-diode-triode

In this case neither side of the tuned circuit is earthed, since this leads to a much
smaller HF potential being developed
across the diode load resistance, and hence
imposes much less stringent requirements
upon the HF filter after the detector. The
earth return path of the tuned circuit to
high-frequency currents is thus completed
through the o.ooo1 mfd. condenser Cw,
which also serves as the detector load resistance by-pass capacity.
The layout of components
adopted in the HF portion
of the receiver can clearly be
seen in this photograph.

The HF Stages
In order to obtain a consideqble dc~ree
of smsitiYity, two HF stages are employed
in the Permeability Battery Four, and thev
are preceded by a pair of loosely coupled
tuned circuits. The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. r, and it will be seen
that the aerial is connected to the high
potential end of the first circuit through
the o.ooor mfd. condenser Cr. The fibt
YalYe is connected directly to the second
circuit and the two coils are coupled by
th~ common condenser Cz of 0.04 mfd.,
the AVC bias being applied through the
ro,ooo ohms decoupling resistance Rr.
A tuned circuit of identical charactnistics is connected to the grid circuit of the
second HF valve, and here again the AVC
bias is applied through a 10,000 ohms re-

of stray regeneration. The DC path to
the anode for the H. T. supply is provided
bv the HF choke Chr.
-The stcond stage of amplification is
similar and the HT is applied through thP.
choke Chz, the tuned circuit being feel
through the o.ooor mfd. condenser Cg.

A duo-diode-triode is used for the detector, and the signal diode, which is
mounted round the negative leg of the filament, is connected directly to the highpotential end of the tuned circuit, while
the 0.25 megohm load resistance R4 is returned to positive LT in order to obtain

510
The Permeability Battery Four-

good rectification.
The LF potentials
appearing across the load resistance are fed
to the triode section of the valve, which
acts as 11. low-frequency amplifier, through
the o. r mfd. condenser Cn-the poteutiometer R6 being connected as a volume control
which functions both on
radio and on gramophone.
The coupling between
the triode and the double
QPP output pentode is by

MAY 24th, 1935.
anode of the second HF valve through the
o.oor mfd. condenser C8. It is important
that this precise point of connection be
adhered to, ior if the condenser were
joined to the other side of Cg, there would
be a serious risk of distortion, although

set. The LF circuits, therefore, are excep1ionally free from stray HF currents.
The diode used for AVC is mounted
round the positive limb of the filament,
and the load resistance R8 of 2 megohms is
returned to negative LT. A negative
potential of some r.s volts is thus automatically obtained on the AVC diode, with
the result that AVC does not function until
the detector input exceeds some r.s volts
peak. Delayed AVC is
thus obtained without
the need for an additional battery. The steady
p o t e n t i a I appearing
across R8 as a result of
rectification is fed as bias

A rear view of the chassis, with the grid bais battery removed,
showing the detector and LF equipment on the right.

means of a r-8 push-pull transformer, the
primary of which is resistance-capacity
fed by means of the zs,ooo ohms resistance
R7 and the r mfd. condenser Cr4. In
order to prevent the generation of parasitic oscillation in the output valve a
rso,ooo ohms resistance Rg is interposed
between the centre-tap on the transformer
secondary and the grid bias battery. In
the anode circuit of this valve a QPP type
output transformer is employed for feeding the loud speaker, and following the
usual practice this is not a part of the set
but is mounted on the loud speaker, and
is, in fact, supplied with it. Two condensers, Crs and Cr6, each of o.oos mfd.
capacity, are connected across the halves
of the output transformer primary, and
serve several purposes. First, they tend
to prevent parasitic oscillation ; secondly,
they prevent the load impedance from
rising excessively at high frequencies ; and
thirdly, they prewnt an excessive highfrequency response from being obtained.
Turning now to the A VC system, it will
be seen that the second diode of the duodiode-triode is used and is fed from the

the AVC would function just as
well. The distortion is brought about
by the fact that with delayed AVC
distorted
LF
potentials
necessarily
appear across the AVC diode load
resistance, and the higher frequency
components are fed back to the preceding
circuit through the feed condenser C8. If
this be connected to the detector diode
they appear across the diode load resistance R4 and are applied to the LF amplifier, and may cause serious harmonic
distortion to appear at high frequencies.
If the feed condenser be connected directly
to the anode of the HF Yalve, as in thi-s
receiver, however, the distorted LF potentials fed back through C8 cause no harm,
for the anode to cathode path of this valve
is of such a low impedance to low frequencies that it is practically a shortcircuit.
An HF stopper comprising Chr and Crz
is included between the signal diode circuit
and the LF output, and in view of the fact
that the diode load appears between the
last tuned circuit and the earth line it has
less work to do than is usual for a straight

to the two HF stages through the filter
comprising the I megohm resistance Rs
and the o.r mfd. condenser Cr3, which
effectively prevents both HF and LF feedback.
A switch Sr is provided to change over
from radio to gramophone, and, as already
stated, the volume control functions on
both. Two contacts of the switch are connected to break the LT circuit to the
HF valves on gramophone, and this not
only prevents a break-through of radio
signals, but also reduces the current drawn
from both the HT and the LT batteries.
The two dial lights are also switched off
on gramophone, where they are quite unnecessary. The receiver as a whole is controlled by S2, which not only breaks the
LT circuit but also disconnects the HT
battery at one end, so preventing it from
being subjected to a continuous discharge
should a by-pass condenser denlop an
internal leak.
(To be concluded.)
A list of the parts required to build this
receiver has been printed on page 530.
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Single . . Span T unit1g

Quartz Crystal

and the

The Application of Stenode Principles
By W. T. COCKING
that the quartz oystal can be employed in such
I Ta iswaywellthatknown
it confers extremely high selectivity on a receiver, and
the application of such a circuit to the single-span receiver is discussed
in some detail in this article. It is shown that the type of selectivity
curve obtained is the same as that gi~'en by reaction, namely, a ~'ery
sharp resonance curve.

I

N the year which has elapsed since its
first introduction by The Wireless
World the system of tuning known
as single-span has proved itself to be
eminently practicable and to have many
advantages over other methods. The
chief of these are the abolition of ganging,
the avoidance of waveband switching, and
the ability to cover a wide range of wavelengths with a single small tuning condenser brought about by the use of a high
intermediate frequency, higher, in fact,
than that of any signal to be received. The
use of this high frequency, usually it is
I,6oo kcjs, brings one disadvantage in its
train, although this has not so far pro\wl
serious. This disadvantage is that the
selectivity given by each tuned circuit is
not as great as that obtainable from a circuit of similar efficiency operating at the
low frequency employed in the com·entional superheterodyne.
In consequence of this, more tuned
circuits, or more efficient circuits, must be
used in order to obtain equivalent sdectivity, and in practice use has been made
of the properties of reaction in increasing
the selectivity of a receiver. With the
aid of reaction it has proved possible to
obtain a degree of selectivity with a
reasonable number of circuits which is
adequate for most requirements, although
it is admittedly not as great as that obtainable with a low intermediate frequency.
Now, if we attempt to increase the selectivity beyond the point which we have
already reached while still using a frequency of I,6oo kc/s. we can only do it
by increasing the efficiency of the tuned
circuits or their number, or both. The
efficiency of the conventional tuned circuit
comprising a coil and condenser cannot be
greatly increased without it becoming too
costly and bulky, and the addition of extra
circuits does not confer a great benefit as
regards the reduction of adjacent channel
interference, although it may greatly
reduce interference from stations, such as
a local, spaced several channels from the
wanted signal.
We are, therefore, left with two alternatiYes in the search for better selectiYity in

an amplifier operating at a frequency in
the neighbourhood of I,6oo kc/s-we can
increase the efficiency of our tuned circuits
by developing better methods of applying
rraction, and we can attempt to find some
form of tuned circuit which inherently
possesses a sufficiently high degree of
selectivity. We are thus naturally led to
the quartz crystal, for although this is not
a tuned circuit in the accepted sense of
the words, it possesses the properties of
such, and it is well known that when
operating as a resonator it has an extremely
high value of effective Q, that is, a high
ratio of effective reactance to resistance.

Early experiments showed that a great
deal depends upon the type of crystal employed, and it was soon found that the
majority of crystals exhibit more than one
resonance frequency. This renders them
quite useless for present purposes, for the
receiver would obviously respond simultaneously to several different stations, and
the extremely sharp resonance curve would
then confer little advantage.
A careful
choice of crystal is, therefore, an essential
to the attainment of satisfactory results.
A crystal having a single resonance frequency only can be accurately represented
by the circuit of Fig. I, in which L, C and
R represent the effective inductance,

The Quartz Crystal
The· quartz crystal is in effect a· seriestuned circuit shunted by a capacity which
is the capacity between the two electrodes
contacting with the crystal. In its applications for our purpose this capacity
serves no useful purpose, and it is necessary to overcome its effects by a special
circuit connection. A good specimen of
quartz, however, properly connected in
circuit, exhibits all the properties of an
ordinary tuned circuit but possesses a
resonance curve which is very much more

Fig. I.-The equivalent circuit of a
quartz crystal is that
of a series resonant
circuit L, C, R, with
a shunt capacity C1
due to the holder.

selectiw. The use of quartz crystals in
this \Yay was first suggested by Dr. .J ames
I~obinson, and they were employed by him
in certain models of the Stenodc, and it is
their application to the single-span receiver
which has recently been investigated by
The Wireless World,

Fig. 2.-A practical circuit diagram showing
the connections of a quartz crystal is given
here. The crystal holder capacity is balanced
by Cn, and, as explained in the text, the windings of the input transformer, LI L2, should
be screened from one another.

capacity and resistance, and CI is the
stray capacity of the crystal holder. The
effect of this capacity can be overcome by
employing a bridge circuit, and a typical
arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The coil
Lz is coupled to the tuned IF circuit LI
.CI, and its t,,.o parts, together with the
crystal capacity and the balancing condenser Cn, form a Wheatstone bridge. If
Lz be centre-tapped then the capacity of
Cn must be the same as that of the crystal,
and this is very small indeed. It is usually
more com·enient to tap Lz at about onequarter the way from the end which is
joined to the balancing condenser, for
then the capacity required is greater, and
may be as large as 10 p.p.F.
At resonance the crystal throws a heavy
load on the tuned circuit if a I-I ratio be
employed in the transformer which feeds
it, for the series resistance of a typical
crystal at resonance is only about IO,ooo
ohms. The greatest efficiency, therefore,
is secured when a step-down ratio is em-
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Single-Span Tuning and the Quartz Crystalplayed. The ratio to be used naturally
depends upon the type of coil used and
upon the degree of coupling, but it should
be of the order of z-r.
The impedance into which the crystal
feeds is of considerable importance, and
for the maximum selectivity it must not be
a resistance which rules out the use of a
tuned circuit, since this behases as a
resistance at resonance. A reactive load
must be used and this will normally be the
input capacity of the f_ollo~ving valve, so
that the grid-cathode c1rcmt can be completed th1:ough an HF choke, Ch of Fig.
z, or a resistance of high value. The
use of a resistance at this point is not
ruled out, because the Yaln~ rapacity is in
shunt with it.
Paradoxically enough,
where a resistive load must not be used,
it is permissible to employ a resistan~e
but not a tuned circuit. The reason 1s,
of course, that the resistance is shunted
by the nh·e capacity and does n~t b~have
as such, whereas a tuned Clrcmt at
resonance exhibits the properties of a
resistance.
In the practical application of the
quartz crystal to a receiver, great care
must be taken in the choice of the associated components and of their layout. It
is "essential that stray couplings between
the pre- and post-crystal ci~cuits be r~
duced to a minimum, otherwise there Will
be an audible leakage of signals by this
path and the full benefit of the selectivity
of the crystal will not be realised. It is
also important that the capacity between
the windings Lr and Lz of the input transformer (Fig. z) be negligible, otherwise it
will prove impossible correctly to balance
the bridge circuit. Instead of a balan~e
to zero being obtained, the balance w1ll
only be indicated by a minimum of
signals which is sufficiently great to remove all the advantages of the crystal.
This effect can readily be overcome, however, by screening the windings of the
transformer so that energy can be transferred from the primary to the secondary
only electro-magnetically.

Initial Adjustments
When points such as these have been
attended to it is easy to secure the full
selectivity, but care is needed in the initial
adjustment;:;, particularly of the balancing
condenser. In general, the best procedure
is to set the condenser Cn at minimum
and to line up the IF circuits as nearly as
possible to the crystal frequency, which is
some r 6oo kc / s. Then mistune the receiver from th'e local, but not so much
that its programme is not distinctly
audible. The condenser Cn can now be
adjusted and a critical setting should be
found at which the signal disappears.
The next step is to tunc in a rather weak
station at the exact point of the crystal
response. The station may be audible on
either side of this point, hut the exact
setting is easily recognised because the
quality of reproduction completely changes
and becomes very deep; moreover, if the
tuning dial be rotated across it, a bump

-

or knock will be heard in the loud speaker.
When tuned exactly to a station each
IF circuit must be adjusted for optimum
signal strength, for this will bring them
into line with the crystal. The balancing
condenser can then be adjusted for the
deepest quality of reproduction, and this
will usually coincide with minimum signal
strength. If all .be well, mistuning by
equal amounts on either side of resonance
will now result in the signals being equally
diminished, but if the station disappears
more rapidly on mistuning on one side of
resonance than the other, it is a sign that
the crystal balance is not exact, and Cn
must be readjusted.
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limit of 8,ooo c / s, roo times is sufficient,
and for 4,000 c / s, 50 times. In practice,
the gain required will be about double
these figures apart from any increase
which is needed to correct for the sideband cutting of the tuned circuits, since
it is not usually possible to obtain the
correct shape of response curve without
some sacrifice of maximum gain per stage.
It can be seen, therefore, that the use
of the quartz crystal is likely to increase
the cost of a receiver somewhat, for, in
addition to the crystal itself, a considerable increase in the lo\\·-frequency amplification is necessary. while there is a loss
in the crystal circ.uit itself. Largely on
account of the damping imposed by the
crystal upon the preceding tuned circuit,
even when a stcpcdown ratio is cmploytd,
the IF gain is wry appreciably reduced.
The increase in selectivity brought about
by the use of a quartz crystal, therefore,
must be paid for by an increase in the
amount of amplification embodied in the
receiver.

15

kcjs OFF RESONANCE

Fig. 3.-The type of resonance curve to be
expected from a crystal is shown at (A),
and that given by a number of ordinary circuits at (B). It can be seen that the latter
is more selective at frequencies differing
considerably from resonance, but less
selective close to resonance.

The resonance curve of a typical quartz
crystal operating at r ,6oo kc Is is shown
in Fig. 3 (A), and it can be seen that at
ro,ooo c; s the response is only r I rzo of
that at resonance.
To obtain this reduction with a tuned circuit the value of
Q necessary would be nearly ro,ooo. It
is actually difficult to build a circuit at
this frequency with a Q greater than zoo,
and roo is nearer the usual figure. With
an effective series resistance of the order
of ro,ooo ohms. a Q of ro,ooo means that
the effective inductance is some ro H and
the capacity 0.001 f<t<F., values which it
would be impossible to use in an ordinary
tuned circuit.
The extreme selectivity given by the
crystal leads to severe sideband cutting,
and it is measurable e\·en at such a low
frequency as 50 c / s. Tone-correction in
the low-frequency circuits is necessary to
compensate for this, therefore, and the
LF amplifier must gi\·e a gain which for
frequencies greater than some roo c / s is
proportional to frequency. This is one of
the major disadvantages of the crystal,
for if correction up to ro,ooo c / s be
desired the LF gain must be rzo times the
figure normally employed ; for an upper

Now apart from considerations of this
nature, we may enquire how a receiver
embodying a crystal behaves in practice.
In the first place, the tuning is extraordinarily sharp, much sharper than with
an ordinary superheterodyne in which the
same adjacent channel selectiYity is
obtained by means of a multiplicity of
tuned circuits. This means not only that
the tuning is more difficult, but that sidehand scretech is more prominent and the
distortion caused by a small degree of
mistuning is much worse. It is improbable
that one could tolerate detuning by more
than some roo cis, whereas with a normal
circuit 500 c! s might not be objectionable.
The oscillator used in the frequencychanger, therefore, must be much more
stable than usual, and the maximum drift
tolerable is not likely to be greater than
r part in r6,ooo !
This raises special
difficulties in sets fitted with AVC.
On comparing the performance with an
ordinary receiver of the same adjacent
channel selectivity one finds that the
selectivity of the crystal receiver is the
lower for signals widely spaced from
the wanted one. This is inevitable in any
arrangement in which the major portion
of the selectivity is obtained from a single
highly selective circuit. For example, if
one set hqs a single circuit giving a
reduction to I/ IOO at ro kc Is off resonance and another has four circuits giving
the same reduction, the response at
zo c / s is likely to be I 1 zoo for the singlecircuit receiver, but something like r 1r6oo
for the four-circuit set.
In practice this means that unlc~s the
quartz crystal be associated with a number
of fairly selective circuits of ordinary
design, a powerful local station will
spread more than it would do with an
ordinary set of the same adjacent channel
selectivity. This will be clear from Fig. 3,
in which curve B shows the results to be
expected from a number of ordinary
tuned circuits. while curve A indicates
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the performance of the crystal.
The
selectivity has been arranged to be the
same at ro kcjs off resonance, so that
there is nothing to choose between the two
as regards the elimination of a station on
an adjacent channel (stations spaced by
ro kcjs are assumed for simplicity), and
the crystal is as suitable as the tuned circuit receiver for the separation of stations
of roughly equal strength. Neither receiver is sufficiently selective to permit a
station spaced only ro kc / s from a
powerful local to be received free from
interference, but the frequency separation
at which the local does not interfere is
greater for the receiver including the
crystal than for the one which does not.
The question is inevitably bound up with
the shape of the resonance curve, and the
curve for a circuit of high-Q will always
cross the combined curve of several low-Q
circuits.
For frequencies nearer to
resonance than the crossing point the
high-Q circuit is more selective, but for
frequencies more remote several low-Q
circuits are better. In general, the latter
condition applies to the restriction of the
spread of a local, and the former to the
dimination of interference from a station
on an adjacent channel.

Special Characteristics
Compared with the results obtainable
with the normal coils used in a single-span
receiver and without any reaction, there
is no doubt that the selectivity is wry
materially increased, although it is not
quite as good as that given by the c6nventional superheterodyne and is of a
different character. It is of the same order
as that obtained with a single-span set in
which critical reaction is employed.
The use of a crystal, however, gives one
advantage over the conventional tuned
circuits, and this is the ability to remove
interference, including a heterodyne note
and sideband splash, on one side of
resonance by slightly deneutralising the
crystal capacity. The resonance curve is
then markedly asymmetrical and the
quality of reproduction is consequently
affected, so that a different degree of
tone-correction is required and there is a
possibility of harmonic distortion.
In view of this, and because of the
lower efficiency and the necessity for
extreme care in the adjustment of the
balancing condenser, the quartz crystal is
not considered suitable for general use at
the present time. It nevertheless represents a fascinating field for the experimenter, and it may be as well to warn
those contemplating a trial of the scheme
that many of the quartz crystals available
are unsuitable through possessing multiple
resonance frequencies. They are satisfactory for the purpose for which they are
intended, namely, for controlling oscillators, but not as resonators. The crystal
employed must have only a single resonance frequency, and the writer has found
that suitable specimens are obtainable
from F. A. Best, of 21, Old Queen Street,
Westminster, London, .S.W.r.

American Television Tests
"Premature Standardisation would Freeze the Art"
By

A.

TER having been " just around the
corner'' for a number of years,
American television has at last
reached the corner and decided
to take a peep around it and see if it is
~afe to come out into the open. According to an announcement made by Da vid
Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, at the annual meeting of
shareholders held May 7th, television is to
be taken out of the laboratory for field
tests.
At first glance it may appear that
America is anxious to catch up with Great
Britain and Germany, but there is probably an element of commercial rivalry as
well. R.C.A. has for years been developing the television system of Dr. Vladimir
K. Zworykin, while the Philco Radio and
Television Corporation has been sponsoring the system of Philo T. Farnsworth.
Both systems ~vould appear to be at about
the same stage of development, so that
whoever breaks into the commercial market first stands to win an advantageous
position.
Mr. Sarnoff estimated that the campaign
to introduce television commercially will
cost one million dollars, and that between
twelve and fifteen months will be required
to pncpare blue prints and complete installations. A start will be made in New
York, using the Empire State building as
the ultra-short-wave transmitting station.
Experimental transmissions have been
made between this building (the extreme
top of which is r,zsoft. high) and the
R.C.A. laboratories in Camden, N.J., ever
since the Empire State building was completed nearly four years ago. Using a
wavelength of approximately 6 metres, a
range of about twenty-five miles 'is expected. This will cover centres of population aggregating something like twenty
million people.
The second step in the programme will
be the manufacture of a limited number
of image receivers, which will be distributed among strategic points.
The third step will be the development
of an experimental programme service to
determine the most acceptable form of
television entertainment.

R.C.A. Views
" Let me emphasise," said Mr. Sarnoff,
"that, while television promises to supplement the present service of broadcasting by adding sight to sound, it will not
supplant or diminish the importance and
usdulness of sound broadcasting.
''In the sense that the laboratory has
supplied us with the basic means of lifting the curtain of space from scenes and
activities at a distance, it may be said that
tt>levision is here. But as a system of sight
transmission and reception, comparable in
cowrage and service to the present nation-

DI.NSDALE
\Yide system of sound broadcasting, television is not here, nor around the corner.
The all-important step that must now be
taken is to bring the research results of the
scientists out of the laboratory and into the
field." Mr. Sarnoff also said : '' Important as it is from the standpoint of public policy to develop a system
of television communication whereby a
single event, programme, or pronouncement of national interest may be broadcast by sight and sound to the country r s
a whole, premature standardisation would
freeze the art."
With New York as a nucleus, it is probable that, in time, other transmitting stations will be built which may be connected
to the New York station either by wire
or by wireless. The existing telephone
lines, of course, cannot handle the frequencies involved, and the new hollow
conductor type of high-frequency "cable "
recently announced by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, while apparently satisfactory for the purpose, is extremely expensive and will take a long time to install in
any extensive network form. For this
reason, experiments are being made to
determine the feasibility of relaying television programmes by means of ultra-short
wave wirelPss relay transmitters.

Does America Lead ?
Mr. Sarnoff declared that the United
States is further ad\'anced in television
than any other country, but admitted that
many technical problems remain to be
solved before the television broadcasting
as a public service can be offered even
over a limited territory. As to the present
status of the art, 1\Ir. Sarnoff explained
that the degree of detail obtainable "IS
somewhat comparable in its limitations to
what one sees of a parade from the window of an office building or of a world
series baseball game from a nearby roof
or of a championship prize-fight from the
outermost seats of a great arena.''
H this is the best that American television has to offer, and if America is really
farther advanced than any other country,
then the prospects of television, as entertainment, do not appear to be over-bright
at present. Howen'r. a start must be made
sometime, and it may be argued that
broadcasting, as entertainment, was not so
hot when that art was first introduced to
the public .. On the other hand, general
technological development has progressed
so far in the meantime that the public is
no\Y much more critical, and may not take
kindly to a view of the Cup Final "from
a nearby roof."
However, 1\Ir. Sarnoff is at least maintaining his reputation for enterprise, and
is to be congratulated on his bold ·step,
which somebody had to be the first to
take in the United States sooner or later.
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Electrical Organ Tones
Technical Details of the
Compton "Electrone"
organs , have been experimented
S owithmanythat" electrical
the musical public may Jail to appreciate
the possibilities of the " Electrone " - a new Briti>h
development in the production of authentic organ tones
b;: means . of a comparatively simple arrangement of
d1scs, amplifiers and loud speahers. This atticle describes
how the "Electrone " obtains its unique sound effects.

THOUGH it is the token of a
musicianly mind to disdain the
cinema organ, probably 50 per
cent. of the musicianly-minded
nourish a secret interest in the tricks of
tone colour which the modern cinema
organ achieves. And nearly all musicians
will evince interest in an entirely new electrical development in organ building
which was demonstrated to The Wireless
World last week by the designer, Mr.
L E. A. Bourn, at the works of the ] ohn
Compton Organ Company, makers of the
B.B.C. instrument at Broadcasting House.
The "Electrone," to use the tentative
name of the new device, is at present restricted to solo purposes on cinema organs
for the simple reason that a full compass
of notes has not yet been attempted, but
there seems to be no reason \vhy the principles involved should not be embodied in
a " church" organ to the complete excluBy the use of loud
sion of pipes.
speakers, a valve amplifier and a metal
disc revolving at constant speed, the
"Electrone" builds up from pure notes
a variety of tone colours which may seem
incredible to those who have not heard the
instrument demonstrated.

The chief advantage of the Compton
system over the majority of earlier
methods is that it dispenses ,with separate
valve oscillators, photo-electric cells, etc.,
for the development of the tones. Sine
waves of various pitches corresponding to
the usual range of fundamentals and harmonics in the musical scale are engraved
concentrically on a fixed insulating disc.
The grooves are filled in witli conducting
material and contacts are brought out from

each ring. A second disc revolving at
constant_ speed and spaced about a millimetre from the first carries an exploring
electrode which is connected to the grid of
the first valve of a power amplifier of the
usual public address type. If a constant
DC potential is applied to the sine wave
conductors in the fixed disc, an alternating
voltage is induced in the revolving electrode, and by charging a group of rings
simultaneously by the use of the usual
organ "stop" relays any desired tonal
quality can be built up. Not only are the
strengths of harmonics adjustable relative
to the fundamental, but the fundamental

Controllable " Reverberation "

In addition to the Tibia, or near-diapason tone, which may be regarded as the
foundation stop of all cinema organs, the
"Electrone" produces startling imitations
of the tones of harpsichord, glockenspiel,
cor-anglais, chimes, harp, Hawaiian guitar (with "glide" effect), saw, vibraphone
and other instruments. Effects of resonance can be introduced and controlled w
give any required echo effect-an invaluable feature for organs in small rooms,
cinema theatres, and other places which
may be regarded as acoustically "dead"
-and, moreover, it is possible by the adjustment of condensers and resistances to
obtain a straight line response for any particular building in which the instrument
may be installed.

Inside the "works " of the " Electrone " organ. The tone-generating discs are mounted
above the keyboard and "stop " relays.
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itself can be pre-set to compensate for
irregularities in the loud-speaker response,

DISCHARGING
RESISTANCE

Schematic circuit diagram illustrating the
basic principle of the Compton " Electrone "
organ.

so that a perfectly uniform sound level is
obtainable throughout the range of thl!
instrument.
The simulation of reverberation effects

is obtained by connecting padding condensers in parallel with the tone generator
capacities.
High resistances are connected between each ring and earth to dissipate residual charges which might otherwise lead to the discovery of unexpected
"lost chords," and the time-constant of
the added capacity discharging through
these existing resistances gives the required
"die-away."
Tremolo effects are achieved by
mechanically rocking the fixed disc
through a small angle, while the gliding
tone of the Hawaiian guitar is reproduced
by a relay which slows the driving
mechanism while the hands are raised
from the keyboard and allows it to return
gradually to normal as soon as the next
note or chord is played.
The " Electrone" is already being
added to a number of organs in the larger
cinema theatres in this country, and we
imagine that the expression on the faces of
some of our amateur organists when they
hear a perfect glissando emanating from a
kevboard instrument would make an interesting study.

radiations can be prevented fro~ inflicting
suffering on users of ultra-short-wave receiving sets.

A Big Problem
One big problem, though, that will have
to be tackled is that of the interference with
ultra-short-wave reception that is radiated
by certain motor car and motor cycle
ignition systems: Some of them can be bad
enough on the short waves, as anyone who
endeavours to use a short-wave receiving set
close to a main road must have discovered
to his cost. Some years ago one make of
car was a particular offender in this way.
'tour telephones or loud spea~er told you
of the approach of one of these vehicles
when it was still some hundreds of yards
away, and after the roar which marked its
passing you went on hearing it for some
time as it receded into the distance. There
are not many of these old cars on the road
nowadays, but one does still occasionally
hear what used to be a familiar sound.
How the question of ultra-short-wave interference is going to be dealt with I don't
know, but here again something should be
done without delay, or the problem may
present almost insuperable difficulties.

......

The He-Man Touch

Random Radiations
By "DIALLIST "
Not Ivinghoe Beacon
HAVE lately come across the statement
that if the Alexandra Palace is selected
as the site of London· s television station a
reby may be installed on lvinghoL· Beacon,
one of the highest points round London,
which lies on the borders of Hertfordshire,
Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire. Though
the position would be in many ways desirable from the technical aspect, since a view
of thirty miles or more is obtainable from
the top of the Beacon on ~lear days, I _can
say at once that this s1te w1ll most certamly
not be chosen for a relay station. The
reason is that lvinghoe Beacon is National
Trust property, and I am quite sure the
Trustees would never consent to the desecration of a beauty spot by the erection upon
it of a transmitting plant. There are, how('\·er, several other high points where the
Chiltern Hills end abruptly at the southern
Pnd of the great Vale of Aylesbury which
would serve almost equally well for the pur-

I

pose.
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Multiple Relays for Flats
A

REMARKABLE wireless relay system
is being installed in a huge block of
luxury flats in London. Vvhen it is finished
the installation will serve over I ,ooo flats in
ten different buildings. Each flat will be
provided with four-programme equipment,
which ml"ans that the owner will have his
choice of the Regional and National programmes and of two others provided at the
discretion of the central station. I am wondPring just how. many occupants of the flats
will avail themselvl"s of thl" relay service
and how many will prefer to use sets of their
own.
Personally, I should feel terribly
cramped were I tied down to but four programmes. It would be rather like return·
ing to the very old days of broadcasting.

Most people who have used good modern receiving sets would be of much the same
mind; but one has to remember that in
some flats of modern construction it is by
no means easy to obtain satisfactory results
with a receiving set. An outdoor aerial may
be out of the question, and in some buildings constructed largely of steel and other
metals reception may be very poor if an
attempt is made to use an indoor aerial or
a portable set with built-in frame. The
flat-dweller has his own special problems;
the man who lives in a house is much better
situated from the wireless point of view,
and he knows what a blessing it is to be able
to receive just such programmes as he
fancies.

......

New Source of Interference ?
the use of ultra-short waves for the
I F medical
treatment of disease becomes at
all general experimenters and others may
be faced with a new source of interference
with reception.
It seems probable that
both the sound and the vision portions of
the high-definition television transmissions
will take place on wavelengths between
6 and 7 metres, and these wavelengths, fortunately for sufferers and unfortunately,
perhaps, for others, have been found particularly useful for the treatment of certain
complaints. I don't imagine that the range
at which interference could occur would be
more than a few hundred yards ; but even
that might be suff1cient to cause a good deal
of trouble in thickly populated areas. Anyhow, it is a point which should be considered
by the committee which is enquiring into
interference, for it is always best to take
time by the forelock in such matters.
No
doubt,· by the use of no more power than
is adequate for their purpose, and possibly
of some kind of screening, these curative

soME of us s·uffer in silence ; others are
men of action. My sympathies are distinctly with the man who, exasperated by
the terrible racket of a neighbour's loudvoiced recei\·ing set, armed himself with a
hammer, burst into the house, and proceeded
to ;;et about the offending apparatus with
shrewd blows that came straight from his
heart. The sequel was a five-shilling fine
and an order to pay five pounds as damages,
hut I can think of more than one case where
the satisfaction obtained would have been
wdl worth five guineas.
I would not, though, emulate the Parisian
who, some months ago, shot the concierge of
his block of flats as a protest against the
appalling quality of the latter's loudspeaker
reproduction. That is perhaps going a little
too far.

......

A New Layer
AT one time we thought that the Heaviside
Layer (or Kenelley-Heaviside, if you so
prefer it), sixty miles or so above the
earth's surface, was the sole reflecting envelope that our atmosphere contained. Then
came the dis·covery of the Appleton Layer,
more than twice as distant, which plays
such an important part in short-wave transmission and reception. And now the American Bureau of Standards at \Vashington announces that eighteen months of experimental work have disclosed the existence of vet a
third layer ~'Ome 450 miles abov,e the e'ilrth.
So far it has not received a name, though
once its existence is definitely accepted it will
doubtless be called after its discoverer. It
is believed that the new layPr may be responsible for the quasi-visual range of ultrashort waves.
Short waves penetrate the Heaviside Layer
and continue upwards to the Appleton;
ultra-short waves, so far as can be seen,
travel through both Heaviside and Appleton
!avers and are turned back to earth bv the
m~termost reflecting envelope. I still ·can't
help thinking that wlwn more experimental
work has been done with ultra-short waves
we may fmd that there is a skip area beyond
the optical range, ancl that the transmissions
reappear at much greater distances.
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UNBIASED
A Vulgar Deception
·}

WAS surprised to read in a foreign
journal that certain enterprising theatrical managers in Great Britain, in a laudable effort to stimulate trade, are preparing
an entirely _novel show.
,
The idea is to throw on cinema screens
silent ·moving pictures of actors going
through the motions of plays which are
being broadcast by the B.B.C.
Ti1e
voices of the actors and the musical
accompaniments are, of course, to be provided by the actual actors in the B.B.C.
studio through the medium of a receiver
and the usual back-screen loud speaker.

nounced by the RE. C. and then placanled
the district with announcements to the
effect that he had secured, at enormous
trouble and expense, the servict:;s of a wellknown Continental opera company. The
performers went through the operas in
dumb show, the music and words being
picked up from the B.B.C. 's Covent
Garden broadcasts and fed to the stage by
cunningly concealed loud speakers.
The actors naturally waggled their lips
in sympathy with the emanations from the
loud speakers, but the whole effort was
spoiled by the limitations of radio in those
days. Although a first-class opera company was doing its stuff at Covent Garden
the distortion via the crude wireless
apparatus then available was so terrible
that the ·dumb show actors would have
made a better job of it if they had really
given tongue themselves.
However, the trick might have deceived
the natives had not the local prima donna
missed one of her cues, with the result that
her voice struck up before she appeared in
the flesh.

Misunderstood ?

T
Missed her cue.

HE whole purpose of the vest-pocket
set to which I made reference recently
has, I fear, been entirely misunderstood
by many members of the community.
One man who states that he is an eminent
explorer writes to support my plea that
such a set should be produced by manufacturers.
"Oft times," he writes, "when trekking across the lonely Sahara or camping
in solitude among the frozen Antarctic
wastes I have felt the need for solace, and
to be able to see the faces o.f my dear ones
round the old fireside at home would
amply compensate for the hardships I
endure in these remote corners of our farflung Empire.''

There is something puzzling about the
mentality of the foreign editor who prints
stuff of this sort. He evidently fails to
realise that to make the thing possible it
would have to be done with the connivance of the B.B.C. as the script of the
plays would have to be lent to the cinema
people in order that the film might be
made. Even I, with my knowledge and ·
opinions of the B.B.C., cannot believe
that the Corporation would stoop to anything quite so vulgar as this philandering
with the cinema trade. Again, if the thing
were done, it might as well be done properly and a complete talkie produced so
that the snow could be given repeatedly
and at times more suited to the convenience of a cinema audience than those at
which the B.B.C. usually broadcasts
plays.
I could, in fact, scarcely imagine the
experiment being tried even once as a
stunt if I did not remember a piece of
deception that was attempted by the
Need for £olace.
manager of a provincial theatre many
years ago when the B.B.C. first began 10
I can only suppose that my correspondent has been confusing my remarks
broadcast opera ..
Hiring a crowd of 'umpteenth-rate with the prophecies of one of the special
" supers " at very cheap fees, he drilled wireless correspondents of the daily Press
them all in the action of the operas an~ concerning the proposed television service.

At any rate, his expectations sound uncommonly like the extravagant forecasts of
one of those misguided and irresponsible
scribes who, by the complete misunderstanding of the Television Committee',;
Report, stampeded people into the belief
that the days of the ordinary broadcasting
receiver are numbered.
There are, however, other readers who
have equally failed to understand me, and
so I can only conclude that I must have
been a li~e obscure, for "twenty thousand Frenchmen can't be wrong." Many
readers in their zeal to be helpful to me
have written to point out that it is possible
to use headphones with any portable
receiver if a little ingenuity is exercised.
I thank them all the same.

By
FREE CRID
There is, however, one thing I am very
pleased to see, and that is that even if set
manufacturers are still sleeping soundly,
component manufacturers are not. Apart
from midget valves, it is now possible to
buy a 45-volt HT battery \Vhich measures
only 3,lin. by ziin. by r!in .. and weighs
a mere !lb.

From Socket to Pocket

ASI areceived
result of the welter of information
after my recent demand for
a three-pin plug-adaptor, my opinion of
the British electrical manufacturers has
undergone a marked change for the better.
If I have previously accused them of lack
of enterprise, I humbly apologise.
Not only are plugs produced in all
shapes and sizes but many firms have
brought to my notice the fact that they
produce adaptors whereby apparati1s fitted
with s-amp. plugs can be used with ISamp. sockets. At first I considered such
adaptors redundant, as it occurred to me
that the problem could be solved by fitting
all apparatus with rs-amp. plugs.
My foolish ignorance in this matter
might indeed have got me into serious
trouble had not one firm been so kind ;.s
to enlighten me in a confidential letter as
to the -true reason for the production of
this particular adaptor. It appears that
the inspectors employed by the various
(·lectric supply authorities arc liverish
people of a suspicious nature, and if they
find such articles as reading lamps fitted
with rs-amp. plugs they are apt to put
thf'ir own construction on the phenomenon.
It is, of course, a simple matter to whip
the plug out of the socket as soon as the
inspector is seen in the offing, but the
evidence of the plug still remains, and it
takes more than a minute to change that
for a s-amp. one. If, however, one of
these special adaptors are used it is but the
work of a moment to whip it out of the
socket and conceal it in the pocket.
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London 5-Metre Tests

Current
Events of the Week
in Brief Review

Tepics

Licence Increases

German Radio Show

BRITISH radio licences in
force at the end of April
amounted to 7,055,464 as compared with 6,310,939 at the end
of April, 1934, an increase of
7cJ4.525.

THE German Radio Show will
take place this year from
August ruth to August zsth in
Burlin.

More Car Radio
5,ooo cars and taxis
N EARLY
in Paris are now equipped
with radio receivers. Taxi wirelt·ss benefits broadcasting, as the
owners must pay an annual
licence of 100 francs in respect
of each car.

Drama in Miniature
l\ ·fANY visitors tu the UnilV
wrsal
Exhibition
in
Brussels are attracted to the ingenious diorama staged by the
Comite Internationale RadioMaritime, which re-enacts on a
small scale the loss of the
"Titanic."
The exhibit reveals how greatly the perils of
the ocean have been reduced by
the introduction of wireless.

RAIN and high winds handicapped the s-metre transmission tests by members of the
International Short-Wave Club
on the roof of The Daily Telegraph building in London on
Sunday last.
The station was
in operation at 10 a.m., ancl
very soon received reports from
amateurs in London suburbs.
From I0.30 to I r G6SL at
Birmingham was called, a beam
Exit Radio Power
aerial being used, but con tact
. A GLOOMY meeting was hdd
was not Sl'curecl.
in Stockholm last week
At noon a rain-storm drove
whc:n tht: A.B. Glesum, the com·
the party off the roof, and
pan\· formed a year ago to exthe apparatus received some
ploit :VIr. B. von Platen's invendamage.
tion for the wireless transmisSignals were reported l\y
sion of power, was wound up.
GsLB,
Beckenham;
G5BB,
A capital of 7so,ooo kroner had
Stamford Hill ; G6SM, Croybt·en subscribed, all of which
don ; GDNF, \Vest N onvood ;
had bl'en devoured by patent
G6CW, Banstead; GzJB, Walexpenses and laboratory work.
worth; G5IS, Dulwich; Portable G6QB, Sanclersteacl; and
Television with Tears
GzAW, Keston.
Both G6NF
and G5IS were worked duplex.
FRENCH journals are deplorThe club transmitter consisted
ing the official television
of a tuned-plate resonant-grid
tests with 6o-line definition, one
push~pull oscillator. The speech
journal declaring that "this
amplifier comprised two resistaffair can only cover our country
ance - coupled stages, transwith ridicule."
former-coupled to the rnodu\Vhen Mile. Be a trice Bretty,
lator, and the power was IO
the actress who was first telewatts.
The ,receiver was The
visPd, referred to her embarrassWi1'eless World Ultra Shortment in being looked at by "the
Wave Two.
w holP world," one of the jourThe 'club has not abanclon~d
nals remarked that this was a ·
the idea .of establishing an ultrahighly optimistic estimate. "It
. short-wave record, and, bv kind
permission of The Daily" Telegraph, will repeat the tests on
Sunday, June zncl.

Action Against Static

S

INCE April 15th, \\hen the
French P.M.G:s "static
sleuths " got to work, no few('r
than 5,66o sources of interference have been located, the
owners of the apparatus being
"invited" to comply at once
with the ofTtcial regulations.

No Place for Radio
A

NE\V threat to broadcasting
is suggested by the news
that the Spanish town of
Toledo has been declared by
the Government to he '' historic," and, therefore, to be left
in as close a state as possible to
its aspect j,1 the Middle Ages.
Radio enthusiasts are hardest
hit, for it is decreed that all

German Television
Rivalry

Bjrmingham Tests

OTTO GERUHR. f1lm
H ERR
star, appeared as Frederick
the c;n·at in front of the German
P.O. tekvision transmitter at
Berlin on :\lay 13th to ina ug urate a regular sen·ice from
that point to the P.O. building
at Potsdam, a distance of
thirteen miies.
Thc·r'· is some friendh· rivalry
in television questions . betwePil
the broadcasting company and
the Post Office. The company
provides
programmes
three
times a week, but the Post Office
arranges television demonstrations every morning and afternoon as well as on alternate
evt>nings.

TRAVELLING RADIO LABORATORY.-" Corkscrew '' waves, progressing in spirals, can be transmitted from this new mobile unit of the
Cruft Laboratory of Harvard University. The principal work at present
is in the investigation of wireless echoes.

THE_ ultra-s~ort wave station,
GbSL, wh1ch began transmissions last week, will short:y
be testing with an omni-directional at'rial to give Midland
amatenrs an opportunity of exJWrimentiug on fiue metr-p·; The
actual frequency of G6SL is 58
megacycles (5. r7 r metres).
A
schedule of weekda v transmissions will shortlv be .issued. Reports should fll' addre3sed to
Messrs. Stratton and Co., Ltd.,
Eddvstone Works, Brornsc>rove
Street, Birmingham, 5.
'

North Downs Field Day

Mystery Roof

aerials must be concealed, these
being an anachronism in the
mediceval landscape.

AN expPrt of the Danish
Broadcasting Company is to
examine a mysterious house
situated at a lo;w spot near the
small town of Hohol. Passersby, including the local constable, state that, although there
is no radio receiver within a
mile of the house, the Oslo programmes can be heard emanat]ng from the slates all day long.
At night, presumably because
the roof is unselective, a number of foreign programmes are
heard simultaneously.
The expert's solution of the
mystery is being awaited with
interest.

RADIO firm in :Walla ~alla,
\Vashmgton, 1s seekmg a
licence from the Federal Communications Commission for a
novel radio bandit alarm. A
bandit enters a bank flourishing
a
revolver,
whereupon the
cashier, simulating cowardice,
pushes over a pile of coins
which he offers to the marauder.
The action releases an automatic switch held down by the
pile of coins, sets a miniature
radio transmitter in operation,
and warns all the police cars in
the vicinity.

Radio Bandit Alarm
A

is doubtful," said the writer,
"whether there were even a
dozen television receivers peering at Mlle. Bretty."
The Government is urged to
emulate the example of Germany
and Britain by introduciag 240or 320-line television without
delay.

A

N.R.E.A.

HALL Y of the National
Radio Engineers' AssociatiOn will take place at 7.15 ~l.m.
on \Vednesday next, May zgth,
at thP Hor~eshoe Hotel, Tottenham Court Road, London \V. r.
All engineers in the trade are
invited to attend a lecture on
the subject of Frequency Changing Circuits.

THREE transmitters will be in
operation on Sunday next
when
the
Thames
Valley
Amateur Radio Society conducts
a field clay on the North Downs.
G6GB will be on Box Hill Dorking, G5LC at St. George:s Hill,
Weybridge, and GzVV on the
Hog's Back, near Guildford.
All stations will operate in the
40-metre band and -a maximum
power of eight watts supplied
from batteries is stipulated. The
contest commences at Iz noon
and closes at 6 p.m., and five
prizes will be awarded.
Reports, which will be welcomed
and
acknowledged,
should be addressed to Mr. G.
Billison,
84,
High
Street,
Hampton, Middlesex.

....
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Wireless and the Atmosphere
111.-The Ozone Layer, and Its Protective Action
By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

we are 300 wavelengths up, and any
wavelets sent down to earth will be completely cancelled by wavelets just out of
phase sent down by neighbouring parts of
the wave. For long waves, however, we
are still bathtd in the ground wave, for
wt are, for example, barely two wavelengths up, with respect to the r8 km.
wave from Rugby.

T

HE Wireless waz:es which run along the earth are attenuated
by their efforts to follow the curving surface and by the eddy
currents set up in the badly conducting soil. At higher levels ·we
meet the o.zone layer u:hich bends down u'aves of sound just as
the H eaviside and Appleton layers bring down the wireless sky
waves to earth.

T

HE previous article showed how
the ground wave, the daylight
wave which receives no help from
the upper atmosphere, travels
round the curving surface of the earth.
So far we have regarded the earth as a
perfect conductor, so that the attenuation
is due only to progressive weakening of
the ground wave by portions of it continually leaving the surface film and flying
off into space, as raindrops are flung off
a rapidly revolving wheel. Short waves
are more attenuated than long waves because they cannot bend so easily.
We may note that, with such a copperplated earth, waves could 11ot penetrate
into the ground, and an underground wireless set would receive no sigPals whatever.
Actually signals penetrate to a depth of
about one wavelength, as is known from
recent researches carried out with a
receiver in a )lline 300 metres deep. Long
wave signals were received down to a
wavelength of about 400 metres, but
waves shorter than this were unable to
penetrate.
Absorption by the Ground

But the earth is not a perfect conductor,
and the currents induced in it by the
ground wave fritter away their energy by
warming the soil. So we have here a
further degree of attenuation which, while
negligible for wavelengths down to twenty
kilometres, becomes increasingly important as wavelength diminishes and is
pronounced in the medium and short
wave broadcast regions. T. L. Eckersley
has worked out a theoretical formub
which takes resistance into account and
gives the signal strength at any distance
from a station of known power and wavelength. His results agree excellently with
signal strengths noted from Warsaw r ·4
km. experimental station, aud also from
the old Daventry sXX, and with obser\'ations in the band 200-500 metres.
Typical figures for signal strength are
given in Fig. I 1 for (A) Warsaw, 1.4 km.,
120 kW. ; (B) a typical regional station,
300 metres, 50 kW. ; (C) a short-wave
station, ro metres, 25 kW. It is evident
that attenuation is greater with short
waves. Thus the signal strength at a dis1 In Fig. 1 the earth's resistivity is taken as
10 13 e.m.u., i.e., 10,000 ohms p• r cubic centimetre.

tance of roo km. is reduced to a tenth of
its value when we recede to 150, 260, 420
km. for wavelengths of ro m., 300 m., 1..{
km. respectively.
Again, if we take an inco;ning signal
of o.or millivolts /metre as the smallest
value for useful reception (this depends of
course on the type of receiver) we finr.
limiting overland ranges of 200, 650, I >450
km.
So much for the ground \\·ave. Duringthe noon hours of daylight in summer the
high reflecting layers are out of action,
and we must rely on the ground wave
alone. It is reliable, does not suffer from
distortion or fading, and has the sole disadvantage that its range is limited to a few

The Ozone Layer

Now, as we continue our climb a surThe temperature is
prise awaits us.
rising rapidly! The rise amounts to ro
deg. C. per mile, so that six miles above
the ceiling of the stratosphere the temperature has risen from -55 deg. C. to 5 deg.
above freezing point, and four miles
farther np it is 45 deg. C.-a tropical
heat.
The first suspicion as to this strange
state of affairs came from the study of
meteors. Meteors usually become visible
at 6o miles up and disappear at 50 miles ;
they glow for a second or two with a
brightness equal to that of a star of the
first magnitude, and
30
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mained at -55 deg.
C. the air would be
Fig. I.--Attenuation of sign:tl stre!lgth with distan~e according to
too thin to give the
Eckersley :-(A) Warsaw, I,4oo m, I2o kW. (B) typical regional
station, 300 m, so kW. (C) short-wave station, Io m, 25 kW.
frictional heat produced. But the rehundred miles except in the long \Ya\'e quired density of air could be obtained if
region. I really believe that we should all the air were warmer, and so he predicted
be much happier if we recei\'ed ground a summer heat above the stratosphere.
waves only, unaccompanied by their
It may seem wrong to talk of hot air
being denser than cold air, for air expands
rather temperamental companions which
behave so oddly as they drop dO\m from with· heat. But if the atmosphere were
the night sky. Let us now resume our 'erv cold the air would shrink to a thin
position at- the top of the stratosphere- laver round the earth, so that there would
r8 miles up (30 kilometres)-and before be- \'ery little at a height of sixty miles. Any
continuing our upward climb take a last rise of temperature would cause this layer
glance at the scene below. The gulf be- to expand upwards, so that the density,
neath is full of wireless waves of all sorts though smaller at ground level, would be
of wavelengths, but we may be sure that greater at sixty miles.
Now, it is known that a layer of ozone
short waves, say, roo metres in length,
which may reach us at this altitude will forms the ceiling of the stratosphere, exnever reach earth again except by reflec- tending from eighteen to twenty-four
tion from some high ionised layer. For miles; there is not much of it, for if it
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Wireless and the Atmosphere-

were all collected and brought to ground
level the layer would be only three millimetres thick. But its absorption of ultraviolet light is so strong that it cuts a complete gap in the U.V. solar spectrum, and,
indeed, absorbs 6 per cent of the whole
solar radiation. Here, then, we have the
reason for lngh temperature in this region
of air.

Wireless Waves in the Ozone
Layer
This layer is probably ionised, judging
by the ionisation which is produced when
we make ozone in the laboratory by ex-

0

20

ture is constant and the curve becomes
straight. In the ozone layer the rising
temperature refracts the waves and they
finally come down 120 miles away.
A heavy gun fired at Shoeburyness was
heard at Birmingham, 132 miles away.
The time for travel along the surface
should haYc been 620 seconds, but the
actual lime was 726 seconds. This delay
of ro6 seconds means an extra path of
twenty miles, due to the long curving flight
aboye the stratosphere. Similar results
were obtained when a great ammunition
dump was exploded at Oldebroek in
Holland. Though in the long flight to
England the wans of audio frequency

40

60

Before we say farewell to the ozone layer
let us realise that life on earth is shielded
by it from harmful· solar radiation. What,
then, if the layer were destroyed by an increase in the amount of hydrogen in the
lower atmosphere, which would combine
with ozone to form water vapour. We
should then be exposed to rays of the kind
which a mercury lamp in a quartz tube
emits. Eyes would be inflamed and blindness would rapidly attack us as the lens of
of the eye became opaque; painful sores
would break out on exposed skin, and
probably all life which had not the wit to
hide from the hostile sun would miserably
perish.

100

80

120

MILES
Fig. 2.-Abnormal travel of the sound of gun fire, due to refraction in the ozone layer.

posing a flask of oxygen to ultra-violet
light. It is the first of the ionised layers
which we meet on our upward journey,
and we naturally enquire whether it acts
as a reflector of wireless signals.
The reply is that no reflection has yet
been detected from the ozone layer. No
doubt the ionisation is so slight that only
very long waves are affected-longn than
are used to-day in signalling.
But it reflects waves of sound.
Reflection of Sound \\'aves

It has been established without doubt in
recent years that sound may travel twentyfive mrles up into the air and come down
again. Sound travels more quickly in
warm than in cold air (a rise of 100 deg.
C. increases the speed by r6 per cent.),
so that on entering a warm layer the wave
bends downwards like a beam of light entering a glass prism. For a long time it
had been known that sound behaved
strangely in the atmosphere. The noise of
a great explosion had been noticed to die
away to zero at a distance of sixty miles
and then to reappear at about 120 miles.
But it was only when Lindemann deduced
from his work on meteors that high temperatures exist above the stratosphere that
meteorologists guessed the reason for this
zone of abnormal audibility.
An example is shown in Fig-. 2. The
sound at first curves upwards, since, in the
troposphere the temperature is steadily
falling. In the stratosphere the tempera-

were attenuated below the human audible
thre;;holcl, yet the longer waves which
carried most of the energy undoubtedly
reached the eastern counties. In Cambridge at the calculated moment windows
rattled, dogs barked, and birds flew
screaming from the trees.

A Heaviside Layer for Sound
In the reflection and refracticm of sound
by the ozone layer we have a remarkable
analogy with the be ha vi our of wireless
waves in the Heavisidc and Appleton
layers, which exist at much greater heights.
But the mechanism is quite different: in
the former case we have sound going
faster when warm air is encountered,
in the latter wireless waves go faster when
the air becomes impregnated with freely
moving electrons. There is, however, a
general similarity in the effects produced
in the two cases. Round the source a circular region extends in which the gl"otmd
wave is audible: this is fringed by a zone
in which nothing is heard, and beyond this
silent zone or skip distance comes a terrain
of abnormal audibility, due to waves
dropping down to earth from mirrors set
high in the sky. In the next instalment
we shall analyse the behaviour of the
mirrors which are responsible for the
propagation of wireless waves over great
distances ; research during the last two
years has made clear the main outlines,
but many perplexing effects still remain
to be accounted for,

BETTER SCREENED CABLE
A Detail Improvement in New Sets
scREENED ltads in high-frequency circuits are a necessary evil, but the sensitive wireless engineer must often be appalled
by the excessive losses-and the needlessly
high self-capacity - introduced by the
shielded cable commonly used for the purpose. True, low-loss connectors with less
sf:'lf-capacity than usual are occasionally to
be met wich, but they seldom find their way
into commercial sets, and are even difficult
to obtain by the amateur.
In the Pye 1935-1936 sets improved HF
connectors are to be used, in the form df a
flexible metal shield enclosing an insulator
of ceramic beads articulated on the crocodile-spine principle.

FUTURE OF CAR RADIO
Effect of Ministry's Announcement
STATEMENT recently issued by the
Ministry of Transport to the effect that
no ban is to be placed on the use of radio
sets in motor cars has apparently reassured
many motorists whfJ have hitherto hesitated
to install receivers. According to Ekco,
orders for their car sets have increased by
over 150 per cent. since the statement was
issued.
Special arrangements are being made to
train engineers in the fitting of these sets,
and E. K. Cole, Ltd., are planning for
double their normal installation facilities
throughout the present summer.
It is expected, too, that British car radio
will find a ready market on the Continent.

A
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LOTUS

Model 66

A Universal Receiver
with a Three .. valve
"Straight" Circuit
FEATVRES.-Type.-Table-m9de1 straight receiver for AC or DC mains.Circuit.-Var.-mu pentode HF amplifier-pentode grid detector with reactionpentode output valve. Half-wave valve rectifier. Controls.-(1) Tuning. (:!)
Vohune and on-off switch. (3) Reaction. (J) Waverange and gramo. switch.
Price.-8 guineas. Makers.-Lotus Radio (193.3) Ltd., 105, Judd Street,
London, W.C. 1

I

N view of the popularity, both with
manufacturers and the listening
public,
of the
superheterodyne
principle, it is interesting to find one
of the new universal receivers employing
a simple three-valve straight circuit.
Although the superheterodyne may be
expected to give a higher degree of selectivity, it is equally true that the straight
circuit with a single HF stage is capable
of giving sufficient selectivity for the
needs of the very large section of the
listening public who are interested
primarily in the reception of the local programmes with a few foreign stations as a
matter of interest.
Sets of this type also
have the advantage of being free from
second-channel interference trouble, and,

of course, the reduced cost of
manufacture enables the set to
be sold at an attractive price.
The three Triotron receiving valves in
the Lotus Model 66 are all of the pentode
type. The aerial input circuit consists of
a single tuned circuit coupled inductively
to the aerial. There are alternative aerial
sockets, each associated with series condensers to give two degrees of selectivity
and range. The valve in the HF amplifying stage is a variable-mu pentode in which
volume is controlled by a resistance which
is common to both the cathode and screengrid circuits. The Plains on-off switch is
operated by this volume control in the
minimum position, and is connected in the
negative mains lead. A fuse is also included on the receiver side of the switch
at this point.
The detector is an ordinary H.F. pentod~

operating on the leaky grid principle and
receiving its input from the HF stage
through a transformer employing a
combination of inductive and capacitative coupling. A reaction coil is coupler!
to the HF transformer, and the
degree of reaction is controlled by a
variable condenser connected on the
low potential side of this coil.
It is
unusual to find provision for a gramophone pick~up in universal receivers, but
this feature is incorporated ·in the Model
66 and a switch associated with the waverange control disconnects the detector grid
from the HF circuit and at the same time
short-circuits the grid leak.
The detector is resistance coupled to the
pentode output valve and a simple by-pass
condenser from the anode in conjunction
with a series resistance in the grid of the
output valve are relied upon to suppress

c

AC OR DC

MAINS_

~~~~~~~~----~~~~_.~~-4~~~~~--~~~~~~

Pentode valves are used throughout in the straightforward

thr~-valve

circuit.

Provision is made for the addition of a gramophone pick-up.
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Lotus Model 66HF leakage. A fixed degree of tone
control is provided by the connection of a
fixed condenser across the primary of the
loud speaker input transformer. There is
no provision for an external loud speaker.
The rectifier valve is of the type in which
separate cathodes are associated with each
anode. In the receiver tested both sections of the valve were connected in
parallel, the loud speaker being joined
across the main HT supply. As an alternati\·e, however, the cathodes may be
separated, one circuit being employed to
ener~ise the field and the other to supply
the HT current to the set. In the latter

more powerful Continental stations are
easily received without having to call upon
reaction.
Without reaction, however,
there was considerable spreading of Droitwitch on long wa ws and the London
Regional programme on medium waves.
Best results were obtained by a judicious
balance bet\\"cen the reaction and volume
controls, and for maximum selectivity
reaction must be increased and the volume
control reduced to bring the station back
to the required volume level.
With
reasonable attention to these adjustments
no difficulty should be found in separating,
for instance, Fecap1p from the London
National transmitter and Cologne from the

similar compass to the 'cello, but it would
be unreasonable to expect it to reach the
pedal notes of the organ or the lower
strings of the double bass.
The veneered walnut and sycamore
cabinet is attractive in appearance, and
the horizontal tuning scale carries, in addition to approximate calibrations of wavelength, a degree scale, upon which the
positions of one's favourite stations can be
accurately noted. Although on the higher
mains voltages the barretter lamp dissipates quite a considerable heat, the total
power taken by the set is under 6o watts,
and the general temperature inside the
cabinet is rather below the average for a
universal recei,·er.

DETECTOR VALVE
S2035N

OUTPUT VALYE
p 2460

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
OR the iirst time on record, public-address
announcem<Cnts have been reproduced by
the B.B.C.; on May uth, during the O.B. tour
of the illuminated London areas, speech from
Tannoy loud speakers on the police vans was
broadcast.

F

H F AMPLIFIER VALYE
S2034N

BARRETTER
RESISTANCE
LAMP
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The owner of tlw 7-ton yacht "Emanuel,"
who recently crossed the ·North Atlantic singlehanded, has written to express his complete
satisfaction with the reliability and service
given uy the Sit'mPns Full-o' -Power batteries
with w hie h his Se hooner wireless set was fitted.
Another small yacht, the 8-tonnC'r " Driac II,"
which has since made the Atlantic crossing,
was similarly (·quipped.

SMOOTHING
--CHOKE.....__

-~~
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Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., have received
orders from tlw " \Vin·less for the Blind "
Fund for a number of one-valve and two-valve
n·ceiviug sets of uew design with an improved
form of Braille tuning and switching.

SWITCH

·:·

<~·
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<V

Cyril Frf'nch, of 29, High Stred, Hampton \Vick, J(ingston-on-Thames (Telephone:
Kingston 22-10), has been appointed the sole
distributor and service agPnt for Celestion
spt•akers to thl· wholesale and retail trades.
:VIr.

1

CONTROl

~Jreless World
COPYRIGHT

VOLUMlN~ONTROL

ON.OFF SWITCH

The vctrious US("S o{ tlw Berclif type IIr portablt' t<'st oscilhtor are <lescrihed in a pamphlet
availa!J]p from Bcrclif, Ltd., 38, Rabone
Lane, Smethwick.

There is no mains voltage adjustment as the barretter automatically adjusts tre heater current
over a range of supply voltages from 150 to 250 volts.
case the resistances in series with the
anodes are omitted and an additional
electrolytic condenser is connected across
the field ·winding. Two pilot lights of the
0.3 amp. type are connected in series with
the valve heaters, the current in this
circuit being controlled by a Philips Type
rgz8 barretter resistance lamp. The range
of control is such that the receiver may be
plugged into mains with any voltage from
150 to 250 without adjustment.

Quiet Background
The receiYer was tested both on DC and
AC mains of approximately 230 \'olts, and
it was interesting to note a momentary
flash in the pilot lights on first switching
on the set, due to the slight time interval
required for the barretter to reach its
equilibrium temperature.
Trouble from
mains noise is not to be anticipated, and
the set was particularly quiet on the AC
supply.
The sensitivity of the receiver is very
little less than that to which we have
become accustomed in four-valve superheterodyne circuits, and, in favourable
circumstances as regards selectivity, the

North Regional station when the set is
operated in the London area. Similarly,
there was no interference from Droitwich
when receiving Radio-Paris, even when the
latter station was not modulating. Reception of the Deutschlandsender, at least as
regards selectivity, was just beyond the
capabilities of the set.
\Vhen receiving the local programme the
volume control must be turned down as
much as possible, as otherwise overloading
of the detector and double-hump tuning is
apparent.
Provided the receiver is
properly tuned in this way the quality of
reproduction will be found to be entirely
satisfactory. The loud speaker is of comparatively small diameter and gives bright
tone without an undue preponderance of
bass. The fundamental resonance of the
loud speaker appears to be somewhat
higher than usual and encroaches on the
lower tones of male speech. It giws satisfactory reinforcement of instruments of

--------------------------------------
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Next Week's Set Reviewl
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McMICHAEL MODEL 135 :
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QA RECEIVER COILS

SET of tone-correction and whistlesuppressor coils for the QA Receiver
has been received from the London Radio
Development Services, Ltd., of 56, Hazel
Road, Kensal Rise, London, N.W.ro.
The two tone-correction chokes are priced
at ss. each, and are well constructed, being
wound to specification. The whistle-suppressor coil is supplied not only with a
bracket for mounting its tuning condenser

but with the condenser itself, and is listed
at Ss. 6d. Here, again, the specification
published in The Wireless World has been
adhered to, and the components can be
recommended for use in the receiver for
which they are designed.

Wireless World, May 24th. 1935.

Listeners'

r

Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

\"

The libretto is made up from
poems by various writer,; from
the thirteenth to the s2venteenth century.
Graener' s
music, although belonging to
the typical German tradition,
is not church music in the
narrow sense, tholl!zh it d:::db
with sacred themes.v
<!>-
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ARCHBISHOP OF YORK

A ROYAL WEDDING

THE '' 0. B.'' season tends to
be monopolised by the B.B.C.,
but this week two of the best
outdoor events come from
abroad.
To-day (Friday), from II.I5
a.m. to 3 p.m., Stockholm
ceiebrates the wedding of Princess Ingrid of Sweden and the
Crown Prince Frederick of
Denmark. First will be heard
the marriage ceremony from
the Storkyrkan Church, Stockholm. Greetings and running
commentaries on the celebrations at I p.m. and from 3.30
till 5 p.m. will be broadcast
from Motala. Approximately
at 5 p.m. there will be a commentary and sound picture 0f
the departure of the Royal pair
for their honeymoon on the
yacht "Danneborg." Then,
at 8 p.m., Kalundborg and
Stockholm will broadcast a
joint Swedish-Danish concert
in their honour.
THE "NORMANDIE "

THE other noteworthy foreign "O.B." will be on Wednesday next, May 29th, when
the French stations will broadcast a running commentary on
the departure of the gigantic
liner, "Normandie," from
Havre on its first voyage t•J
New York.
<?
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ALL ABOUT SPAIN

LETTERS from a woman to
her author husband on the
Riviera describing the picturesqueness of Spain to give him
ideas for a book, is the theme
underlying" Tango in Spain,"
to-night's romantic programme
(Regional). The letters will, as
it were, be set to music, and

Cuid<

MAIDEN VOYAGE. The great
French liner, " Nonnandie," is
scheduled to leave Havre on her
first ··voyage to New York on
Wednesday next, May 29th.
Running commentaries will be
relayed by all French stations as
well as many in the American
networks.

there will be melodies from
Bizet's "Carmen," famous
tunes by Granados, besides the
tango music for which Spaiu
and South America are noted.
Denis Fre2man is the producer
and the B.B.C. Orchestra will
be conducted by .Mark H.
Lubbock.

NATIONAL lectures are :till
rare enough to be '' events.''
On Thursday next His Grace
the Lord Archbishop of York,
D.D., will give a National lecture on "Faith and Freedom"
from IO. IS to I I p.m. (Nat. ).
~>

~..>
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EMPIRE DAY

THE two highlights in tonight's Empire Day programmes are the relav from
Hamilton, Ontario, wit!~ a m::s-

The great Albert Hall co;1cert will be provided by representatives of nearly I70 festival
choirs from all parts of Grec:t
Britain, and very appropriately the programme will cov<:r
all phases of British music
from "Sumer is Icumen In"
(thirteenth century) to Sullivan' s ''Yeoman of the Guard''
and modern works by Vaughan
Williams and Roger Quilter.
WEDDING BELLS

A PHILIP WADE radio play is
always worth noting in the
listening diary.
He is the
author of "Wedding Group,"
a drama to be broadcast on
Tuesday next, May z8th (Nat.,
8) and on :May 29th (Reg.,
8-45).
The story takes us
back to the days of the Crimean
War and tells of the love ad-

A MODERN CANTATA

MoDERN cantatas deserving
of public performance are ·:even
rarer than good dance tunes.
To-night (Friday) from 8.I5 to
9· IO all German stations will
broadcast the "Marien-Kantate," Opus 99, by Graener.
This cantata, which was composed in I933· is for four solo
voices, mixed choir, and orchestra. It includes ten vocal
sections and an instrumental
interlude-" Mater dolorosa."
-----------------------------------;

30-LINE TELEVISION

:

Baird Process Transmissions.

l

I

Vision 261.1 m.: Sound. 296.6 m. I'
MONDAY, MAY 27th.
J
I 1.15-12.0 p.m.
· " Victorian Modes and Melodies " :
-Lydia Soliolova (Prima ballerina
of the Diaghilelf Russian ballet),
assisted by Harold Turner ;
Harold Scott and Maisie Seneshall
(songs).

WEDNESDAY. MAY 29th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.
Sydney ]erome (syncopated piano
solos) ; Laurie Devine (" Most
Graceful Dancer"), Gus Chevalier
("The Blinkin' Fool"); Eric
F awcett (songs and dances), and

:

l
l
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l
l
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ROYAL WEDDING BROADCAST. H.R.H. Princess Ingrid of Sweden
who to-day (Friday) will be wedded to H.R.H. the Crown Prince
Frederick of Denmark. In addition to a broadcast of the church
ceremony from Kalundborg and Motala at 11.15 a.m. there will be
special relays throughout the day.

sage from the Prime Minister,
the . Rt. Hon. R. B. Bennett
(Nat., 7.30), and the Royal
Command Concert of British
music given in the Royal Albert
Hall in the presence of Their
Majesties, the King and Queen.
The Canadian programme
will be a dramatic presentation
of the story of the foundation
of Empire Day in Canada and
will, in a sequence of vivid
cameos, tell the Dominion'<>
story since the Ui1ited Empire
Loyalists landed in old Nova
Scotia in I783.

ventures of two young Scottish
people.
The youth, a medical student, wishes to become engaged
to the girl, but she, in the best
dramatic tradition, suggests
that he should propose again
next year. Meanwhile she goes
off to the Crimea as a nurse
under Florence Nightingale.
Their letters are intercepted,
but, after some sticky intrigue,
the pair are united.
Sophie Stewart will be heard
as Janet Graham and Joycc
Bland as Florence Nightingale.

'523
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for the
OPERA

IN honour of the Scandinavian Royal Wedding, Kalundborg is to relay Act I of \Vaguer's "The Valkyrie" from
the Danish Royal Theatre at
8.30 on Tuesday next.
Another interesting opera
broadcast comes from Brussels
No. I from 8 to ro p.m. on
May 30th, when a performance
of Ganne's "Les Saltimbanques" by the Radio Orchestra and Choir will be relayed from the Universal Exhibition. On the same ewning
Paris P.T.T. will broadcast
from 8.30 to 10.30 "Le petit
bois,'' a one-act operetta by
Grisart ; a selection from
'' Dede '' ; a three-act oper~~t.a by c h,; i s t i n e ' ~nd
S.A.D.M.P.,
an opera
bouffe in one act by Beydts
with words by Sacha Guitry.
This is good measure for one
evenmg.
--'V-

COMMAND PERFORMANCE
FROM COVENT GARDEN

C<WENT GARDEN opera gives
a Command Performance on
Wednesday next, May zgth, of
Rossini's "Barber of Seville"
in the presence of Their Royal
Highnesses the Duke and
Duchess of York. Act I of the
opera will be broadcast (Nat.).
The artistes will include Aristide
Baracchi, Heddle Nash, and
Lily Pons.
THOSE CHILDREN

"WINNIE's HouH" nny not
be so formidable as it sounds,
for the variety entertainment
with this title, to be broadcast
on Monday next, !\fay 27th
(Reg.) has been devised by
Harry Hemsley.
Present in
the studio will be Harry HemsIcy's famous radio children,

1·---------------------------------
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\ HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
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Winnie, aged 4§; Elsie, age~l
7; and Horace, too young to
mention. Supporting the family
will be Clarice Mayne, Rupert
Hazel, and Elsic Day, Webster
Booth, Billie .Baker, Harry
Hemsley (vvould you believe
it?) and Leonard Henry.
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BAND, one of the most
popular brass combinations,
will be heard to-morrow
evening in the London
Regional programme.

!

:
l
l

l

·SATURDAY, MAY 25th.
Music Hall. '\!Italian Music
by· the B.B.C. Theatre Orohestra.
· 'I]Henry Hall's Guest Ni]ht.
Reg.; Callender's Senior Panl
'~]American Half-hour.
";Harp
Recital by Marcel Grandjany.

j. Nat.,

:
:
:
:
:

S\VABIAN folk music will be
broadcast to-night (Friday) in
a concrrt from Stuttgart by the
Karl Kromer Choral Society
from 10.30 to midnight. There
will be a profe~sional wind
band as well as a peasant
band, and Hans Thaler filling
in with his accordion.
A SERIES of radio plays on
Sunday evenings is an innovation for which we must thank
the Midland programme director, who has arranged radio
versions of the plays by various reperterory companies in
the area.
The first is on Sunday next
at g.zo (Reg.), \\hen the Birmingham Repertory Company
will perform John Drinkwater's famous "Abraham
Lincoln," by arrangement with
Sir Barry J ackson.
Playgoers will remember that
Drinkwater, in a number of
\·ivid and forceful scenes, tells
the story of the last five year:;
of Lincoln's life, working up to
the climax of the President's
assassination in a theatre
lounge on April 14th, 1865.
The part of Lincoln will be

Abroad.
Budapest,
7.30-10.45,
"Don
Giovarmi " (Mozart), from the
Opera.

I

:

FOLK MUSIC

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN "

FRIDAY, MAY 24th.
Nat., 7.30, Canadian Empire Day
Programme. 8.35, Royal Command Performance in the Albert
Hall.
Reg., "Tango in Spain." 'I]Talk :
··Among the British Islanders,"
by Gerald Heard.

\·Abroad,
: Huizen, 9.40-11.10, K.R.O. Boys'
: Concet.
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

:
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN," John
Drinkwater's famous play, will
be broadcast Regiona!ly at
9.20 p.m. on Sunday.
Above
is a reproduction of an actual
photograph taken shortly before Lincoln's assassination.

taken by Step hen Murray. To
help listeners in following th::·
action of the play Elspeth Duxbury will take the part of
Chronicler. Herbert E. Prentis and Val Gielgud will be the
producers.
BACH IN JOVIAL MOOD

THOSE who look upon Bach
only as a sober-minded composer of sacred music should
tunc in next week's "Foundations of Music." Continuing
the Bach festival celebrations,
there will be performed some
of the secular cantatas with the
aid of a Chamber Orchestra.
On Monday we can hear the
wedding cantata, "Vex No
More, Sad Melancholy," and
on Wednesday Adrian Boult
conducts the orchestra in the
jolly Peasant Cantata, ''We
Have Got a New Squire Master
Here."
THE AUDITOR.

'

'
'I'
I
I'
I
I
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SUNDAY, MAY. 26th.
Nat., Eugene Pini and his Tango
Orchestra. 'I!J. H. Squire Celeste
Octet. '\!Celebrity Trio. 'I]B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra.
Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra (E), conducted by joseph Lewis. 'I]Nonsense Music by Stuart Robertson
(baritone) and Ht:ly Hutchinson
(pianoforte). 9.20, "Abraham
Lincoln."

''I Abroad.
Vienna, 8.20, Operetta " Polenblut "
I
I
(Nedbal) by the Vienna SymI'
I
phony Orchestra, Choir and
'I' Soloists.
I

''

MONDAY, MAY 27th.
'' Nat., Schum3nn Recital by Cecil
Dixon (piano). 8.30, London
'
I'
Music Festival Concert. ConI
I

I
I

''I
I
I'
I

ductor : Koussevitzky.

1

R~ .•

"From Hill and Prairie"B.B.C. Northern programme.
~ 1 " Winnie's Hour," with Harry
Hemsley and Leonard Henry.
.

:
:
:
:

by

l

'
' Abroad.

I

I
I

I

I
I
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:

I

Warsaw, 9, Symphony Concert

the Station Orchestra.

I
I

' Abroad.

I
I

:
:

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29th.
Nat., 8.15, Coven! Garden Royal
'II Command Performance : " The
I
Barber of Seville," Act I.
I
I
I
'\!Regimental Marches by Wireless
I
I
Military Band.
: Reg., Beethoven Pianoforte Recital
I'
by Frank Merrick. 8.45, " WedI
I
ding Group."
I
I

I
I

'

I
I

Abroad.
Brussels 11, 9, Concert by the
Station Orchestra.

I

I
I
I
I
I

THURSDAY, MAY 30th.
Nat., Radio drama, " Bound Away "
I
(from Glasgow). 'I)Music Hall.
I
10.15, National Lecture bv ArchI'
I
.
bishop of York.
I
I
I
Reg., Wireless Military Band. 8.25,
I
I
"Schwanda the Bagpiper," Act I,
I
I
from Coven! Garden.
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

Paris (PTT), 8.30, Victor Hugo II
Concert with National Orchestra :
and Choir.
'I

I

I
I

:

I
TUESDAY, MAY 28th.
I
Nat., 8, "Wedding Group." II
~.,Freedom," by Erwin Schrod- II
~Leslie
Bridgewater III
ingcr.
I
Quintet.
Reg., Entertainment Hour with I''
"The Roosters," etc. '\lB.B.C. I
Theatre Orchestra : Light F rencll :I
I
I
Music.
I

I

I
I
I
I

l
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'I

:
''
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''
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I
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'

Abroad.

Radio-Paris, 8.4S, Symphony Concert by the National Orchestra.
I
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New Apparatus Reviewed
Recent Products of the Manufacturers
CLIX SPECIALITIES

wo

new items of interest have been
added to the long iist of Clix specialities
made by Lectro Linx, Ltd., 79a, Rochester
Row, London, S.W.I. One is a new Master
Plug of slightly heavier construction than
the earlier pattern, the new model being designed to fit a ~in. socket, whilst the special
wire grip will accommodate an insulated
flex cable / 6 in. in diameter. This plug will
fit the standard valve-holder socket, and

T

~----------------------------------·

I

: Formo new dual-ratio condenser
scale and escutcheon for
or baseboard mounting.

!drive,
! panel
I

~---------------------------------

All three coils arc excq>·
tionally well
made and
exactly to the specification
in every detail. Thev can be
confidently reconuncl1dcd for
use in this set, and the prices
are 3s. for the aerial asembl y, 3s. for the oscillator
coil, including its mounting brackets, and
ss. for complete IF transformer as illustrated.

FORMO DUAL-RATIO "SNAIL"
DRIVE

Clix heavy-duty spade terminal and new
model Master Plug.

makes a very good electrical connection ;
the prong is nickel-plated, and it can be
obtained with a red or a black insulated
bead, the price being 3d.
The other new addition is a non-corrosive
spade terminal designated a heavy type.
The slot is so designed that it f1ts comfortably under terminals with shanks of from
~in. to ,Mn., while the wire grip will take
a cable of 1\in. diameter overall. It can be
obtained with the metal parts lead-coated
for use with accumulators• or nickel-plated
for other purposes, and the price is 3d.

SHORT-WAVE

CONVERTER COILS

W

RIGHT AND WEAIRE, LTD., 740,
High Road, Tottenham, London,
N.17, have submitted for examination a set
of coils for the AC Short-wave Converter
describecl in The Wireless World of April
12th and Igth last.
These comprise the
aerial assembly, oscillator coil and special
IF transformer, the latter being mounted
and enclosed in an aluminium screening box
with a detachable cover of the correct
dimensions.
Set of Wearite coils for
The Wire less World AC
Short-wave Converter.

A NEW
condenser drive embodying
several interesting features, including a
dual-ratio reduction mechanism in which the
pointer travels through 270 degrees for I8odegree rotation of the condenser, has been
developed by Formo Products, Ltd.,
Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. Thus, it provides a much more open scale than usnal,
and is especially suitable for receivers of the
Single-Span type and also for short-wave
sets. This dial fits any single or gang condenser having a }in. spindle and a fixing
bush of iin. diameter.
Provision is made for mounting the drive
either on the baseboard or on the front
panel; in the latter case the condenser would
. be supported by the drive, and a fairly rigid
panel will be necessary. A valuable feature is that the baseboard mounting bracket
is adjustable for height, and the condenser
spindle can be set any distance above the
baseboard from Ir96 in. to 2!in.
There was no trace of backlash or slip in
the specimen tested, the drive being smooth
and perfectly satisfactory with all types of
condensers; the coarse drive gives a reduction of 8 to I, while the vernier control is
approximately 50 to I, and the pointer
travels in the same direction as the rotation
of the knobs.
The pointer is not rigidly
fixed to its spindle, but is
held in place by a split
collar similar to that used for
a clock hand, which it resembles in appearance.

\Vith this drive a special scale is needed,
of course, though this is not included with
the mechanical unit, but sold separately together with the pointer, and an attractive
moulded escutcheon; a lamp-holder is supplied also.
The drive costs 3s. and the
complementary parts 3s. 6d.

EDDYSTONE S.W WAVEMETER

A SHORT-\VAVE
waverneter that can be
used either as an absorption meter or
buzzer excited has been introduced by
Stratton and Co., Ltd., Eddystone Works,

Eddystone short-wave wavemeter and coils.

Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham, 5. It is
a very neat and compact unit, being assembled in a stout die-cast metal case with
the condenser dial on top and the coil inserted into a socket on one side. Four-pin
interchangeable coils are used, and three
.suffiCe to cover a wave-range of 10 to 225
metres with an adequate overlap on each.
The instrument is band-calibrated, and a
set of curves is supplied giving the range of
each coil, their respective coverages being
10 to 29.6, 29 to l:l8.6, and 8o to 225 metres.
This wave-length calibration was found to
be accurate and reliable on test, for there
is no backlash in the condenser, and as the
buzzer excites the tuned circuit from a separ- ·
ate winding, the calibration is unaffected
with the buzzer circuit interrupted.
This method of excitation gives a very
sharply tuned note. The signal is not strong
though adequate when using a sensitive receiver, but can be obscured if a bad background from local interference is present.
Under these conditions wavelength checking
could be effected by using the instrument
as an absorption meter.
The price complete is £3 3s.

Wireless World, ll!ay
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National Television Plans for
Germany
B
Service of Twenty..one Stations Proposed

ERLIN has already started a regular television transmt~~sion on
the basis of r8o lines and 2 5 pictures, and the Berlin Post Office
has made arrangements z1:hereby the public can attend demons'trations
so as to see for themselves· what the new ser~·ice has to offer.
The well-known . technical journal " Electrisclze NachrichtenTeclmik " recently published a very interesting artirle by TV. Scholz,
describing the German television proposals for a fuller de~·elopment
of the service and for extending it to co1-w the whole of Gerniany.
In the following article is given a11 account of the German
plans based on a translation of the paper by W. Scholz.

T

of a common heterodyning frequency.
The next and most interesting point is
the range of such a station according to
its po\\ er and to the height of its aerial.
In the early days of ultra-short waves
there was an inclination to regard these
waves as so similar to light waves that
they would only be propagated as far as
the ''optical path '' ; that is, that the receiYing aerial could not lie below the horizon as
seen from the transmitting aerial. Recently, however, this
r-·--------2,400,000--------~
Yiew has been modified,
II I~------ 1,800,000
I
. II
e\·cn for the much
I 1+--600,000
700,000-----500,000--+-j-(-500.000~ I
shorter '' micro- '' waves
from r metre downwards
:,',I'
:
,
::
-as witness the results
of Marconi in obtaining
11
ranges, with wavelengths
TELEVISION CARRIER
HETERODYNE
SOUND
AND SIDEBANDS
OSCILLATOR
CARRIER
such as 57 ems, far exAND

HE tdeYision service which is
projected for Germany is one
giYing both television and the
accompanying
sound
programme: to use the convenient German
"portmanteau" word, it is a "Tonbild"
(sound-sight) service, and the writer begins by pointing out the advantage of
using two wavelengths as close together as
possible, one for "sound" and the other
for '' sight.'' By this plan not only is

-

iII

ill I I!

ceeding the optical distance ; but although
qualitatiwly 1t has been realised that the
working range of, say, a 7-metre wave
could exceed the optical range, quantitatively there is still a good deal of vagueHerr Scholz sets himself to
ness.
remo\·e this by means of a theoretical
discussion of the propagation of waves
bet\Ycen 2 and ro metres, backed by the
results of tests carried out by the German Post Office on the Berlin (Witzleben)
wave of 6.985 metres. The following conclusions are reached:
\V a n·s bet"'·een 2 and r o metres do not
differ fundamentally in their propagation
from the short waves of ro to 200 metres
and the longer waves above 200 metres.
The reason why early tests, with the
sm.:..ll-power transmitters an,d comparatiYely insensitive receivers then anilable,
gave the impression that the ultra-short
wa Yes were only propagated in straight
lines and did not (like the longer waves)
manage to follow the earth's curvature,
is that the damping effect of the ground
(which comes into action at all wavelengths as soon as the waves bend round
the earth and are thus no longer pure
"space" waves) increases strongly as the

.SIDE BANDS

Diagram showing how the frequency bands
are to be utilised.

the reception of the combined programmes
made easier (a single heterodyne generator serving for both) but also similar conditions of propagation are ensured for the
two transmissions.
The necessity for the use of the ultrashort waves bdow 9 or ro metres, at any
1·ate for the high-quality television service required ( r8o lines, twenty-five pictures per second), is explained on the
grounds that the picture carrier frequency
must be from ten to one hundred times
as high as the maximum modulation frequency sent out (say, 500 kc,"s), and that
the '' short'' waves above ro metresalthough they would comply \Yith this requirement-are unsuitable for the service
owing to fading and other irregular propagation. Taking as an example of a suitable ultra-short wave-band the waves between 7·5 and 5·7 metres, the writer shows
that five complete sound-sight transmitters can be fitted into this band \Yithout
mutual interference, each station being
allowed a total band of 2, 400 kc is for its
combined sight and sound programmes,
with a ''safety gap'' of about 50 kc / s on
either side.
The way in which this
station band is utilised is shown in the
accompanying diagram, which illushates
the simultaneous reception of both the
sound and sight programmes by the use

Map showing the proposed locations of stations and their service areas.
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National Television Plans for Germanyfrequency increases, and is, therefore,
very high for the ultra-short waves. In
the early tests, therefore, it was only
natural that the signals could not be detected beyond the horizon.
Actually, the equation for the field
strength E in volts per metre, produced
at a range· of r metres, over unimpeded
cg_untry by a transmitter radiating W
watts, is E =9·5 (.; W / r) X e-ad, where
e is " exponential e " (2. 718 . . . . ) , a
is a constant depending on the wavelength
and the nature of the ground, and d is the
length of path over which the wave has
to follow the curvature of the earth-that
is, the difference between the total range
r and the two "horizon distances," one
as seen from the transmitting aerial, and
the other as seen from the receiving aerial
if this, also, is raised. In this equation
the last factor is equal to unity so long as
r does not exceed the optical range, since
d is then obviously zero ; but as soon as
bending with the earth comes into the case
its value changes markedly from umty,
the tests leading to the conclusion that
over flat country a is roughly o. I per kilometre for waves around 7 metres in
length. To take an example given in the
paper, the field strenf:?th of 6 ~V /metre
produced by a certam . tr~nsm~tter a~ a
distance of 42 km (the hmit of Its optical
range) would be multiplied by e-O.lxis at
6o km, since the curved path d would
then be 6o- 42, or r8 km; that is to say,
the 6 m V/ metre would be reduced to o. 7
m V 1metre by those extra r8 kilometres.
This example makes very clear the enormous importance of a high transmitting
aerial-since the height of receiving
aerials is obviously very limited in practice; and it is this fact which ·forms the
guiding principle in planning the system
for the whole of Germany which the
writer now outlines.

Twenty-one Stations to Cover
the Reich
In this plan it is assumed that a minimum field strength of I m V I m has to be
provided; ' and that the transmitters will
have aerial powers ranging from 2 to 20
kilowatts; on wavelengths from 7·5 to
5·7 metres. The great height of tr_ansmitting aerial is to be provided by erecting
high towers where necessary, but whereever possible still greater heights are to
be obtained by making use of mountain
peaks, such as the Brockcn (in the Ha_rz
Mountains,
and
celebrated for
Its
"Spectre") and the Zugspitze (Bavarian
Alps). In this way it :is reckoned that
heights ranging ·between about, 450 and
8,ooo feet can be obtained, the lower
heights being compensated for by the use
of the higher-powered transmitters. Thus
the Brocken, with a height of about 4,000
feet, might have -2 kilowatts in the aerial
and would then give a range of roughly
85 miles, calculated by the equation given
above. By ringing the changes of height,
power, and wavelength (keeping always
within the 7·5 to 5·7 metre band, or at
most going down to 5·5 metres to allow
a sixth station in each group) it is thought
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that the whole of Germany can be provided with field strengths of at least the
I m V jm by means of some twenty-one
to thirty stations, with ranges between
about 6o and 120 miles·; the· illustration
shows a map of the Rcich covered with
little overlapping circles, each circle representing the extreme working limit of one
of the stations proposed. The five or six
non-interfering wavelengths would be so
distributed geographically among the
total number of stations that no mutual
interference would arise.
It must be remembered that these calculated ranges assume a receiving aerial
in free air (as, for instance, on the roof
of a building), and do not allow for the
weakening effects produced when reception is on the lower floors of a block of
lofty buildings in a large town. The tests
were extended to investigate these effects,
and it was found that in the worst cases
the field strengths might be reduced to a

tenth of the calculated value. On the
whole, however, the results were reassur·
ing. It is contemplated that the reception
in large towns which have not got a
" main " station to themselves might be
improved by providing a relay station,
on a wavelength below the main waverange (i.e., below 5·5· metres), for such a
town. Since these relay stations would
not be required to cover great distances,
the extra damping due to the higher frequency would not matter.
The difficulties liable to arise in connecting the studios with transmitting
stations situated at heights of thousands of
feet are only touched on in the present
paper, but from other sources it is known
that tests have been carried out regarding
the use of a radio link to a receiving
station on the Brocken; so that if the
difficulties of a cable link to a mountain
transmitter are found insuperable, such
a wireless link would presumably be used.

Distant Reception Notes
300 Miles on a Crystal Receiver

R

EADERS have probably noticed the
amazing strength of the PosteParisien, the 5o-kilowatt Paris station which works on 31z.8 metres. In my
house, which is some 30 miles north-west
of London in one of the Chiltern valleys,
this station is receivable after dusk on a
crystal set. As the crow flies Paris is almost
exactly 300 miles from my home. Curiously
enough, the crystal receiver will have
nothing to do with any medium-wavt·
B.B.C. stations,
except the London
Regional and National, though the Midland,
Western and Northern transmitters are well
within the 30o-mile radius and the Scottish
" Twins " are not very far outside it. Nor
will it bring in Athione on 531 metres,
though the distance from this station is
within a few miles of that from the Poste
Parisien and the two arc rated at precisely
the same output power. One might have
expected Athlone to come in the more
strongly of the two owing to its longer wavelength, but this is distinctly not the case.
Speaking of Paris stations reminds me
that experimental television transmissions
have recently been made from that city's
P.T.T. station on 431.7 metres. \Vhat with
these and the Eiffel Tower's efforts in the
same direction on 176 metres, the French
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs appears to
be doing its best to give the new hobby
every chance. I am afraid, though, that
the response in that country may not be
found too good, except amongst amateur
Pxperimenters.
France has ever been
strangely backward in the number of
'' broadcast '' receiving sets in use, and one
can hardlv think that television transmissions will -produce widespread enthusiasm.
Some of these new high-powered tram>
mitters seem to take a long time to get into
action after announcements have appeared
that tlwy are complete to the last terminal.
The 150~kilowatt Motala station appears to
be at work on occasional evenings, but I
have heard nothing yet o£ Radio Roumanie.
to which the 1,875 metre wavelength
belongs under the Lucerne Plan. Other
newcomers which ought to be in operation,

though they have yet to be recorded in the
log, are Toulouse P.T.T. and Lille.
I am glad to see that the Swiss Federal
authorities have banned advertising from
their programmes. The French Government
is supposed to have clone the same thing,
though in that country the prohibition does
not yet appt>ar to be in full operation. The
sponsored programme, as conducted in
America, is comparatively inoffensive, for
there each item is merely introduced by a
few words from the announcer to the effeCt
that listeners arc imlt>btPd to some particular firm for what is to follow; but advertising as done by some European stations
must he terribly boring to those who rely
mainly upon them for tht>ir wireless entertainment. I don't know whether mv sal('s
resistance (I believe that is the te~hnical
term) is specially high, but I am sure that
if I were told evening after evening to buy
umbrellas made bv somPbodv or boots made
by somebody else" I should ~certainly see to
it that my mOJwy was spent with neither of
these firms.
Listening to American transmissions in
winter time no longer pro,·ides the thrill
that it once did, since almost any set can
bring in quite a numbe-r unless conditions
are distinctly unfavourable; I don't know
whPther Pnthusiasts realise that several stations in the United States and in the Argentine can still be received in the small hours.
I don't advocate sitting up spPcial!y for the
purpose, but if you happen, for any reason,
to be up late it is well worth while to spend
a few minutE's in running over the band of
waves brtweE'n about 220 and 350 metres.
My own record summer-time bag of American stations was made a yPar or two ago
when I was confined to bed with some silly
i\lnE'SS.
Unable to sleep, I switch(•d on the wireless set that stood on the bedside table and
succeeded in identifying a round score.
Such was the elation produced by this feat
that I was up and about again in record
time. Clear proof, I think, of the healing
effects of radio wayes, of which we have
heard so much of late.
D. EXER.
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OMPARATIVELY
few
amateurs
possess the necessary apparatus for
preparing resonance curves of band-pass
filters, such as those shown in Fig. r.
Nevertheless, by the intelligent use of an
ordinary detector anode current meter (or.
in the case of a modem
Trimming
superheterodyne, of a
Band-pass
tuning indicator in the
anode circuits of the
Filters
controlled valves) a
very useful mental picture of what is
happening may be obtained.
That something approaching the ideal
resonance curve A has been attained is
recognised quite readily by the behaviour
of the indicating instrument. As the
tuning control is rotated steadily and very
slowly through the position corresponding
to precise resonance with an incoming
carrier wave, a rapid rise in strength will

C

A good idea as to whether a band-pass filter
is giving the ideal resonance curve A, or a
lop-sided one like B, can be obtained by
carefully watching the tuning indicator.

take place (corresponding to one of the
"skirts" of the curve). Next, for an
appreciable space there will not be any
noticeable change in intensity; the dip at
exact resonant point is not clearly perceptible with ordinary instruments. ·Lastly,
there will be a rapid decline of the signal.
A certain indication that the trimming
condensers of the filter are incorrectly adjusted is obtained when the all-too-common
lop-sided curve B is obtained. In this
case, tuning on one side of the point
corresponding to maximum signal will
appear to be much flatter than on the
other, but, as a rule, the kink shown on
the left-hand side of the curve will not be
clearly detected. Further, the desirable
broadening of tuning on each side of the
resonant point will not be evident.
Curve B indicates beyond doubt that
alignment is incorrect and that readjustment of the trimming condensers is J.dvisable, both in the interests of selectivity and
quality of reproduction. This applies to
band-pass filters both in signal-frequency
and IF circuits, and if a really good job is
to be done without elaborate instruments
the trick of shunting each of the component circuits with a resistance (of about
so,ooo ?hms) is to be recommended. The
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value of resistance suggested will be suitable in average circumstances, but if circuit efficiency is high, resistances of greater
ohmic value may be advisable.
of the easiest ways of temporarily
O NE
reducing high-note response for minimising whistle interference-or for that
matter for any other reason-is to reduce
the amount of decoupling in the LF
amplifier. This applies to a number of
popular
circuit
Makeshift
arrangements, alTone
though in some cases
it may be necessary to
Control
reverse the connections
of the LF transformer primary.
To put the scheme into practice it is
merely necessary to substitute a smaller
condenser for that employed for decoupling, say, in the detector anode circuit. In
this way LF reaction is provoked and its
effect will be more marked at low frequencies than at high. Incidentally, the
purists will insist that this scheme does not
attenuate high notes, but accentuates low
ones, which is not quite the same thing.
They are right, of course, but by combining judicious use of the volume control
with <1 reduction of decoupling the desired
effect is obtained.
Although open to criticism, the method
suggested gives very passable results in
many cases, "and has the advantage that it
may easily be put into effect. Where it
proves to be entirely satisfactory, a tonecontrol system may easily be devised by
arranging to switch in alternative values of
decoupling condenser.

GENERATORS or rotary
M OTORconwrters of the type used for
operating AC receivers from DC mains are
usually well regulated, and, as a result, no
undue voltage rise is. to be anticipated
t:·ven if the receiver consumes appreciably
less wattage than that
Preventing
at which the machine
Voltage
is rated. But, when
the rating of the
Rise
machine is several
times greater than the anticipated power
consumption of the set to be worked from
it, there is no harm in taking reasonable
precautions and, as a preliminary measure,
the AC output of the generator may be connected to a higher tapping on the transformer than the rating would indicate.
For instance, a converter rated at 240
volts output would be connected to the
zso-volt terminals in the receiver.
is well known that accumulator cells
I Tshould
not be discharged below the
limit of r.8 volts per cell. But it is worth
while to remember that if this limit has
been accidentally exceeded, no great
harm will ha\'e been done if the cell or
battery can be placed
The
on charge i m meSafety
diately. Any delay is
almost certain to cause
Limit
the plates to become
sulphated and their efficiency impaired.
AMATEUR-BUlL T

MIDGET SET.

to the Chloride Chronicle
A CCORDING
and Exide News, a journal published
by the well-known battery makers, many
of the teachings of a few years ago regarding batteries have proved to be erroneous,
or else modifications in the manufacture
and design of batteri<'s
Battery Makers have vitiated their
on
force.
" Old-school
For instance, the
Traditions "
idea that a shortcircuit implies ruination of the plates is
fallacious; a battery may be discharged at
any rate within the carrying capacity of
the internal conductors without harm.
Another fallacy : after filling cells with
acid the first charge must commence at
once, or the plates will have a very short
life. No permanent harm arises even if
a cell is allowed to stand for a day or two
after filling before the initial charge begins.
Indeed, cells with wood separators should
be filled with acid a considerable time
before applying the charging current.

The extreme compactness of this 3-valve
HF-det.-LF receiver, recently shown at a
meeting of the Golders Green Radio Society
by Mr. W. L. Pattullo, can be gauged by
comparison with an ordinary valve. The set
measures 6in. by 7in. by 4in. and works
with a frame ; Hivac midget valves are used.
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Broadcast Brevities
By Our Special Conespondent
Empire Broadca~ting
Surprise
TO be guilty of under-estimating the importance of ·a
forthcoming event is a crime not
often imputed to this Special
Correspondent; but this time the
accusation will not be denied.
Last weE'k I hinted that the
power of the Empire stations
would be more than doubled.
Actually it appears that the
power may ultimately be nearly
quadruplE'd, so that at last the
British short-wave stations will
b~ able to make their voices heard
as strongly as the foreigners.

The British Kilowatt
There is something splendid
about the way in which the
B.B.C., during the last two
years, has tried to keep level
with foreign competition and to
make the voice of the Homeland
hold its own among a jumble of
discordant voices while using
lE'ss than half their power.
The B.B.C. have now learnt
that, despite the Duke of
Wellington, a British kilowatt is
not equal to two French kilowatts, or four Dutch kilowatts,
or E'ight Russian kilowatts, and
so on.

Park gave talks while the Green
Park restricted itself to musical
programmes.
Mass relaying of B.B.C. programmes also raises important
questions o£ copyright.

Talk from Braille MS.

A

TALKS innovation occurs
on June 4th when an almo,;t
blind mat-maker, Mr. John
Moore, will contribute to the
series on "Freedom."
Mr.
Moore will read his script from
Braille, and this will probably
be the first time that a speaker
before the B.B.C. microphone
has used this method. The talk
will deal with freedom from the
point o£ view of the working
man.

Pilsudski's Only Broadcast

JT d'was
soon after the coup
et at in 1926 that the late

Marshal Pilsudski was prevailed
upon to broadcast to the Polish
people, and the circumstances
were, to say the least, unusual.

Edinburgh listeners that a puny
relay station was opened in th'J
capital some years later.
But Edinburgh's titrn came
when the B.B.C. decided to
erect headquarters in the Scottish capital to control the new
transmitters at Falkirk; since
then Glasgow, deprived of her
own transmitter, has steadil v·
declined in broadcasting importance.

Bigger Staff
There are, however, brighter
days in store for the Clydeside
city. At a cost of £so,ooo the
B.B.C. will soon acquire and refurbish a section of the Glasgow.
University buildings, which will
be transformed into an imposing
broadcasting studio with modern
control equipment.
It is probable also that tlJC
staff, which at present numbers
only eight members, will be
enlarged to cope with the Corporation's ambition to increase
Glasgow's contribution to the
broadcasting programmes as a
whole.

Seriously Ill
HERBERT JONES, the
famous Royal jockey, will,
on June 1st, come to the microphone to describe some of his
early experiences. ·
J ones tells an am using story
of his introduction to wireless
when in hospital at Newmarket
sutiering from pneumonia. It
was in the days of crystal sets.
When very ill he picked up the
headphones, and the first thing
he heard was the '' News Bulletin " in which it was announced
that the B.B.C. regretted that
Herbert J ones the jockey was
lying very seriously ill and was
not expected to recover.
This brought him to his feet
in no time.

Russian Dress in the
Studio
"THE RED SARAFAN,"
which scored a success
when it was heard for the first
time on May 7th, will be broadcast again on June 18th.
The
orchestra for this production is
now a permanent combination,
and will be heard in all the
'' Red Sarafan '' broadcasts.
In the last broadcast Captain
Sorokin introduced his Siberian
Cossack Choir, and for the next
broadcast he will bring his
Russian Tzigany Choir, which is
a mixed formation, the girls
wearing Russian Tzigany costumes and the men their
national drt:>ss.

Nominal and Actual

Taxi!

At presE'nt Daventry works on
20 kilowatts. When the new
transmitters open the power will
nominally be raised to so kilowatts, and may even cLimb to 75
kilowatts.
I will not spoil the story by
adding
that
Paris
(Radio
Coloniale) will soon be working
on 100 kilowatts.

THERE is a taxi rank outside
Broadcasting House, and
one of its most n:gular drivers,
Ernest Dixon, was heard some
time ago in "In Town ToNight." Possessing a fund of
stories and anecdotes collected
during thirty-five years of driving in London streets, he so impressed the authorities that he
was introduced to thl' "mik<>."
On June 3 a feature will be
introduced to the programmes
called "Variety in a Taxicab,"
and Ernest Dixon will act as
compere, in that he will be sent
in his taxi to convey
the
studio various artists ·suited to
the taxicab programmE'.

B .B .C. and Parks Loud
Speakers
THERE is no enthusiasm at
Broadcasting House over
the proposal that loud speakers
relaying the B.B.C. programmes
should be installed in all the
London parks.
Even the most cheery-looking
and
flower - bedecked
loud
speaker putting out, perhaps, a
100 watts speech is a poor substitute for a score of military
bandsmen, as the Union of
Perambulating Nursemaids will
agree.

Dull Uniformity
But there is another disadvantage-in London, at any
rate-in resorting to the loud
speaker idea, for it is one of the
attractions of the Metropolis on
a summer evE'ning that you can
hear one band in the Green Park
and another in Hyde Park.
Broadcast reception would mean
a dull uniformity, uhless Hyde

MARSHAL PILSUDSKI photographed at the microphone with his
little daughters in the Belvedere Palace in December, 1926. In civilian
dress immediately behind the Marshal is Dr. Chamiec, now DirectorGeneral of Polish broadcasting.

Before giving his message, the
Marshal was surrounded by his
officers and civilian supporters,
but he asked that all should
leave the studio except his two
little daughters, who sat, one on
each side of their father, during
the address.
Marshal Pilsudski used no
manuscript, but told a homely
fairy tale which contained some
shrewd political allusions.

Glasgow v. Edinburgh
GLASGO\V has ne,·er really
forgiven Edinburgh for depriving her of her broadcasting
status. In tlw early days sSC
(Glasgow) was the fountain head
of Scottish broadcasting, and it
was only as a sop to enraged

John Watt for U.S.

to

NOa oneholiday.
will grudge John Watt
When I last

Broadcasting in Gaelic

talked with him he told me that
he had produced twenty-four
shows in three months.
Very shortly he will proceed
to the U .S.A. not only to recuperate but to search for new
ideas and fresh talent. Possibly
he may be heard in American
broadcasting, but his main idea
is to absorb any features and
formula; which may prove of use
to British radio.
Both England and America
can learn much from each other
in broadcasting matters, and
these interchanges of visits are
all to the good of radio on both
sides of the Atlantic.

LIKE the B.B.C. the Irish
broadcasting organisation has
its little worries.
Sir John
Reith's life since 1922 has been
punctuated with attempts to
mollify
\Velsh
deputations
pleading for an all-Welsh transmitter ; now it looks as if Dr.
Kiernan, the new Irish broadcasting chief, is to suffer in the
same way.
Deputations are
being got together with the
slogan that " the time is
ripe for the establishmt:>nt of a
Gaelic broadcasting studio in
Galway as the capital of the
Gaeltacht.''
Seconds out of the ring!
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HF Chokes
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A..M.I.E.E.

•
•

Construction
and Performance

Behaviour of the More Ambitious Specimens Tested

T

HIS instalment deals 'lvith the performance of chokes in which
special efforts have been made to a·void the presence of absorption
points in the broadcast wavebands ; also zvith the question of
undesirable interaction with other windings and methods of preventing it.

T

HE observant reader of the first
instalment of this article will
have noticed that all types of
chokes, even those with equal
sections, appear to have one more or less
bad absorption region in the medium
waveband. The results of tests with many
types have shown that the wavelength of
this is roughly a quarter of the natural
wavelength, where the equivalent capacity is zero.
Therefore, to avoid such a fault between
200 and S40 metres, the natural wavelength should be rather below 8oo or rather
above 2,I6o metres. The latter is perhaps
preferable, to ensure satisfactory operation on the long waveband, but the inductance required is about 0.38 henry,
and a 8oo-metre choke offers less 'difficulty
and is more likely to be suitable for short
waves, without being seriously inductive
on long waves (for the stray circuit capacity brings its working resonance up to
about 2,000 metres or more).

Unwanted External Couplings
Another disadvantage of high-inductance chokes is that they couple strongly
to power transformers, smoothing chokes,
coils, and such components, and are liable
to introduce hum and various forms of
instability and interaction.
·
It would, therefore, be a very pleasant
thing if, without sacrificing any other
good points, our choke could be largely
devoid of external field. There are several
ways of minimising the field. One is to
make the coil small. It may be objected
that a smaller coil must have a larger
number of turns for a desired inductance
and that therefore it is no less liable to
couple. But, while the coupling is proportional to the area of a turn and the
number of turns, the inductance is proportional to the area of a turn and the
square of the number.
For example, if one choke has I,ooo
turns each 2 inches in diameter, another
I inch in diameter must have about 2,000
turns for the same inductance. But each
turn is only a quarter the area of those in
the large coil, so that, although there are
double as many of them, the coupling
effect is half as great. This policy is consistent with low capacity, but is limited by
allowable DC resistance.
Then there is the well-known " bin-

ocular" idea. Two identical coils are
placed side by side, and connected so that
the field due to one is opposed by that due
to the other. Two varieties of this typ2
were tested by measuring the mutual inductance with a standard coil at certain
definite positions and distances. Thus,
while at 9 inches the mutual inductance
with A and B is 74 microhenries, and with
E no less than 2I6, with F and G it is IS
and S.s respectively. In both F and G,
identical equal-sectioned coils are spaced
I! inches apart, but, whereas F has an
inductance of o. I7 henry, that of G is only
0.074. The DC resistance of F is necessarily rather high-nearly goo ohms, for
the separation and opposition of the two
halves necessitates more turns for a given
inductance.
That the binocular principle is not inconsistent with useful characteristics in
other respects is shown by the fact that
samples F ~nd G were superior to any of
the precedmg ones, except that the inductance of G was rather inadequate on
long waves, the capacity being - 20
m-mfd. at 2,000 metres. It is the better
ot the two on short waves, with a capacity
of 2 m-mfd. to the 3-S of F. On medium
and long waves their equivalent resistance
is a megohm or higher, and there are no
"dead-spots," except for a slight lapse
at about 220 metres on the part of G.
Fig. 4.-Illustrating
the possibilities of
coupling between a
binocular choke BB
and other coils.

If both halves of a binocular choke are
at equal distances from another coil, their
couplings arc in opposition and balance
out exactly. But if the choke is close up
it may happen that one section is considerably nearer than the other, and only
partial balance is obtained. In Fig. 4, if
BB is a binocular choke, and AI, A2 are
other coils, it is clear that the coupling to
AI is zero, but the coupling to A2 is quite
large.
To get over this difficulty, we must so
arrange the two choke portions that they
are always the same distance from everything. The two portions can be made concentric. The coupling is then not quite
zero if the other coil is very close, but it

(Concluded from page 488 of
May 17th issue)
is a great Improvement in this respect on
the binocular.
The · method is to wind a reversed
section of wire round the inner main winding of small diameter, making the two
portions equal and opposite as regards
external field.
Thus, if the reversed
winding is double the diameter of the inner
winding-and therefore four times the enclosed area-one-quarter the number of
turns is effective.
Chokes adopting this principle, but
otherwise similar to C and D, proved the
soundness of this theory and were decidedly superior to the binocular types in
fieldlessness, but they inherited the disadvantages already described in connection with their prototypes (though the
long-wave "collaps~" of C, curiously
enough, did not appear in H-a choke
similar except that the outer part of the
winding was reversed).

Where Screening Fails
The counterpart of type E-with equal
sections-is, of course, impossible, because the outer sections are essentially unequal to the inner ones, an'd such con;~ruction i7, very liable to cause severe
acceptor resonances. And the use of
the iron core is impracticable, because it
entirely upsets the action of the outer
winding and makes it almost impossible
to obtain anything like exact opposition
of field. An air-core choke requires a very
large number of turns of wire to make up
for the inductance which would otherwise
be lost in the opposition between inner
and outer windings, and so the resistance
becomes rather unreasonably high.
An obvious solution of the difficulty is
to screen the choke. Like many obvious
solutions, it is the wrong one. A typical
example consists of a nine-section choke
screened by an aluminium cover Iin. diamt'ter x 2in. long. The sections are unequal, being smaller at the ends in the
interests of low capacity, and there is an
iron core. Any figure purporting to state
the inductance is almost meaningless, because the cover exerts a reducing effect
which depends very largely on the frequency, but it is of the same order as most
of the otherS-a. IS henry. At high radio
frequencies the screening is very imperfect.
At medium audio frequencieSabout I ,ooo cycles-it is worse than imperfect. At so cycles it is almost
negligible.
The screen is far from effective as a
screen, but it is most effective in spoiling
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the choke as a choke. Two series of tests
were run on this specimen (distinguished
as J and ]I), the former with the screen
"floating" and the other with it earthed,
i.e., connected to the low-potential end of
the winding. The results are shown in
Fig. 5 arid speak for themselves.
Still another expedient is available
for avoiding coupling effects.
Instead of providing two similar coils
side by side as in the binocular, where one
may be nearer the source or recipient of
the disturbance than the other, the two
coils may be placed end to end. Any
appreciable difference in the coupling to
the two halves is then improbable, and an
effective fieldlessness is obtained.

Effective Astatic Chokes
Choke K is an example of this construction, with eight equal sections; four
wound in one direction an'd four in the
other. The diameter over the outermost
wire is about Hin., and the total length
of the wound portion riin. The inductance
is the usual o. 15 henry, and DC resistance
8oo ohms~necessarily rather high, being

are eight sections, four in each direction,
tin. diameter, and the two groups are
separated by iin. and are each provided
with an iron core. Owing to the small
diameter and other precautions, the capacity is only r m-mfd., slightly more or
less, and the effective resistance averages
one megohm. Fig. 6 shows its record,
and it will be noted
that there are signs
20
of absorption at
> 16
about zoo metres.
1i3 12
Over the whole of
0.
8
the normal broadO;E 4
E
casting wavelengths
~E 0
both absorption and
"'z -4
self- capacity
are
:;i-~
small and constant,
:::> -12
CJl
so it is quite a com-1
"' -20
petent choke even
EQUIVALENT
for the most exacting
RESISTANCE
2MO
position of Fig. r (b).
1Mo
A negative capacity
o·5Mo
is, if anything, an
o·25MO
advantage so long as
V
it does not exceed
1oo,oog L.
about IO m-mfd., for
50,000.
it helps to neutralise
25,0000
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Fig. 6.-Astatic chokes : specimen K is of the fieldless type with endto-end windings ; L represents a very good design in which practically no absorption points are found on any broadcast waveband.

the stray capacity of
the circuit, such as
that of the valve.
~"' -12'----+----+----+----+--...-...~.. ·-·~F--4---~~---r~----~--~
-16oReaders who have
-2•ol-----~---+----~---+----+----+----~--_,----~--~
persisted up to this
EQUIVALENT
RESISTANCE
point are no doubt
2Mn
willing to concede
1Mnll-----+----+----+----4---~----~-=~~~..~.~---T--~
that even such a
0"5MinJ-----.J----+----~---t-.::=+----f--:::;-+-'";,.--cf----+----J
simple component as
o·25Mnl------f---~----l-----"+'---t,-c,~~,_-+,....-:7--+--'_,f_\.-t----i,...L_-;,o?~-,
a HF choke pos1oo,oog
,..,. "{;JP'~
/( 1\' //
v I\\
sesses unsuspected
50,0001! -- :::-9''.
If
\V/
I)
I
depths of character
25000!!-- ::;......'-'
I'
,
-;:."'
that require more
1
10 •000 ~'"'o---.,3l,.0---,4l,.0--:5:-:o:':w=-o--::3:!::oo::---=400~---:5::!00-;;--::600~1.--:-1,::oo:::o::---::1::f>~Oo::--2;:-,oo~o
than superficial acquaintance to comWAVELENGTH
prehend.
The dissection and
Fig. s.-Performance curves relating to binocular and screened chokes.
analysis of the forean air-cored coil. Self-capacity averages going examples \vill perhaps disclose some
2 m-mfd., so the short-wave performance
of the leading principles and enable a
is very good, and on long waves it is quite selection to be made for any particular
exceptionally good. In fact, the only requirement.
serious blemish is a hollow in the middle
of the medium waveband, at 450 metres,
where the effective resistance falls from
about a megohm to roo,ooo ohms.
The a·dvantages of an iron core have
already been pointed out--high inductance
(See pages 508-510)
without too many turns, and consequently
moderate DC resistance and low capacity.
THE LIST OF PARTS
Also, because the inductance falls as the
After the particular make of component used in the
frequency rises, it is possible for the one original model, suitable alternative producl$ are given
absorption hollow that seems to be the in some instances.
Varley BP101
irreducible minimum, eyen with an equal- 1 Permeability Tuner, 4·gang
section winding, to be thrust down rather 2 Bulbs, 2-volt 0.06 amp. (for dial lights) Bulgin "E"
Chokes, Ch1, Ch2
Wearite HFPJ
lower in wavelength than would otherwise 21 HF
HF Choke, Ch3
Bulgin HF8
be the case with a 0. rs-henry choke. It 1 Rotary toggle switch, 4-point, 52
Bulgin 5116
is thus possible to put it into the " no 1 Rotary toggle switch, DPDT, 81
Bulgin S114
1 QPP Transformer, ratio 7:1
Lissen LN5306
man's land" between roo and 200 metres.
Belling-Lee 1138
A choke designed on these lines and 3 Valve holders, ;:pin
1 Valve holder, 5·pin
Belling-Lee 1136/ S
called type L fulfilled expectations. There
(Clix)
;:

-

.----

w

4

megohm, R6

Ferranti

<(

~~ alr.=~=i~~~~=+--~-~~~~~-~~~~~---r----r---~

~~

0.~5

(Ciaude Lyons, Magnum, Rothermel)
Resistances (1 watt type):
l 2.000 ohms, R2
Ampllon
2 10,001! ohms, R1, R3
1 25,000 olnns, R7
1 150,000 olJms, R9
1 2511,000 ohms, R4
J J me~olun, R5
1 j megolnn:-;, RS
(Duhilier, Erie, ..Ferranti. Claude Lyons, Polar N.S.F'.,
Watmel)

<(

•
>

1 Tapered volume control,

-811-----+----+-~-+----+-- --- J --lf-----+----t'l,\\r--~t----"..J

Condensers :
2 0.005 mfd., C15, C16
Dubilier 670
l 0.001 mfd., C8
Dubilier 670
6 0.0001 rnfd., C1, C4, CS, C9, C10, C12 Dubilier 665
5 0.1 mfd. tubular, C3, C6, C7, C11, C13 Dubilier 4503
1 0.04 mfd. tubular, C2
Dubilier 4603
1 l mfd. 500-volto D.t'. teot, C14
Dubilier BB
(Bulgin, Ferrauti, Graham Fari~h. Polar N.1--I.F., 'l'.C.C .•
T.l\Lt'. 11 ydra)
1 Stand off Insulator
Bulgln SW4g
(Raymnrt)
1 Three-pin Plug and socket panel
Belling-Lee 1119
1 GB Battery, 16! volb
Siemen1
1 pr. GB Battery clips
Bulgin No. 1
4 Terminals, ebonite ::,hroudPd, A.E., pirk-up (~)
Belling-Lee " a ..
3 Wander plugs, C·B+, GB-1, GB-2
Clix ' 1 8 u
1 Battery cable, 5-way, 30in., with terminals awl spade
ends
Belling-Lee

1 Connector, 5-way
Bryca
lengths Sy~toflPX, ~oz. ~o. 20 tinned copper wire, etc.
Screws: 30 6BA C jhd, iin.: HI 6BA (' jhd, !in.; 5 4BA
C/hd, ~in., all with nnt~.
Chassis Xo. 18 S\YG aluminium, 14in. x lOin. x 2in.
Peto-Scott
Valves: 2 Cossor 210 VPT; 1 Mnllard TDD2A; 1 Marconi or Osram QP:?l.
Loud Speaker
Rola FR7 /PM60
6

A PROBLEM PICTURE

The Permeability
Battery Four

Appreciation of the technical aspects of record broadcasting was not needed by the
cartoonist of the Danish journal Politiken to
drive home his point that Copenhagen broadcasts too many gramophone records. The
cartoon was headed: "The day's programme
begins."
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Next Season's Sets
Changes We Hope to See
LTHOUGH, eluting the past
year or so, one or two set
manufacturers have discon. tinued the idea of producing a
complete range of new receivers
at the time of the Olympia Show each
year and instead bring out. th.eir ne.w
models irregularly, the maJOrit): still
keep to the policy of a new senes of
sets at the commencement of the season.
Manufacturers who adhere to this
arrangement are at the present tin~e
lmsil y engaged on the design of their
new ;noclels, and it is certainly not too
early to take the oppo_rtunity of
r<:'minding them of certam featu.res
which the public have been clamourmg
for in vain for a long time.
First and foremost, we must mention
the question of tuning dials. One after
another nr:w models appear by manufacturers of high repute witli little or
no improvement as regards the visibility of tuning dials over earlier models,
which, in all other respects, are now
regarded as obsolete. Surely the time
has come when really legible tuning
dial~.
with station names clearly
indicated, should be introduced by
all set producers. Those who build their
own receivers, too, are still in the
position of h;n·ing comparatively little
choice available to them in the way
of satisfactory dials.

A

External Loud Speakers
Next we would like to remind ~~et
that, the time is coming
when the public in their search for receivers with better quality reproduction will demand ilnt their set should
have the speaker as a separate unit
from the receiver. It might surprise
some manufacturers to know to what
an extent the performance of their
m:~.nufacturers

VoL. XXXVI.

No. 22.

COMMENT
standard models can be improved by
removing the speaker and mounting
it with a separate baffle without any
other change in the receiver design.
We know that arguments can be put
forward that packing, despatching, and
the general handling of two separate
units complicate marketing, but surely
these considerations should not be
allowed to override public demand.

Help for the Set User
vVe have pointed out on many occasions that whereas it should be the
aim of every manufacturer to take what
precautions he can to ensure that his
receivers will be used by the public
under the best possible conditions, very
little effort is at present being made to
meet this requirement. Although the
number of tuning controls has been
reduced, tuning is, in some respects,
rather more critical than formerly,
when extreme selectivity was unnecessarv. Every set shoulci carry a f_:umma;·y of operating conditions in some
permanent position in the set so th~t
it is not likely to be removed from It.
\Vhilst some manufacturers issue a
comprehensive booklet on the operation of their sets, it is seldom that this
remains for long in proximity to the
set.
On the question of details of design
there are many matters still requiring
attention, but amongst the more important we would mention the need
for fuses to be fitted to every mains
receiver. If the house fuses alone are
depended upon, these are often of too
high a rating for adequate protection
of the set, and it is the experience
of those servicing receivers that far
too frequently parts which are expensive to replace are damaged through
neglect of this simple but necessary
precaution.
Fuses should be easily
replaceable and, above all, should
make positive and permanently good
contacts.
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Constructing and
Operating the New
Long - distance Receiver

T

HE prmczp!es upon which thzs
recei·ver operates were dealt with
in detail in last week's issue, and in
this article the construction and
operation are considered. A metal
chassis is employed and the layout
of components is such that the
assembly and w1i·ing are exceptionally
straightforward.

T

HE theoretical
considerations
underlying the design of the new
receiver were fully described in
last \veek's issue of The Wireless
World, and it only remains to deal with
the construction and operation. The components are all assembled on a metal
chassis, which can be obtained ready
drilled, and the layout adopted is such
that it gives a maximum of isolation to
the different circuits without calling for
the erection of screens, while in most cases
the leads are short and direct.
Care
should be taken to sec that the bolts holding down components such as the tuner
and HF chokes, which rely on their con-

(Concluded from page 510 of
last week's issue)
tact with the chassis for earthing their
screens, are thoroughly tightened. \Vhen
mounting the components the tuner
should be left to the last, partly because
it is the weightiest part, but chiefly because its abse-nce renders the fixing screws
of several small components more
accessible.
The wiring is carried out with tinned
copper wire run in insulating sleeving
where necessary. No. 18 wire is used in

most places for rigidity, and it may be
f{'marked that the wire is best straightened
by stretching it slightly. Care should be
taken to carry out the wiring as far as possible in the manner adopted in the original
receiver and clearly shown in the drawings and photograiJhs which accompany
this a1iicle, and by this is meant not only
that the same points in the set should be
joined together, but that the connecting
leads should lie in the same relative positions. The failure to observe points of
this nature may quite possibly result in
instability, for it is all too easy to couple
different circuits together by running the
wiring so that large loops are formed.

The Batteries

This underbase view of the receiver clearly shows the simplicity of the wiricg.

The set is intended to operate with a
total HT supply of 120 volts, and some
6o to 70 volts should then be applit:•d to
the screen grids. A bias of - 1.5 volts
is sufficient for the triode section of the
TDDzA valve, but the OPzr should have
about -- 9 Yolts applied~ to it. The bias
which best suits the particular valve employed should be found experimentally;
in most casc·s it will be :cbout - 9 volts,
but in a few - 7·5 volts mav lead to better
quality, and in others - I0.5 \'Olts will
prove more suitable. The higher the bias
employed the lower will be the current
consumption, but cxcessiYe bias ,,-ill cause
se\Tre distortion. If a milliammeter be
available and be cormf'ctt'cl in series with
the lead to the centre-tap of the output
transformer primary, the bias should be
so chosen that a current of about 2.5 mA.
is obtained \\'hen no ;;:ignal is applied. The
anJlication of a signal v.-ili, of course,
cause the current to jump to values which
are many times this figure, according to
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the depth oi the modulation, in common
with all quiescent types of output
stage.
'fhe use of a higher anode Yoltagc will,
of ccurse, enable somewhat larger volume
to be obtained bdorc distortion seb in,
and up to I)O ,-o!ts may be used, but the
grid bias will ha n• to be increased somewhat. A Yoltage greater than rzo should,
strictl_y speaking, be applied only to thl'
LF and ontput stages, for if it be used
also on the HF stages the increased stage
gain may result in instability. This can
be cured by using a somewhat lower
screen \'OltagP, but it is advisable to adhere
to the recommended condition of rzo volts
anode pottntial for thE' HF stages.
The only adjustments necessary to tht·
recein·r at:e to -the ganging, and this must
first be carried out on the medium ''"a \'eband for which the waveband switch mu,_;t
lw r;tated in an anti-clockwise direction.
There are hYo trimmers for each tunecl
cin:11it arranged concentrically on the tops
of tiH' screening cans; the medium-wan·
trimmers are adjusted by
m('ans of a narrow-bladecl
~crcwdriYer, and it must be
remembered that \\·ith these
the capacity is increaser! by
an anti-clockwise rotation.
The long-wan· trimmers are
adjustl'd by a hexagon nut
for which a spanner is supplied \Yith the tuner,
and here a clockwise
rotation incn·asc·s the
capacity.
Tunl' in the \H·akest
medium-waY<' :o;tation
\Yhich can be found,
and adjust each of the
four appropriate trimmrrs for maximum
signal
strength. Unless
the station he
YNY
\\Tak,
it
!ll<t\' be difficult
to fuclgl' tlw optimum
settingc;
accurately bv <>ar
owing to . tht·
action of AVC.
Some form of
tuning indicator is
~tclYi,ahlc, thl'refCJre, ancl in its
simplest
form
this can consist
of a low-range milliammeter connected in
series \l'ith the HT kad for the screen
grids; it is quite satisfactory to int<::·rpo:-;c
it between the wander-plug and the tapping on the battery, and, of course, the
positin: tl'rminal of the meter should be
taken to the battery. With no signal <J
n'ading of some z. 5 mA. will be found
and this will decrease on tuning in a signal which is strong enough to actuate
A\T. The greater the strength of thP signal the lower will be the current, so that,
\dlE'n a meter i~ used, instructions to trim
for maximum signal strength must be
inte1 preted as trimming for the minimum
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current indicated by the tuning meter.
HaYing trimmed the circuit approximately, a station on a wavelength otsome
250-300 metres should be found and the
circuits re-trimmed carefully at this point.
In general, tlw last circuit should be
trimrn<>d first and tht- others in order working towards t!1e aerial ; this means that
the SLoction of the tuner nearest the panel
is tlll' first to reet·in; attention and the one
at the back the last. It may be remarked
that the adjusting screws a·rc all at earth
potential to HF currents except that on
the front section. Here it is necessary to
use an insulatt·cl scn-wclriver, for Yiolent
instability during the adjustment may
occnr if an all-metal tool be used.

Ganging
When all the circuits haw bc·en adjusted
in the manner just described, it should be
found that the ;.;anging holds well over the
wholt' of the medium \\'a\'l'band, but unless the correct capacity has been used
in the trimmers the wa ,-elength calibration

A bird 's-eye view of the chassis in which
the chief parts clearly stand out. The space
to the left of the tuner is devoted to the
LF equipment.

marked on the tuning scale mav not hold
good. If this be found to be seriously out,
the :;implest method of correcting it is to
choose a fair!? strong station of known
wawlength towards the middle of the
wawband. Set the tuning dial so that its
reading corresponds with the wavelength
of the station selected, and then proceed
to tune it in by means of the trimmers,
using these as the controls of an unganged

receiver. Adjust each trimmer exactly for
maximum signal strength, and it should
then be found that not only is the ganging accurate but that the wavelength cahbration holds reasonably well.
When satisfied with the performance on
the medium waveband, the long wavebanc! can recei,·e attention. It is as well
to leave this to the last, for any alteration
to the medium-\Ya Ye trimmers. affects the
long-wave ganging, whereas the converse
i,; not true. The trimming should first be
roughly adjusted on Droitwich, and
accurately on H uizen, if this station can
be found. The procedure is exactlv the
same as on the medium wayeband, ·save,
of course, that the hexagon nuts must be
employed instead of the screws. In order
that difficulty in trimming the front section of the tuner may be avoided, it is
as well to fit the spanner with an insulating handle, and, of course, it must not
be permitted to touch the screening, although an accidental short-circuit to. th:.:
can \\'ill cause no damage.
On operating the recein'r it will be

found that the selectivity at the high wavelength end of the medium waYeband is
somewhat below that obtained with the
same number of tuned circuits using condensrr tuning, but that at the other end
of thE' range it is greater. Towards the
middle of the band the selectiYity is of
the same order. This, of course, is to be
expected, since the circuits give about the
same aver,age selectivity as the ordinary
type, but it does not Yary over the waveband to anything like the same degree.
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The selectivity on the long waveband
is somewhat greater than on the medium,
for the same ratio of inductance to resistance is not maintained in the tuner. This
meets the requirements of this congested
waveband, and the poorer high-frequency
response which necessarily results is unimportant in view of the generally lower
standard of transmission on these wavelengths. The statement that the set is

I' v.+,

more selective on the long waveband than
on the medium should not be misunderstood, for although the real selectivity is
higher, the apparent selectivity is lower!
Selectivity is all too often judged by the
flatness or sharpness of tuning, whereas
this has actually nothing whatever to do
with selectivity. Any set can be made to
tune as flatly or sharply as we like simply
by choosing a suitable ratio drive in the
dial or a suitable ratio of maximum to

){I,.
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minimum wavelent,>ih for the range, or
both. The apparent sclectivit::/ only depends on the number of kilocycles change
111 frequency for a gi \·en movement of the
pointer over the dial, and this is much
smaller on the long wa vcs than on the
medium.
The sensitivity is adequate for ail normal requirements and the set will give
reliable daylight reception of a number of
Continental transmissions, \\bile after
dark most worth-while stations can be well
received. The selectivit\' is adequate for
the degree of sensitivity· provided, and in
London it is bv no means difficult to receive Cologne clear of North Rcgionai on
the adjacent channel, aithough in dayiight it is considerably the weaker signal.
On the long waveband the Deutschlandsendcr can be heard while Droitwich and
Radio Paris are working, but cannot be
received free from interference. Both
these transmissions are, of course, much
stronger than the German station. The
quality of reproduction is of a high order,
particularly so, indeed, in view of the low
total current consumption, and it is satisfying even for local reception, for which
one subconsciously demands a higher standard than for distant stations.
The AVC system has a wide range of
control. It comes into operation on fairly
weak signals so affording good compensation for fading, and overloading is unlikely
even on local stations. No local-distance
switch has been fitted, therefore, since
tests have proved it to be unnecessary in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. Where
the set is used at a very short distance
from a transmitter, of co-urse, such a fitting may prove advisable to avoid distortion when listening to the local, and it is
suggested that it mmld best take the form
of a make-and-break switch connected to
, throw a resistance across the aerial and
earth terminals. The value of resistance
required will naturally vary according to
circumstances, but a Yalue of some roo
ohms to 500 ohms \Yill meet most requirPments.
Tt slwnld 1Jr notrd ilut the· tapr-n cl ,·olullle
1'ontrol l{G is a Fr-rranti i~Tpc up(~," not ''P,"
as given in the

li"t ul r):\rts

pulJli~bccl

J;,~t

\','('("k.

THE R:\DIO INDUSTRY

T

ilE [nurlh r-<lilinn of a Lo<>kkl: 'ntilktl
"Pra<.:ticalliillt" r)a P;tLt·ni-.:," \\·llich d1·;ds
in ,-.,i:nlllC b.llgnage 1' it11 il:r· ->nb_icct of p<Jtcnt
prnih_~il•Hl aw_l iht· prtlC'.·darr· !n\-uhTd i11 (i]d_;tinj:lg it, h:l·.; just l>ef·n i:--;:-:ued l>~T Tht· l:nt)t·ri;ll
l'alvnt ScrYiC<'. Fir't "\·:,·mw H<>US<". lligh ll·•lh>rn, Lond~>n, \\'.C. r.

IJ;dcvnn rr•rciv0rs T·qw~ _\(' ':; ~1rul .\C '7(~,
'.vhich 1n·r·:::: n•cf'nth- iil!rnclnchl, ;1!"C' (Jt.-.;crill(~l
:Jil'l illustrated in a·lt;dld ohlain<tlJI<- lrom lLtl'ynn Hadio, Lid., St(·rllug \\-orl{~~. lhgt·J.!h~tLl1 1
Eos(·X.
<0Clc.<nge of ad.-lrc:.;s: The 1{•·· kl;ll<' Rtd;o :IIfg.
Cc•., to 09. \'ictoria Sln·ei, Briot<Jl I.
Tdcphcne: 22100.

Full constructional and wiring details of the receiver are shown in these drawings.

The Pye Cambridge rec1.·ivn, :\[veld CH ·_\C,
now cus1.s 15 guineas, complete with stand,
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THE

Thyratron

Inverter

How to Build a DC .. to .. AC Converter

T

HE author describes the construction of a purely static dez·ice,
without any moving parts, for converting DC current to AC for
operat£ng receivers, amplifiers, or other purposes. By choosing thymtron
•valves and a power transformer of appropriate types, AC outputs of
either roo or 400 watts may be obtained.

T

HE process

of rectification of
alternating current is now well
understood, and apparatus of
any desired output capacity is
available. With regard to the opposite
process, methods of converting DC power
into AC have been devised using motoralternators, arc generators, vibrating
reeds in conjunction with induction coils,
and, more recently, gas triodes or thyratron
tubes. The properties of the last-named
are used in the inverter here described,
which is designed for a full-load output
of roo or 400 watts according to the tubes
employed.
The apparatus is entirely
static, and shows advantages of high
efficiency and low initial cost.
A previous article ' has outlined some of
the most important features of these tubes,
which arc essentially triodes containing a
small quantity of residual gas, generally
argon or mercury vapour. In operation,
the electrons passing from cathode to
anode ionise the atoms of residual gas and
form other ions by collision. The positive
ions fall slowly on to the cathode, neutralising the negative space-charge near it.
Th.is space-charge accounts for the high

1-

::>
a.
~
0

c

a

Fig. I.-Illustrating the principles of operation ol

internal resistance of hard valves and involves the dissipation of largr amounts of
energy if an attempt is made to pass a
large space current. This energy appears
as heat at the anode, and limits
the power-handling capacity of the
valve.
The voltage drop across the thyratron
1 ''The
Thyratron," by F. E. Henderson,
A.M.l.E.K. 'l'he Wireless World, January 13th,
l\13:!, p. 2\1.

tube is reducf'cl by the positive ion sheath
to about 20 volts, so that for a given
anode dissipation large currents may be
passed. Several other special characteristics follow as a consequence of the
residual gas filling. The chief of these
are that the voltage drop between anode
and cathode must not exceed 15 to 22
volts, and the filament or heater voltage
must be low (usually 5 volts or less) in
order to avoid cathode disintegration by
positive ion bombardment. Most important is the modification of the control
action of the grid. If this is maintained
negative no anode current passes until the
voltage reaches a critical value. Then a
discharge passes, which is limited only by
the external circuit resistance. The grid
ceases to exercise further control owing
to the formation round it of a positive
ion sheath, and current can only be
stopped by switching, or by temporarily
reducing the anode voltage to a value in
the neighbourhood of 15 volts. This may
be clone by switching a condenser across
anode to filament, after which, if the grid
is sufficiently negati\'C, the discharge -will
not start again. The ratio of anode voltage to the negative
grid voltage which
will just prevent the
ftow of space current
is known as the control ratio of the
tube,
and corresponds to the amplification factor of a
hard vain·.
Work on gas-filled
tubes has led to the
production of valves
capable of passing
space currents of the
order of the ampere.
By passing this current through the
primary of a transthe thyratron inverter.
former, and interrupting or reversing it, an AC output is
obtained. In practice, this operation is
best performed by two tubes. The circuit of Fig. I shows what appears to be
a conwntional push-pull amplifier, with
the addition of a condensf'r joining the
anodes of the valves. An input AC is
applied to the grid transformer. Suppose
the grid of tube A swings positive, while
B swings negative by the same amount.
The first tube passes anode current from

By F. BUTLER, B.Sc.

the supply, which cannot subsequently
be stopped by the control grid. At the
end of a half-cycle of the AC the grid
of B becomes positive, and that of A
negative, while the action of the output
transformer has charged up the condenser C during the time the valve A

+

p

ANODE CURRENT
GRID V!JLTAGE

Fig. 2.---Phase relationship between grid
voltage and anode current in a self-exciting
inverter.

passed current.
Immediately tube B
co!llmences to conduct, the charge on
th1s condenser has the effect of driving
the anode of A negative, which stops its
discharge. This does not start again, as
the grid is now negative, and remains so
until the next cycle commences. The
action is repeated; and each pulse of current through the half-primary of the
output transformer behaves like a halfcycle of an ordinary AC supply.
The
choke coil shown sen·es to improve the
commutation of currmt from valve to
valve.
Automatic Grid Control
The objection to the simple inverter
shown is the need for a control AC, and
means have been devised for effecting the
commutation by utilising the output AC.
The method may be seen from the curves
shown in Fig. · 2, which represents on~
complete cycle. For the first quarterperiod the grid voltage is shown positive,
and the associated tube passes current as
shown. At the point P, the grid of the
s~cond tul~e has swung sufficiently positrve to tngger the discharge, and the
action of the anode condenser stops the
current through the first tube, which does
not fire again until the grid becomes
sufficiently positive. To effect the desired
commutation of current, the grid voltage
must lead the anode current, which suggests the further point- that in the use of
this form of inverter on an inductive
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The Thyratron Inverterload commutation will be difficult.
A
lagging power factor may be corrected by
the use of condensers across the load.
Those familiar with AC working will see
that, to obtain the phase relations between
anode current and grid voltage shown on
the ·graphs, it is sufficient to design a
phase-correcting network to give a lead of
approximately go 0 •
Fig. 3 gives the full circuit diagram,
with values of components. Many of
them are standard radio products, but
the four-pole change-over switch S,
the power resistances RI and R2, the
main choke No. I, and the transformer
TI may not readily be obtainable. Th<~
function of the switch is to run the valve
heaters from the mains through the
voltage-dropping resistance I~r until the
cathodes are sufficiently heated for operation to commence. ln the running position, this resistance is cut out and the
heaters \Yorked from a winding marked XX on the main
transformer.
During preliminary adjustments it is
best to run them from a car
battery, tapping off the
voltage required.
The values of the resistances Rr, R2 depend on the
heater voltage and current of
the tubes, and on the maximum permissible anode current. The requirements of
the recommended tubes are
indicated in the table. The heater of the
BT5 requires 5 volts 4·5 amperes, or for
the two in series, ro volts 4·5 amperes.
The smaller tubes, l\IRjACr and GTr,
each require 4 volts I ampere, or in series,
8 volts I ampere. The resistances required
may be calculated by subtracting the
total filament voltage from the mains
voltage and dividing by the heater current.
For the BTs, assuming 250volt mains, the required resistance is
(250- Io) 7 4.5, or almost 53 ohms. This
resistance might be made from a I-kW
250-volt heating element or fire bar, the
wire being cautiously unwound nntil, on
test, a current of 4.·5 amperes is passed.
lf the smaller tubes arc used, the resistance is ( 250- 8) 7 r, or 242 ohms.
A
bank of lamps totalling 240 \vatts could
be employed here, the exact current being
measured and adjusted to the correct
figure by trying lamps of different rating.
The Yalue of the resistance R2 is not
critical, and mav be 6o ohms maximum
for the BTs or 4oo ohms for the GTr or
MR/ ACr.
The resistance can be use cl, if desired,

to give a control oYer the output voltage,
but must then be capable of carrying
continuously the full-load anode current.
The switch S may conveniently consist of
two double-pole change-over switches connected by a coupling bar. The chokes
Nos. 2 and 3 are connected as close to
the anodes as possible, and serve to keep
radio frequency disturbances from the
output side. 1'hey consist of a few hundred turns of wire heavy enough to carry
the anode current, and may be wound
on tubular formers, or in the form of
taped slab coils. Two similar chokes may
be placed in the DC lines, and when these

A 400-watt inverter using lamp
resistances. Layout of components
is a matter of practically no importance.

precautions are taken it is possible to
operate a sensitive receiver from the
output, or from the DC mains, with no
interference except that radiated direct
from the apparatus.
This can be
completely suppressed by screening the
whole apparatus or by placing it in a
metal box. Readers may be reminded
that a good earth minimises the risk of

R2

n

R3

SPECIFICATIONS FOR POWER TRANSFORMERS.

Centre-tapped Primary.
(DC input side) ...

Yolts.

Volts.

100-0-!UII

lfiO -0-lHO

Output Secondarv.
Tappings (_'\Try io
volts lwt \1/t"('ll :WO
.mtl 260 Yolts ...

:260

Hcatf'r St·coJHLrv.
Tappiugs .
·

U \·olt-; J ..) .unpe3.
10, ll. 1 ~. 1:3,
H-volh.

10 \'olt.:;;l amp.

O.J k\".\.

ll.l kYA.

H:1ting
iorHJei"

OU')

uf

n, 7,

~.

H, 10

volts.

tr,ms-

(COiltillti-

any interference, which in this case is
almost entirely confined to the long wa Vl'band. The anodt· chokl·s also serve to
prevent cathode disintegration by the
heavy instantaneous currents resulting
from the discharge of the anode condenser
when each tube fires.
This is a wellknown cause of premature failure of
thyratron tubes.
Considering first the higher power
apparatus, the essential requirement of
the choke No. I is that }t should maintain
adequate inductance when carrying currents np to about 2 amperes. The core
may consist of Stalloy stampings Type
No. 35, core section I}in. x 3in., assembled
so as to leave a 2-millimetre air-gap. The
coil is section-wound with 5 lb. of )Jo. Ib
DCC copper wire, which is run through
a bath of insulating varnish before winding. The coils should be well taped,
baked and insulated from the core.
One of the many firms specialising in
such work would be able to supply a choke
of this type and also a suitable mains
transformer. The latter works under the
same conditions as a full-wan• rectifier
transformer, and may be designed as for
ordinary AC work to comply with the
specification gin~n above, assuming :1
250-volt DC supply to the inverter. The

02

Rl
T2

z

!J

01

CHARACTERISTICS OF THYRATRON VALVES.
.
Osram GT1.
B.T.H. BTS.
f Ediswan MR/AC1.
-H-ea-t-er-,-,o-lts---l----5-,o-1!-s~---~--- ---- ---4-volts ---- -Heater current

Anode Current :
Peak .. .
Mean .. .
Anode voltage
(peak reverse) ...
Type of base

4.iJ amps.

1.0 amp.

12.5 amp~.
:!.j amps.

0.6 amp.
0.:3 amp.

1,000 volts
American 4-pin
(one :-.ide
of
heatP.r connecterl to cathode).

1,000 voJto:;
Standard 5-pin
(connf'r.tions ;, . :.
for

jnd\rf'ctly

hf'aterl AC triod1·,i.

Fig. 3· -- Complete circuit diagram of the inverter. RI, R2, see text ; R3, R4, 5,000 ohms, 20
watts ; R5, s,ooo ohms, 5 watts ; R6, zo,ooo ohms, 5 watts ; Cz, 4 mfd. ; C2, C3, I rnfd.
(all z,soo volts working) ; VI, V2, thyratron tubes.
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The Thyratron Inverterprimary input Yoltage across each halfsection of the v.-inding for any DC voltage
is given approximately by (mains voltage- 20 volts) -;In the case of
· 250-Yolt mains this gives r6o volts as lhe
input required.
The grid transformer T2 may be made
or obtained finished.
Any push-pull
driver or output transformer will strn·,
provided it gives a step-down ratio
(on-rall) of about 2: I. Actually a Ferranti OPMrc is employed in the apparatus
described.

emission from the cathodes must be
greater than the initial current.
The
cathodes must therefore be kept up to the

vz.

Lamps as Resistances
To raise the efficiency, particularly with
the smaller innrter, the resistance.> R3. R4
mav be increased to ro,ooo ohms, but
with greater risk' of the tubes failing lo
start their action. If desired they may
take the form of metal-filament lamps,
and little difference in performance is
shown when sizes between 30 watb and
5 watts are used. Voltage rise on low
loads r'nay cause early failure of the
lamps if very low-consumption bulbs are
use-cl.
It is most important that the cathodes
should be really hot before the apparatus
is used. A resistance must be used in
series with the main choke when starting
to limit the current to the safe value for
·the tube in use. The procedure is then
'as follows: With the switch in the :;tarting position, allow the heaters fifteen

0.---~:-----{·----------~--

Fig.

4· ·-The voltage waveform of
output of a thyratron inverter.

the

minutes to attain the correct temperature.
\Vith tht: anode resistance at its maximum
value, throw o .'er the switch to the running position. A flickering blue glow
should appear in the tube.
If this i,;
pre,;ent all is correct, and the anode resistance should be rapidly adjusted until
an ammeter placed in the filament circuit
indicates 4·5· If the flicker does not
appear, switch off at once. l{eyerse the
leads to the grid transformer primary,
heat up the tubes and try again. The
Jction \rill now commence if the rest of
the circuit is in order. During early lt'sts
it is safer to heat the filaments from batteries unless the actual transformer output
i,; known. \Vhen satisfactory operation
on no-load is secured a test may be made
with \'arious loads. Two impor-tant points
must be observed. \Vhen starting on lowr(',;istance loads, such as metal-filament
lamps, \Yhose cold resistance is about ont'fourteenth of that when hot, the peak

correct operating temperature by adjustment of R2 or by the use of a filament
rheostat. In the second case, the tubes
may fail to start on an inductive load,
e.g., the magnetising current of transformers. To avoid this the load power
factor should always be made unity or
leading by the use of condensers across
the secondary output terminals.
This
procedure incidentally results in the most
economical operation of any AC apparatus.
Fig. 4 shows the output voltage waveform across a 400-ohm resistarlCe load
taken on a Cambridge Instrument Co.'s
electro-magnetic oscillograph. The peaks
tend to flatten out as the load increases.

A COMPACT
PRE-AMPLIFIER.
Designed for use with the
Rothermel - Brush G-4S6P
piezo -electric microphone,
this two-stage amplifier may
be adapted for suspension
with the microphone or as
a pedestal base.

New Marconi and Osram Valves
Triode.. Hexode and Duo ..Diode

I

NTERESTING new valves an' announced

by Marconi and Osram.
The· ftrst of
these is the X41 triodP-hexoc!t-, which is
the combination of a hexocle and a triocle
in a single glass envelop<' and is intended
to function as a frequency-changer in a
superheterodyne. A
common cathode is
used, a n d
t h P
hPater consumes I .2
ampt·res at 4 volts.
Thl' triocl,· section
of thP valve functions as an osc ilia tor
with the tunPci circuit m
the grid
circuit of tlw valve.
A grid ]pak of sonw
so ,000 ohms returnl'c!
t 0
t h ('
cathode should bP
ust'd
for
biasing
purposl's, and with
this a grid concknser
of
o.ooor
mfd.
ts
suitable.
Tht' anode supply
should be obtained
fmrn the HT supply through a dropping resistance of
some )O,ooo ohms.
The
.o p t i m u m
opt'ra ting conditions
are secured when
tht· oscillator voltThe X4r triode-hexode
agt' is about 25 volts
1wak, and this is most rPadily cktermined
IJ\· checking tlw grid current.
A milliammder inserted in sPries with the grict
le<:~k should show a current of some 0.4 mA.
The hexode section of the valve consisb
o[ a control grid which surrounds tht:
c<:~thode, two screPn grids, lwtwl'en which
a coupling grid is inserted, and an anode.

Thlo coupling grid is connected internallv to
the triode grid, and so has applied to it
the full oscillator voltage. The anode is
ratPr! for some 200-250 volts, with 70 volts
on the screen grids and --I ·5 volts grid
bias on the control grid, and under these
conditions a conn·rsion conductance of
0.55 mA;V. is obtained, while the AC resistance is as high as 2 megohms.
The
valve is fitted with a 7-pin base, to which
the connections are tht: same as in the case
of the more familiar lwptode.

Short-wave Reception
The valve possl>Sses several advantages
over the heptode.
In the first place,
although the conversion conductance is of
the same order, tlw AC resistance is higher,
and so the first IF circuit is more lightly
damped, thus making for higher selectivity.
Secondly, the mutual conductance of the
oscillator section is higher, with the result
that reliable oscillation can be St'curecl even
at wavt>lengths as low as 4 mdres, where
a single heptode usually fails. Thirdly, unwantt'cl couplings between the two sections
an> greatly reduced, so that there is much
kss interaction bttween the signal and oscillator frequency circuits, and this is very
important in short-wave reception.
This new vahT is listed at zos., and it
i,; untkrstood that a uni\'l·rsal model with
a heater rated for IJ volts at O.J ampere
will shortly be a \'ailable at the same price
and under the type number o( X3r.
The second of the new valves is a duodiode, tht' D4 1, which can be used either
in ordinarv AC sets or in univPrsal reCPivPrs, sin~·e its heater consumes 0.3 ampere
at 4 volts. It is advised that the diode
load rl·sistance should not he less than 0.25
nwgohm, and that the peak HF input should
not be greater than some 40 volts.
The
'\alve is littl'd with a s-pin base and is
priced at ss. 6d.
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Wireless and the Atmosphere

IV.-The Ionosphere, the Home of the Heaviside and the Appleton Layers
By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

A

BOVE the ozone layer lies the vast terr£tory of the ionosphere where such visitors from the sun as
corpuscles and a-particles are captured. It is lit by the streamers of the polar aurora, whose spectrum
tells us of the constitution of the air at these heights. Here are the Heaviside and Appleton layers, and
possibly others as well, which reflect wireless waves and make long-distance communication possible.

T

HE region which lies above the
ozone layer is one which as yet
has been imperfectly charted, so
that it is impossible to draw
accurate maps of the pressure, temperature and composition of the upper atmosphere.
Some information comes from the
aurora, whose height has been measured
over many years by the use of theodolites
at stations spaced far apart. The heights
vary from 8o to 6oo kilometres, or higher,
and at all heights the auroral spectrum
shows lines due to atomic oxygen and
molecular nitrogen. No lines of hydrogen
and helium have been seen, and it is believed that these light gases, which we
might expect to accumulate in high
regions, have long ago disappeared into
space. If this is so the high regions must
have a temperature of about 6oo deg. C.
to give these gases enough energy of
motion to escape against the gravitational
pull of the earth.
But these things, though of interest to
the meteorologist, are not of such great
importance to the radio worker as is the
state of electrification at high levels, and

it is fitting that it is by the behaviour of
wireless waves that this information has
been obtained.
We are apt to take for granted the existence of the Heaviside and Appleton layers,
but the enquiring mind must ask why electrification should exist, and why it should
be concentrated in layers instead of being
spread all over the upper sky, why these
layers rise and fall, and vvhy they reflect
wireless waves down to earth.

Causes of Electrification
We know from experiments in the
laboratory that when ultra-violet iight falls
on oxygen or nitrogen it ejects electrons
from the atoms or molecules, thus leaving
positively electrified ions while the negative electrons wandt'r ahout till they arc
captured by ions. As shown in Fig. r,
it is only very short wan:;; of light which
ea n ionise air, wa H'S which never rc'ach
earth since they arc ab,.;orhed at high
levels. Here, then, we havo· a reason for
expecting ionisation in the upper air. <me!
probably other ionising agPnts <Ht' al,;n at
work, such as cosmic rays, meteors, and

corpuscles of high velocity ejected from
the sun.
\V e next ask why this electrification is
not continuous throughout the atmosphere
instead of being found in a series of stratified layers. To this question a simple
answer can be given: Take, for example,
the waveband which ionises the oxygen
molecule, a band which, from Fig. r, is
seen to begin at roo,uf'. Now, when thi,;
radiation first enters the atmosphere it
suffers little absorption because the air is
very thin. But, as shown in Fig. 2, the
air pressure increases rapidly, and consequently the rays are more and more
quickly absorbed till at 40 miles up absorption is complete and ionisation ceases.
Hence, ionisation is negligible at rzo miles
and at 40 miles, and so it must rise to a
maximum somewhere in between. In fact,
tlil' ionisation is proportional both to the
inknsity of the rays and to the density of
the gas. and so by multiplying together
at any point the heights of the two curves
'"'' ca;1 trace the clotted curve, which
repr<"'t'nh a layer well defined ·on the
right- hand ,;idc.
Fig. 2 is merely descriptive. Accurate
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Fig. 3 (b), and would travel on without
any attenuation.
But what we require is a medium which
bends the waves down, as in the Heavisidc
!aver. How are we to obtain this effect?
~Think of a single atom in the insulator
of Fig. 4. and draw it as in Fig. 5 (a),
where the atom is shown as a massive

Wireless and the Atmosphere-

curves cannot be given in our present statr
of ignorance of the composition of the
atmosphere at high levels. But on any
reasonable assumptions the ionised layer
will always show fairly well-marked
boundaries, and any constituent of air
which is ionised by solar radiation will
give rise to such a layer.
What are these constituents at heights
above 50 miles? We have direct evidence
from the spectral lines of the polar
auroras, which tell us that oxygen and
nitrogen are present at all heights. Hydrogen and helium do not appear, an.d, as we
have said, there arc reasons for believing
that they have escaped into space. Hence
0, 02, N, N2 probably form the chief
constituents at high levels. Each of these
may form a distinct ionised layer, and
some day we may know enough to draw
Fig. 2 accurately for each of these gases.
Actually, there are two permanent
layers, the Heaviside at 6o miles and the
Appleton at 120 miles, but it is of great
interest that Appleton has found in addition two intermediate layers which appear
and disappear capriciously, and it may be
that these four layers correspond to ionisation of 0, 02, N, N2. Rut this is merely

120

0

100

MILE'>

ABOVE EARTH'S SURF ACE

Fig. 2. -Light is absorbed as it travels
through increasingly dense air on its way
to earth and any ionisation produced is
concentrated in a layer.

If a glass were discovered with n smaller
than unity, then light would travel more
quickly in it t:1an in air, and the rays
would be bent dowrm·ards.
All this is true also' for wireless waves
which diffc·r from light only in having a
greater wavelength.
But for wireless
waves we can measure n by a totally
different method, for Clark .Maxwell
showed C1at the refractive index of any
material is connected with the quantity
K, called the dielectric constant by the
relation n = y'K.
.
The dielectric constant K is defined as
follows: Take an air condenser, as in Fig.

(b)

(a),

Fig. 4· ·-An ebonite condenser has a bigger
capacity than an air condenser of equal
size.

block with an electron attached by a
spring. As the horizontal electric force
applied from the condenser plates oscillate,;
the electron will be set into forced vibration along the horizontal. As we know,
the electrical equivalent of a mass and :l
spring is an inductance in series with :1

l!_,_J
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solar spectrum showing the wavelengths responsible for splitting molecules into atoms and for ionising the constituents of air.

surmise, and more information is needed
before the layers can be definitely labelled.
l\Ieauwhile, let us get down to the question
which has probably been in the reader's
mind for some time-a question which
writers seldom answer except in formidable
mathematical symbols-why are waves reflected from ionised regions?

Bending of Waves in an Ionised
Layer
When light falls on a glass plate, as in
Fig. 3 (a), it bends upwards by an amount
which depends on the refractive index of
the glass: the greater the refractive index
the greater the bending. From a different
point of view the bending occurs becaus•-~
li.uht traveb more slowly in glass, and so
tl~~e wave front swings r~oundc as it crosse:;
th•· surface. In fact, the speed of travel
in glass is got by dividing the speed in air
br n, the refractive inclt'X. Thus, if
n·= r.s. an average value for glass, the
speed in glass is reduced to I j 1.5 of the
spell: in air.

4. and measure its capacity; then fill the
air space with, say, a block of ebonite, and
measure the capacity again. Then the
ratio of the new capacity to the old is K,
the dielectric constant of cb0niLe. In an
insulator whose power losses arc negligible
the current leads the e.m.f. by go cleg.,
and on entering such a medium wireless waves would bend upwards, as in

RAY
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capacity, the inductance representing the
mass of the electron and the capacity the
compliance (lack of stiffness) of the spring,
and the current due to an applied e.m.f.
represents correctly the current clue to the
electron vibrating under the same e.m.f.
applied to the condenser plates of Fig.
4 (b).
Now, if the compliance is small (a stiff

WIRELESS

LIGHT

(a)

(b)

RAY

(c)

Fig. J.--Wireless waves are refracted by ebonite just as light is refracted by glass because
both have the same refractive index. But ionised air bends waves in the other direction
because its refractive index is less than unity.

JJJY jlSt, I935·
Wireless and the Atmospherespring), the equiYalent capacity C in Fig.
5 (b) is small, and the capacity n:actance
predominates. Hence, the current clue to
the electron leads the e.m.f. by go <leg.
Now, every atom in Fig. 4 (b) with ilS
stiffly connected electron contributes a tiny
capacity of this kind so that Fig. 4 (a) an;i
(b) can be replaced by Fig. 6 (a) and (b),
and we see that ebonite introduces a lot
of capacities in parallel with the air condenser, and so the total capacity goes up.
Thus we have now a physical picture d
what the dielectric constant of ebonite
means.

~'"

L

C

~I-

ELECTRON

(a)

(b}

Fig. 5.-- (a) An electron held by a spring
force to an atom is equivalent to (b) a coil
in series with a capacity.

K =o

(a)

Fig. 7.--(a) Total reflection of light by a prism. (b) Continuous bending of wireless wave
when ionisation increases in an upward direction. (c) Total reflection of wave when K =0.

ray becomes more nearly horizontal, and
at a certain stage just fails to enter the
layer, but instead runs horizontally along
the lower surface. Just beyond this stage
there occurs what is known as total refkction, where there is no refracted rav aml
reflection occurs as from a perfect mirror.
the sort of reflection which in the case uf
light takes place in the prisms of prismatic field-glasses (Fig. 7 (a)).
Again, if the ionisation increases in the:
layer in an upward direction, as it is smc
to do, the bending increases contiuuously
and we get thepicture shown in Fig. 7 (b).
Lastly, if the ionisation is anywhere :,•J
great that the dielectric constant become'
~ero, we get total reflection at that point,
even if the ray has been travelling vertically upwards (Fig. 7 (c)).
To sum up, then, we get reflection when
in Fig. 6 (d) the current to the left (chw
to oscillating electrons) just balances the
current to the right (the capacity current),
and this must happen if the density of free

The next step is to imagine the spring
in Fig. 5 (a) getting weaker and vveaker,
and finally disappearing. so that the electron is free. As this goes on the capacity
C in Fig. 5 (b) gets greater, and finally is
so great that the reactance becomes purely
inductive. Now, the picture is as in Fig.
6 (c), and the inducti·ve currents lag by
go deg. behind the e.m.f., and so are opposite in direction to the current due to the
maincondenser plates
PP. This is more
clearly seen in Fig. 6
(d), which is
(c)
redrawn, and shows
that the total current
is reduced by the
presence of free electrons between the
plates PP. In other
words, the dielectric
. (c)"
constant of the con(a)
(d)
(b)
denser is now less
than unity.
Fig. 6. --(a) Air condenser. (b) Equivalent of a mica condenser.
The plates PP are
(c) Equivalent of filling the space with free electrons.
only required as .1
electrons in a layer is great enough. Tn
convenient means of applying electric
fact, this electron density can be calcula tccl
force. But in wireless waves the electric
by noting the highest fn"quency at which
force is present anyhow, so that we can
reflection takes place. It can be shown that
remove the plates, and we are left with
at this critical frequency N =O.OIZ5 f,
ionised air in which the current, though
where N is in millions of electrons p~r
still leading by go deg., is smaller than it
cubic centimetre and f is the frequency in
would be in un-ionised air. That is, the
megacycles (millions of cycles per St:'CO]J(l).
dielectric constant K, and hence the reThus, in a particular case it was obsern·d
fractive index is less than unity.
that wavelengths down to 53 mdres \Verc
So the waves will bend clown as in
reflected by the Appleton layer, while for
Fig. 3 (c), and we ha\'e made an important
shorter waves no reflection took place.
step towards understanding the behaviour
The corresponding frequency is 5·7 megaof radio waves in the Heaviside layer.
cycles, and hence, from the formulce N =
0.4, i.e., at that moment the maximum
Reflection of Waves
number of free electrons was 400,000 ptr
Now let us sec how a ray may be
cubic centimetre.
brought down to earth again. If in Fig.
Correction: In Part 1I of this series, p ..p(),
3 (c) the angle between the upgoing ray and at foot of centre column, for "IJ miles" read
the surface is made smaller, the refracted
" 13 inches."

W o:rnan Broadcast
Engineer
Is She the Only One?

THE

di,tinction of being Europe's only
wccman broadcasting engineer is claimed
by :\ii~~ N;1ta!ie Piskor, who has been carrying c:ut regular duties in the transmitting
roum of the \Varsaw station for the pa~t
thrH- v~a rs.
1\li,; Pi-,kor, who is in her early twenties,
told a corrt>spondent of The Wireless World
tlwt she had always had a kchnical mind,
and that her interest in wireless began when
she repaired a receiving set for a friend many
ye:1rs ago. She took courses in radio telegraphy ~tncl passed her exams. with such success that she was immediately gi,·en a staff
appniutnwnt by Polskie Radio.
Hn sen·ices are in such demand that on
sc vera! occasi(,ns when breakdowns hav,;
orcurn·d late at night, Miss Piskor has been
summoned tn the station to help with the
<ldjuctmt·nb while wearing ballroom dress.
Siw i" accustomed to long hours at th~
contr()] desk; in fact, monitoring every
tyrJe cJf programme has become almost
autonntic.

The hand that rocks the modulator rules
the world.
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Higher Power from
Sottens
soTTENS is to increase its
power from 25 to roo kW.,
the new transmittt'r bt'ing supplied by a British firm.

Another " Luxembourg " ?
IT is rumoured that a " .Radio
Luxl"mbourg" of the Sout11
may be opened in Northern
Africa to provide· the countri,·s
of Southnn Europt> with international publicity programme3.

U.I.R.
THE Annual Gt'neral Meeting
of
the
Unione
International•· d<· Radiodiffusion is to
take place from J unP r8th to the
26th at \Varsa w.
Members 'Jf
the Union will be the gut'sts Jf
the Polish Broadcastmg Compa m·.

A

Cap and Gown
COM~iiTTEE

has been
formed by the Intt'rnational
DX'ers Alliance of Bloomington, Illinois, U.S.A., to draft
rules for acquiring the "Docto:·
of Short \Vaves" ckgrt'<', t'ntitling its holder to append to
his name the ldters D.S.\V.

A

Anti-Static Lessons

Hl(;HLY practical stt'p to
combat interJ<·n·nc(· with
radio has been takt·n hy th•,
Syndicate· of Frt'nch
Radio
iVI:tnufilctnrers, which is to hold
a courst' of frc<· lt'ssous on the
use. of '' anti-parasite·' de,·ices.
The course will begin on Tu<'oiday, June 11th. at tlw Lahoratoire Central d 'Electricitt•, q,
Rue de Stael, Paris. and will include fivt· le-ssons and Ji ,.,.
JHTi<Hls clt'\·ott'd to pr<Jdic,d
wod<. Similar courSws an· i.o be
organised throughout France·.

I

Events of the Week
In Brief Review

I

Irish Radio Show

405-line Television

THE
Irish
\Virdess
ancl
Gramophone Exhibition is
to !H'Id in tilt' l\lansion House,
Dublin, from St>ptemiJt'r Iblh to
the nst next, under the auspiu·s of thf' Irish Radio Tr<tcicrs'
Association, Ltd.

"WE are ready to ~;upply
high-definition transmitters capable of providing a
public service of high-ddinilic>n
television with 405 lines and
fifty pictures per second,'' said
Lord Inverforth in his speech
last week as Chairman at th"
Thirty-seventh Annual Genenl
Meeting of Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd.
Comparing British television
progress with that in America,
Lord Inverforth said
that,
whereas the Radio Corporation
of America was about to spend
money to "take television out
of the laboratory," British television was already in the field
of
public
service,
though
further heavy research expenditure must be embarked upon
to improve and develop it.

Wireless Openings in
R.A.F.
WIRELESS men will fmd
scope for their activities
in tht' expansion of the Royal
Air Force. An entry of about
400 a lprarter is n·quired for
training in
the trades
of
armourer, wireless opt'rator or
photographer. Young mt'n with

Symptoms on the Ether

Short-wave Talks

Whitsun Motoring
many

n·ade·rs

Wirefess World
\vho
arc
keen

motorists will be interested to
know that this week's issue (Friday, 1\Iay 31st) of our sister journal, Tl1e Autocar, is a special
Whitsun number.
Hints for \Vhitsun touring at
honw and abroad are gi,·en, and
a particularly useful feature
deals with specially picked
routes to tile coast a voiding congested roads ancl thos" with
speed restrict iom;.

Anti-Pirate Campaign
HE Dcmish r<Jdio licensing
T
authoriti<·s have <onducted
a "clri,·e" to round up pirat.cs.
Tlw campaign was opPrwd in th•c
small pro,•incial town of Slagelse
(SPaland), when· no ft>wer than
1q
culprits wPrt· ea nght and
fmed 40 kroner each. Listt'ners
all onT tlw conntrv are now
floc king tn thP Post Offices to
pay tht'ir licence fees.

i
I

rfHERE will lw no further
public;tv programmes frorc<
German
stations
after
this
summer. Existing contracts for
spmrson·d programnH·s on weekda vs before noon terminate
within the next two or three
months and will not lw n·m•wed.

THE

I
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Germany Ceases Sponsored
Programmes

SHORT-WAVE listeners will
f1Ild somt'thing of genuine
interest in the Tuesdav tenminute talb "Out of the Short\Vavt' :\lail Bag" tr<Jnsmittc·d
by \V 2XAF on 31 -48 metres,
from
ro.35 to 10.45 p.m.
(G.l\I.T.).
These talks are
given under the auspict's of the
International D X' ers Alliance.

!

TELEVISION DEMONSTRATIONS. Popular interest in television is
being abundantly revealed by the success of 30-line demonstrations in
leading provincial cities by Mr. J. H. Reyner and his assistants, who
use their own film transmitter with a Baird Mirror Drum, three types of
cathode ray and two disc receivers.
Manchester will be visited
on June 17th.

Government Hour
FOLLO\.YING ihe Gt'nnan example, Roumania has nuw
Pstah[i,hed a sjwcial Broadcasting '· Hour " cle,·ot<·d exclussiv~ly to Government talks aurl
provagancla.

The

inaugurrl.ti~'•'l

cen:mn11y wa,; prt'sided
King Carol.

O\'CT

hy

Another Rome Station
THE
It<tlian
Broadcasting
Company
has
nTealed
plans for t'recting a second
120-kW. medium-wa\T shtion
at Rome.
The pown of the
pn''it'nt station will also h<'
incn,asecl from 50 to rook\\'.
Tht· ne\\ station will employ
a single mast of the anli-rwarfading tvpt> such as is ust>d :1t
Budapt>st,
:.;onw
3ooft.
in
height, and will opt>rate on the
wavdpngth of the existing
station, which will then lw
transferrt'd to a shorter wa vt·length. The two stations will
provide alternative programmes.

a secondary school education,
ove-r seveutt'eu and under thirtyh\ o vears of age, are invited to
apply to the R.A.F. Recruiting
Depot. Those accepted will IJL'
enlisted for six years' st'rvice oil
the adi,·e list, and will be given
a course of training. On qualification th<:y will receive pay
at the rates of 3s. 3d., 4s., or
_'iS. a dav according to their
d egrce of skill.
To facilitaiP C"ntry iln enlarged recruiting depot has been
opPned under the Inspector nf
Recruiting at Victory House,
Kingsw<ly, London, \V.C.z.

Small Ads. at Whitsun
THE appro:1ch of the \Vhitsun
holidzn· necessitates slight
altt>rations in our printing arra ngenwnts. :\Iiscellaneous adn·rtisements intended for inclusion in the issue of June 14th
should reach the Publishers
not later than first post on
Friday, June 7th.

THE difficulty of describing
symptoms of illness by wireless has been recognised by the
International Committee for the
Welfart> of Sailors, and an interesting tt>st will short! v be carried
out by the Ostend . Coastguard
vessel " Zinnia ., during a crui-;e
in the English Channd and
North Sea. A nnmber of medi.
cal consultations by radio will
bt' conducted between the vessel
and stations on the Belgian,
French, British, Danish, NorwPgian and Dutch coasts.

5-metre Tests in
Birmingham
QBSERVERS at Banbnry and
Da ven try have reported
reception of signals from the
new 5-metre station, G6SL, of
Stratton & Co., Ltd., in Birmingham.
In the rwar future
there are to be regular test
transmissions on Sundays from
about 10.30 to I p.m.
The transmitter comprises a
straight line inductance oscillator with two Mullard TZO I 25
valves in push-pull giving an
output of 50 watts. The modulation portion for speech and
music comprises a Class B
amplifier with an output of 25
watts.
The whole apparatus
works from AC mains.
The
aerial systPm used in recent
tests was beamed in the southeasterly direction and comprised
four half-wave vertical radiators
spaced a half-wavt' apart from
each othPr, with four ,-ertical
reflectors a quarter of a wavelength behind each radiator.
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High Fidelity Transmission Over Lines
A New System Described
HE ad'Uilt of television has focused attention on the problem of divising tt!ephone lines
T
suitable for carr_ving the 7Jery wide range of frequencies required. The same need exists to
a lesser degree for high-quality telephony, but it is in !inking-u
tele'"uision
shurt-z~·m:e

/J

1

transmitters that the most exacting requirements will hm-'e to be met.
describes some recent n·ork on this problem.
EW scheme in the technique of
electric-wave. transmiosioa
over
lmes, wh1ch IS hkdv to fmd apphcation in the line transmission of
high-definition television, as well a,; in other
fields of radio communication, has recently
been made known. It is due to L. Espenschit'd and M. Strieby, of the Bell Laboratoril"s. Bridly, it is a system of lines and·
"repeaters" (i.e., amplifiers), wlwrebv Vt'ry
wide bands of frequencit's, up to a miliion
cydes or more, may be transmitted with
uniform over-all response for quite long distances over open-air lines or even o\·er
burit"d cables.
The transmission of radio-frt>quency currents over lines is not in itself a new idea.
It has been much used, at low radio frequencies, for such purposes as carrier-current
telephony and picture transmissions, bnt
existing systems have been subiect to severe
limitations both in frequency-range and more
particularly in the matter of intt>rference.
The distinctive feature of the line part of
the new system is the use of coaxial conductors, i.e., a single line completely surrounded by a coaxial tube, the line being
centrally located and held in position by
washers or other spacing device giving a
minimum of solid dielectric between the
conductors. Such a construction is illustrated in Fig. r, but various other types
adapted to particular conditions have been
developed. The chief merit of this configuration is the high degree of "self-containedness" of operation afforded by it, i.e.,
a satisfactory degree of screening against
external electric fields and a similar minimisation of interference with other neighbouring circuits-particularly at high frequencies. In fact, the higher the frequency
the better the screening.

K

CONDUCTOR

DISCS O F 7
INSULATING
MATERIAL

Fig. I.-Sketch showing coaxial line with
part of the casing cut away to reveal the
central conductor and spacing discs.

Another advantage in comparison with
ordinary cable pairs is the relatively small
transmission loss, or "attenuation," as it is
_called, in a suitably constructed coaxial line.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows
that, by using a tube of sufficiently large
diameter, the transmission characteristics
can even be made superior to those of an
open-air line. For those who aH !'lot quite

at home with the decibd notation of thi~
diagram, it may be poinh·cl out that at
r,ooo kcjs, for example, the fall of amplitude per mile would be to 0.94, 0.5, and 0.2
of the initial amplitude for a 2.5in. ~oaxial
line, a 0.3in. coaxial line, and a l'\o. 16
gauge cable pair re3pt·ctively.
Even with the coaxial line, howev<·r, the
attenuation is considt>rable, and, morem·t'r,
it increases with frequency, and would thus
change the frequ{'ncy-b~.dance of a complex
wide-band modulation, such as that of television, for example.
This effect can b~
eliminated by something analogous to th·c
now familiar process of tone-correction. Tbat
is to say, the line passes at suitable intervals through a '·repeater" or amplifying
station, where the transmission as a wholt'
is stepped up to its original lvvd, and at the
same time the original frequency-balance is
restored by giving a suitable frequencycharacteristic to ti1e amplification.

The folluzdng article

ptTature in the transmission charackristics
~,f lc;1g line~. The attenuation is mainly
due to chmic resistance, and for high-frequt ncy altnnating currt>nts the temperature
codiicitnt of rt'sistance, and therefore of attemEtiun, will be about o.ooz per degree
CentigTade. This mav seem too small to
matt~r. bc~t in a long. line, even a coaxial
line, it is hv no means insignificant. Thus,
for a fifty-mile line of 0.3in. coaxial cable
it would he about o. 7 db. per degree Centigrad<:, ancl thus the attenuation might easily
v:trv with t<:mpc-rature be:yond the ± 2 db.
limit<: cunsidered permissible.
Mt·an'. for eliminating this variation have
been dtvis,·d in the development of the widc!Jdnd ~ystt·m. Details are not givt'n, but
the main idea is the utilisation of two pilot
fn-quencic-s-probably somewhere near the
limits of the band transmitted. These are
presumably made to control the amplificaticn-1<·\'f·l in the repeater ;;tation, and 'iO

Special Advantages
14

It is in this part of the proct'ss that the
advantages of the coaxial system are specially marked, for not only is the an~ount
of needed frequency-corrf:'ction reduced, but,
owing to the high degree of screening, the
general noise-level is low, and the desired
transmission can be allowed to fall to a
corresponding low level before amplification
without unduly enhancing the noise: signal
ratio. It is stated bv the Bell Laboratorie.;
that even with a coaxial line as small ~\S
tin. diameter a frequency-band of about a
million cycles can be transmitt.:d uniformly
arid without ovnall loss bv a system with
repeaters at intervals of about t~en miles.
This wide-band amplification, howe\'l'f,
involves the use of vah·e-coupling circuits
of relatively low impedanc<·, a condition
which tends to accentuate cross-modulation
and similar ul1(h·sirable consequences of the
non-linearity of Yalve characteristics. Here
again the Bell System Laboratories have developed a new and special technique fnr
minimising this trouble-a t<>chnique which,
incidentally, may be useful in tclt·\·isiun amplification problems, apart from any question of line transmission. For reasons wbich
have been given earlier in a pap£>r by H. S.
Black (Bell Svstem Technical Journal,
January, 1934). tht' intn:duction of rcn·rsed
retroaction in a multi-stag<' amplifier, i.e., a
fet>d-back in anti-phase instead of in phase,
as in ordinary retroaction, results in a very
considerable ~reduction in the cross-moduLition and other consequences of non-linearitv
in the individual valve characteristics. It
has been found practicable to extend this
procedure t.o high frequencies, and thus to
permit of amplification up to high lPv<"ls
even with the very extended band which
can be transmitted in this new system.
One interesting point brought out in this
article is the significant part played by tern-
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Fig. 2. -Curves showing the relation between attenuation and frequency range.

cn..._1ntt-ract 2.!1Y variations due to ten1peratun; l hang,.. It is claimed that the dt>sin:d
regulat!un can be n1aintaincd to \vithin a
i'"w te-nths of a clt.-cibe!.
lt due-s not aplH·ar that any actual transmissions of tc·ln·ision modulation have been
carried c;ut, hut it is proposed that such
morliibtir.n should first be translated by one
or mme modulation and filter processes to
a E<ngt·-such as roo to 1,100 kc/s-suit<tble f(Jr the coaxial-line transmission, an<!
restored to its original location in i he SJ.lectrum by a reversal of th<'se processrs at the
rectiving end. It sounds ambitious, but
the mmfera communication engineer seems
to find nu difficulty in carrying out complicatt~d IJJarH.euvn·s with columns of frequt•ncie>, and the proposal is by no means impracticable.
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES
By Our

Special Corrcs pondcnt

Not in the Provinces
Apparently
ribbon
microphones are not being sent to
provincial studios on account of
difficulties with pre-amplifins,
which demand mon· technical
experience than engineers outside London have yet had.

" Dear Nunky . . . "

UNCAPSIZABLE MICROPHONE
STAND in use at the Zoo last
week. Mr. Derek McCulloch is
seen introducing an elephant to
the Children's Hour audience.

Door Slamming on Little
Nationals
you noticed interfering
H AVE
bubble
sounds
on
the

" Little
Nationals "?
T he
B. B.C.
engineers,
answering
complaints on the subject, have
stated that the trouble has bet>n
due to instabilitv in the synchronising
equipment.
This
condition is, of course, fatal, as
t ht· smallest variation causes
distressing n:sults.
Technical observers in different parts oi the country are
being ask<cd to concentrate on
reu·ption of tlwse three stations
;tml to rq)()rt an\· bubbles,
'· door slam · · noist>, or otht>r
in terf,. n·nc< ·.
This '' door slam'· husines_,
.i::-~

a

lH--'\V

one on n1e, an cl 1 shall

add it to my stPadilv growing
dictionarv of h·chnical slang.

Ribbon Mikes as Standard
THE metal ribbon microphone
is
fast
becoming
the
standanl model so far as London broadcasting i:; concerned.
Six specimens are being installed m
the Maida Vale
studios, and others will soon replace the older '' mik,•s ·' in
St. Gt·orge's Hall, tlw Hro:tdcasting Houst· Concl'rt Hall, and
sturlios BA and KA.

Better High Notes
I !war that tltf' discarded
nticrophotws are to J,,. used for
( hll'<·t,·s Hall concert-;, tlw n·ac;mt
r;,·ing th<~t it has· bu·n noted th:tt
Uuv<'!l's 1 hll tr:m:::missinns hav('
);,.,.n w.·aL on certain high fn·qw•nci•·s--<<
fault which tlw
oldl'r insiruments are likely tCJ
recti£\-.

THEY are smiling at Broadcasting House over an '' indiscretion '' hy a gentleman
who has recently iwen employed
by the Corporation in the preparation of programmes.
To brighten up a feature programme he wrote to an uncle
abroad inviting the good man
to participate in a forthcoming
broadcast. Naturally the nott·
was couched in familiar, not to
say affectionate, terms, but, unfortunately, the scribe used
B.B.C. notepaper . . .
In future, letters to one's own
mother, if on B. B. C. no tepa per,
must begin " Dear Madam."

Where Are the Women
Organists?
woMEN artists are as versatile as men and play instrunwnts rangiug from tht· flute to
the ,;axophone, but tlwre are
very few women organists. One
of the select company is Miss
Aiieen Bransden, who is in the
National programme list for a
recital at 1.30 p.m. on June sth
on the fine organ in the parish
church of St. Luke, Cht'lsea.

from " Der Singende Traum,"
bv Richard Tauber ; Ballad
(Blossom Time), by G. H. Clutsam.

Musical Ear
Tauber's musical sense is so
highly developed that in rehearsal
he
frequently
corrects
orchestration by ear, detecting,
while singing, a wrong note
played by a single instrument
among many.
It will be no new experience
to Stanford Robinson to be
accompanying Tauber in his
songs with the Theatre Orchestra, for in the famous tenor's
latest
film,
" Mv
Heart's
Delight," Stanford c-onducts the
orchestra and is actually seen
doing so in the film.

Broadcasts from Radio
Olympia
NIMBLE Eric Maschwitz and
his fled-footed lieutenant,
John Sharman, are already at
work on programme arrangements for the B.B.C. show at
Radiolympia in August.
They tell me that there will
he three relays from the exhibition of an hour each. Tlw
first will probably be on vVed-

South Sea Bubble," a dramatic
chronicle by Cecil Lewis, who
has reverted to playwriting.
The tale of the first great
crash in the City demands a very
big canvas.
The glamours of
making a fortune out of the unknown South Anwrican continent seized rovaltv ministers,
fine
ladies,
~imill,t· cmintry
squires, footmen, apprentices,
the very urchins in tiw street;
many, ruined and dishonoured,
destroyed themselves; the remainder lived on with their
dreams of luxury shattered and
their reputation~ destroyed.
By means of a new technique
Cecil Lewis will recreate those
six months wht·n the whole
countrv went mad and when
shares -which had stood at below
So soared to r ,oso he fort• the
cataclysmic crash.

Revivals
JN spite of the host o£ new
writers nurtun·d bv the correspondt•nce schools, few appear
to be able to produce original
work of a kind !ikdy to satisfy
the B.B.C. Dramatic D"llartnwn t.
Sumnwr radio drama reminds
nne of a RP\-i\·;tl ::\IPeting, for
we are to ban· ·' Hassan" re-

Tauber Consents

J HEAR

that Stan[ord Hobin-

son, tiw .B.B.C. conductor,
was personally responsible for
winning over Richard Taulwr,
who, now that the clash of
rumour and counter-rumour has
died down, is defmiteh- scheduled to broadcast on Ju.ne 19th
on the 2\latioual w·a velength
from ro to n p.m. in a programme compiled by himself.

Singer and Conductol'
Taulwr himst'lf will conduct
the B. B.C. Theatre Orchestra
between tlw groups of songs,
which, by tht· way, will contain
at least six with- which he has
made a world r<-'putation. Tlw
provisional programml' includes
Volga-Lied (Der Zarewitsch),
by
Lehar;
Vilja-Liecl
(Die
lustige
\\'itwe),
by
Lehar;
lmmer mir Lacheln (Das Land
dt·s UtdlE'lns). by Lehar; (a)
Sonja ich lie be Dich, (b) Du bist
die Welt fiir mich; two songs

A MOBILE RECORDING UNIT. A glimpse inside the newest recording van of the German broadcasting organisation. The steel tape
can secure continuous records while the van is in motion.

nesday, August qth, the second
on Saturclay afternoon, August
17th, and the last on August
24th.

New " Expressionist "
Radio Drama
WHAT may be ~lescribed as
the
first
hxpresstomst
brcadcast play en,r heard in this
country is to bt• broadcast on
June 13th. This will be "The

vived after five vears; "The
Lost
Horizon:·'
eighteen
months ; and '' Sir Christo?her
Wren,'· again brought to life
after four B.B.C. performances
and innumerable electrically record,·d \·ersions from Empire
stations.
By the wav, vVhitaker \Vilson,
author of ~ '' Sir Christopher
\Vren, · · is now at work on a programnw tit-aling with the Spanbh
Armada.
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McMichael
Model 135
An AC Superheterodyne with a Novel
Tuning Scale
FEATURES.- Type.-Table model superheterodyne for A.C main'
only. Circuit.-Triodc-pentode frequency-chan.~er-var.-mu pentode
IF amplifier- double-diode second detector- pentode nulput valve.
Full-wave valve rectifier. ( l) Tuning. (:!) Volume and on-off .•witch.
(3) Tone. U) WaJ•erange. Price.-1.5 guineas. Makers.-McMichael
R.adio Ltd., Slough, Bucks.

T

HE circuit of the latest l\IcMichad

superheterodyne follows conventional practice in general outline
but there are several points of
interest in relation to detail. There are
four valves compnsmg a frequencychanger, IF amplifier, second detector
with AVC, and a pentode power output
valve. Instead of the usual double-diodetriode in the second detector stage a special
Cossor double-diode valve has been em·
ployed, and the whole of the LF amplification is carried out in the final stage.
At the input end of the circuit there are
also several points of interest. The bandpass input filter is self-coupled, the tuned
circuits being wound on a common former
with suitable spacing between the winclings. In order to ensure uniformity of
response throughout the medium-wan~

range the a e r i a I
resonant circuit is
fed through a small
series condenser c~.s
well as through a
coupling coil. The effect of the series
condenser is to give a better input at th ..~
high-frequency end of the scale. The LF
coupling coil on the front in conjunction
with the aerial capacity is arranged to
resonate in the neighbourhood of 450
kc j s, thus giving an increase to the !mYfrequency end of the scale. It is claimed
that the resultant of these two effects keep,;
the aerial input constant within 25 per
cent. over the medium-wave band. On
long waves the series condenser feed is
disconnected, the coupling being made
through the aerial primary winding in the
usual manner. Second-channel interference is minimised by feeding a small outof-phase voltage component from the
aerial input to the low potential end cJf
the secondary tuned circuit.
The satisfactory functioning of thr~
second-channel suppressor circuit appears
to depend upon an efficient earth, for when

the earth lead became accidentally detached from the receiver during the tests
quite a prominent whistle appeared near
the ~ orth Regional transmitter. Norm ally with a proper earth connection
this would pass quite unnoticed. Another
fault which developed without the earth
lead was a region of instability on tht>
long-\\"a\"e range. With the earth lead
properly connected the behaviour of the
set was exemplary in every way, and we
draw attention to this point only to show
that it is not always wise to rely on th•o
capacity earth returned through the mains
leads which is sufficient in the case of many
sets.

Quiet

Back~round

In view of the fact that the McMichael
Illodel TJ5 is fitted with a shielded primary
on the mains transformer it was only to bt~
expcctt.'d that the background noise is also
considPrably reduced when a proper earth
connection was used.
That the sensitivity and range nf the
set will more than satisfy the requirements

A carefully designed aerial circuit results in more than usually high selectivity in the four-valve superheterodyne circuit.
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McMichael Model 135-

absence of a tuning indicator dpes not
the lid, thus indicating whether the set ha,;
of listeners who look to the Continent as
make itself apparent. The scale is " floodbeen accidentally left on. The necessity
much as to this country for their wireless
for this tell-tale is in itself a sufficient
lit" by a strip light inside the lid, and a
programmes is beyond a shadow of doubt.
part of this light also shines through a
indication of the low level of background
The selectivity is certainly above the
small monogram let into the front edge of
nmse.
average, and appear,;
to be much more uniform over the mediumI F AMPLIFIER VAL YE M VS PEN. DIAL
\\ an· range than i~
general. On neither uf
the Brookrnan,; Park
transmitters was anv
interference detectabi,·
in Central London
outside a band of (j
kc · s on either sick of
OUTPUT VAl YE
their normal setting~.
AC 2/PEN.
In other words, not
more than one channel
\\ould be lost under
these conditions. On
long wave,; th~"
D e u t s c h 1 a n clsender
was
quite
easilv received clear
of · Droitwich
and
Radio-Paris
without
having to call upon
the tone control to reduce noise due to
side - band interference. From the last
statement it follows
that the long-wa \T
sclectivitv was even
The chassis controls pass vertically through the top panel of the cabinet, the central control being geared to give an
higher than that cll1
open wavelength scale.
the
medium - wave
band and some over-emphasis of the bass
was evident on long-wave stations when
absolutely accurately tuned.
The quality of reproduction as regards
T the moment of writing conditions
W rXK, on about 31.36 metres, is a new
frequency range is very much the same
on the short waves seem to be as uncall-sign for the old station \VIXAZ at
as that of other superheterodynes in this
reliable as the weather. The past two
Springfield.
WIXK is located at Millis,
class, but there can be no doubt that the
or three days have bf'en of the kind when
Mass., and relays the medium-wave prouse of dual loud speakers not only im''locals,'' normally weak, assume fantastic
grammes of WBZ and \VBZA.
proves the naturalness of the bass strengths. All th-is, needless to say, hapOne or two readers have reported good
response, but disperses the sound generpens at the expense of the distant stations,
reception of the programmes from CR7AA
ally and obviates the "corridor" effect
which fade right away for a period.
(Mozambique) on 1)5 metres. Considering
which sometimes results from the focusSome of the v<,ry powerful Europecm comthat we do not usually associate the Somercial stations-notablv HASz in Budaing from a single loud speaker unit.
metre amateur band with long-distance
pest-are apt to be extremely troublesome
work (except for Americans in the earlv
The front of the cabinet in which the
when conditions of this sort prevail.
mornings), this rt'cq>tion is remarkable. ·
loud speaker apertures arc situated is
Owners of uuselective n·n·ivers are apt to
Ponta Delgada. Azort·s (CTzAJ), has also
convex, and the rounded corners give
hear HAS2 from one end of the short-wave
been heard, working on 7 5 metres. These
strength to the comparatively thin walls,
spectrum to the other; and there are even
two stations both use powers of the order
which prevents the formation of wood
cases on rPcord of his having been heard
of Ioo watts only.
re30nances which might spoil the other- on the medium- and long-wavf' broadcast
The B.B.C. 's announcement of its dewise smooth qualities of the bass response.
bands! His wavelength, incidentally, is in
cision to install two new transmitters at
From e\·cry point of Yiew the cabinet dethe region of 23 metres.
Daventry for the Einpire service will
HVJ, the Vatican City station, usually
sign is pleasant to look upon, and is ungladden the hearts of many ovcrsE"as
associated with the wa velt>ngth of 50.26
listenns.
usual without breaking entirely from connwtres, has been coming in at tn'mendous
Similar plans, however, are afoot in many
Yentional standard.
other countrit·s, and one wonders what the
l'mloubtcdly the most interesting strength on his other setting of 19.84 metres.
Some of the test transmissions in preparashort waves will be like in a few years.
feature of the design as a whole is the
tion for the relaying of the Canonisation
Indications are that medium-wave h-istory
large rectangular timing scale. This i,:
Service on ;\Iav 19th were particularly well
will be repeated-transmitters o£ higher
explored by a 4in. pointer which is geared
rt>ct'iVt'd in this country, although they were
power will b<' built to overconw intprference
to give nearly a 360 deg. rotation, which,
primarily inh·nded for New York.
difficulties, and thev, in their turn, will incombined with the large diameter of the
Tlw congestion on the 31-nwtre hand is
crease the int<'rft're;lce. And so the world
scale, gin's much greater ease of tuning.
becoming serious, and Sydney's Sunday
moves on 1
aftprnoon transmission is sometimes vt>ry
Ultra-short-wave broadcasting seems to
The last fraction of a degree is so magnidifficult to ren·ive, unless one is using a
be on the incn·ase in the U.S.A. Over a
fied when tuning-in a station that th::

Short-wave Broadcasting

A

r-----------------------------------------------r
\

Next Week's Set Review-

i

WURLITZER

I

I

!
l
I

I

ALL-WAVE SUPERHET
i
=---------------------- -------------------------..!

i
I

I

verv st'lecti ,.e ,.;uperhetcroclyne.
Th(' two
GeJ:man ,.;tations, DJA and DJN, working
close together, cause enough interft>rence,
but whm one has Madrid (EAQ), Geneva
(HBL), Rome (12RO). and Lisbon (CTrAA)
all in the band as well, things are really
difficult 1

dozen stations are now listPd bPlow 1
metres ; whether they really provide a valuable programme service we do not know.
It almost scl'ms, however, that the V.S.A.
could be t'ffectiv~lv covered by mE"ans of
short-wave and ultra-short,wa~e transmissions only.
MEGACYCLE.
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Listeners' Guide for
TROOPING THE
COLOUR will b~
broadcast from the
Horse Guards Parade at 10.45 a.m. on
Monday next :National\. Few broadcasts
need so little comment, for the " pctu re '' grows out o~
the b r i 1 I i ant and
varied a<;sortment of
sounds whi:::h include the ceremonial
., March Past,'' fanfares and drum taps.

A GOOD WEEK

THE last lingering signs of
post - Jubilee depression are
swept away by the programme~
of the next seYen davs, which
are of the quality (;ne might
expect in mid-winter, when the
listening season is at its height.
It is true that the B.B.C. !,;
again hankering after the
glamours of Vienna (Goodnight
but not Good-bye,
Vienna), though much may be
forgiven them in view of th.;
wealth of programme offeringo;
which ha Ye nothing to do with
the Austrian capital.
" BITTER SWEET "

To-:'<IGHT (Reg.) and tomorrow (Nat.) we ha\'l' Nod
Coward's romantic operetta
"Bitter Sweet," for \\hich the
versatile playwright wrote not
onlv the book but the music ;
ancl Ewlyn Laye is playing her
original part of Sara. Playing
opposite to her is Serge Abranovic, who for long deputised
for Richard Taubcr in the
Lehar operettas.
In to-night's performance the
interesting experiment is being
made of separating the first and
second acts, the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra providing an entr'acte of Noel Coward selectim~s.

The Trooping of the Colour
on the King's Lirthday (June
3rd) begins at IO . ..fs, the ceremony opening with the arriYal
of the Royal Procession and thl:
Royal Salute. His :\Iajesty the
King inspects the troops, after
which the massed bands and
drums of the Brigade of Guards
play a slow march, counter
march, halt and a quick
march.
The Sergeant Major
receiYes the Colour and hands
it to the Ensign for the Colour.
The Escort salute:-: the Colour
by presenting arms, and bands
and drums play "God SaYl'
the King.'' The commentary
on the ceremonv will be giYen
by :\Iajor]. B. "s. Bourne-:\Iay
m the National programme
from 10-45 a.m. to 12 noon.

THE two main outdoor
broadcasting e\·ents next week
are the Trooping of the Colour
on Monday and the Derby on
Wednesday.

th e w

Chl'\·alitT Maric Ll(l\'d and
Alfred Lt:ster. The stag,<' su fferecl the loss of its greatest
figure, Sir Henry It·ving, and
the memory of him will be contributed to the programnw by
Seyrnour Hicks. The "Entente
Cordiale" \Yas cemented hv
King Ed\Yard's visit to Paris
and the French fleet's visit to
Eugbnd.
There were J,.)OO
hansom cabs on the London
stn·ets, and it was in 1905 that
th<· last steam train ran on th<~
unckrground raihYays.
TOSCANINJ

THE presence of Toscaniui in
London next week brings one
of the principal musical events
of the vear-the final concerts
of the London Music Festival.
Arturo Toscanini, who has
neYer prn·iously conducted a
British orchestra,
has an
immense following in Europe
and America. He was born m
Panna in r 867, and at the age

THE DERBY BROADCAST

.\IH. R. C. LYLE will, as
usual, describe the DlTL'y· on
June sth at 2-35 p.m.
The Derbv course f, ;]](1\\'S :1
rough horseshoe formation iiiclining down hili at the start
and up hill at the f:nish. ~:;nee
the shortc·ning of Tattenham
.--------- ----·--· ·--·--

'''
'''

'

f

''
''
'

:

TROOPING THE COLOUR

Corner the C<•m~c
has uwa~un·,l e:-.:actly
oue
milt·,
fom: furlong" and
fin' ,-,ucb.
The
recorci for the ll!'W
course is hl'lcl
jointh· bv "Hvperion" ( i933) ·and- "Winclsor Lad" (I93-I) who conTecl
it in two minutes and fortvfour seconds, t\\·o-fifths .of
a second faster than '· Call

IC)J).

''
'''
''

:

--· .

---- ---- ·--

30-LINE TELEVISION
Vision 261.1 m. ~~nmd 2Q{;,(-; n1.
MONDAY, Jl:!'\E 1rcl.
..
_11._1,5-l2.flp.m. , ,

Skv Lme -a 1 our ,,; !\;cw
Y~rk Lv Telel i>ion. with Billv

I\1i1ton,- ~ant AH~ood, C(·or~i~
Harris, Rieta Nugfnt.

\\T.D:\E::iD\ Y. jU\E 'iih.
''
, . ! lfi-l2.n p.m.
' ..
Sky Lme (n:peat perfr;r:TJu:v·f}
!----------------------------------..!..
I
I
I
I

TOSCANINI. An exclusive picture of the great conductor, who
directs two broadcast concerts this week at the Queen's Hall as part
of the London Music Festi\'al.

Boy" in H)2;-.
The Dcrb_\'
first cm:ll"<!,·d in Ij8o,
<•r,_· nu,,- \Yortll :li •ouL £(),ooo.

~t:tkcs,

SCRAPBOOK OF 1905

\'un.· appr()pri:Jtcly L•.·,;lie
BaiL and Cllark-; BnwtT arc
ii;ch1ding a Yi,gne11c· of Dcrhy
D:n· lhirtv \·tar,.; <t;c•• in 1h•·ir
"s'crapbl;(lJ(" "± HJO.) ''il
\\"cdrv·sday
C':cnillg
\;\<tt.
F.:;oj.
The \'t>:Lr 1 qo-: w.:s one d
gcncral.prosri<·J:it~:. The musichall was in its heyda ,. ; with such
stars as V csta "Tilley, Albert

of 3 r became chief cnndttctor
of the Metropolitan Oper:t
House in New York.
In Monday',; broadcast :tt
R._)o p.m. (~at.) there \Yill be
heard the Syrnplwny No. -1 m
E ~Iinor by Brallms and Sicgfried's Dc:Jth and ·Funeral
march (" ( ;ijttercbrnmcrung · ·)
b_v· \\'agner, <ll1cl both th<':if' arc
to be repeated in \\'cdncsday's
concert (Reg. 8.30).
Preceding the ;vrondav rnnrcrt will be an explanatnrv talk
by Dame Ethel Smyth,- ;\Ius.
Doe.
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

eek

FIFTY TO ONE
A.
ALAN, whose

J.

identity
is wrapped in as great z:t
mystery as anv he has rcn;tmkcl at the niicroplwrw, will
broadcast on Derby Day (Nat.,
IO), and it is significant that
the title of his talc is · · Fifty rn
One."

Bellini's ojw;·a. "I Puritani .. ,
The Frecnch :'-!ational Orchestra will lw taking part in the
broadca< from Fn·nch State
:-tations of Niccolo's three-act

part in the festiYities. In the
afternoon at 4.30 there will be
a rt'lay of a strange football
match bct\H'('n journalists aml
prima-donnas of the Oslo
theatres, ranging from musichall stars to Shakespearian
actresses.
The cycning programme· will
be filled with gay music from
Yanous restaurants, music-

OPERA

opera, "Richanl
Cceur-de-Lion.'' should draw
many English li,;tencrs to the
Rad;o-Paris wawlength at 8
o'clock to-morrow t'\'(•ning
(Sa turclay). On the same ('\'l'lling at 8.5.'i Rome broadcasts
GHt::THY's

Abroad.
Leipzig, R, Opera: "Dcr Walfenschied ·· (Lortzing).
SATURDAY. JUNE 1st.

OHCAN-1.0\'EI<s \vill wdcome
the first of a new series of recitals on the beautiful instrunwnt in St. Paul's Cathedral.
Dr. Stanley Marchant, who
gives the fir~t recital in the Regional programme on Tuesday
e\'ening lJ une 4th), will incluck in his programme works
bv Handel, Stanford, ami
Schumann.
A BROADCAST from a soldiers'
cemetery is included in the
Strasbourg programme at 8-45
to-morrow evening, June rst,
when the nineteenth annin·rsary of the Battle of V erdun \vill be commemorated.
There will be a military band
concert from Verdttn, 'and at
10 o'clock will lw heard the
ex-soldins' sn\'icc from the
ccrndery at Douamont.

FRIDAY, MAY 31st.
4.45, Union Day Programme
from South Afri,.a.
~B.B.C.
Da!lce Orchestra. ~B.B.C. Orchestra (D), cond1rcted by Malcalm Sargent.
Reg., 7.45, ·'Bitter Sweet." ~Harry
Ray and His Bend.

N~t .•

. , Nat., B.~;C. Orchestra (E). 'i"Bitter
1
Sweet.
Reg., Amerion Half-Hour. ~Hor
sham Borough Silver Rand.
~iAmbrose and His Embassy
Club Orchestra.

ST. PAUL'S ORGAN RECITALS

CEMETERY BROADCAST

mGHLIGHT3 OF THE WEEK

Abroad.
Vienna, IO.H\ Concert of Austrian
Music by the Symphor.y Orchestra.
'

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

''

:'
'

I

TAXI ! Claude Dampier, "professional idiot," plays a longsuffering part in Monday's "Variety in a Taxi " programme on the
Regional wavelengths.

opera comiq ue, " Joconde,"
on Tue~day ~t 8.30. Another
choice for ·opt"ra-lo\·ers on the
same ('\Tniug is Donizetti's
'' Lucia di Lamnwrmoor '' on
rl'cords from \\'ar:-oaw at 9
o'clock.
PRIMA-001'\NAS IN JUNE
FOOTBALL MATCH
To-~lOEIW\\"

(Saturday) in
Nmway i,; ()c;lu Day~ a day of
homage to thL' :--1 on1egian
mdropuli". The day begins
\Yith an ''O.H." and running
commcntar_1· on the procession
of the '' O,;lo Princess,'' elected
for a dav as the timnT of
Oslo', ft·n1ait· populace. The
fair St"X, indcc·d, plays a large
A
CHOPIN
RECITAL
from Warsaw. the home
of the composer, is always
worth tuning in. Here is
Sophie Rabcewicz, who
plays a number of Chopin
pieces, including the Bolero
in D, at 9 p.m. on June 5th.

halls. and other public places
of mjoyment.
HA YDN COMMEMORATION

birth of Haydn is to he
commemorated by Huizen this
('\THing in a programme, start~
ing at 7. 55. consisting of the
Symphony No. 8 in B fiat,
pla ycd by the :\Iaestricht
l\Iunicipal Orchestra ; a play,
"Havdn's Last Visitor," by
Fortlier; and the 'Cello Cori.certo in D. bv the same orclwstra, with ·H.aphael Lanes
('cello). lLt_1·cln was born on
~larch :)ht. 17.)2.
THE

LUNAR INFLUENCES
· · A :\IooNut;HT Cm.;cERT ''

is offered bv the Eiffel Tower
at R.30 on. Sunday eYening,
and the programme includes,
of course, Bel'thcl\'en's l\Ioonlight Sonata, played by Canot,
and there will bc- other mnsic
inspired by lunar intluence.
Maria Baneze will sing.
SERIOUS JAZZ

AK amateur musician who a
few months ago had ne,·er
written a liue of music \Yill
contribute to a
senous
jazz-rhapsodic
concert
in
Copenhagen at 9·35 to-morrow
(Saturday) giwn by Louis
Preil's radio orchestra. He is
Knud Bcntzen, whose w·rv
original and descriptiYe work
"Peter's Dream," should be
well worth listening to.
THE AUDITOR.

:'
:'

SUNDAY, JUNE 2~d.
Nat., Violin Recital by Marjorie
Hayward.· ~Commodore Grand
. Orchestra. ~Mar'gatc Municipal
Orchestra.
Reg .• B.B.C. Military Band. ~Guitar
Recital by SegcJVia. ~F. va Turner
in Operatic Programme with
B.B.C. Orchtstra (D).

'' Abroad.
'' Brussels 11. 8, Symphonv Concert
'' frcm the International Exhibition.
Rachel Thauvoye (Harpsichord).
'l
I
l

I
I
I

:
'I'
I'
''
''
''

I

I
I

MONDAY, JUNE 3rd.
Nat., 8.30, Arturo Toscanini conducting London Music Festival
Concert at Queen's Hall.
Reg., Viennese P,ogramme by
B.B.C. Northern Orchestra. 8.30,
Variety in a T axicah.

'' Abroad.
l
Brussels I, 8, Walloon Music by a

'll'

Symphony Orche2tra.

l
l
l
I
l

TUESDAY, JUNE 4th.
: Nat., "Old Music Halls," arrano:ed
:
by M. Willson Disher. •" Free:
dam," hy John Moore.
Re~.. St. Paul's Cathedral Org-an
Recital. ~I" Liebelei "(Schnitzel)
-Pre-war Viennese Romance.
Ab rood.
: Post~ Pari;ien, 9.5, Triple Concerto
for Pianoforte, Violin ond 'Cello.
'

i

'l

:
l
l
l

:
''
''

:'
l

''
'l
:'

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5th.
Nat., 2.35. "The Derby." R.30,
"Scrapbook of 1905." 10, A.].
Alan.
Reg., B.B.C. Military Band. ~Cafe
Collette Orchestra. 8.30, T oscanini conducting W agner Pro-

gramme (London Music Festival).

''I Abroad.
Kalundbonz, R, Danish !\1usic bv the
'
Radio o;chestra.
.

'l
'l
THURSDAY, JUNE 6th.
:
'' Nat., "L.iebelei." ~B.R.C. MidI'
l

l

land

Orchestra

in

Music

of

Glinke.
'' Reg., Variety from the Winter
''
'' Gardens, Morecambe. 9, "Scrap''
hook of 1905."
l
I
'l Abroad.
l

'''

I

:

Warsaw, 10.15. Concert by the Station Symphony Orchestra, with
Wilkomirski ('Cello).

!I__________________________________ _
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Foundations of
Part XXIII.-Other Output Valves Wireless
T

HE somewhat critical operating conditions oj the output pentode are
discussed at length, with particular r~{erence to the reduction of
harmonic distortion. A treatment of the basic push-pull circuit, with its
QPP and class " B " ~·ariants, is included in this instalment.

B

ESIDES the triode, other types of
valve are used for drivino a loud
speaker. Since, with the" tetrode,
the signal must never be allowed
to swing the voliage at the anode below
that at the screen (see Part XXI), this
valve is not suitable for this use. But the
pentode, in which secondary emission is
suppressed, can, if suitably designed, act
as output valve.
Compared with the triode, the pentode
offers the dual advantages of being more
efficient, in the sense that a greater proportion of the powet: drawn by its anode
circuit from the HT supply is com·erted
into AC power for operating the speaker,
and of being more sensitive, in that a \'olt
of signal applied to its grid produces a
larger output. For these two reasons the
pentode has very largely supplanted the
triode as output valve.
Screened and output pentodes differ in
minor points, but not in principle. In the
latter, since screening is no longer vital,
grid and anode are both taken to pins in
the base. High output is obtained by
designing the vah·e to operate with a
screen voltage little, if at all, below that
at the anode.
In Fig. 122 arc reproduced the curves
of a typical indirectly heated output pentode ; their similarity to the usable portion

rule that the anode load should be approximately double the AC resistance of
the valve does not hold. At the working
point 0 (Ea=250 V., Eg=- 10 V., Ia=
31 mA.) the impedance of the valve is
some r25,ooo u (change in Ia of 2 mA.
brought about by change in Ea of some
250 V.); XOY is a load-line representing 250,000 U drawri through 0. Toward,;;
X it cuts the curves for Eg = - 8 to Eg
= o in very rapid succession, while towards Y it looks as though it will never
reach the curves for Eg = - 12 to Eg
= - 20. With a load such as this, the
application of a signal swinging the grid
from o to- 20 would very evidently result
in the most appalling distortion, together
with the development of amazingly high
audio-frequency voltages at the anode.
(At what value of Ea does the line XOY
cut the curve Eg = - 20?)

(/)

t

L_

from Eg = o to Eg = - 20 can be obtained,
as with a triode, from the \'Oltages and
currents at the points A and C ; it is
(56.2- g.z) x (-t24- 56)_ 47 x 363
-

13

8-

--·

=2,r6o mW.
How about distortion? \Vith the triode,
as we have seen, the distortion anticipated
is second harmonic distortion, and we
accepted the convention that the permissible limit of this is 5 per cent. With the
pentode we have to take into account distortion equivalent to the introduction of
both second and third harmonics of the
original signal.
In Fig. 123 is plotted the dynamic
characteristic of a triode working under
conditions of 5 per cent. second harmonic ;
the data for this are taken from the load1 00

I

X
0
(/)

'J
I

Excessively Light Loading

If we were to fty to the other extreme
and draw a load line (X'OY') representing a very low load, distortion would
again result, owing to the line now cutting the curves for high bias in very rapid
succession, while the intercepts with the
low-bias curves are widely spaced. Since
these two types of distortion, for high and
low loads respectively,
80
occur at opposite ends
11
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Fig. 122.-Curves of a typical indirectly heated output pentode.
\·oltage and current
The load-line ABOC represents a usual load
Curves taken at
reasonably large an
Es = 200.
intermediate value. of
of the curves of a tetrode will at once be load is clearly required.
Let us investigate an 8,ooo-Q load,
evident. We see again the high AC rewhich experience suggests as a possible
sistance (curves nearly horizontal) typical
of a valve using a screening-grid between load for a pentode. This is indicated by
control-grid and plate.
the line ABOC. The power delivered to
:In the case of a pentode, the usual triode
this load when a signal swings. the grid
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Fig. 123. Dynamic curve of output triode
giving 5° 0 second harmonic distortion,
and, in dotted line, ideal characteristic for
no distortion.
Percentage 2nd harmonic
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line XOY of Fig. 120 (Part XXII). To
show up the non-linearity of the curve, a
straight line joins its extremities ; the
divergence between the current at the
actual working point 0 and that shown,
for the same bias, on the straight line, is
the measure of the second harmonic distortion. Calling the currents at X and Y
respectively lmax and Imin, that at P
is midway between the two, or t (Imax +
Imin). The difference between this and
Io, the actual current at 0, diYided by the
total current swing (Imax- Imin), gives
the proportion of second harmonic, requiring only to be multiplied by 100 to give
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third harmonic distortion, once its source
the standard pentode we have been disis recognised, can be found by reading off
cussmg.
the appropriate current values from the
If more power is wanted than can be
usual family of curves without troubling
provided by a single output valve, two (or
to draw the dynamic characteristic for the
more) may be used. By simply adding a
load under consideration.
second \·alve in parallel with the first. conBy drawing a number of load-lines
necting grid to grid and anode to anode,
auo,:s the curn·s of Fig. 122, and calcuthe swings of voltage at the anode are left
lating
s~·conc.J
and
IF=========================:::;,
third harmonic disH.T.+
tortion for each, the
results summarised in
the curves of Figs.
125
ami 126 have
been obtained.
The
T2
diftt'rt'nce between the
t \HJ sets of data is that
in making the calculatiolls for Fig. 125 it
\Vas a~~umed that the
signal had a p2ak
H1ltage of IO V., thus
~'vinging the grid betwe"~l
zero
an cl
- 20 V., whereas in
H.T.Fig. 126 the calculations have been made
Fig. 127. Two output valves, V2 and V3, in push-pull. ThE' same
for an 8-volt signal,
circuit also applies to QPP and class '' B,'' the differences b"ing
~winging the grid from
only in the operating voltages and choice of valves.
-2 to -18 V. only.
As might be expected, the distortion is
unchanged, but the current swinos are
doubled. So, therefore, is the power~ while
much ltss for the restricted input.
In both cases the second harmonic dis- the load needed for two valves is ha!£
tortion is high for a low load, but drops
that needed for one. The performance
away to zero as the load is increased. This
of the whole output stage can be deduced
is the load for which the dynamic characfrom the Ea - la curvt•s of one of the
teristic has the form shown in Fig. 124.
,·alws merely by multiplying the figures
on the anode-current scale by the number
Still higher loads reintroduce second harof valves it is proposed to use.
monic distortion, which then rises rapidly
with increasing load. Third harmonic disAlternatively, the valves mav be contortion, as the curves show, increases
nected in push-pull, as shown in. Fig. 127.
steadily with increasing load, as does the
Here the output valves are feel from a
pmYer delivered to the speaker. It is from
transformer Tr, in which the mid-point, ina numbe-r of curves such as these, calcustead of one end, of the secondary is
lated not for one bnt for several alternaearthed. At an instant when, with the
ti \·e working points, that the final operatnormal connection, the "live" end of the
ing datZJ. for a pentode are determined by
secondary· \Youlcl be at + 20 V .. the other
its dcsigner.
(earthed) c·nd being at zero potential. the
The " high-slope " pentode, at present
centre-point of the winding would be at
much used in certain types of set, only
+ ro V. \Vith the push-pull arrangement
d!tfcrs trom the standard type by requirthis centre-point is brought to earth potening a much smaller signal-voltage. A
tial, the two ends, therefore, being respcct\ pica! \'al\·c of this class will yield about
tin·l_~,- + ro and - ro V. Thus each valve
2. 'jOO m;lliwatts in return for a signal of
receive~ half the a\·ailable voltage, the t\\O
3 V. peak, instead of the ro V. needed by
halves all\'ays being in oppo~ite phas~·.

Foundations oi Wirelessthe percentage. The formula for calculation is thus:
Percentage 2nd harmonic=

k (Imax +

Imin)- Io

------rmax-~-Innn-- X IOO.

To introduce third harmonic, as with
the pentode, the curve must bend both
ways, as in Fig. 124, which shows the
dynamic curve of a valve introducing
about IZ per cent. third harmonic, but Zt'ro
second. Freedom from second harmonic
is shown by the fact that 0 now lies on
the straight line joining A and C, but it
will be seen that the curve lies below "Llw
line between C and 0, and abon it between 0 and A. This particular t:ype of
divergence from linearity always irnp!i<5
third harmonic. It can be numerically
estimated in exactly the same way as
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second harmonic distortion, using now, of
course, only half the curve. It is found
from the difference between the actual current at B and the current at D, which,
being on the straight line, is the mean
between the currents at 0 all(\ C, this difference being divided by the total change
in current in passing from 0 to A. The
upper half of the curw is taken for the
estimation because it is found to sho\\' a
greater harmonic percentage than the
lower.
Comparison of this figure '.Yith Fig. 122,
which is similarly ldtt'rccl. \Yill show that
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Foundations of WirelessThe resulting out-of-phase anode currents, which would cancel one another if
passed in the same direction through a
transformer, are made to add by causing
them to flow through separate halves of a
centre-tapped primary, as shown at T2 in
Fig. 127. The voltage induced into the
secondary, and hence the current flowing
in the loud speaker, is due to the combined
currents of the two valves.
This mode of connection has several advantages over the more obvious parallel
arrangement. These are : (r) The steady anode currents, since
they pass in opposite directions through
their respective primaries, cancel one
another so far as polarisation of the core
of the transformer is concerned. A smaller
transformer can, therefore, be used for two
valves in push-pull than for the same two
valves in parallel.
(2) Signals fed through the common HT
connection cancel; valves in push-pull are,
therefore, unable to feed magnified signals
into the HT line of a set, and so give rise
to feed-back. Conversely, disturbances on
the HT line (hum, etc.) cancel in the two
valves.
(3) Second harmonic distortion produced by either valve is cancelled by equal
and opposite distortion from the other.
Two triodes in push-pull will, therefore,
give a greater undistorted output than they
would if connected in parallel.
Third harmonic distortion does not cancel in this way. Pentodes, whose output
is limited by third harmonics, consequently give no greater output in pushpull than in parallel. Advantages ( r) and
(2), however, apply to pentodes as much
as to triodes.

Economy in HT Consumption
If valves, whether triodes or pentodes,
are over-biased, the distortion arising is
mainly second harmonic distortion. With
two valves in push-pull, this type of distortion will automatically vanish. Two
valves in push-pull may, therefore, be
given so large a bias that their anode current is reduced practically to zero, making
them behave, on receipt of a signal, as
though they were anode-bend detectors.
So biased, the valves of Fig. 127 will each
amplify only during the moments when its
grid is made more positive by the applied
signal, during which instants the anode
current rises in proportion to the signal
voltage applied. If the valves would normally be biased to - I o V., each would
then require a zo-volt total grid swing,
making the total swing on the transformer
secondary 40 volts. Both valves would
then amplify at every instant, and the
standing anode current might perhaps be
20 mA. per valve, remaining unchangt>d
on the application of the signal.
Now, suppose each valve biased to
-20 V., and the signal doubled. The nosignal anode current might now be only
3 mA. per valve, the two valves givinc:;
alternate kicks up to 40 mA. \l'lwn
the full signal is applied. At full output the total average anode current

remains 20 mA., as before, and the available output power is unchanged, but if
the applied signal is well below the maximum that the valves can handle, the average current, made up now of alternate
kicks up to perhaps 6 mA., is quite small.
Since, on a musical programme, the full
output of the valves is only called for at
brief and infrequent moments, this trick
of overbiasing results in a very large overall saving of anode current without curtailing the available output. In mains
sets, where anode current costs practically
nothing, this device is hardly ever used;
in battery sets, where anode current costs
perhaps twenty to one hundred times as
much, it has found widt> application. The
system is called quiescent push-pull, commonly abbreviated to QPP, and specially
designed output valves are offered by
several makers. Owing to the need for
doubling the input signal, the less sensitive
triode is seldom used, each half of the
QPP output valve being usually a pentode.
Another quiescent output scheme, designed to economise anode current, is
found in the Class "B " output stage,
which again uses the basic circuit of Fig.
127. In this case the two output valves
(usually combined in one bulb) are highimpedance triodes taking, as in QPP, only
a small anode current except when a signal
is applied. The bias used is at most small,
with the result that the grids are swung
heavily positive by the signal: Grid current inevitably flows, thereby consuming
audio-frequency power; the preceding
valve must therefore be so chosen that
it can deliver this power without overloading, while the transformer feeding the
Class B valve must be a properly designed
" driver " transformer of the correct ratio
and of low DC resistance. By removal of
the no-grid-current limitation large powers
can be obtained from a Class '' B '' output
stage at the cost of a remarkably low a vcrage anode current.
As in the case of output stages of other
types, the fullest details of the performance of push-pull, QPP, or Class "B "
output stages can be obtained by careful
study of the appropriate Ea- la curves.

Random
Radiations
By "DIALLIST"

The Naval Review
QN July 16th the Outside Broadcast
Dcpartnu-nt of the B.B.C. will undertake one of the most difiicult jobs that it
has as vet handled. That day will sec the
first ot' the e\"(>-witness accounts of tht:
J\'a,·al Ee,·il"w ·at Spithead, which will 1Jr•
givvn b\· chs('rn·rs in th(' foretop of the
E"y::d Son'r('ign.
Just how the 0. B.
Dq.Jartment is gr,ing to tackle thc- nois{" of
big guns firPd within a slwrt distance of tlw
microphrJtl<" wh<"n 1 hf" salut<"s an' gin·n I
don't qui1t· know; huj ihey ha,·e proved
thr,ms<·ln·s in the past such fine hands at
overcoming difficulties that I am sure they

will make a success of the Naval Re vie\\"
broadcast.
The commentators are two naval men,
Commandt"r D. M. Stride and Lieut.-Cornmander \Voodriffe, so that listeners can rei y
upon receiving a corn-et account with none
of the mistakes that a nwre landluLb~r
might makt>. Altogdhr:>r broadcasting from
the Royal Sovereign will take place on five
days, and these comnwntaries should be
aniongst the mo.;t interesting of those that
we shall hear during the coming months.

"O.B." a

Dangerous Trade ?

Two r"markable accidents have occurred
recently in cotmcction with Outside Broadcast work, one- in our islands and the other
in Austria.
Er'aders may n·mc-m her that
one of the- B.B.C.'s O.B. ·staii was mauled
by a tiger whilst he- was engage-d in frxing
up the microphone for a children's hour
relay from the Belfast Zoo.
One would
imagine that an accident of that kind should
rwver have been allowed to happen; surely
the tiger might have been kept penned up
in its slet>ping den.
The Austrian mishap had, unfortunately,
a tragic sequel, though this time nothing
more ferocious than a capercailzie was the
subject of the relay. A cyclist collided with
one of the cars conveving matt>rial.
He
was kilh-cl and both thl' driver of the car
and an electrician were badly injured.
Eavag proudly n'cords that in spite of the
accident the rclav of the binl"s crv was successfully accomplished.
-

Just Knobs

.. . ..

has long been a mystery to me why some
I T manufacturers
choose to fit their sets
with wretched little tuning knobs of very
small diameter, some of them very awkwardly shaped. \Vhen you are operating a
selective set nothing malu·s tuning easier
than a knob r! or even 2 incht·s in diameter
with a lightly milled or roughened edge.
But a little knob, particularly if it is of
some fancy shape, cramps your fingers and
is much hardn to turn. Another point not
always appreciated is that the:. larger th~
radius of the knob the bigger is the movernent of its circumference nen,ssarv to turn
the dial which it drive..; through one. division.
Hence, with a knob of reasonable size fitw
tuning is apprcciaLlv <·asin.

.. •...

Through the Weather-House
THE radio wL"ather-hmJse which <~ttracted
so much attt·ntwn at last years Olympia Exhibition has produced, so to speak,
a sequel in the lorm of a book '· Through
the \Veathl"r-Housc," by H. A. \Vatson\Vatt. Verv interesting .reading it is, an<l
completely free from deep depressions. He
calculates, for instann, that with electricity
at a farthing a unit the value of a lightning
flash is something like a hallpenny a yard.
A clay of artiticial ,.;unshint· WllLlid cost <'Very
rnau, wotll<~ll ;(l)c] child in England £so,
though in Scotland, with it,; less dense populatimi, the price· \Youltl work out at near!\·
fi,·e times as much. Thcre are all kinds of
other thrilling c;\lcnlations.

.. ·...

Miraculous Batteries

IT is amaziu.sc \\·h;~t sunll" p<·oplr- think the
primar,· dr>dric b;ttten· can clu. In lktt·ctin' sto.rit·s ou<· cmnes ;tc-r,"·s tht· battery
of c!t-ath-rll-:tling E\!F IYhir·h rhe snper-crouk
carrit·:-- couct'ah'd ln l·ig;Jp_·U·· L:l:..;~· ()f \vallet.
But pt·rhaps Hw first pri?.·· tr't· inventive
ge>nius must go to the gos~·ip 1nitr·r who recounted that a foreign \·isitor (unnamed) to

MAY JISi, I935·
this country was causing a sensation by
wearing illuminated earrings.
Till\/ L>atterieo;, it was explained, wnc
tucked Gway in each, and the brightly glowing lamps illurninaied by their aid <;:auscd
t very lwholdcr to turn and admire.
I wish
I could come across some of thoo;e man·dlous
batteries, which appear to be almost like
Euclid'~· point in size and to weigh next to
11othing, though they deliver watts and watts
and watts for hours on end.

..........

Car Radio Licences
NO\V that summer is more or less with us,

I am recunng a good many enqmncs
about the question of licences for car radio
sets. The position was clearly ddim·d last
ycar, but it may be as well to remind tho'-'e
who have forgotien th" terms of the anncuncemcnt tlw~1 made.
Under your

on1inc~ry

reccJvmg licence you are entitled
tu , ~t.ablish a receiving station and to operate both "fixed'' and portable sets in your
own home and a portable set oubirk it. If,
thcn·fore, you merely take a portabk out in
your en you arc covercd by i.hc one licenn·.
But the recciYing set built into a car is quite
a diffe-rent affair. \Vhcn the wirdess set is
p;nt and parcel of the car's equipment a
~.:cnnd n·c<·i"ing station is established, and
an <tclditimwl ten-shilling licc·nce i:; nc:n·s:'",in·.
In the licence itself permission is
ginn to <stablish a recei"ing station, not
at a certain addrcss, but in a motor \Thicle
tif rq!i;-;tration number so-and-so.

.. .. ..

Melting Magnetos
month is
N Owithout
its

really compkte nowaday~
discovery of a death rav.
During :\lay we have had-account:; of no ltss

m(jlting ray.

Romania"

"Radio
Ne\v

than two, so that May has dcne pretty wdl.
Tlw first blossomed forth as a result of the
l\b rconi clemonstr<1 tions for the bt"nef1t uf
Signor :\Iussolini. Marchese ?vlarconi himseli promptlv denied that he was engaged
in stopping motor cars or Gnything of the
kind. His demonstration appears to have
bt·en connected with de\'clopments on the
ultra ~~hnrt waves upon which he has llecn
engaged for ~- long time now. ~ ext came
the information that a German inventor
claimt"ci to be able to melt the magnetos 0!
car.' and a('roplan<'s at distances of up to ;t
couple of miles by means of a secret ray.
He ma\·, o£ course have discovered something v.:hich wn~cks,insulators <tt that range,
but thnc are so many pretty little problPms
invoh:ed that I remain sceptical. Anyhow,
one would imaginP that efficient screening
would settle the hash of any magneto-

150 kW.

Station Now
Testing
By a Special Correspondent.

Miss Elise Porusnic is one of three
women announcers on the staff at
" Radio Romania.'' She holds the
degree of Doctor of Law. The
valve carriage on the left will
remind readers of our pictorial
description of Droitwich, where
similar equipment is used. " Radio
Romania '' is also a product of the
Marconi Company. The aerial masts
are 830 feet high.

N the days of less ~ensitiYe rece1vmg
sets listeners in Western Europe were
always proud to be able to log reception of Bucharest, as the ~ignals tra Yellnl
overland for a distance greater than those
from almost any other transmitter; even
nowadays the prospective tra\·eller to
H.umania always thinks twice about it,
for the journey entails at least a day and
a night in the train.
Luckily for those
who wi"h to visit that part of Europe thl·
German Lufthan-a have started a dail)'
service which takes you from Berlin t~J
Athens Yia Budapest and Belgrade m
under twelve hours.
By leaving Berlin at 7 o'clock in the
morning I reached Belgrade in time for
lunch arld wilh sufficient time for a business visit, and then continued in the late
afternoon to Bucharest, the capital of
H.umania.
The reason for this sudden
decision to leave for the little Paris of

I

the EGst is not hard to find. By the tim,·
thcst' lines appear in print " Radio
H.omania '' (the official name of the new
high-pm,·er station) will have just started
tl'sts in the early morning hours.
The new rso kW. station at Brasov, <l
small to\Yil in what might well be termed
the geographical centr'C of the countn·,
promises to he '' the big noise '' ~·f
South-Eastern Europe.
Not onlv \\iil
H.umanians throughout the country-obtain
easy reception of the national programmes
on crystal sets, hut those countries which
haYe inadequate broadcasting serYices, or
none at all, will now obtain a reliable da\·time transmission. To the older generation Brasov will probably be. mor•:
familiar under its German name of Kronstadt. It is on the main line from Budapest to Bucharest.
The transmitter has been placed a
few miles out near the sugar factory

of Bod.
The transmitter and the two
anial masts, which are 830 feet in
height, are products of the British
l\hrconi Company. The Diesel engines
\\'hich proyide the power for the transmitter come, howe\'er, from Switzerland.
Tht:-S::· bnrn heaYy oil which costs a fraction of what it does in countries less
blessed "ith oilfields.
The official opening uf
'' Radio
Romania " is expected some time in June.
BrasoY "'ill receive its modulation
along land-lines from Broadcasting House
at Bucharest, where the studios are comparable in efficiency and comfmt with
those of Britain and Germanv.
The
H.umanian Broadcasting Company, who
haw hpt well abreast of the latest
technica( developments, have just acquired a site for the building of an entirely
new " Broadcasting House," although
the present one is only just five years old.
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UNBIASED
By
FREE GRID

The Lost Chord
WONDER if readers can help me in an
I apparently
vain quest for a mysterious
station?
The other day I was down among the:
short waves a little below 40 and, like
the man at the organ, I was feeling weary
and ill at ease while idly twiddling the
keys, or rather the dials. The cause of
my lack of ease was the new boots which
I was wearing, coupled with the fact that
it was in the small hours of the morning
when, so medical men assure us, human
vitality is at its lowest ebb, all the pubs
having long since closed.
Now one of my hobbies is the identifying of foreign languages, and it is my
proud boast that there is very little that
baffles me, not even Manx. I do not, of
course, claim to be fluent in, or even to
speak, the wretched languages, but
merely to recognise them when I hear
them. I am sufficiently proficient, for
instance, to be able to distinguish Siamese
from Static, which, as students of oriental
languages will know, is no mean feat.
However, I was, as already related,
idly twiddling the dials when suddenly I
heard a voice speaking in an unknown
tongue. It lacked entirely the rhythm of
any class of language known to me and,
in fact, resembled nothing so much as the
sound of the last dregs of bath water running down the waste pipe.
I was still
more amazed when the announcement

speaking English, I was entirely unable
to place this one.
Volume was good, with so truly remarkable an absence of fading that I might
have .Peen receiving the programme viZJ.
the direct ray from a nearby station instead of, as I presume, from some distant
land.
Since then I have spent many feverish
and sleepless nights in an endeavour to
get this mysterious programme once
again, but all to no purpose. I am, in
fact, becoiTling quite haggard and worn
over the whole affair, and I can, for the
first time in my life, sympathise with the
unfortunate organist in his quest for the
mislaid chord.

A Jubilant Issue
the Jubilee spirit is still in the
SINCE
air it is not out of place to remind my
readers that next April this journal cele!Jrates its own Jubilee, having first seen
the light of day on All Fools' Day, 19II.
Celebrations of events of this character
have to be considered for many months
in advance, and already I have been entrusted with the task of preparing a speci;1l
Jubilee issue for next April. I am at present at a loss as to what to put in the
issue, and it has occurred to me that some
of the more kind-hearted of you might
care to assist me to fill its pages. Surely
there must be many of you with literary
aspiration~, whilst others may be glad of
the opportunity to giw vent to their pentup feelings in cold print. Reminiscences
from reaclcrs-from-tlw-first-number will
be especially \Yelcomccl, hut for obvious
reasons birth certificates must be enclosed.

Floreat Borstalia
•· Weary and ill at ease "

ceased, and a programme in the English
language commenced, of a type which
would bring a blush of shame even to the
hardened cheeks of a boulevardier of
Montmartre or Manchester.
It was
apparent from the accents of the artistes
that the programme was not emanating
from any English-speaking country nor.
indeed, from any other country known to
me, for although I can identify the nationality of any foreigner by his accent when

After a short term of Government employment, necessitated by a misunderstanding concerning a signature on a
cheque, I went out to Australia to visit
scenes made familiar to me by the writings of my great-grandfather-one of the
earliest colonists sent out there by the
Government over a hundred years ago.
Failure to pass the educational tests
necessary to secure a landing permit compelled me to return home, where I was
fortunate enough to inherit an old-established plumbing business from an uncle
just about the time that the great radio
boom began. Needless to say, this happy
coincidence resulted in a great extension
of the business, not only in the legitimate
activities of accumulator charging and
repair~for after all the literal interpretation of the word " plumber" is " a
worker in lead "-but also in the more

HA\'E nTcin·d so manv ktters lately
<Jsking \\·hat arc my academic qnalificaiinns for dealing with the many technical
matters that crop up from timf' to time
in mv weeklv contribution to the world's
knm~·ledgr that I think it would be all to
the good if I gan~ a brief resume of my
career.
Intended by mv father for the profession of the law, I fonnrl mvsclf at the bar
at a comparatin·l_\ rarl_1· ·age, in fact,
almost :to soon as I had pZ1~scd the It~ gal
age of fourtt·en year,;, and from that time
honours fell upon me thick and fast.

I

My fame spread

profitable business of set designing and
repairing.
Having inherited from my father some
small skill as a musician it was not long
before I learned to fashion and play a
wind instrument of my own. My success
as a trumpeter may be judged by the fact
that my fame spread beyond these shores
and secured the well-merited attention of
certain foreign universities and other seats
of learning.
In record time I secured a diploma from
overseas, this being followed some time;
later by a peremptory demand for ten
dollars ''to defray the cost of packing and
postage." With my receipt came sundry
pamphlets bringing to my notice the fact
that \dwn my business had expanded
sufficiently to ]wrmit of my raising the
nf'cessary fee, further and greater honours
a waited-me.
In due course I made the necessary
application for these honours, but owing
to some regrettable misunderstandingdue, J bdiew, to the poor quality of my
handwriting--- I \\·as st>nt a theological
diploma in place of the one for which I
had applied.
[These reminiscences must now cease,
otlwrwi:o:e tlw identitv of l'vlr. Free Grid
may emer~.:e and a contrihntor he lost to
us ln thf' ~enewal of a term of service in
Government employ.~ED.]
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New Apparatus
Reviewed

1

'
I
I

Recent Products

j

K-B SHORT-WAVE

of the

CONVERTER

THE K-B short-wave convert<:r is a neat
and compact single-valve frequency
changn which is intended to be used with
tho~•· 1{-B broadcast sPts in which is provided a supply point giving the HT ami
LT voltages rt>quin'd by the converter. lt
covers a wave-range of 15 to So metres in
two stages selected by a switch, their rcspectivt' hands being 15 to 40 metres and
35 to So metres.
The dial is wa\·dength-calibrated and
traversed by a pointer attached to a very
smooth-running slow-nwtion drive, the reduction ratio of which is nicely suited to
the 11(,<-:ds of short-wa vc tuning. It is positive iu its action ~wd free from backlasl1
or slip.
Our tc-:<b; were made with a 1934 model
K-B 666 receiver.
The 15- to 40-metre
b:m<l pron'd to be by far the better during
the time of tt·st, although late night listening was ;cttemptcd.
The American
\VzXAF, \V zXAD were good stations from
a programme point of \·iew, whilst \VSXK,
on 1<J./2, and also on 25.27, was good ancl
very strong signals were obtained nwst
evenings from Zeesen DJA and DJN.

K-B short-wave converter covering a waveband of 15 to So metres.

~ianufacturers

I

I

:··------------------------------------------------

BELLING-LEE FLEX-LEAD
SUPPRESSOR
THIS small compact device has bt·<·n devdoped by Belling and Lee, Ltd .. Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlt,,;ex,

Belling-Lee interferenoe suppressor for sma!J
portable electric appliances.

fer inst>rting in the mains supply kat! to
portable elt>ct.ric appliances, such as \·acuum
cl ea nt-n', floor polishers, drills, etc., fitted
with small motors or vibrators, its purpose
being to St'rve as an interference suppres;;or
fer appliances in which no provision is made
for <"arthing the frame.
The device consists of two condensers
assembled as a single un~t and enclosed in a
narrow moulded bakelite hox, the Yarious
wire connectors being totally enclosed and
fully insulated. One condenst-r of 0.1 mfd.,
t(sted at I,_')OO volts, is joint'd acro~s the
main, supply, while the other, of o.or rnfd.,
connects one supply lead to the frame of the
mac hi ne. This condenser is t(·sted at .2, 200
vclts.
The capacities used and the test Yoltage
:lpplitd to <'ach comply with the rt'cmnnwnda tions laid down by the Radio Component ;\;lanufacturers' Federation, so that
adequate protection is provided in this unit.
The price is 6s.

Among other stations received well wnc
PHF5, Rio de Janeiro, VK.zME Sydney, <ts
well as most of the B. H.C. Empire shortwave stations, all bdow 40 metres.
The
higher range was not so productive as the
HAMMARLlJND SHORT-WAVE
lower, no doubt the conditions prev·ailing
at the time being more fa vourablc for the
COMPONENTS
latter.
Occasional ·'dead-spots'' wen~
ilE Hammar\und Manufacturing Cn.,
noticed on the 35- to So-metre band, but
Inc., of U.S.A., have for long specialist·<!
tlwy did not extt·nd over more than a
in the production of high-quality short-wave
metre on the sc:L!e.
compon,·nts; their latest types now employ
Several stations \\ere heard, but fl·w
a new special low-lnss dielectric waterial
actually identified on this band; amateur.'
which i,; claimed to be particularly good nt
wn-e v(·ry al'tivc at time.3 towards thr:
the vtTy high frequencies. Some specimens
upper end of the scale just below So metres.
This unit is \·ery 'onvenicnt to opcrat"
as then: is one contu•l 011lv apart from the
wan·-band sv.itcb, and ch.ange-0\'lT to th<~
normal broadcast wavelengths does not
eH tail it,_; disconnection, a turn of the sv. itch
b i.lg all that is necessary.
The conn·rtn is as- st'm bkd in
a wellmade
and
h i ghl y
p:)lished walnut cabinet,
and the price is £4 1os.,
the
rnah·rs
bei ng
Kolster-Brandes, Ltd.,
Cray Works, Sidcup,
Hammarlund SWK-6 kit of four short-wave coils and new
6-pin Isolantite coil base.
Kent.

T

d their latest products have been sent in for
examination by R. A. Rothernwl, Ltd.,
Rnthermd Ho us'', Canterbury Road, Londcn, ~.\\'.6; these comprise a set of four
C('ib and lnses.
The coils are of the G-pin plug-in variety
and tach has three separate windings. The
oet co\·cTs a wave-range of from 17 to 270
mt'tres, w;mg a tuning condenser of ll.OOOI4
mfd. \\·ith an adequate OYnlap between
each. The 17 to 41-, 33 to 75- and 66 tn
150-nwtre coils ha\·e secondary v.indings of
silvt>r-plate'l copper wire, while the primary
and n·action in each case consists of double
"iik-cmTn"d wire, the primary bt'ing int<:rwound with the sccnndary.
The 135 to .270-metre c-oil is wound with
enamellt>cl wire for the secondary, the other
windings being of DSC, and i1i l'>'PrY case
the secondary is space-wound.
The coil
formers are rtin. in diameter, have ten ribs,
and measure approximately 3in. high.
On test the coils wvre found to be (·xce,"dinglv efficient, the windings all nict'ly
proportioned, and as thl' self-capacities •.;£
the tuner! windings are small each coil has
a wide wa,·eband .coverage, <'specially ~-hen
tun .. c! b\· <•. o.ooor 5 mfd. condent'<·r as cusi:omarih· tJsed in this country, and the ranges
mark~d on the coils are easily realisable if
reasnna hie care is taken in keeping stra:r
capacitit"S small.
Tht' set of four coils knlm n as the SWK-6
kit costs 22s. 6d., and the new style Isolantite coil base 3s. An S\VK-4 kit consistling of four coils as in the first-mentioned
but with t·ach coil former having two winding;- only is a\·ailable at Jjs. lid.

AMPLION

FUSES

C

ARTHIDGE fuses of the type now generally used in wireless receivers, and also
in sundry small dectrical appliances operatc~d from the supply mains, are now ob-

Amplion
cartridge
available
standard

small
fuse,
in all
sizes.

tainabk from Amplion (1932), Ltd., 82/84,
Rosmnan Street, Rosebery AYcnue, Londcn,
E.C.I.
Tlwv range in current handling capacity
from oo m A. to 3 amps., and thne are tl'!J
different modt·ls in all, colour coded for
identification as recommended by the Radio
Components
Manufacturers' .Federation.
Metal end-caps, tin. in diamder, are fitted,
and tlw fuse container measures I!in. long.
Te,ots have been made with st:veral different
models, and in every case the fuse blew at
an overload of approximatdy 6o per cent.,
thereby affording adequate protection for its
type. They cost 6d. each.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

The Quartz Crystal

THE

interesting article on "Single Span
Tuning and the Quartz Crystal '' in
your issut' of May 24th illustrates the fact
that the quartz crystal provides tht· solution to many of the outstanding problems of
receiver design. In addition to its high
selertivity, the crystal can be employed to
give either or both sidebands at will. These
two features thus enable us to deal with
hoth types of interc haunel interference-the
interfering programme and sideband splash.
The resonance curve is thus ideal, being
capable of giving one sideband with a high
value of carrier component.
Such an ideal receiver from the selectivity
point of view would not be satisfactory if
the frequency response were bad. However,
the full frequency response can be given, and
it is obtained without any danger from harmonic distortion. Mr. Cocking in his article
suggests that when the balancing condenser
is adjusted to give one sideband there is a
possibility of such harmonic distortion. He
obviously has in mind the fact that single
sideband systems are prone to such distortion when the percentage modulation is
high. It is, however, now well established
that such distortion diminishes rapidly as
the percentage modulation decreases, and,
in fact, at a recent meeting of the I.E.E.
on 1\Iay rst, when Captain Eckersley talked
on Asymmetric Sideband Transmission, :1
large part of the discussion f:entred round
this point, and in particular the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. gave some figures to
illustrate the point.
The high selectivity of the quartz crystal
reduces percentage modulation in the receiver to very lo'v values, as it increases tht>
carrier response with respect to the sidebands.
Hence under no circumstances is
harmonic distortion likely to cause trouble
in a quartz receiver.
J. ROBINSON.
1\Iill Hill.
[In the article to which reference is made
by Dr. Robinson above, it should be remembered that a specific problem, namely, the
employment of a quartz crystal in conjunction with single-span tuning with an
IF of I ,6oo kc Is wa-; under consideration.
Somt> of the difficulties· referred to in the
article would not apply, or would apply t"
a lesser degree, with an intermediate frequencv of lower value.
The value of the quartz crystal is now
fully recognised, but its successful use in
broadcast recein·rs having an intermediate
frequency as high as I,6oo kc /s calls for
further development, particularly in the
case of recei,·ers intended for home constructiOIJ.-En.J

Improving the Gramophone Record
MAY I suggc-st that the modern gramophone record lacks one very necessary
improvement? I refer to the need of each
record opening with ;m announcement of
its contents.
How much more interesting and musical
the home gramophone recital could be if
devoid of the present interruptions of
"'Vhat piece was that? " or "That was soand-so, wasn't it?" The growing use of
the record changer, when a dozen records
may be put on, makes the matter urgent.
Not the least important function of a

recorded announcement would be an accurate and pleasing pronunciation of difficult
titles, composers' and soloists' names.
The method of presentation is debatable.
I would suggest an abbreviated form of the
recognised contents as printed on the present
labels, arranged in a more suitable form; for
instance, "The New Queen's Hall Orchestra, conducted by Sir Henry Wood, playing
Mendelssohn's 'Fingal's Cave' Overture,
Part I." and " Albert Sandler and his
Orchestra, playing a waltz serenade, 'By
the Sleepy Lagoon,'" should adequately
meet the requirements of the majority.
A copy of this letter has been sent to one
of the leading gramophone record-makers
for their views on the suggestion.
New Barnet.
N. MACKECHNIE.

..

The Invisible Man
we all respect Dr. Beatty as an
W HILE
arithmetician of the first order, and
bless his Data Charts, he must not try to
pose as a physicist.
He makes the delightful statement that,
since H. G. Wells' invisible man was trans.varent, then he would be unable to absorb
any radiant energy from the sunlight.
May I suggest that on the next sunny day
Dr. Beatty feels the glass in. one of his
windows on the sunny side of the house?
I have not read "The Invisible Man"
for some time, so it is possible that I have
overlooked some vital evidence in support
of Dr. Beattv's rash statement. One cannot, however: allow '' transparency '' alon0
to be sufficient arg~ment for a complete
absence of absorption in any part of the
spectrum.
S. FALLOON.
Southfleet, Kent.

I

AM obliged for Mr. Falloon's interest in
what is, perhaps, the most mysterious
point in the researches of the late Mr. Griffin
-the Invisible Man. The account which
1\Ir. Griffin gave to Dr. Hemp is sadly incomplete, but he definitely stated that he
had succeeded in decreasing the refractive
index of his body till it was equal to that
of air. Now, no solids or liquids known to
chemistry have such a small refractive index, and the most plausible hypothesis
seems to be that Mr. Griffm succeeded [n
stripping his component atoms of their outer
shell of electrons, the shell which is responsible for all phenomena of refraction, reflection, and absorption of solar radiation. If
this contention he granted it follows that
he could be warmed onlv bv contact with
warm materials, such as" air. or clothing or
soil, or by a warm bath.
It is most regrettable that no serious
attempt has ever brPn made to recover Mr.
Griffin's three notP-books in which he recorded the details of his expc-riments. It is
known that they were at one time in the
possession of a Mr. Thomas Marvel, the
proprietor of an inn somewhere in the
Southern Counties. I have not the leisure
to make inquiries myself, but if Mr. Falloon
could be persuaded to make a pilgrimage to
the various inns in that district ht' might
possibly recover the priceless manuscripts.
The expenses of the investigation might be
bornt' jointly by the Royal Society and the
Licensed Victuallers' Association.
R. T. BEATTY.

Asymmetric Sideband Broadcasting
youR article concerning my pape:: on
asymmetnc s1deband broadcastmg, recently read to the wireless section of the
I.E.E., correctly reports the flavour of the
discussio:1, but, in common with the major
part of that discussion, appears to miss th~
root point brought out in the paper.
'V e all now agree that the distortions
introduced in single sideband broadcasting
prevent its use.
Whatever form the explanation of the distortion phenomena may
take, whether it is as" a B.B.C. representative " " explained " it-" the well-known
difference which exists in the modulated
envelope of single sideband as compared
with double side bands,'' or whether it is
explained by the " well-known " equations
or as perfectly clearly as it was in my paper
-the effect unquestionably exists.
Once the reasons for the existence of
distortion are understood, means for its suppresswn can be devised. The major purpose of my paper was to show that certain
methods of cutting off spectrum did not introduce distortions. The systems I described
are not, however, as everyone seems determined to believe they are, single sideband
.sys~ems; they are, as the title to my paper
mdKates, asymmetric sideband systems.
Your account of the meeting -leaves the
impression that my paper had a possible
value m provoking officialdom to become
both articulate and informative, whereas I
suggest it has the further merit that it sets
out a possible solution to a difficult technical problem.
P. P. ECKERSLEY.
London, S.W.3.

Fuses in Wireless Receivers

A BOUT a year ago I wrote to you respect-

mg thl' lack of safeguards m commercial
receivers for protecting the mains transformer in the event of short-circuits in the
rectifier valve.
I expressed the view that fuses ought to
he. fitti'cl in every set in order to prevent
senous damage to the secondary transformer
windings if a filament of a rectifl('r touclwd
an anode. In thc- letter ddails of actual
cases serviced by n1y fin11 \\Trt-' given.
Having had four cases of completely
burnt-out transformers, du(' to faults in
rectifier val ,-(·s or smoothing condensers during tlw last fortnight, 1 am movt·cl to
address vou again.
'\'hv ~houlcl tht· user lw mulctt'd in the
cost of an expensivf' transformer n·pair consequent upon anotlwr fault, which also in\'olvcs expense, if such cost could be
prevented by a simple addition to a receiver
in the shape of a couple of small fuses?
1\Iany faults in rec(•i,-c-rs an· cltw to cause"
unforeseen by the designers, but this one
cannot be plaCl·d in that category.
The
protection of such apparatus as trat;sfornwrs
is surely axiomatic in l'lectrical de,;i~n-it
is an elementary precaution.
HILL-Sl\IITH (WARRI:'--l'GTON), LTD.,
R. '''· Taylor, Director.
\Varrington.

